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GREETINGS FROM THE GENERAL CO-CHAIRS OF HPCS 2007 
 
Welcome to the Czech Republic, welcome to Prague, and welcome to HPCS 2007.  
This is the 5th year the conference takes place.  As it has matured into an esteemed 
venue for publication and discussion of knowledge in the corresponding areas, we 
are very happy to serve as this conference’s General Co-Chairs.  The conference will 
address several issues in modelling and simulation of high performance and large 
scale computing systems that today play a key role in science and industry.   
 
Very hearty thanks go to the Program Chair, Prof. Waleed W. Smari, and his 
colleagues for putting together such a broad, well designed and interesting program.  
A big thanks also goes to those who have set up all the related tutorials, special 
sessions, workshops and panels. We will also use the opportunity to thank the 
conference’s local organizers from the Thomas Bata University in Zlín as well as 
ECMS. 
 
Hence, enjoy the presentations and discussions; use the opportunity to meet 
interesting researchers, and enjoy the wonderful setting that the city of Prague gives 
this conference.  Last but not least, welcome back also next year to HPCS 2008. 
 
 
Mads Nygård   Domenico Talia 
Trondheim, Norway   Rende, Calabria, Italy 
April 2007 
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THE 2007 HPCS FOREWORD 
 

On behalf of the organizers and International Program Committee, I would like to 

welcome you to the 2007 High Performance Computing and Simulation (HPCS 2007) 

Conference held in Prague, Czech Republic, June 4-6, 2007, in conjunction with 

ECMS 2007. This conference will provide a dynamic forum to address, explore, and 

exchange information, knowledge, and experiences in the state-of-the-art in high 

performance computing systems, their modelling and simulation, design and use, 

and impact.  HPCS brings together researchers, scientists, engineers, practitioners, 

educators, and students from many nations and backgrounds to exchange their 

insights, breakthroughs, and research results about aspects of these systems and 

their technologies; to discuss challenges encountered in government, industry, and 

academe; and to seek new and innovative solutions. Additionally, we hope that the 

conference will present opportunities for many open technical interchanges in 

individual and group settings on key technology issues, during the conference and 

the potential for future collaborations among the participants, afterwards.   

 
Current research in university and industry provides a new generation of HPC 

systems to create fully interconnected communities of interest and practice with 

decision quality information in compressed time cycles. Through modelling and 

simulation, knowledge sharing and discovery, and just-in-time global grid-based 

information processing, individuals and groups will work together and make better, 

not just faster, decisions. The technologies and research presented in HPCS 

meetings will provide the foundations upon which these next generation systems will 

be built.   

 
On behalf of the Organizing and Program Committees, I would like to thank the many 

people who helped make this conference successful. I thank all authors who 

submitted their work to HPCS 2007 and who are presenting in Prague. Our excellent 

collections of papers and presentations were possible through the diligent work of the 

International Technical Program Committee. The ITPC members and reviewers did 

an exceptional job and we are grateful for their help in reviewing and evaluating the 

paper submissions. We would like to acknowledge the conference three keynote 

speakers Prof. Pascal Berruet, RNDr. Bohdan Maslowski, DrSc., and Dr. Gabriel A. 

Wainer as well as our Plenary speaker Prof. Ratan K. Guha.  For the first time, the 
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conference this year has three special sessions that were organized by  

Profs. Luca Spalazzi, Nouredine Melab, El-Ghazali Talbi, and Frederick C. Harris, Jr.. 

We are thankful for their efforts and contributions. We strongly urge all participants to 

organize workshops and special sessions in their area of interest in future meetings 

and thus grow the community. Also for the first time, the conference has a tutorial 

presented by Dr. Mark Wachowiak as well as a Panel Session moderated by Prof. 

Mads Nygård. We thank our panelists for their contributions.   

 

The conference this year comprises of 28 out of a total of 45 papers submitted, with 

an acceptance rate of 62.2%. Each paper was assigned to 4-5 reviewers and the 

majority of authors received at least 3-4 reviews back. Due to the TPC members’ 

timely response, we were able to meet various deadlines we had planned for the 

track.   

 

We wish to thank the European Council for Modelling and Simulation members for 

their hard work, support, and advice, which made the conference a success. We also 

wish to thank our hosts at Tomas Bata University in Zlín, Czech Republic for the 

wonderful arrangements, support, and services they have provided.  And last but not 

least, we thank Ms. Martina-Maria Seidel, the HPCS 2007 Conference Manager for 

her continual support throughout the year to make this conference possible in every 

way.   
 

I must also express my gratitude for the support, guidance, and encouragement I 

received from our General Chairs this year. In addition, I wish to thank all members 

of the Organizing Committee without whom this conference and program would not 

have been possible.   
 

We thank all of our attendees for making ECMS 2007 an extraordinary and enjoyable 

event. We hope you find this year’s conference stimulating and worthwhile and look 

forward to seeing you at HPCS 2008.   

 

Waleed W. Smari 

HPCS 2007 Program Chair 

Dayton, Ohio, USA 

April 2007 
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HPCS 2007 PLENARY SPEECH 
 
 

Wireless Network Security: Threats and Counter Measures 
 
 

Ratan K. Guha 
School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science 

University of Central Florida 
Orlando, Florida, USA 

http://www.eecs.ucf.edu/~guha 
 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
Wireless networks (WNs) have become constitutional in businesses today.  A large 
number of financial institutions, defence agencies, companies, and home users are 
using wireless technologies in their environments.  However, with this unhindered 
mobility and flexibility lurks opportunities for violators to infringe the privacy of 
wireless network users.  This is because the air interface is a shared medium over 
which data is transmitted.  As companies rely on these networks for business 
communication and occupational activities, security threats become a major concern.  
There is a necessity to employ safe protocols to protect WNs from intrusion and leak 
of potentially sensitive information.  Such protocols need to be intelligent enough to 
detect threats and in the advent of a breach, be robust enough to continually work 
against them.  Thus, users should be aware of the security risks associated with the 
wireless networks so that they can apply appropriate measures safeguard their 
data/information.   

In this talk, we present existing IEEE wireless standards and the efforts taken by the 
industry to realize these standards.  IEEE 802.16 (also known as WiMAX), provides 
Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) users with high-speed broadband 
access to the Internet, whereas, IEEE 802.11 (also known as WiFi), allows users to 
establish wireless connections Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN).  In addition, 
IEEE 802.15 (also known as Bluetooth) provides short-range connectivity for portable 
devices.   

As mentioned above, in order to capitalize the benefits of WNs, a security policy 
needs to be put in place to mitigate security risks.  The security policy of a WN must 
define what is to be protected and what are the expectations of WN users.  The 
definition of the objectives of this policy serves as a basis for security planning when 
new applications are designed or current networks are expanded.  We consider the 
most common security objectives of a WN to be authentication and access control, 
confidentiality, integrity, and availability.  The interpretation of these objectives varies 
as do the contexts in which they arise.  These objectives aim to keep the intruders (or 
adversaries) at bay and allow only legitimate users to access authorized systems and 
services.   
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The standard IEEE 802.11 provided a mechanism called Wired Equivalent Privacy 
(WEP) to protect wireless links.  WEP was a subject of criticism for many years which 
led to the development of IEEE 802.11i.  IEEE 802.11i enhances WEP by introducing 
a Temporal Key Integrity Protocol (TKIP) and Counter-Mode/CBC-MAC Protocol 
(CCMP) with a 128-bit key to improve security.  Also, it uses (Extensible 
Authentication Protocol (EAP) for authentication and EAP encapsulation over LANs 
(EAPOL) for key exchange.   

Bluetooth devices establish a secure connection by using a PIN code during the 
initial pairing process.  This PIN serves to generate a key which is used for 
authentication.  IEEE 802.16 standard implements security in the form of a privacy 
sublayer, present in MAC’s internal layering.  Functions of the privacy sub-layer 
include access control and privacy of the data link.   
In this talk, we present how security and privacy are fortified in all these standards.   
 
 
SHORT BIOGRAPHY 
Ratan K. Guha is a professor in the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science (www.eecs.ucf.edu) at the University of Central Florida (www.ucf.edu), 
Orlando.  He received his B.Sc. degree with honors in Mathematics and M.Sc. 
degree in Applied Mathematics from University of Calcutta (www.caluniv.ac.in) and 
received the Ph.D. degree in Computer Science from the University of Texas at 
Austin (www.utexas.edu) in 1970.  His research interests include distributed systems, 
computer networks, security protocols, modelling and simulation, and computer 
graphics.  He has authored over 125 papers published in various computer journals, 
book chapters and conference proceedings.  His research has been supported by 
grants from ARO, NSF, STRICOM, PM-TRADE, NASA, and the State of Florida.  He 
has served as a member of the program committee of several conferences, as the 
general chair of CSMA’98 and CSMA’2000 and as the guest co-editor of a special 
issue of the Journal of Simulation Practice and Theory.  He is a member of ACM, 
IEEE, and SCS and served as a member of the Board of Directors of SCS from 2004 
to 2006.  He is currently serving in the editorial board of two journals: International 
Journal of Internet Technology and Secured Transactions (IJITST) published by 
Inderscience Enterprises (www.inderscience.com), and Modelling and Simulation in 
Engineering published by Hindawi Publishing Corporation (www.hindawi.com).   
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HPCS 2007 TUTORIAL 
 
 
 

High Performance Nonlinear Global Optimization Techniques and 
Applications 

 
 
 

Mark Wachowiak 
Department of Computer Science 

Nipissing University, North Bay, Canada  
 
 
 
 
 

TUTORIAL DESCRIPTION 
Nonlinear global numerical optimization, wherein the best possible solution to a multi-
dimensional, nonlinear model, or objective function, is sought, is an active field of 
study.  Most useful objective functions encountered in the physical, biological, 
economic, and social sciences are non-smooth, non-convex, noisy, and are 
characterized by many local minima.  For problems of very high dimensionality, the 
computational cost of global optimization has precluded its widespread use.   
 
In 1995, in a seminal paper (R. B. Schnabel, “A View of the Limitations, 
Opportunities, and Challenges in Parallel Nonlinear Optimization”, Parallel 
Computing, 21(6), 1995, pp. 875-905), three main aspects of high-performance and 
parallel global optimization were described: (1) Parallelizing the objective function 
calculation; (2) Parallelizing the underlying numerical libraries and kernels; and (3) 
Re-designing the algorithm for increased parallelism.  The primary focus of the 
proposed tutorial is the third aspect, as well as completely new paradigms specifically 
designed for high-performance computation.   
 
New applications of global optimization abound.  For example, complex phenomena 
are often modelled as large systems of equations, and model parameters must be 
determined to correspond with experimental data.  Global optimization is used to 
determine these parameters.  Furthermore, many important engineering problems 
rely on simulation-based optimization, wherein the cost function itself is formed from 
the results of large simulation experiments.  In these cases, closed-form derivatives 
of the objective function are generally not available, and are not easily computed.  
Therefore, new optimization paradigms must be considered to solve these problems.   
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TUTORIAL OUTLINE 
The proposed tutorial would include the following topics:   
 
• Introduction to the optimization problem and a brief overview of its classical, serial 

solutions.   
• Parallel techniques in local and global optimization. 

o Fine-grained approaches: Parallelization of derivative computation and cost 
function computation.   

o Coarse-grained approaches:  Searching different parts of the search space 
simultaneously.   

• The intrinsic parallelism of deterministic global methods, including DIRECT, 
branch and bound, and interval analysis. 

• Stochastic and computational intelligence methods, including simulated 
annealing, genetic algorithms, evolutionary computation, and a special emphasis 
on particle swarm optimization.   

• Emerging computer architectures for, and applications in, high-performance 
global optimization.  
o Simulation-based optimization, where derivative information is not available, 

and the cost of computing each objective function value is very high.  Important 
applications include safety engineering and the design of materials.  High-
performance derivative-free optimization methods will be discussed. 

o High-performance computing approaches to determine the optimal parameters 
of mathematical models that provide the best fit between observed and 
estimated data.  Calibrating a model to observed data generally improves the 
model’s predictive capabilities, and also provides a means for model 
verification and improvement.   

o Biomedical applications, particularly in imaging, computer-guided surgery and 
therapy, bioinformatics, and proteomics. 

 
 
 
TARGET AUDIENCE 
The target audience includes researchers, students, and practitioners who require 
optimization for solving large, complex problems.  Specifically, those who work in 
simulation and modelling learn about optimization-based simulation, its 
implementation, and potential applications.  Optimization for parameter estimation 
will also be discussed.   
 
 
 
REQUIRED BACKGROUND  
Although some mathematical background and some knowledge of parallel computing 
and computing algorithms is helpful, the tutorial will focus on applied concepts and 
parallelization techniques rather than on theory.   
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Dr. Wachowiak’s research interests are high-performance computing and parallel 
algorithms in scientific computing, grid computing, biomedical applications including 
imaging, bioinformatics, proteomics, and systems biology, and parallel global 
optimization.  His recent work has focused on parallel optimization techniques for 
medical image alignment.  He has been an invited speaker at several high-
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ABSTRACT: 
To date, a large number of research activities have taken place with particular focus 
on improving different aspects of parallel processing systems design including speed, 
reliability, fault tolerance, flexibility, compatibility, availability, cost and size.   
 
Implementation of an appropriate interconnectivity scheme of a network is an 
important part of the design of parallel computer architecture.  Its topology and 
architecture directly influence overall capability and performance of a parallel system.  
That is one of the reasons that we encounter many scientists and researchers 
continuing to develop different parallel processing architectures in order to further 
improve the above mentioned parameters.   
 
This panel will discuss the current state-of-the-art in high performance parallel 
processing systems, the gaps that exist, and the future trends and directions of these 
systems.   
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ABSTRACT 
Stream processor is a new architecture designed to deal 
with the applications which contain abundant 
data-parallelisms, and it can obtain high performance for 
regular data-parallel applications. But if there are a few 
data-dependent controls in the application, its 
performance will be reduced very much. Conditional 
stream can convert data-dependent control into 
data-routing which can be executed in stream processors. 
The experimental result has shown that conditional 
stream can improve the performance by 2X on average at 
very little cost. 

INTRODUCTION 

Stream architecture is a new SIMD data-parallel 
architecture which specializes in media processing. The 
stream programming model partitions the application 
into a series of kernels, computation-intensive functions 
that operate on streams, and a stream program that 
defines the high-level control-flow and data-flow 
between kernels(Peter Mattson , 2002),as illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Stream Programming Model 

The Imagine Stream Processor researched by Stanford 

University contains 8 clusters, which includes many 
ALUs and local register files (LRF). Similar to Imagine 
processor, Figure 2 shows the architecture of a SIMD 
stream processor with 4 clusters, which receive the same 
instructions from microcontroller and access their own 
LRFs with the same address. Existing study has shown 
that stream processor can provide several orders of 
magnitude higher performance efficiency than 
conventional programmable processors (Brucek 
Khailany, 2003). 

Although the data-parallel architectures are excellent 
in the applications with regular data-parallelism, a simple 
data-dependent control can sharply reduce their 
performance. Because stream processors combine ideas 
from other architectures, the problem is potentially even 
more serious for stream processors (Ujval J. Kapasi, 
2004). 

 

Figure 2: Stream Processor with 4 Clusters 

In order to solve the problem, Ujval J. Kapasi put 
forward conditional stream which can convert 
data-dependent control into data routing, extending the 
application range of data-parallel architectures (Ujval J. 
Kapasi et al, 2000). Stream processors with conditional 
stream can execute the applications with data-dependent 
control more efficiently. 
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Conditional stream is a data stream that is accessed 
conditionally based on the conditional codes (CC) local 
to the cluster (Ujval J. Kapasi et al, 2000). According to 
the direction of stream accessed, conditional stream can 
be classified into two modes: 

 Conditional output stream 
In this mode, data from one stream can be dispatched 

into different streams, each of which will contain 
homogeneous data. 

During conditional output stream accessing, according 
to its CC, each cluster decides whether to output its result 
into stream buffer or not, through the communicating 
unit and inter-switch. If half of the double buffer is full,  
the data will be outputted into stream register file. 

 Conditional input stream 
In this mode, data from two or more streams which 

contain inhomogeneous data can be combined into one 
stream. 

Contrary to conditional output stream, each cluster 
decides whether to input one data or not, through the 
communicating unit and inter-switch, basing on the CCS. 
If half of the double buffer is empty, the data will be 
inputted into the double buffer from stream register file. 

Each processing element of conventional SIMD 
processors has to execute the same program code. The 
data-dependent conditionals are commonly implemented 
by mask streams. For each input element, all possible 
outputs are calculated and associated mask streams are 
generated to indicate which elements of each output 
stream are valid. This approach leads to some   
deficiencies (Ujval J. Kapasi, et al, 2000).  

So in order to avoid invalid results, the processor with 
conditional streams routes the inhomogeneous data from 
input stream into two or more streams, then the stream 
with homogeneous data can be handled apart according 
to corresponding conditional clause, which can avoid 
invalid computing and associating mask streams since 
there is no invalid data existing in the stream already. 

PROCESS OF CONDITIONAL STREAM 

Figure 3 shows the process of an output stream in a 
stream processor with 8 clusters. Each cluster produces 
the CC needed in conditional access, according to the 

input data or its own computing result. In the first loop, 
the CCs of cluster0-cluster7 are 01110110, the bit value 
of which determines whether this conditional 
transmission is valid or not. For example, the CC of 
cluster0 is 0, so the result which cluster0 generates is set 
to be invalid, and there is no valid conditional output 
ongoing or valid result which is accepted by 
communicating unit. Contrarily, the CC of cluster1 is 1, 
so its result is valid, value-H, and the valid transmission 
is ongoing.  

 

Figure 3: The Process of Conditional Stream 

The number of the data outputted into stream buffer 
(the number of CCs) is variable. During one conditional 
transmission the data may not fill stream buffer to 
proceed stream output operation once, but the data 
generated during two transmissions may overflow the 
buffer, so a double buffer is set between the stream 
register file and clusters, half of which can hold all the 
data in a conditional transmission needed in most case, 
as illustrated in Figure 3. 

Normal stream access is unconditional and 
simultaneous for all clusters, and each cluster can only 
access the data in the associated SB bank, for example, 
cluster0 can only access the first, ninth, 
seventeenth,…,data of stream, cluster1 can only access 
the second, tenth, eighteenth,…,data. But in conditional 
transmission, clusters must access the stream based on 
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the CCs to expand or compress the stream, and the entry 
of double buffer must be accessed orderly, therefore, the 
valid data must be transmitted to or from right entry 
through a communicating unit with full crossbar. In 
Figure 3, communicating unit transmits the valid data to 
the corresponding entry in the control of permutation, 
which is computed by each cluster according to the ID of 
the start buffer entry and the CCs of all the clusters. For 
example, in the first loop of Figure 3, the CCs of 
cluster0-cluster7 are 01110110, and the ID of start buffer 
entry is 0, so the permutation is xxx65321, which stands 
for where the data written into the entry comes from. 
Otherwise, it has to be pointed out into which half of the 
double buffer the data is written. In Figure 3, all the data 
of first loop are written into the left half, but only part of 
data in second loop are written into the left half, the 
remnant are written to the right. When half of buffer is 
full, output operation proceeds to move data to stream 
register file. The process of conditional input stream is 
contrary to conditional output stream.  

IMPLEMENTATION OF CONDITIONAL 
STREAM  

From the analysis above, it is necessary that we need a 
double buffer between clusters and stream register file to 
store data, a communicating unit to exchange data 
between clusters and buffer. Besides those parts, a 
controller is also needed to generate permutation, store 
the state of conditional stream and so on.   

The controller can be implemented outside clusters as 
a whole part or inside each cluster as separate parts. In 
the second case, intra-switch must be implemented inside 
each cluster, and each controller stores their own 
conditional state. In other words, buffers of all the 
clusters have to be combined to realize the function of 
global buffer, each of which is equal to one entry of 
global buffer. 

Figure 4 shows the architecture of the clusters. Each 
cluster can be divided into two parts: ALU and the units 
of conditional stream, which include COM, SP, JB and 
VAL. COM exchanges the data between clusters so that 
each cluster can receive the right data from the double 
buffer entry. As the double buffer, SP is used to buffer 

data between clusters and stream register file. JB and 
VAL deal with the control signals sent to COM, SP and 
stream register file. There are two buses outside the 
cluster: one for the CCs and the other for the data from 
clusters. In order to complete the communicating 
operation, each cluster must send the data others need 
and receive the data from another cluster. 

Inter_databus

Inter_C
C

bus

 

Figure 4: Architectuer of Cluster 

IMPLEMENTATION OF IF-ELSE STATEMENT 

There are two typical if-else statements: 
 The if-else statement with two outputs 

 

 

Figure 5: If-else Statement With Two Outputs 

The pseudo-code of if-else statement is shown in 
Figure 5(a). If the data x read from input stream is minus, 
f(x) is computed and outputted into stream a. Otherwise, 
g(x) is computed and outputted into stream b. 

The common approach in SIMD processor without 
conditional stream is shown in Figure 5(b). It partitions 
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g(x) is computed and outputted into stream b. 

The common approach in SIMD processor without 
conditional stream is shown in Figure 5(b). It partitions 
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the if-else statement into two kernels: kernel f and kernel 
g. In kernel f, all the clusters compute f(x) for all x from 
input stream, and store the results in the stream a. 
Meanwhile a mask stream (maska) is generated 
according to the sign of the data in order to indicate 
which data is valid in stream a. In kernel g, all the 
clusters compute g(x) for all x and output the results into 
stream b, another mask stream (maskb) is also generated. 

The approach in SIMD stream processor with 
conditional stream is illustrated in Figure 5(c). The 
whole if-else statement is partitioned into three kernels: 
kernel expansion, kernel f and kernel g. In kernel 
expansion, all the clusters read data from input stream in 
and store it into different streams (xa and xb) according 
to the sign of the data. Then in kernel f, all the clusters 
computes f(x) for all minus data in stream xa and the 
results are outputted into the stream a. Similar to kernel f, 
all the non-negative data are dealt in kernel g, and the 
results are stored in stream b. The conditional output 
operation in Figure 5(c) can convert the data-dependent 
control into data routing, so redundant computes and 
invalid results are avoided to reduce the extra memory 
and communicating operations to handle result streams. 

 

Figure 6: If-else Statement With Only One Outputs 

 The if-else statement with one output 
As shown in Figure 6(a), both f(x) for the minus 

data and g(x) for the others are computed and stored in 
stream out. But different with last sort, there is only one 
output stream. 

The approach in SIMD processor without conditional 
stream is illustrated in Figure 6(b). The whole if-else 
statement is completed by one kernel. Each cluster 
computes f(x) and g(x) for each data from input stream 

in, then choose the right result according to the sign of 
the data to output stream out. 

Figure 6(c) shows the approach in SIMD stream 
processor with conditional stream. There are four kernels 
in all: kernel expansion, kernel f, kernel g and kernel 
combination. The first three kernels are similar to the 
kernels in Figure 5(c). But the difference is that there is 
one more output stream (mask) in kernel expand, which 
is used in kernel combination. The conditional input 
operation is used in kernel combine. According to the 
value from the stream (mask), each cluster reads data 
from the stream xa or xb and outputs it into the stream 
out. It can be seen that the SELECT operation is also 
used here, but there are some nuances. 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CONDITIONAL 
STREAM 

Now we take the if-else statement in Figure 5 as an 
example to analyze the performance of conditional 
stream. Suppose that the number of the minus is x, and 
the number of the non-negative data is y. Moreover we 
assume that m cycles are needed for computing f(x) once 
and n cycles for computing g(x) once. 

So in Figure 5(b) it needs (x+y)*m cycles to finish 
computing f(x) for all the data in kernel f and (x+y)*n 
cycles to finish computing g(x) for all the data in kernel 
g. Then the total computing time of two kernels is 
timeno_cond=(x+y)*(m+n). 

In the kernel f of Figure 5(c), computing f(x) for the 
minus needs x*m cycles and computing g(x) for the 
others needs y*n cycles. So the total computing time is 
timecond=x*m+y*n. 

Therefore for the if-else statement in Figure 5(a), 
compared with the approach without conditional stream, 
the speed-up of conditional stream is:  

speed_up=timeno_cond/timecond 
=(x+y)*(m+n)/(x*m+y*n) 
=1+(xn+ym)/(xm+yn)             
=(1+ym/xn)/(m/n+y/x)           (1) 
Assuming that the value of y/x is a, and the value of 

m/n is b, so in Equation (1) the speedup is: 
speed_up= 1+(1+ab)/(a+b).     (2) 
In fact, the data are randomly distributed, so the 
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average value of y/x is 1, in other words, the value of a is 
1. Therefore, speed_up=1+(1+ab)/(a+b) =2,we can 
conclude: 

Conclusion 1: Compared with the approach without 
conditional stream, the average computing speedup of 
infinite distribution obtained by conditional stream is 2. 

Conclusion 2: when a or b approaches 0, and b=1/a, 
we can get that a*b=1, a+b→∞. So (1+ab)/(a+b)→0, at 
this case, there is the poorest speed_up which approaches 
1. 

Conclusion 3: when a and b approach infinity, the 
speed_up =ab/(a+b) =a/2→∞, this case is the best result. 

The execute time of each kernel is made up of by 
computing time and stall time (Sridhar Rajagopal, 2004). 
The first part is a large proportion. Besides, generally 
speaking, the computing amount in the kernel is greater, 
the computing proportion in the whole kernel time is 
larger. But above analysis only accounts for the speedup 
of the computing time, in fact, because there is some 
unavoidable overhead on memory access, the speedup of 
total kernel time attained by conditional stream may be 
less than 2.   

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

 Experiment 1 

For the if-else statement in Figure 5, we make that 
f(x)=sin2x+cos2x, g(x)=sin2x-cos2x, the number of data is 
1000 and the number of minus data is random. The 
conditional experimental result is illustrated in Figure 
7(thousand cycles). 
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Figure 7: Execute Time of Each Kernel 

From Figure 7, we conclude that the overhead of 

kernel expand is constant as long as the number of data is 
constant, and that the overhead of kernel f and kernel g 
change along with the number of minus data. But 
because the computing time of f(x) in kernel f is equal to 
g(x) in kernel g, time cond =(x+y)*m=1000*m, the whole 
program time does not change along with the number of 
minus data. 

The approach in Figure 5(b) must compute f(x) for all 
the data and g(x) for all the data. So long as the total 
number of data is constant, f(x) and g(x) won’t change, 
and the overhead of the approach without conditional 
stream is constant no matter how many the minus data 
there are. The experimental result without conditional 
stream is shown in Table 1(cycles).   

Table 1: Spending Without Conditional Stream 

Total time 256634 
Kernel f 71031 
Kernel g 71031 
Total of kernels 142062 

From the above experimental result, we can find that 
the speedup of kernels is 1.8X. Because m is equal to n, 
according to the formulate 1, the theoretical value of 
speedup is speed_up=1+(1+ab)/(a+b) ＝ 2, which is 
independent of the number of valid data. It is because of 
the unavoidable memory access overhead that make the 
real kernel speedup a little less than 2. The total speedup 
is 1.51X. Because conditional stream partitions the 
if-else statement into several kernels, processor needs 
more time to load the extra program code to micro 
controller. Besides, kernel f and kernel g need more time 
to access the memory which kernel expansion writes, the 
total speedup is less than the speedup of kernels. 

 Experiment 2 

Table 2: Spending of Different Data Size 
Data size  1000 100 
Cond or not Y N Y N 
Total time 68612 146936 40966 47303
Kernel time 6057 73044 627 7344
Kernel speedup 12.1 11.7 
Total speed up 2.14 1.15 
For the if-else statement in Figure 5, make that 

f(x)=sin2x+cos2x, g(x)=x, change data size, and make the 
number of minus data be zero. The experimental result of 
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is shown in Table 2(cycles). 
Again for the if-else in Figure 5, make f(x)= 

sin2x+cos2x+sin2x-cos2x, g(x)=x, change the data size, 
and make the number of minus data be zero, another 
experimental result is shown in Table 3(cycles). 

Table 3: Spending of Another f(x) and g(x) 
Data size  1000 100 
Cond or not Y N Y N 
Total time 93280 234038 73882 76959
Kernel time 6058 127043 658 12743
Kernel speedup 20.9 19.4 
Total speedup 2.51 1.04 

 Experiment 3 

For the if-else statement in Figure 6, make 
f(x)=sin2x+cos2x, g(x)=sin2x-cos2x, and data size is 1000, 
the number of minus data is random. 
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Figure 8: Experiment Result of Conditional Stream 
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Figure 9: Comparisons of Two Approaches 
Conditional stream partitions the statement into four 

kernels: kernel expansion, kernel f, kernel g and kernel 
combination. The experiment result is shown in Figure 8 
and Figure 9(thousand cycles). 

Of four kernels, only kernel f and kernel g execute the 

valid computation, and kernel expansion and kernel 
combination only resort the data to make computation 
simple and to generate right result. So the time only for 
computing is timeBfB+timeBgB=70778clycles, and with 
respect to the SELECT implement, the speedup of 
computing is 127531/70778=1.80; the speedup of kernel 
is 127531/79804=1.60; the speedup of total time is 
211522/169265=1.25. 

From Figure 9, we can get that the proportion of 
kernel time in the approach of conditional stream reduces 
appreciably; it is because that there are four kernels to 
execute and the spending on loading the program code 
can not be hidden. 

SYNTHESIS RESULT 

The X stream process with 4 clusters has been taped 
out at CHARTER in 130nm process. The floor plan of 
the processor is shown in Figure 10. The chip area is 
12*12 mm2, and it gets 34*34 mm2 after package. The 
total power of the whole chip is just 8.6W. 

 

Figure 10: The Floor Plan of X Stream Processor 

Table 4: Area of Conditonal Stream and Cluster 

 Conditional stream cluster 
Ports 997 2128 
Nets 1502 7281 
Com 153292 4313977
NCom 333608 182507
Total 486895 6138413

Table 4 and Table 5 show the synthesis result of the 
whole cluster and conditional parts. From Table 4, we 
can conclude that the combination area of conditional 
stream units occupies 3.6% of total combination area of 
the whole cluster; the non-combination area occupies 
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18.3% of total non-combination area. The percentages of 
other area parameters are show in Table 4. From Table 5, 
we can find that the power of conditional stream only 
occupies a little percentage of the whole cluster, less of 
the whole chip. 

Table 5: Power of Conditional Stream and Cluster 

mw Conditional stream cluster 
CIP 39.9687 440.5532
NSP 8.6013 19.2499
TDP 48.5700 459.8031
CLP 1.2624 20.5072

In short, conditional stream can obtain great speedup 
at much less cost of area, power and so on, and it is a 
efficient mechanism to deal with the data-dependent 
control. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH 

SIMD stream processor is suited to deal the 
applications with regular data-parallelisms, and existing 
studies show that it can provide more efficient 
performance than some conventional processor. Because 
stream processor combines the ideas of SIMD, VLIW, 
vector and so on, although stream processors can attain 
high performance for the data-parallel applications, the 
performance will slide down very much if there is only a 
few data-dependent controls in the applications. 
Conditional stream can convert data-dependent control 
into data routing. 

Through the analysis, it shows that conditional stream 
can improve the performance by 2X on average in theory. 
Under the worst circumstances, conditional stream can 
still maintain the performance without any improvement, 
and at the best case, it can improve the performance 
enormously. But in fact because of memory access 
overhead, the average speedup may be lower than the 
value in theory, which can be validated through the 
experiments in this paper. The synthesis result shows that 
conditional stream only occupies a little part of the cost 
of the whole one cluster, and it is very efficient for 
stream processors. 

Although conditional stream is a good mechanism, 
there are also some disadvantages. For example, the 

cluster which gets the invalid data also computes because 
of SIMD controlling mode. This is great waste of power, 
so we can stall the cluster which gets invalid data to save 
the power. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, we propose a phased drowsy instruction 
cache with on-demand wakeup prediction policy (called 
“phased on-demand policy”) to reduce the leakage and 
dynamic energy with less performance overhead. As in 
prior non-phased on-demand policy, an extra stage for 
wakeup is inserted before the fetch stage in pipeline. 
The drowsy cache lines are woken up in wakeup stage 
and the wakeup latency is overlapped with the fetch 
latency. Unlike in non-phased on-demand policy, The 
tag and data array are accessed in two phases. The tag 
blocks are in active mode all the time and are accessed 
in wakeup stage. The data blocks are in drowsy mode 
except when they are accessed in fetch stage. The 
optimum trade-off point is tried to be reached between 
the increment of energy caused by always active tag 
array in wakeup stage and reduction of energy profitted 
from perfect way prediction. Experiments on 9 
SPCE2000 benchmarks show that, compared with prior 
non-phased on-demand policy, our proposed policy can 
save 75.4% of energy for I-Cache and improve the EDP 
of whole processor by 6.9%. The performance overhead 
is only 0.42% on average. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Energy consumption has become the main restriction on 
microprocessor design because of the higher density 
and higher frequency. For modern microprocessors, the 
large capability caches are integrated in chip to improve 
the processors’ performance. For instance, 60% of the 
StrongARM and 30% of Alpha 21264 are devoted to 
cache and memory structures (Gowan et al. 1998; Manne 
et al. 1998). They comprise a large portion of chip area 
and produce large energy. Instruction cache (I-Cache) 
affects total energy consumption particularly due to 
their high access frequency. For example, ARM920T 
microprocessor dissipates 25% of its total power in the 
I-Cache (Segars S. 2001). The energy in I-Cache consists 
of leakage energy and dynamic energy. According the 
prediction from the International Technology Roadmap 
for Semiconductor (SIA, 2004), the leakage energy may 

constitute as much as 50% of total energy by the 70nm 
technology. To save the energy of I-Cache at most, the 
leakage energy and dynamic energy in I-Cache should 
be reduced at the same time. 
To reduce the leakage energy of I-Cache, the cache 
lines that are not been used recently will be put into a 
low-energy mode (called “drowsy” mode) and are re-
woken up when accessed again. Data is not lost when 
the cache line is in drowsy mode. This technique is 
called drowsy cache (Powell et al., 2000; Kaxiras et al. 
2001; Flautner et al. 2002;  Chengyi Zhang et al. 2006; 
Kim et al. 2004a; Kim et al. 2004b; Li et al. 2004). In the 
drowsy mode, the supply voltage is lower than that in 
normal mode (called “active” mode) and data can be 
retained. When the drowsy cache line is accessed, the 
supply voltage must be recovered first. There is a 
wakeup penalty to restore the voltage level from the 
drowsy mode into the active mode. A simple policy for 
drowsy cache is noaccess policy in which the per-line 
access history is used and all the unused lines are put 
into drowsy mode periodically (Flautner et al. 2002). 
The energy saved depends on the ratio of the number of 
the cache lines in drowsy mode to the number of all 
cache lines (called “turn-off ratio”). The higher turn-off 
ratio is, the more leakage energy is saved.  
To reduce the performance overhead caused by extra 
wakeup latency, the next cache line should be woken up 
before it is accessed. The performance overhead 
depends on how accurately the next cache line can be 
predicted and woken up. Zhang Chengyi etc. proposed a 
PDSR (periodically Drowsy Speculatively Recover) 
policy based on noaccess policy (Chengyi Zhang et al. 
2006). In PDSR, a pre-wakeup mechanism is used for 
pre-waking up all cache lines in next sequential set 
when current set is being accessed. Nam Sung Kim 
proposed a noaccess-JITA policy in which the way 
predictor is also used for predicting which way may be 
hit in next sequential set (Kim et al. 2004a). Only the 
predicted cache line needs to be pre-woken up to 
increase turn-off ratio. The accuracy of wakeup 
prediction in these two policies is restricted by taken 
branch instruction because branch information is not 
used for wakeup prediction in these policies.  
Sung Woo Chung etc. proposed a non-phased drowsy I-
Cache with on-demand wakeup prediction policy 
(called “non-phased on-demand policy”) in which an 
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extra wakeup stage is inserted between the branch 
prediction and the fetch stage in pipeline (Sung Woo 
Chung and Kevin Skadron. 2006). The branch predictor is 
also used as a wakeup predictor for more accurate 
wakeup prediction. Extra stage hides the wakeup 
penalty, not affecting branch prediction accuracy. Way 
predictor is used for reducing the lines being woken up. 
All cache lines except the next expected cache line are 
in drowsy mode. The tag array and data array are 
accessed in fetch stage. The non-phased on-demand 
policy is near optimal policy for I-Cache leakage 
reduction, but it has some disadvantages yet. 
In this paper, a phased drowsy instruction cache with 
on-demand wakeup prediction policy (called “phased 
on-demand policy”) is proposed. In our proposed policy, 
the tag array is in active mode all the time and the 
access to tag array is moved from fetch stage to wakeup 
stage and the access to data array is in fetch stage as 
before. The cache line is accessed in two phases. The 
result of tag comparison is acquired one cycle earlier 
than non-phased on-demand policy and only the data 
block in matching way is necessary to be accessed. Way 
predictor is unnecessary. No latency caused by incorrect 
way prediction is incurred.  
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first 
analyze the disadvantages in prior non-phased on-
demand policy. Then we propose an improved phased  
on-demand policy. Subsequently, we introduce the 
performance and energy evaluation model, simulation 
environment and analyze the simulation results. At last, 
we make the conclusion and give the future work.  
 
DISADVANTAGES IN PRIOR NON-PHASED ON-
DEMAND POLICY 

 
As shown in Figure 1, in non-phased on-demand policy, 
an extra wakeup stage for wakeup is inserted between 
the branch prediction and the fetch stage. Branch 
prediction information is also used for wakeup 
prediction. All cache lines are in the drowsy mode 
except the cache line being accessed. After the fetch-
address is generated, the cache line indexed by fetch-
address is woken up in wakeup stage. In fetch stage, the 
tag and data array of this woken cache line are both 
active and can be accessed within one cycle if wakeup 
prediction is correct.  
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Figures 1: Front-end pipeline in Non-Phased on-
demand policy 

 
 

The non-phased on-demand policy is near optimal 
policy for reducing leakage energy of I-Cache, but two 
disadvantages exist and should be improved. One 
disadvantage is that a two-stage penalty is incurred by 
incorrect way prediction. This is the main reason for 
loss of performance.  
As shown in Figure 2a, if way prediction hits, the 
wakeup penalty is overlapped with fetch penalty. No 
bubble is generated in pipeline. As shown in Figure 2b, 
if way prediction misses, two bubbles are generated in 
pipeline. One extra cycle is needed first to wake up all 
other cache lines in current set being accessed. Another 
extra cycle is necessary to access these cache lines to 
acquire the desired data in matching way. The 
performance is degraded by incorrect way prediction 
and additional energy for increased execution time may 
discount the energy saved. 

(a) Way Prediction Hits in  Non-Phased Drowsy Instruction Cache 
with on-demand  wakeup prediction policy
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Figures 2: Pipeline comparison when Way Predictor 
hits and misses 

 
The other disadvantage is that the prior non-phased on-
demand policy is ideal for recovery of branch mis-
prediction. Assuming the penalty of branch mis-
prediction is two cycles in conventional drowsy I-Cache. 
As shown in Figure 3a, in ideal non-phased on-demand 
policy, the address generation, branch prediction and 
wakeup are assumed to operate at the same time after 
execute/branch-resolution stage of the instruction n. So 
no extra wakeup penalty is incurred. The branch 
recovery instruction is fetched at t+4. In this ideal case, 
more careful adjustments are needed in pipeline design. 
In fact, one extra wakeup penalty will be incurred in 
normal non-phased on-demand policy when branch is 
mis-predicted, as shown in Figure 3b. The wakeup is 
operated after address generation. The branch recovery 
instruction is fetched at t+5. In this case, extra wakeup 
latency is incurred when branch is mis-predicted. 
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(a) Branch Misprediction in  Non-Phased Drowsy I-Cache 
with ideal on-demand wakeup prediction policy
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Figures 3: Pipeline comparison when Branch Mis-

prediction 
 
IMPROVED PHASED ON-DEMAND POLICY 

 
As shown in Figure 4, we propose a phased drowsy 
instruction cache with on-demand wakeup prediction 
policy. The access to tag array of I-Cache is moved 
from fetch stage to wakeup stage. The tag and data 
array of I-Cache are accessed in two phases. The tag 
array is in the active mode all the time and only the data 
array can be put into drowsy mode. In each cache 
access, all tag blocks in current set being accessed are 
accessed at the same time in wakeup stage to ascertain 
the matching way. Then only one data block in 
matching way is accessed according to the result of tag 
comparison in fetch stage. It is the real result of tag 
comparison  not the result of way prediction that is used 
to tell which way would be accessed in data array, so 
we can consider that the way prediction is perfect in our 
policy. In fact the way predictor is not used any more. 
Since no way prediction information can be used, so all 
data blocks in the set which will be accessed in fetch 
stage should be pre-woken up in wakeup stage with the 
tag comparison at the same time.  
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Figures 4: Phased Drowsy Instruction Cache with on-
demand wakeup prediction policy 

 
For instance, in a 4-way set-associative I-Cache with 
our improved policy, all four data blocks in current set 
being accessed are pre-woken up in advance.  But in  I-
Cache with prior on-demand policy, only one data block 

is necessary to be pre-woken up if way prediction hits. 
So, a little more leakage energy would be consumed in 
data array because of high way prediction hit ratio. In 
addition, all the tag blocks are active at any time in our 
improved policy. Though the leakage energy in tag 
array is not saved in our proposed policy, in modern 
high-performance microprocessor, the number of bits in 
a data block is far larger than that in a tag block, so the 
leakage energy of tag array has less influence on the 
total energy of I-Cache. For example: if the data block 
size is 16byte and the tag address bits are 20, then  the 
energy  consumed by tag array is about 0.16 times of 
the energy consumed by data array. 
In I-Cache with our improved policy, four tag blocks 
and one data block are accessed in each cache access if 
cache hits. No data block is  accessed if cache misses. 
In I-Cache with prior policy, the number of tag and data 
blocks accessed in each cache access is determined by 
result of way prediction. If way prediction hits, only one 
tag and one data block are accessed. If way prediction 
misses, additional three tag and three blocks are 
accessed, too. Since the way prediction hit ratio is higer 
in prior on-demand policy, so more dynamic energy is 
consumed in I-Cache with our improved policy. 
Comparing the prior policy, our proposed policy has 
less performance overhead because no extra wakeup 
latency is incurred by way mis-prediction. Perfect way 
prediction can reduce the performance overhead and 
save the extra energy caused by increasing execution 
time. That is, we use the reduction of energy profitted 
from perfect way prediction to balance the increment 
energy caused by always active tag array in wakeup 
stage and try to find  the optimum trade-off point 
between them.  
 
EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

For optimum architecture design in high-performance 
low-energy I-Cache, not only the leakage energy but 
also the dynamic energy should be considered at the 
same time. The additional energy in whole processor 
caused by increased execution time should be 
considered, too. This section describes the energy and 
performance evaluation model to evaluate our proposed 
policy and other policies. The simulation environment is 
also introduced. 
 
Energy and Performance Evaluation Model 

The base model is a conventional I-Cache without any 
energy controlling policy. IPC' and IPC are the number 
of instructions committed per-cycle with and without 
energy controlling policy. The program execution time 
is T′ or T when energy controlling policy is used or not.  
The normalized execution time to base model is s and 
can be calculated as equation (1). 
 

s = T′/T=IPC/IPC′       (1) 
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energy controlling policy. IPC' and IPC are the number 
of instructions committed per-cycle with and without 
energy controlling policy. The program execution time 
is T′ or T when energy controlling policy is used or not.  
The normalized execution time to base model is s and 
can be calculated as equation (1). 
 

s = T′/T=IPC/IPC′       (1) 
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Assuming the average proportion between energy of I-
Cache (Eicache) and energy of whole processor (E) is α. 
The energy of processor except I-Cache is Eelse. The 
ratio of energy in tag array (Eicache_tag) to data array 
(Eicache_data) is m and it can be represents proximately as 
the ratio of the bit width in tag array to data array. So, 
Eicache/E=α and Eicache_tag/Eicache_data=m.  
Ed and Es are the baseline dynamic energy and leakage 
energy respectively, and E′d and E′s are the 
corresponding dynamic and leakage energy with energy 
controlling policy. 
 
Normalized leakage energy of I-Cache. 
The eactive and estandy represent the leakage energy of one 
bit memory unit during one cycle in active mode and in 
drowsy mode respectively. Assuming estandy is q times of 
eactive, so estandy=qeactive. The proportion between the 
number of drowsy cache lines and the number of all 
cache lines is Rturnoff. Ndata and Ntag are the number of 
bits in all tag array and data array in I-Cache. In data 
array of I-Cache without energy controlling policy, the 
leakage energy is eactive NdataT. In our proposed policy, 
the leakage energy of drowsy data blocks is 
edrowsyRturnoffNdataT′ and the leakage energy of active data 
blocks is eactive(1-Rturnoff)NdataT′. Equation (2) shows the 
normalized leakage energy to base model in data array 
of I-Cache.  
 

E′s_icache_data/ Es_icache_data= [ eactive (1-Rturnoff) 
Ndata+edrowsyRturnoffNdata]T′/ (eactive NdataT)  
=[(1-Rturnoff)+ Rturnoffq]s      (2) 
 

Tag array of I-Cache is active at all the time in our 
proposed policy. The leakage energy of active tag 
blocks is increased due to longer execution time, thus, 
E′s_icache_tag=sEs_icache_tag. The energy caused by mode 
switching between the drowsy and active mode is 
negligible. The normalized leakage energy to base 
model in I-Cache is μ and calculated as shown in 
equation (3). 
 

μ= E′s_icache / Es_icache =(E′s_icache_tag 
+E′s_icache_data )/(Es_icache_tag +Es_icache_data) 
= [m+(1-Rturnoff)+ Rturnoffq]s/(m+1)      (3) 
 

Normalized dynamic energy of I-Cache. 
Nassoc represents the cache associativity, WPHR 
represents the way prediction hit ratio and CHR 
represents the cache hit ratio. In our proposed policy, all 
tag blocks in current accessed set are accessed at the 
same time. Only the data block in matching way is 
accessed when cache hits, no data block is necessary to 
be accessed when cache misses. The normalized 
dynamic energy to base model in I-Cache is v and can 
be calculated as equation (4) shows.  
 

ν = E′d_icache / Ed_icache =(E′d_icache_tag 
+E′d_icache_data )/(Ed_icache_tag +Ed_icache_data) 
= (Nassoc m+CHR)/ [Nassoc (m+1)]     (4) 

Normalized energy of else compenents in processor. 
The energy of else compenernts in processor is not 
optimized by the energy controlling policy. In contrast, 
it will be increased for longer execution time. We 
assume that it increases in direct proportion to the 
execution time approximately. that is E′else=sEelse. 
 
Normalized energy of whole processor. 
Not only the leakage energy but also the dynamic 
energy in I-Cache is considered at the same time. 
Assuming the ratio of leakage energy in I-Cache to 
leakage energy in whole processor is α1, the ratio of 
dynamic energy in I-Cache to dynamic energy in whole 
processor is α2 and the ratio of dynamic energy of 
processor to total energy in processor is β. The ratio of 
dynamic energy to leakage energy in I-Cache is n and 
can be calculated as equation (5).  

 
n =Ed_icache/Es_icache =(α2β)/[α1(1-β)]     (5) 
 

So, the normalized energy of I-Cache (γ) can be 
calculated as equation (6) shows. The normalized 
energy of whole processor is calculated as equation (7) 
shows and it is represented as η. Equation (8) shows the 
normalized of EDP to base model in whole processor.  

γ = (E′d_icache+E′s_icache)/(Ed_icache +Es_icache) 
= (νn+μ)/ (n+1)     (6) 

 
η = (E′icache/Eicache) α+(E′else/Eelse)(1-α) 
=γα+s(1-α)   (7) 

 
EDP′/ EDP = (E′/E)(IPC/IPC′) =ηs      (8) 

 
Simulation Environment 

We use Hotleakage simulator (Zhang et al. 2003)  to get 
the value of the basic parameters (IPC, IPC′, Rturnoff, and 
CHR) required by our evaluation modle for evaluating 
energy and performance. The processor parameters 
model a high-performance microprocessor similar to 
Alpha 21264 (Gowan et al. 1998) as shown in Table 1. 
The energy parameters are based on the 70nm/0.9V 
technology. Benchmarks are chosen from SPEC 
CPU2000. Each benchmark is first fast-forwarded a 
billion instructions and then simulated the 300 millions 
instructions. We compare our phased on-demand policy 
with three policies: noaccess-JITA policy, normal non-
phased on-demand policy and ideal non-phased on-
demand policy. These policies are described in Table2.  
Because the average proportion between energy of I-
Cache and energy of whole processor is different 
among different processors, we assume it is a moderate 
value (α=10%) first. We will also research other cases 
with different α. The parameter m and q can be 
calculated according to the processor parameters and 
energy parameters: m=0.14, q=0.04. According to the 
prediction from ITRS (SIA. 2004), the leakage energy 
will be equal to dynamic energy in microprocessors 
when the process technology is 70nm, so we assumes 
the β=0.5. According to the estimation from Hotleakage 
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Simulation Environment 

We use Hotleakage simulator (Zhang et al. 2003)  to get 
the value of the basic parameters (IPC, IPC′, Rturnoff, and 
CHR) required by our evaluation modle for evaluating 
energy and performance. The processor parameters 
model a high-performance microprocessor similar to 
Alpha 21264 (Gowan et al. 1998) as shown in Table 1. 
The energy parameters are based on the 70nm/0.9V 
technology. Benchmarks are chosen from SPEC 
CPU2000. Each benchmark is first fast-forwarded a 
billion instructions and then simulated the 300 millions 
instructions. We compare our phased on-demand policy 
with three policies: noaccess-JITA policy, normal non-
phased on-demand policy and ideal non-phased on-
demand policy. These policies are described in Table2.  
Because the average proportion between energy of I-
Cache and energy of whole processor is different 
among different processors, we assume it is a moderate 
value (α=10%) first. We will also research other cases 
with different α. The parameter m and q can be 
calculated according to the processor parameters and 
energy parameters: m=0.14, q=0.04. According to the 
prediction from ITRS (SIA. 2004), the leakage energy 
will be equal to dynamic energy in microprocessors 
when the process technology is 70nm, so we assumes 
the β=0.5. According to the estimation from Hotleakage 
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simulator, the α1 is 3% and α2 is 4.3% approximately in 
our processor parameters model. So, n is 1.43 by 
equation (5). Because the increased execution time may 
incur extra energy, so we assume that the decay interval 
is 32K cycles in noaccess-JITA policy for less 
performance overhead. 
 

Table 1: Architecture/Energy parameters 
 

Processor parameters 
Instruction Window 8 IFQ, 80 RUU,  

40 LSQ 
Fetch/Decode/Issue/Commit 
width 

4 instructions/cycle 

L1 I-Cache 64KB, 4-way, 32B 
block, 1 cycle latency 

Branch Predictor type comb 
Branch mis-prediction 
latency 

2 cycles 

Way prediction policy MRU 
The switch latency between 
different mode 

1 cycle latency 

Energy parameters 
Process Technology 70nm 
Temperature 353K 
Supply Voltage 0.9V in active mode; 

0.3V in drowsy mode 
Threshold Voltage NMOS:0.1902V;  

PMOS: 0.2130V 
Leakage energy of I-Cache 
in drowsy mode 

0.019142 J 

Leakage energy of I-Cache 
in active mode 

0.441827 J 

 
Table 2: Description for different policies 

 
Policy Description 

noaccess-JITA  The decay interval is 32K cycles. 
Real way predictor is used. Branch 
prediction information is not used 
for wakeup prediction. 

normal  
non-phased on-
demand 

One-cycle extra wakeup latency is 
incurred when branch is mis-
predicted and real way predictor is 
used. The tag array and data array 
are accessed in one stage. 

Ideal 
non-phased 
on-demand 

No extra wakeup latency is 
incurred when branch is mis-
predicted and a perfect way 
predictor is used. The tag array 
and data array are accessed in one 
stage. 

Phased 
on-demand 

One-cycle extra wakeup latency is 
incurred when branch is mis-
predicted and way predictor is not 
used. The tag array and data array 
are accessed in two phases. 

 

Simulation Results 

As shown in Figure 5, our proposed phased on-demand 
policy has less performance overhead than other on-
demand policies and the performance overhead is only 
0.42% on average. The normalized execution time in 
normal non-phased on-demand policy is increased by 
3.2% to base model on average. The main reason is that 
extra two-cycle latency is incurred by incorrect way 
prediction and extra one-cycle wakeup latency is 
incurred by incorrect branch prediction. When prefect 
way predictor is used and extra one-cycle wakeup 
latency caused by incorrect branch prediction is avoided, 
the performance overhead can be reduced to 0.79% as 
in ideal non-phased on-demand policy. The 
performance overhead in noaccess-JITA policy is 
0.33% and it is smallest in all policies. The performance 
overhead in phased on-demand policy is only a little 
smaller than ideal non-phased on-demand policy.  
The way prediction hit ratio is shown in Figure 6. Since 
no way predictor is used in our proposed policy, the 
WPHR is considered as 100% just like in ideal non-
phased on-demand policy. The WPHR is 93.1% and 
93.3% on average in normal non-phased on-demand 
policy and in noaccess-JITA policy respectively. The 
execution time is influenced by WPHR more obviously 
in normal non-phased on-demand policy. For instance, 
the WPHR in gcc, gzip, twolf and mesa is far lower 
than that in other programs, so the normalized execution 
time in these programs is larger than that in others. The 
execution time is almost not influenced by WPHR in 
noaccess-JITA policy.  
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Figures 5: Normalized execution time 
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equation (5). Because the increased execution time may 
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As shown in Figure 7, the turn-off ratios in all on-
demand policies except noaccess-JITA policy are 
almost the same. In normal non-phased on-demand 
policy and ideal non-phased on-demand policy, the 
turn-off ratio is 99.95% on average and near the 
optimum turn-off ratio in drowsy cache. In our 
proposed policy, the turn-off ratio is 99.8% on average 
and it is only a little smaller than optimum value. In 
noaccess-JITA policy, the cache lines are turned off 
only if they are not accessed within a decay interval, so 
the turn-off ratio in this policy is far smaller than in 
other policies. It is only 67.35% on average. 
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Figures 7: Turn-off ratio in drowsy I-Cache 
 
We estimate the normalized total energy of I-Cache 
according to our proposed energy evaluation model. As 
shown in Figure 8, in normal non-phased on-demand 
policy, the normalized total energy of I-Cache is 15.4% 
on average. It is very near the lowest value 14.6% in 
ideal non-phased on-demand policy. In our proposed 
policy, the normalized total energy of I-Cache is 24.6% 
on average. Compared with other on-demand policies, 
phased on-demand policy is not very good for reducing 
the total energy of I-Cache. However, it is better than 
noaccess-JITA policy. The normalized total energy of I-
Cache in noaccess-JITA is 64.3% on average.  
The normalized energy of whole processor is also 
calculated according to our proposed policy and shown 
in Figure 9. In our proposed policy, the normalized 
energy of whole processor is 92.7% on average. In ideal 
non-phased on-demand policy, the normalized energy 
of whole processor is 91.8% on average. Our proposed 
policy is very near the ideal non-phased on-demand 
policy for reducing the energy of whole processor. In 
normal non-phased on-demand policy, the energy saved 
in whole processor is less than that in our proposed 
policy and the normalized energy of whole processor is 
93% on average. The normalized energy of whole 
processor in noaceess-JITA policy is 96.6% on average. 
It is the worst policy for reducing energy of whole 
processor.  
Figure 10 shows the normalized EDP of whole 
processor. In our proposed policy, the EDP is improved 
by 6.9% on average and only a little smaller than 7.4% 
in ideal non-phased on-demand policy. In normal non-
phased on-demand policy, the EDP is only improved by 
4% due to obvious performance overhead. In noaccess-

JITA policy, the EDP can be improved by 3.1% on 
average. So, except the ideal non-phased on-demand 
policy, the phased on-demand policy is the best policy 
for improving the EDP of whole processor.   
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Figures 8: Normalized total energy of I-Cache 
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Figures 9: Normalized energy of whole processor 
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Figures 10: Normalized EDP of whole processor 

 
As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, if we change the 
proportion of I-Cache’s energy to whole processor’s 
energy from 5% to 25% (α is increased from 5% to 
25%), the energy saving and the EDP in whole 
processor are both improved in all policies with the 
increasing α. As shown in Figure 11, except the ideal 
non-phased on-demand policy, our proposed policy is 
the best policy for reducing the energy of whole 
processor when α is smaller than 15%. The normal non-
phased on-demand policy is the best policy when α is 
larger than 15%.  That is beause the energy saved in I-
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in ideal non-phased on-demand policy. In normal non-
phased on-demand policy, the EDP is only improved by 
4% due to obvious performance overhead. In noaccess-

JITA policy, the EDP can be improved by 3.1% on 
average. So, except the ideal non-phased on-demand 
policy, the phased on-demand policy is the best policy 
for improving the EDP of whole processor.   
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Figures 10: Normalized EDP of whole processor 

 
As shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, if we change the 
proportion of I-Cache’s energy to whole processor’s 
energy from 5% to 25% (α is increased from 5% to 
25%), the energy saving and the EDP in whole 
processor are both improved in all policies with the 
increasing α. As shown in Figure 11, except the ideal 
non-phased on-demand policy, our proposed policy is 
the best policy for reducing the energy of whole 
processor when α is smaller than 15%. The normal non-
phased on-demand policy is the best policy when α is 
larger than 15%.  That is beause the energy saved in I-
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Cache is more pivotal than the energy increased by 
increased execution time when the proportion of I-
Cache’s energy to whole processor’s energy is larger. 
Since the performance overhead is not very obvious in 
I-Cache with on-demand policies, so the EDP is 
improved in all on-demand policies with different α. As 
shown in Figure 12, in all cases, the phased on-demand 
policy is near-ideal policy for improving the EDP in 
whole processor.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

This work presents a phased drowsy I-Cache with on-
demand wakeup prediction policy. The access to tag 
array is moved from the fetch stage to the wakeup stage. 
Way predictor is not used any more. Though energy of 
I-Cache reduced in our proposed policy is less than that 
in normal non-phased on-demand policy, the 
performance overhead in our proposed policy is smaller 
and it is near the lowest performance overhead in ideal 
non-phased on-demand policy. In our proposed policy, 
the optimum trade-off point between the reduction of 
leakage energy in the tag array and perfect way 
prediction is reached. When the proportion of I-Cache’s 
energy to whole processor’s energy is 10%, with only 
0.42% performance overhead, our proposed policy can 
reduce the energy of whole processor by 7.3% and 
improves the EDP by 6.9% on average. When the 
proportion of I-Cache’s energy to whole processor’s 
energy is increased from 5% to 25%, our proposed 
policy is the near-optimum policy in any cases for 
improving the EDP of whole processor. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents and evaluates a new method for 
process scheduling in distributed systems .Scheduling in 
distributed operating systems has a significant role in 
overall system performance and throughput. An 
efficient scheduling is vital for system performance .The 
scheduling in distributed systems is known as an NP-
complete problem, even in the best conditions, and 
methods based on heuristic search have been proposed 
to obtain optimal and suboptimal solutions. In this 
paper, we proposed an Ant-based algorithm to solve this 
problem considering dynamic load balancing efficiently. 
We evaluate the performance and efficiency of the 
proposed algorithm using simulation results. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Scheduling in distributed operating systems is a critical 
factor in overall system efficiency. A Distributed 
computing system (DCS) comprising a set of 
Computers (Processors) connected to each other by 
communication networks. Process scheduling in a 
distributed operating system can be stated as allocating 
processes to processors so that total execution time will 
be minimized, utilization of processors will be 
maximized, and load balancing will be maximized. 
Process scheduling in a distributed system is done in 
two phases: in the first phase processes are distributed 
on computers and in the second, processes execution 
order on each processor must be determined. Process 
scheduling in distributed systems has known to be NP-
complete. 
Several methods have been proposed to solve 
scheduling problem in DCS. The proposed methods can 
be generally classified into three categories: Graph-
theory-based approaches (Shen and Tsai 1985), 
mathematical models-based methods (Ma et al. 1982), 
and heuristic Techniques (Park 2004), (Park and Choe 
2002), (Woodside and Monforton 1993), (Sarje and 
Sagar 1991). Heuristics can obtain suboptimal solution 

in ordinary situations and optimal solution in 
particulars. Since the scheduling problem has  
 
Known to be NP-complete, using heuristic Techniques 
can solve this problem more efficiently. Three most 
well-known heuristics are the iterative improvement 
algorithms (Lin and Yang 1999), the probabilistic 
optimization algorithms, and the constructive heuristics. 
In the probabilistic optimization group, GA-based 
methods (Lin and Yang 1999), (Martino 2002), 
(Martino and Mililotti 2003), (Moor 2003), (Oh and Wu 
2004), (Wang and Korfhage 1995), (Zomaya et al. 
1999) and simulated annealing (Salleh and Zomaya 
1999) are considerable which extensively have been 
proposed in the literature. 
One of the crucial aspects of the scheduling problem is 
load balancing. While recently created processes 
randomly arrive into the system, some processors may 
be overloaded heavily while the others are under loaded 
or idle. The main objectives of load balancing are to 
spread load on processors equally, maximizing 
processors utilization and minimizing total execution 
time (Salleh and Zomaya 1999). In dynamic load 
balancing, processes must be dynamically allocated to 
processors in arrival time and obtain a near optimal 
schedule, therefore the execution of the dynamic load 
balancing algorithm should not take long to arrive at a 
decision to make rapid process assignments.  (Lan and 
Yu 1995) have proposed scheduling algorithms 
considering load balancing. 
The ACO meta-heuristic was first described by Dorigo 
and was inspired by the ability of real ant colonies to 
efficiently organize the foraging behavior of the colony 
using external chemical pheromone trails acting as a 
means of communication. The ants deposit on the 
ground pheromone while traveling. Upon arrival at an 
intersection, ants make their choice of the path to follow 
according to a probability that is biased by the quantity 
of pheromones on each trail (Stutzle and Hoos 2000). 
Ant-based algorithms have emerged as powerful tools to 
solve NP-complete constrained optimization problems. 
In this paper we have applied the relatively new meta-
heuristic ant colony optimization (ACO) to efficiently 
solve this problem considering dynamic load balancing. 
In The proposed algorithm each ant starts with the set of 
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unscheduled processes and iteratively builds a complete 
solution (schedule) that shows the execution order of all 
existing unscheduled processes on processors. The 
fittest solutions are solutions which their corresponding 
schedules have less total execution time and 
communication cost, better load-balance and processor 
utilization. When a new solution is generated, before 
pheromone trails are updated a local search is applied 
on it to improve the quality of solution, if it is possible. 
We assume that the distributed system is not uniform 
and not preemptive, that is, the processors may be 
different, and a processor completes current process 
before executing a new one. The load-balancing 
mechanism used in this paper only schedule processes 
without process migration and is centralized. 
 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION 
 
In order to schedule the processes in a distributed 
system, we should know the information about the input 
processes and distributed system itself such as: Network 
topology, processors speed, communication channels 
speed and so on. Since we study a deterministic model, 
a distributed system with m processors, m > 1 should be 
modeled as follows: 
• P ={ }mpppp ,....,,, 321   is the set of processors 
in the distributed system. Each processor can only 
execute one process at each moment, a processor 
completes current process before executing a new one, 
and a process can not be moved to another processor 
during execution. R is an mm×  matrix, where the 
element  mvuuvr ≤≤ ,1  of R, is the 

communication delay rate between up and vp . H is an  
mm× matrix, where the element 

mvuuvh ≤≤ ,1 of H, is the time required to 

transmit a unit of data from up  to vp . It is obvious 

that  0=uuh  and   0=uur . 

• { },....,3,2,1 nttttT = is the set of processes to 
execute. A is an  mn×   matrix, where the element  

mjniaij ≤≤≤≤ 1,1  of A, is the execution 

time of process it  on processor jp .In homogeneous  
distributed systems the execution time of an individual  
process it  on all processors is  equal, that means : 

imaiaiani ===≤≤ ...211 .  D is a linear 

matrix, where the element nidi ≤≤1 of D, is the 

data volume for process it  to be transmitted, when 

process it  is to be executed on a remote processor. 
• F is a linear matrix, where the element 

niif ≤≤1 of F, is the target processor that is 

selected for process it  to be executed on. C is a linear 

matrix, where the element  nici ≤≤1  of C, is the 

processor that the process it  is presented on just now. 
The problem of process scheduling is to assign for each 
process Tit ∈  a processor Pfi ∈  so that total 
execution time will be minimized, utilization of 
processors will be maximized, and load balancing will 
be maximized. In such systems there are finite numbers 
of processes, each having a process number and a 
execution time and placed in a process pool from which 
processes are assigned to processors. The main 
objective is to find a schedule with minimum cost. The 
following definitions are also needed: 
 
Definition 1 
 
The processor load for each processor is the sum of 
processes execution times allocated to that processor. 
However, as the processors may not always be idle 
when a schedule is evaluated, the current existing load 
on individual processors must also be taken into 
account, therefore (1): 
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Definition 2 
 
The length or make span of a schedule T is the maximal 
finishing time of all processes or maximum load. Also 
communication cost (CC) to spread recently created 
processes on processors and the Completion Time (ct) 
of a process it on processor jp  must be computed 
(2,3,4): 
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Definition 3 
 
The Processor utilization for each processor is obtained 
by dividing sum of processing times by maxspan, and 
the Average of processors utilization is obtained by 
dividing sum of all utilization by number of processors 
(5, 6): 
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imaiaiani ===≤≤ ...211 .  D is a linear 

matrix, where the element nidi ≤≤1 of D, is the 

data volume for process it  to be transmitted, when 

process it  is to be executed on a remote processor. 
• F is a linear matrix, where the element 

niif ≤≤1 of F, is the target processor that is 
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processor that the process it  is presented on just now. 
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execution time will be minimized, utilization of 
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processes are assigned to processors. The main 
objective is to find a schedule with minimum cost. The 
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processes execution times allocated to that processor. 
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account, therefore (1): 
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Definition 2 
 
The length or make span of a schedule T is the maximal 
finishing time of all processes or maximum load. Also 
communication cost (CC) to spread recently created 
processes on processors and the Completion Time (ct) 
of a process it on processor jp  must be computed 
(2,3,4): 
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Definition 3 
 
The Processor utilization for each processor is obtained 
by dividing sum of processing times by maxspan, and 
the Average of processors utilization is obtained by 
dividing sum of all utilization by number of processors 
(5, 6): 
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Definition 4 
 
Number of Acceptable Processor Queues (NoAPQ): We 
must define thresholds for light and heavy load on 
processors. If the processes completion time of a 
processor (by adding the current system load and those 
contributed by the new processes) is within the light and 
heavy thresholds, this processor queue will be 
acceptable. If it is above the heavy threshold or below 
the light-threshold, then it is unacceptable, but what is 
important is average of number of acceptable processors 
queues, which is achievable by (7): 

 
 ocessorsOfNumberNoAPQAveNoAPQ Pr=   (7) 

 
Definition 5 
 
A Queue associated with every processor, shows the 
processes that processor has to execute. 
 
THE PROPOSED ANT-BASED ALGORITHM 
 
Pheromone Trail Defining 
 
As discussed before, the process scheduling problem 
can be stated as allocating processes on processors in a 
way that satisfies the mentioned objectives. Therefore 
the pheromone value ),( jik ptτ  was selected to 

represent the desirability of allocating process it on 

processor jp in k’ th iteration. We define a process-
processor pheromone trail matrix which each process-
processor pair has a single entry in the matrix. In 
MMAS we initialize the pheromone trails in such a way 
that after the first iteration all pheromone trails 
correspond to )1(maxτ . This can easily be achieved by 
initially setting 0τ  to some arbitrarily high value.  After 
the first iteration of MMAS, the trails will be forced to 
take values within the imposed bounds; in particular, 
they will be set to )1(maxτ . This type of trail 
initialization is chosen to increase the exploration of 
solutions during the first iterations of the algorithm. 
 
The Heuristic 

 
The heuristic used here to select the next process to be 
scheduled is a modification to what is presented in (Sarje 
and Sagar  1991); this heuristic is called ‘Relative Cost’ 
(RC). According to our objectives in scheduling, it is 
better to consider two factors, when a process is 
allocated to a processor. First, matching, that means a 
process should be allocated to a processor that will 
completes it fastest possible. Second, load-balancing 
that means load should be balanced over all processors. 
In order to take into account both these factors … RC 
method defines to measures, static relative cost (SRC) 
and dynamic relative cost (DRC). The SRC of a job 
processor pair ),( ji pt  is simply the execution time of 

process it on processor jp  divided by the average 

execution time of process it on all processors, as shown 
in (8), and is fixed for the entire run. The DRC is re-
calculated after each process is scheduled, and is the 
completion time, ct, of each process it on processor jp , 

divided by the average ct of it  on all processors, shown 
in (9). 
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The DRC and SRC and The best suitable processor are 
calculated for each unscheduled process each iteration. 
The best suitable processor for a process it  is the 

processor jp  that maximizes SRC and DRC … and 
obtained as follows: 
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(10) 
The heuristic use by the ants for each it  is obtained as 
follows: 
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(11) 

 
Where these equations α andβ  are parameters used to 
control the effect of each value. 
 
Fitness Function 
 
As discussed before, the main objective of scheduling is 
to find a schedule with optimal cost while load 
balancing, processors utilization and cost of 
communication are considered. We take into account all 
objectives in following equation. The fitness of a 
Schedule T (12): 
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Which  1,,,0 ≤< θγβα  are control parameters to 
control effect of each part according to special cases and 
their default value is one. This equation shows that a 
fitter solution (Schedule) has less make span, less 
communication cost, higher processor utilization and 
higher Average number of acceptable processor queues. 
 
Updating The Pheromone Trail 
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As discussed before In MMAS only one single ant is 
used to update the pheromone trails in each iteration. 
Therefore, pheromone trails are updated as follows:  
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gb
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sf
sf=∆  and )(sf  is the cost of solution S.  

)( ibs  Is the iteration-best solution and )( gbs  is the 
global-best solution. It is to be noted that when a better 
solution than the global-best solution is found, the  
global-best solution is set to this solution. In MMAS 
search stagnation may occur. This can happen if at each 
choice point, the pheromone trail is significantly higher 
for one choice than for all the others. In such a situation 
the ants construct the same solution over and over again 
and the exploration of the search space stops. 
Obviously, such a stagnation situation should be 
avoided. By limiting the influence of the pheromone 
trails one can easily avoid the relative differences 
between the pheromone trails from becoming too 
extreme during the run of the algorithm. To achieve this 
goal, MMAS imposes explicit limits minτ  and maxτ  on 
the minimum and maximum pheromone trails such that 
for all pheromone trails ),( jik ptτ , 

maxmin ),( τττ ≤≤ jik pt . So after each pheromone 

updating if min),( ττ <jik pt  then we set 

min),( ττ =jik pt  , and if max),( ττ >jik pt  then we 

set max),( ττ =jik pt . It is to be noted that 

always 0min >τ . 
 
Building a Solution 
 
Each ant starts with an empty solution, and iteratively 
adds components to the solution until the solution is 
completed (all processes are scheduled).each iteration 
the next process to be scheduled is probabilistically 
selected according to heuristic value and pheromone 
trial information, and then the selected process is 
allocated to its best processor. The probability of 
process it to be selected is obtained as follows (13): 
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Where these equations α andβ  are parameters used to 
control the effect of each value. 
 
Local Search 

 
When a complete solution is made by an ant before 
updating pheromone trails, a local search is applied on 
the solution to improve its quality, if it is possible. The 
local search is performed on every ant, every iteration, 
so it needs to be fairly fast. A simple approach is to 
check if any jobs could be swapped between processors 
which would result in a lower make span. 
 
Mutation 
 
In dynamic load balancing, processes must be 
dynamically allocated to processors in arrival time and 
obtain a near optimal schedule, therefore the execution 
of the dynamic load balancing algorithm should not take 
long to arrive at a decision to make rapid processes 
assignments. As ACO algorithms are population-based, 
each time that the algorithm has to schedule a new set of 
processes, a large amount of time may be consumed to 
construct ant colony and then ants’ sequentially 
construct their solutions. Therefore a parallel version of 
this algorithm is more efficient. To run the ACO 
algorithm in parallel, we propose two models. 
 
Message Passing Model 
In this model we have one Master ant, and a number of 
subordinate ants. The master works as a coordinator. It 
sets the parameters and initializes the pheromone trails. 
Each subordinate ant is placed on an individual 
processor and is run on it. In start of each iteration the 
master sends the pheromone trail matrix to all 
subordinates, then building solutions by subordinate 
ants is done in parallel, finally solutions are returned to 
master. Master updates pheromone trails using 
solutions; this cycle is repeated until termination 
condition is met 
 
Island Model 
The island model is inspired from GA theory. In the 
island model, the whole colony is divided to a number 
of sub colonies. Each sub colony is placed on an 
individual processor. All colonies work in parallel after 
a defined number of iterations the colonies interchange 
the best local solutions they found. When a colony 
receives a solution that is better than its best solution, its 
best solution is set to   the solution which received, and 
pheromone trails are updated according to new solution.  
 
Termination Condition 
 
We can apply multiple choices for termination 
condition. Max number of generation, algorithm 
convergence, equal fitness for fittest selected in 
respective iterations. 
 
The Structure of Proposed GA-Based Algorithm 
 
Our proposed Ant Colony-Based algorithm starts with a 
fixed number of ants. An individual ant constructs 
candidate solutions by starting with an empty solution 
and then iteratively adding solution components until a 
complete candidate solution is generated. A certain 
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fixed number of ants. An individual ant constructs 
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fitness function is used to evaluate the fitness of each 
solution. After the solution construction is completed, 
the ants give feedback on the solutions they have 
constructed by depositing pheromone on solution 
components which they have used in their solution. 
Typically, solution components which are part of better 
solutions or are used by many ants will receive a higher 
amount of pheromone, and hence, will more likely be 
used by the ants in future iterations of the algorithm. 
This process iterates until termination condition is 
satisfied, Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: The Structure Of Proposed Algorithm  
 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
In this section, we have used the simulation results to 
show the performance of the proposed ACO based 
algorithm. Current solution techniques are concentrated 
on scheduling tasks with precedence constraints so our 
approach is not completely comparable with them. The 
parameter values used in ACO algorithms are often very 
important in getting good results, however the exact 
values are very often entirely problem dependent , and 
cannot always be derived from features of the problem 
itself. We have tried different values of the population 
size (POPSIZE), the extent to which pheromone 
information is used (α ), the extent to which heuristic 
information is used ( β  ), to find which values would 
steer the search towards the best solution. The best 
result achieved is as follows: 2=α , 20=β , 
NOANTS=10,NOGEN =50, m=10 (number of 
processors), n=100...900 (number of processes). 
Measurement of performance of these algorithms was 
based on three metrics: total completion time and 
average processor utilization. The default parameters 
were varied and the results collected from test runs were 
used to study the effects of changing these parameters. 
 

Changing The Number of Processes 
 
We have studied the effect of increasing number of 
processes on total completion time and average 
processor utilization. The Obtained results are shown in 
Figure 2.and, Figure 3. A considerable point in Figure 3 is 
that when number of processes is increased, higher 
utilization is obtained. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Total Completion Time  
 

 
 

Figure 3:  Average Processor Utilization 
 
Changing The Number of Generations 
 
When the number of generations was increased our 
proposed algorithm had a better function. The Obtained 
results are shown in Figure 4 and, Figure 5. While the 
number of generations was increased the total 
completion time was reduced, it is because that the 
components of fitter solutions are selected by more ants, 
so the amount of deposited pheromone on these 
components reinforced and, therefore they more likely 
will be selected in next generations. The result is that 
the quality of the generated process assignment 
improves after each generation. A considerable point in 
these figures is that when the number of generations 
was increased, due to its high convergence, higher 
utilization is obtained. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Total Completion Time 
 

Procedure ANT Scheduler 
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Figure 5: Average Processor Utilization 

 
Changing The Size of Population 
 
Changing the size of population is also considerable in 
terms of total completion time, processor utilization. 
The Obtained results are shown in Figure 6 and, Figure 7. 
While the size of population was increased the total 
completion time was decreased and, average processor 
utilization was increased. This is because that while the 
number of ants increased the search space of solutions 
exploited better, and it leads to better schedules. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper presents and evaluates a new method for 
process scheduling in distributed systems. Scheduling in 
distributed operating systems has a significant role in 
overall system performance and throughput. An 
efficient scheduling is vital for system performance. The 
scheduling in distributed systems is known as an NP-
complete problem even in the best conditions, and 
methods based on heuristic search have been proposed 
to obtain optimal and suboptimal solutions. In this 
paper,   using the power of genetic algorithms we solve 
this problem considering load balancing efficiently. We 
evaluate the performance and efficiency of the proposed 
algorithm using simulation results. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Scheduling in distributed operating systems is a critical 
factor in overall system efficiency. A Distributed 
Computing system (DCS) is comprised of a set of 
Computers (Processors) connected to each other by 
communication networks. Process scheduling in a 
distributed operating system can be stated as allocating 
processes to processors so that total execution time will 
be minimized, utilization of processors will be 
maximized, and load balancing will be maximized. 
Process scheduling in a distributed system is done in 
two phases: in the first phase processes are distributed 
on computers, and in the second processes execution 
order on each processor must be determined .Process 
scheduling in distributed systems has been known to be 
NP-complete. 
Several methods have been proposed to solve 
scheduling problem in DCS. The proposed methods can 
be generally classified into three categories: Graph-
theory-based approaches [23], mathematical models-
based methods [24], and heuristic Techniques [2, 6, 18, 
21].  
Heuristics can obtain suboptimal solution in ordinary 
situations and optimal solution in particulars. Since the 
scheduling problem has been known to be NP-complete, 
using heuristic Techniques can solve this problem more 

efficiently. Three most well-known heuristics are the 
iterative improvement algorithms [13],the probabilistic 
optimization algorithms, and the constructive heuristics. 
In the probabilistic optimization group, GA-based 
methods [1,4,5,11,13,14,17] and simulated annealing 
[12,20] are considerable which extensively have been 
proposed in the literature.  
One of the crucial aspects of the scheduling problem is 
load balancing. While recently created processes 
randomly arrive into the system, some processors may 
be overloaded heavily while the others are under-loaded 
or idle. The main objectives of load balancing are to 
spread load on processors equally, maximizing 
processors utilization and minimizing total execution 
time [12]. In dynamic load balancing, processes must be 
dynamically allocated to processors in arrival time and 
obtain a near optimal schedule, therefore the execution 
of the dynamic load balancing algorithm should not take 
long to arrive at a decision to make rapid task 
assignments.  [9,15,16,19,22] have proposed scheduling 
algorithms considering load balancing . 
A GA starts with a generation of individuals, which are 
encoded as strings known as chromosomes. A 
chromosome corresponds to a solution to the problem. 
A certain fitness function is used to evaluate the fitness 
of each individual. Good individuals survive after 
selection according to the fitness of individuals. Then 
the survived individuals reproduce offspring through 
crossover and mutation operators. This process iterates 
until termination condition is satisfied [10]. GA-based 
algorithms have emerged as powerful tools to solve NP-
complete constrained optimization problems, such as 
traveling salesman problem, job-shop scheduling and 
flow-shop scheduling, machine learning, VLSI 
technology, genetic synthesis and etc [3, 7]. 
In this paper using the power of genetic algorithms we 
solve this problem considering load balancing 
efficiently. The proposed algorithm maps each schedule 
with a chromosome that shows the execution order of 
all existing processes on processors. The fittest 
chromosomes are selected to reproduce offspring; 
chromosomes which their corresponding schedules have 
less total execution time, better load-balance and 
processor utilization. We assume that the distributed 
system is non-uniform and non-preemptive, that is, the 
processors may be different, and a processor completes 
current process before executing a new one. The load-
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balancing mechanism used in this paper only schedule 
processes without process migration and is centralized. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: The 
problem description and formulation is given in Section 
2, In Section 3, we describe the proposed algorithm. 
Section 4, gives the performance evaluation of the 
proposed algorithm in comparison with other similar 
algorithms. Section 5 concludes this research. 
 
P
 

ROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION 

In order to schedule the processes in a distributed 
system, we should know the information about the input 
processes and distributed system itself such as : 
Network topology, processors speed, communication 
channels speed and so on. Since we study a 
deterministic model, a distributed system with m 
processors, m > 1 should be modeled as follows: 
• P ={   is the set of processors 
in the distributed system. Each processor can only 
execute one process at each moment, a processor 
completes current process before executing a new one, 
and a process can not be moved to another processor 
during execution. R is an  
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 of A, is the execution 

time of process  on processor .In homogeneous  
distributed systems the execution time of an individual  
process  on all processors is  equal, that means : 
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of F, is the target processor that is 

selected for process  to be executed on. C is a linearit  
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the processor that the process  is presented on just 
now. 
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The problem of process scheduling is to assign for each 
process  a processor  so that total 
execution time will be minimized, utilization of 
processors will be maximized, and load balancing will 

be maximized. In such systems there are finite numbers 
of processes, each having a process number and a 
execution time and placed in a process pool from which 
processes are assigned to processors. The main 
objective is to find a schedule with minimum cost. The 
following definitions are also needed: 

Tit ∈ Pfi ∈
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efinition 1 

The processor load for each processor is the sum of 
processes execution times allocated to that processor. 
However, as the processors may not always be idle 
when a chromosome (schedule) is evaluated, the current 
existing load on individual processors must also be 
aken into account, therefore (1): t
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The length or maxspan of a schedule T is the maximal 
finishing time of all processes or maximum load. Also 
communication cost (CC) to spread recently created 
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efinition 3 

The Processor utilization for each processor is obtained 
by dividing the sum of processing times by maxspan, 
and the average of processors utilization is obtained by 
dividing the sum of all utilizations by number of 
processors (4, 5): 
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Definition 4 
 
Number of Acceptable Processor Queues (NoAPQ): We 
must define thresholds for light and heavy load on 
processors. If the processes completion time of a 
processor (by adding the current system load and those 
contributed by the new processes) is within the light and 
heavy thresholds, this processor queue will be 
acceptable. If it is above the heavy threshold or below 
the light-threshold, then it is unacceptable, but what is 
important is average of number of acceptable processors 
queues, which is achievable by (6): 

 
   (6) ocessorsOfNumberNoAPQAveNoAPQ Pr=
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efinition 5 

A Queue associated with every processor, shows the 
processes that processor has to execute. The execution 
order of processes on each processor is based on queues. 
 
T
 

HE PROPOSED GA-BASED ALGORITHM 

Genetic algorithms, as powerful and broadly applicable 
stochastic search and optimization techniques, are the 
most widely known types of evolutionary computation 
methods today. In general, a genetic algorithm has five 
basic components as follows [3]: 
1. An encoding method, that is a genetic representation 
(genotype) of solutions to the program. 
2. A way to create an initial population of individuals 
(chromosomes). 
3. An evaluation function, rating solutions in terms of 
their fitness, and a selection mechanism. 
4. The genetic operators (crossover and mutation) that 
alter the genetic composition of offspring during 
reproduction. 
5. Values for the parameters of genetic algorithm. 
 
G
 

enotype 

In the GA-Based algorithms each chromosome 
corresponds to a solution to the problem. The genetic 
representation of individuals is called Genotype. Many 
Genotypes have been proposed in [3] .In this paper a 
chromosome consists of an array of n digits, where n is 
the number of processes. Indexes show process numbers 
and a digit can take any one of the 1..m  values, which 
shows the processor that  the process is assigned to. If 
more than one process is assigned to the same 
processor, the left to-right order determines their 
execution order on that processor. 
 
I
 
nitial Population 

A genetic algorithm starts with a set of individuals 
called initial population. Most GA-Based algorithms 
generate initial population randomly. Here, each 
solution i is generated as follows: one of the 
unscheduled processes is randomly selected, and then 
assigned to one of the processors. The important point is 
the processors are selected circularly, it means that they 
are selected respectively form first to last and then come 
back to first. This operation is repeated until all of 
processes have been assigned. An initial population with 
size of   POPSIZE is generated by repeating this 
method. 
 
F
 

itness Function 

As discussed before, the main objective of GA is to find 
a schedule with optimal cost while load-balancing, 
processors utilization and cost of communication are 
considered. We take into account all objectives in 
following equation. The fitness function of a Schedule T 
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Which  1,,,0 ≤< θγβα  are control parameters to 
control effect of each part according to special cases and 
their default value is one. This equation shows that a 
fitter solution (Schedule) has less maxspan, less 
communication cost, higher processor utilization and 
higher Average number of acceptable processor queues. 
 
S
 

election 

The selection process used here is based on spinning the 
roulette wheel, which each chromosome in the 
population has a slot sized in proportion to its fitness. 
Each time we require an offspring, a simple spin of the 
weighted roulette wheel gives a parent chromosome. 
The probability  that a parent  is selected is given 
by (8): 
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C
 

rossover 

Crossover is generally used to exchange portions 
between strings. Several crossover operators are 
described in the literature [10]. Crossover is not always 
affected, the invocation of the crossover depends on the 
probability of the crossover Pc. We have implemented 
two crossover operators. The GA uses one of them, 
which is decided randomly. 
 
Single-Point Crossover 
This operator randomly selects a point, called Crossover 
point, on the selected chromosomes, then swaps the 
bottom halves after crossover point, including the gene 
at the crossover point and generate two new 
chromosomes called children. 
 
Proposed Crossover 
This operator randomly selects points on the selected 
chromosomes, then for each child non-selected genes 
are taken from one parent and selected genes  from the 
other. 
 
M
 

utation 

Mutation is used to change the genes in a chromosome. 
Mutation replaces the value of a gene with a new value 
from defined domain for that gene. Mutation is not 
always affected, the invocation of the Mutation depend 
on the probability of the Mutation Pm. We have 
implemented two mutation operators. The GA uses one 
of them, which is decided randomly. 
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First Mutation Operator 
This operator randomly selects two points on the 
selected chromosome, then generates a chromosome by 
swapping the genes at the selected points. 
 
Second Mutation Operator 
The other approach is to check if any jobs could be 
swapped between processors which would result in a 
lower make span. If we want to test every possible 
swap, it would be computationally very intensive, and in 
larger problems would take an unfeasible amount of 
time. It also seems unreasonable to consider swapping 
processes on processors which their load is significantly 
below the make span, therefore we try to swap 
processes between overloaded and under loaded 
processors. This concept can be implemented as 
follows:  

 
1. First, select a processor, say , which has the 
latest finish time. 

vp

2. Second, select a processor, say , which has 
least finish time. 

up

3. Third, try to transfer a process form to  or 

swap a single pair of processes between and 

 that improves the make span of both processors 
the most. 

vp up

vp
up

4. This procedure is repeated until no further 
improvement is possible. 
 

R
 

eplacement Strategy 

When genetic operators (crossover, mutation) are 
applied on selected parents  two new 
chromosomes T' and T'' are generated. These 
chromosomes are added to new temporary population. 
By repeating this operation a new temporary population 
with size of 2*POPSIZE is generated. After that fitter 
chromosomes are selected from current population and 
new temporary population, at last selected 
chromosomes made new population and algorithm 
restarts. 

2,1 TT

 
T
 

ermination Condition 

We can apply multiple choices for termination 
condition: Max number of generation, algorithm 
convergence, equal fitness for fittest selected 
chromosomes in respective iterations. 
 
T
 

he Structure of Proposed GA-Based Algorithm 

Our proposed GA-Based algorithm starts with a 
generation of individuals. A certain fitness function is 
used to evaluate the fitness of each individual. Good 
individuals survive after selection according to the 
fitness of individuals. Then the survived individuals 
reproduce offspring through crossover and mutation 
operators. This process iterates until termination 
condition is satisfied. It is Considerable to say that 

parameters such as θγβα ,,,,,,, NOGENPOPSIZEmPcP  
must be determined before GA is started. Figure 1 
shows this operation.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Procedure GA-Based algorithm; 
Begin 
  initialize P(k);  {create an initial population} 
  evaluate P(k);  {evaluates all individuals in the 
population} 

Repeat  
       For i=1 to 2*POPSIZE do 

Select two chromosomes as parent 1  
and parent 2 from population; 
Child 1 and Child 2  Crossover( parent1, 
parent2); 

 Child 1   Mutation ( Child 1 ); 
 Child 2  Mutation ( Child 2 ); 
 Add (new temporary population, Child 1, Child 2 
); 
       End For;  
       Make (new population, new temporary population, 
population ); 
      Population = new population; 
 While (not termination condition); 
Select Best chromosome in population as solution and 
return it;  
End 

Figure 1: The Structure Of Proposed Algorithm  
 

E
 

XPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In this section, we have used the simulation results to 
show the performance of the proposed GA-based 
algorithm. Current solution techniques are concentrated 
on scheduling tasks with precedence constraints so our 
approach is not completely comparable with them. We 
have implemented more than 3000 lines of C++ 
program to simulate all of the proposed algorithms. All 
simulation experiments are run on a Pentium III 800, 
256 MB RAM, IBM PC. We have tried different values 
of the population size ( POPSIZE), mutation Probability  
(Pm ),and crossover probability ( Pc ),to find which 
values would steer the search towards the best solution. 
The measurement of performance of these algorithms 
was based on three metrics: total completion time, 
average processor utilization and, cost of 
communication. The default parameters were varied and 
the results collected from test runs were used to study 
the effects of changing these parameters. 
 
C
 

hanging The Number of Processes 

We have studied the effect of increasing number of 
processes on total completion time and average 
processor utilization. The Obtained results are shown in 
Figure 2 and, Figure 3. A considerable point in Figure 3 
is that when number of processes is increased, higher 
utilization is obtained. Brief justifications for the values 
used are given below. When the values discussed were 
tested ‘base values’ for each of the parameters where 
used to help isolate the performance of the parameter in 
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hand. These values were: Pc=0.9, Pm=0.1, 
POPSIZE=50,  
NOGEN=50, m=10 (number of processors), 
n=100...1000. 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Total Completion Time  
 

 
 

Figure 3:  Average Processor Utilization 
 
C
 

hanging The Number of Generations 

When the number of generations was increased our 
proposed algorithm had a better function. The Obtained 
results are shown in Figure 4, Figure 5 and, Figure 6. 
While the number of generations was increased the total 
completion time was reduced, it is because the quality 
of the generated process assignment improves after each 
generation. A considerable point in these figures is that 
when the number of generations was increased higher 
utilization is obtained and, the cost of communication 
was decreased. Brief justifications for the values used 
are given below. These values were: Pc=0.9, Pm=0.1, 
POPSIZE=100, NOGEN=50…245, m=10 (number of 
processors), n=300 (number of processes). 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Total Completion Time 
 

 
 

Figure5: Average Processor Utilization 
 

 
 

Figure 6: Cost Of Communication 
 
C
 

hanging The Size of Population 

Changing the size of population is also considerable in 
terms of total completion time, processor utilization 
and, cost of communication. The Obtained results are 
shown in Figure 7, Figure 8 and, Figure 9. While the 
size of population was increased the total completion 
time was decreased and, average processor utilization 
was increased. it is because that the number of the fitter 
chromosomes which are able to survive was increased, 
therefore fitter offspring may be generated and it leads 
to better schedules. According to above results while the 
size of population was increased higher processor 
utilization obtained and the cost of communication was 
decreased. Brief justifications for the values used are 
given below. Pc=0.9, Pm=0.1, POPSIZE=50…150, 
NOGEN=50, m=10 (number of processors), n=300 
(number of processes). 
 

 
 

Figure 7: Total Completion Time 
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Figure 8:  Average Processor Utilization 
 

 
 

Figure 9: Cost Of Communication 
 
C
 

ONCLUTIONS 

Scheduling in distributed operating systems has a 
significant role in overall system performance and 
throughput. The scheduling in distributed systems is 
known as an NP-complete problem even in the best 
conditions. We have presented and evaluated new GA-
Based method to solve this problem. This algorithm 
considers multi objectives in its solution evaluation and 
solves the scheduling problem in a way that 
simultaneously minimizes maxspan and communication 
cost, and maximizes average processor utilization and 
load-balance. Most existing approaches tend to focus on 
one of the objectives. Experimental results prove that 
our proposed algorithm tend to focus on all of the 
objectives simultaneously and optimize them. 
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ABSTRACT 

With the development of very large scale integration 
(VLSI), the clock frequency of microprocessors rapidly 
increases, which brings the significant challenge for the 
microprocessors’ power. The multiple clock domain 
(MCD) technique is a new technique to compromising 
between synchronous systems and asynchronous 
systems to reduce the power. Most present studies of 
MCD are only based on superscalar architectures. In 
this paper, a MCD technique based on explicitly parallel 
instruction computing (EPIC) is designed and 
implemented. Furthermore, a series of experiments on 
our design have been done to evaluate it. The result of 
the experiments show that, an EPIC microarchitecture 
based on MCD technique with a fine-grained adaptive 
dynamic adjustment algorithm, can effectively decrease 
the microprocessor power by 40%, compared with the 
conventional EPIC processor with only one clock 
domain. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 

With the development of VLSI, the clock frequency of 
microprocessors rapidly increases, which brings 
significant challenge for the microprocessors’ power. 
The clock network can dissipate 20–50% of the total 
power on a chip [1].Thus the optimization of the clock 
network becomes one of the important issues of high-
performance microprocessor design. 
 
At present, most microprocessors are implemented by 
using fully synchronous mode. The clock distribution 
network is designed very carefully to meet the 
constraints of clock skew. It contributes to the 
complexity of clock interconnection and the significant 
increase of microprocessor power. So the designers 
present asynchronous system which need not clock. But 
there are so many difficulties in design of the complete 
asynchronous signals. Globally Asynchronous Locally 
Synchronous (GALS) [2], which is a compromise 
between asynchronous systems and synchronous 
systems, has been focused on. 
 
Almost current researches on GALS are based on 
superscalars [3,4,5,6,7,8], and not been applied to EPIC 

architecture, because there are much difficulties in its 
implementation. For example, the uncertainty of async-
hronous communication brings significant challenges 
for data dependence and instruction completion in order 
in EPIC.  
 
This paper describes the research on MCD based on 
EPIC is done with GALS style, which includes the 
implementation of it, and experimental simulation to 
evaluate it. Section 2 presents the conventional EPIC 
architecture, and analyzes what limits power 
optimization of microprocessor. Section 3 describes the 
design and implementation of the MCD based on EPIC. 
Section 4 details the simulation framework and 
experimental setup. The results of all the tests are given 
and analyzed in Section 5. Conclusions and future work 
are in Section 6. 
 
2 THE CONVENTIONAL EPIC ARCHITECTURE 

2.1 The Conventional EPIC with One Clock Domain 

An EPIC architecture emphasizes co-operating compiler 
with hardware to exploit instruction-level parallelism 
(ILP). It combines the advantages of superscalar 
architectures and the advantages of very long 
instruction word (VLIW) architectures [9]. Itanium 2 
[10] is a classical processor based on EPIC architecture. 
Thus the EPIC architecture of Itanium 2 processor is a 
comparable architecture to our design.  
 
Figures 1 shows a conventional EPIC architecture with 
single clock domain. The front-end of the 
microprocessor obtains the addresses of fetching 
instructions, by means of Bpred predicting branch 
objects. The instructions are fetched from instruction 
Cache (I-Cache), and reserved into instruction buffers 
(I-Buffer). They are decoded by the dispatch logic 
(Dispatch), and sent to corresponding execution units. 
ALUs and FPUs can execute multiply independent 
integer instructions and floating-point instructions per 
cycle, respectively. The operands are respectively given 
by integer registers (I-Reg) and floating registers (F-
Reg). The results are reserved in corresponding 
registers. Load/store operations will access Level 1 data 
Cache (D-Cache) and level 2 Cache (L2 Cache). There 
are abundance of functional units and Cache levels to 
provide adequate hardware supports for exploiting ILP. 
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Figures 1: A Conventional EPIC Architecture 
 
2.2 The Analysis What Limits Power Optimization 
of the Conventional EPIC Microprocessors 

Currently the microprocessors based on the 
conventional EPIC architecture often use the globally 
synchronous clock strategy, such as the clock 
distribution network of the Itanium 2 processor 
described as Figures 2. The clock signal is generated by 
a clock generator, and is sent to each unit within the 
microprocessor by the long wires and a lot of buffers. 
All units synchronously operate under control of this 
global clock signal. The clock distribution network is 
usually designed carefully to meet the constraints of 
clock skew. It contributes to the complexity of clock 
interconnection and the significant increase of 
microprocessor power. Thus, it is necessary for EPIC 
architecture to implement MCD with GALS style, in 
order to decrease the microprocessor power. 
 

 
 

Figures 2: The Clock Distribution of Itanium 2 
 
3 THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF 
MCD BASED ON EPIC 

A MCD architecture based on EPIC, which need no 
global clock, is called MCDE (multiple clock domain 
based on EPIC). The MCDE microprocessor can be 
divided into several clock domains. Each domain uses 
an independent clock. Among different domains, there 
is asynchronous communication which can effectively 
save the power of microprocessors. 
 
3.1 The Partition of Clock Domains 

In MCDE, the entire chip can be divided into several 
domains according to the EPIC architecture 
characteristic of the microprocessor. There are two rules 
in the partition: 1) this partition can’t change the 

organization structure of the microprocessor pipelines 
too much; 2) the domain boundaries are set between the 
components having a loose coupling with each other to 
the best of our abilities. The components having a close 
coupling with each other are placed in the same domain 
to reduce communication operations among different 
domains 
 
The EPIC microprocessor is partitioned to six clock 
domains according to the rules described above: a 
fetching instruction domain (Domain1), a dispatch 
domain (Domain2), a L2 Cache domain (Domain 3), a 
load/store domain (Domain4), an integer domain 
(Domain5), and a floating-point domain (Domain6). 
Figures 3 shows the partition detail. The function of 
Domain1 contains branch prediction, instruction 
address generation, and I-Cache read. Domain2 
accomplishes dispatch of instructions. Domain3 
includes L2 Cache read/write operation. L1D-Cache 
read/write is completed in Domain4. Domain5 
completes the load/store operation of integer operands, 
and execution of arithmetic logic. Domain6 consists of 
the load/store operation of floating-point operands, and 
execution of floating-point computing. In our design, 
Domain1 and Domain2 are called front-end. Domain3, 
Domain4, Domain5, and Domain6 are called back-end. 
Each domain has its own local clock. The units within 
same domain operate in synchronous mode. The 
asynchronous communication is used among different 
domains. 
 

 
 

Figures 3: The Clock Domain Partition of EPIC 
 
3.2 Communication Mechanisms among Domains 

Within the microprocessor, the queue structures are 
synchronous points of the different domains. In this 
case, when the queues are not full and not empty, the 
latencies of synchronous overhead can be hidden. The 
design of the queue structures is based on the hybrid 
clock FIFO, which is shown as Figures 4. The FIFO 
queue has two ports: input and output. The function of 
input is to write data to the FIFO, which is controlled by 
CLK_w. Req_w is the control signal of write 
requirement. Data_w is the input data bus. When the 
FIFO is full, the signal full is set one. The function of 
the output of the FIFO is to read data from the FIFO, 
which is controlled by CLK_r. Req_r is the control 
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signal of read requirement. Data_r is the output data 
bus. Valid_r is the valid bit of output data. 
 

 
 

Figures 4: The Hybrid Clock FIFO 
 

The process of data stored at input is done as follows: 
When the rising edge of CLK_w arrives, Req_w that is 
the requirement signal and the data in Data_w are 
sampled. The data items will be written into the queue 
at the next clock period. If the FIFO is full, the signal 
Full is set before the next clock period arrives, and 
receiving the data at the input is prohibited. 
 
The process of reading data from the output is described 
as follows: When the rising edge of CLK_r arrives, 
Req_r that is the requirement signal is sampled. The 
data items will be put on Data_r bus, and the valid bit 
Valid_r is set. If the FIFO is empty at this clock period, 
the signal Empty is set, and reading operation at the 
output is prohibited until the FIFO is not empty. 
 
3.3 A Dynamic, Adaptive Control Algorithm of  
Clock Domain’s Frequency 

By analyzing processor resource utilization, a 
correlation is revealed, over an interval of instructions, 
between the valid entries in the input queue and the 
desired frequency for the domain. Queue utilization is 
thus an appropriate metric for dynamically determining 
the desired domain frequency. The dynamic, adaptive 
control algorithm of clock domain’s frequency is based 
on this idea to reduce the power consumption of the 
clock network. 
 
The dynamic, adaptive control algorithm of clock 
domain’s frequency is described as follows: The MCDE 
architecture uses the attack/decay algorithm independe-
ntly in each back-end domain. When the entries in the 
domain issue queue is in excess of 10,000-instruction 
interval, the hardware counts. Using the number and the 
corresponding number from the previous interval, the 
algorithm determines whether there is a significant 
change that threshold is 1.7 percent, in which case the 
algorithm uses the attack mode: The frequency changes 
by 7 percent. If no significant change occurs, the 
algorithm uses the decay mode: It reduces the domain 
frequency slightly by 0.17 percent. 
 
But when the instructions per cycle (IPC) changes by 
more than a certain threshold that is 2.3 percent, the 
frequency remains unchanged for that interval. This rule 
is used to identify natural decreases in performance that 
are unrelated to the domain frequency, and to prohibit 
the algorithm from reacting to them. 

 
4 THE SIMULATION FRAMEWORK AND 
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

4.1 The Power Consumption Evaluation Model 

To evaluate our MCDE architecture, we use basic 
technology parameter of CACTI 0.8μm, and scaling 
down method to implement power consumption evalua-
tion model [11].The delay components that make up a 
general system are composed of the following three 
individual subsystems: 
 

 Memory Storage Elements: Those elements 
include the Cache, the registers, all kinds of queue, 
and buffers in the processor. It is divided into five 
parts: the address decoders (dec), the bit lines (bl), 
the word lines (wl), the sense amplifiers (amp), 
and the route components (rt) of address and data 
bus. Thus,  MemP , the peak power of memory is 
the sum of the maximum power of these five parts: 

rtampwlbldecMem PPPPPP ++++=          

 
Assume that, C represents the capacitance of each 
kinds of  memory; V and f denote the working 
voltage and frequency, respectively; is the 
voltage supply; the maximum toggle rate of the 
decoder signal is 0.3, that of other parts is 1.  

ddV

 
The power of the address decoder  is given by decP

fVCP decdec
23.0=  

The power of the word line  is given by wlP
fVCP wlwl

2=  

The power of the bit line  is given by blP
fVCP blbl

2=  

The power of the sense amplifier  is 

computed by the empirical formula. 
ampP

310
8

5.0 −×= dd
amp

V
CP  

The power of the route component  is given by rtP
fVCP rtrt

2=  
 

 Logic elements: Those elements include such 
units as ALU and floating-point unit. For the 
power evaluation of the logic elements, we first 
use the Wattch power  model [12], and the 
capacitance value of the basic device and wire 
under technology parameter of CACTI 0.8μm [13] 
to compute the reference power P , on condition 

that reference voltage is PV and reference 

frequency is Pf . Assume that, the characteristic 
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size of the actual technology of the microprocessor 
is sf . According to the scaling down theory  of 
CMOS [14], for the given voltage and frequency, 
the power of the logic element is computed by 

P
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 Clock network: Assume that, the microprocessor 

is divided into M domains; For the ith domain, the 
capacitance of the local clock wire is )( iw CLC , 

the load capacitance of the local clock is )( it CpC , 
the load capacitance of the local clock buffer is 

)( it BC , the load capacitance among the local 

pipelines is )( it PC , the working voltage and 

frequency is iV  and if , respectively. The peak 
power of the clock network is given by 
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If M = 1, it represents the peak power of the clock 
network with single clock domain. 
 

After the peak power of each part is evaluated, the 
performance simulator is run to obtain dynamically the 
statistic of the access counts of each component per 
cycle. The dynamic power is computed according to the 
statistic and the peak power of each part. 
  
4.2 The Simulation and Experimental Setup 

Since IMPACT provides a comprehensive infrastructure 
for modeling and simulation of EPIC microarchitecture 
feature, the Lsim simulator [15] of the IMPACT 
compile framework is adopted as the simulation engine. 
Furthermore, to simulate the MCDE processor, the 
event-driven algorithm based on multi-clock domains is 
designed, described as Algorithm 1. 
 

 
 

Algorithm 1: The Event-driven Simulation Algorithm  
 

To evaluate objectively the MCDE proposed, we design 
three groups of experiments: 
 

 SVF Strategy: Each of clock domains works on 
condition that the voltage is same, and frequency is 
also same, called SVF for simple,which represents 
same voltage and frequency. That is to verify the 
performance and power consumption characteristic 
of MCDE relative to the EPIC. 

 
 DVF Strategy: Each of clock domains works on 
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voltage and frequency in MCDE. In this group of 
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size of the actual technology of the microprocessor 
is sf . According to the scaling down theory  of 
CMOS [14], for the given voltage and frequency, 
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If M = 1, it represents the peak power of the clock 
network with single clock domain. 
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end domains is adjusted dynamically and 
adaptively as the control algorithm described 
above. This strategy is called DVF+DAA, which is 
an abbreviation for Different Voltage and 
Frequency + Dynamic Adaptive Adjustment 
Strategy. This group of experiment is used to 
verify the potentiality for fine-grained dynamic 
adaptive frequency adjustment decreasing the 
power of the microprocessor in MCDE. 

 
5 THE ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

Figures 5 shows the power consumption of MCDE 
processors relative to the basic EPIC processor under 
the three groups of experiment described above. The 
results of the experiments reveal that all three MCDE 
strategies can decrease the microprocessor’s power 
consumption. But the power decrease of SVF is small, 
which is only 6 percent. After DVF used, the 
processor’s power is decreased by 32 percent owing to 
further exploiting the advantage of MCDE. Comparing 
with SVF and DVF, Using DVF+DAA strategy can 
more effectively decrease the power consumption of the 
microprocessor, which decreases the power by 40 
percent, as a result of using the fine-grained dynamic 
adaptive frequency adjustment. 
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Figures 5: The Power of MCDE Relative to EPIC 

 
Figures 6 shows that using the different MCDE strategy 
has an impact on the performance of the micro-
processor. The results of the experiment reveal that all 
these three MCDE strategies can lead to performance 
degradation relative to EPIC, since they use the 
asynchronous communication mechanism. The SVF 
strategy results in a slight degradation, within 1 percent. 
Comparing with SVF, DVF and DVF+DAA result in 
more performance degradation owing to clock 
frequency being decreased. For DVF, the average 
performance degradation is approximately 6.5 percent. 
For DVF+DAA, the average performance degradation 
is about 7.3 percent. 
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Figures 6: The Performance of MCDE Relative to EPIC 
 
When designing architecture oriented towards power 
consumption, it is improper that only performance or 
only power consumption is considered. We should 
comprehensively consider the performance and the 
power consumption, and compromise between them. 
Energy delay product (EDP) is a popular metric to 
evaluate comprehensively the performance and the 
power consumption. Figures 7 shows the EDP of 
MCDE relative to EPIC, corresponding to three MCDE 
strategies. The results of the experiment indicate that, 
for DVF+DAA, although the performance degradation 
is slightly significant, a significant overall EDP 
improvement is achieved, about 17 percent, owing to 
immensely exploit the potential for MCDE reducing the 
power consumption of the microprocessor. In addition, 
for DVF, the average EDP improvement is approximat-
ely 14 percent. Finally, for SVF, although the 
performance degradation is very slight, comparing with 
DVF and DVF+DAA, the power consumption 
optimization brought by SVF is not significant, only 7 
percent, as a consequence of the conservative strategy. 
But comparing with EPIC, all three MCDE strategies 
are obvious to improve the EDP. Thus, there is a 
significant advantage of decreasing the power 
consumption by using MCDE, comparing with EPIC. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The MCD is a novel technique that combines the 
advantages of synchronous systems and the advantages 
of asynchronous systems to resolve the problems of  
high-performance microprocessors, such as the 
significant power, and the complex clock distribution 
network. At present, the studies of MCD are almost 
based on superscalar. In this paper, MCDE, a MCD 
technique based on EPIC, is implemented, and 
evaluated comprehensively. The experimental results 
show that, the MCDE has a significant potential for 
reducing the power consumption of the high-
performance EPIC microprocessor. For example, using 
the DVF+DAA strategy, the power consumption of the 
EPIC microprocessor can be reduced by 40%, and about 
a 17 percent EDP improvement is achieved. 
 
In future work, we will continue to develop more 
effective fine-grained dynamic, adaptive voltage and 
frequency adjustment mechanisms to attain more 
significant power consumption decrease at the cost of 
slight performance degradation. 
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ABSTRACT 
 
The objective of this paper is to optimize the principal 
extrusion variables by means of manufacturing simulation 
of the extrusion model. The finite element analysis of the 
extrusion model does not consider the manufacturing 
process in its modeling. Therefore, the process parameters 
obtained through such an analysis remains highly 
theoretical in that these parameters differ from the actual 
extrusion process parameters. Additionally, due to the 
nature of the extrusion process, it is often quite difficult to 
determine the cause of an extrusion problem and find its 
proper solution, particularly if it must be done quickly. 
The manufacturing simulation of the extrusion process 
prior to plant execution helps to make the actual extrusion 
operation more efficient because more realistic parameters 
may be obtained through the simulation. Additionally, 
troubleshooting the process becomes simpler. In this 
paper, we have developed the simulation model of a real 
extrusion plant using IGRIP. The model of the plant is 
simulated in IGRIP using the Graphical Simulation 
Language (GSL). The dynamics of the plant is also 
incorporated in the simulation model. Through 
simulation, optimized values of variables that affect the 
extrusion process are obtained.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
One of the greatest challenges in an actual extrusion 
operation is efficient and rapid problem solving. 
However, the conventional finite element analysis does 
not consider the manufacturing process constraints in its 
modeling and hence, the process parameters obtained 
through such an analysis is more theoretical and not 
realistic enough. Therefore, a new approach to obtain 
more realistic and optimized process parameters 
following the finite element analysis is the need of 
manufacturing industries.  
 
Extrusion problems often result in downtime and/or out-
of-specification products, and this can be very costly. The 
nature of the extrusion process is often complex. 
Therefore, the determination of an appropriate solution to 
the cause(s) of any problem in the extrusion process is 
difficult, particularly if the solution must be found  

 
 
quickly. Linear programming and other iterative methods 
have been used to tackle the extrusion process problems. 
However, due to the inherent time consuming nature of 
such methods, quick and rapid problem solving as desired 
by industries has not been achievable. Additionally, 
today, the process development in industrial extrusion is 
to a great extent based on trial and error and often 
involves full-size experiments, which are both expensive 
and time-consuming. In contrast, simulation of the 
extrusion process prior to plant execution and as and 
when required, proves to solve the extrusion operation 
problems quickly and more efficiently and at a lower cost. 
In this paper, model of a real extrusion plant is built in 
IGRIP, a Delmia group software from Dassault Systems 
[12]. The model of the plant is simulated in IGRIP using 
the Graphical Simulation Language (GSL) whereby the 
virtual operation of the plant may be viewed. 
Additionally, the dynamics module offered by Delmia is 
used to model and simulate the extrusion plant dynamics. 
Simulation is performed to obtain the optimized values of 
the principal variables that affect the extrusion process. 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
Sivaprasad, Venugopal, Davies and Prasad [7] have 
identified the optimum process parameters using finite 
element simulation. They discuss the use of processing 
map with the output of the finite element analysis to 
design the process. Tibbetts and Ting-Yung [8] have used 
optimization technique for a direct extrusion machine. 
Their work is related to product optimization with focus 
on surface quality and micro-structural uniformity of 
product. They have presented a model which is derived 
directly from the mathematical description of the physical 
phenomena present. Hansson, in her Ph.D. thesis [9], has 
used finite elements method for the simulation of stainless 
steel tube extrusion.  

 
Most other extrusion process simulations have been done 
for food industries like by Lertsiriyothin and Kumtib [10], 
and plastic or polymer manufacturing units such as by 
Salazar [11].  

 
Plenty of studies related to finite element-based models 
and mathematical descriptions as mentioned above have 
already been carried out. The finite element models 
provide the needed information but cannot be applied for 
direct and fast decision making. The finite element 
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ABSTRACT 
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process in its modeling. Therefore, the process parameters 
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theoretical in that these parameters differ from the actual 
extrusion process parameters. Additionally, due to the 
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proper solution, particularly if it must be done quickly. 
The manufacturing simulation of the extrusion process 
prior to plant execution helps to make the actual extrusion 
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may be obtained through the simulation. Additionally, 
troubleshooting the process becomes simpler. In this 
paper, we have developed the simulation model of a real 
extrusion plant using IGRIP. The model of the plant is 
simulated in IGRIP using the Graphical Simulation 
Language (GSL). The dynamics of the plant is also 
incorporated in the simulation model. Through 
simulation, optimized values of variables that affect the 
extrusion process are obtained.  
 
INTRODUCTION 
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analysis, in particular, does not consider the 
manufacturing process in its modeling and so, the process 
parameters obtained through such an analysis differs form 
the actual manufacturing process parameters. In such a 
scenario, following the finite element analysis, 
optimization of process parameters based on the 
manufacturing simulation of the process yields a direct 
solution for the real process in that the appropriate process 
parameters can be recognized directly. The indirect 
extrusion simulation for the optimization of process 
parameters dealt with in this paper is thus found to be new 
and the simulation-based approach is found to be novel in 
the area. Such an approach is found to provide quick and 
efficient solution to extrusion problems. 

 
INDIRECT EXTRUSION 
 
The extrusion process  
 
Extrusion is a plastic deformation process in which a 
block of metal, called the billet, is forced to flow by 
compression through the die opening of a smaller cross-
sectional area than that of the original billet [4] as shown 
in Fig. 1. In indirect extrusion process, the die at the front 
end of the hollow stem moves relative to the container, 
but there is no relative displacement between the billet 
and the container as depicted in Fig. 1. Therefore, this 
process is characterized by the absence of friction 
between the billet surface and the container, and there is 
no displacement of the billet center relative to the 
peripheral regions.  
  
Extrusion can be cold or hot. In this paper, we consider 
the hot extrusion process. In hot extrusion, the billet is 
preheated to a certain temperature to facilitate plastic 
deformation. 

 
Figure 1: Indirect extrusion mechanism 

 
The properties of the extruded aluminium shapes are 
affected greatly by the way in which the metal flows 
during extrusion. The metal flow is influenced by several 
factors of which the following are considered in this 
paper: 

1. the size of billet (length and diameter) 
2. the temperature of billet, θpreheat 
3. the temperature of container 

4. the extrusion ratio, ER 
5. speed of extrusion, Vextrusion 
6. the extrusion pressure, PT(ER) 

 
Interdependence between extrusion variables  
  
During the operation of an extrusion plant, while 
extrusion is taking place, billets will be waiting for their 
turn to get loaded to the container for extrusion. In hot 
extrusion, the billets are preheated. It should be assured 
that the next billet in queue is heated to the required 
preheat temperature (θpreheat) during the time (τwait) it waits 
in the queue. For efficient heat usage, τwait would be 
approximately equal to the sum of the time taken by the 
current billet to be extruded (τextrusion) and the time taken 
for the change of die (τdieChange). Therefore, considering 
the time taken to preheat to be τpreheat, 

τpreheat = τwait = τextrusion + τdieChange 
 

Temperature is one of the most important parameters in 
extrusion. The flow stress (σ) is reduced if the 
temperature is increased and deformation is therefore, 
easier, but at the same time, the maximum extrusion speed 
is reduced because localized temperature can lead to 
incipient melting temperature.  
 
 The response of a metal to extrusion processes can be 
influenced by the speed of deformation. Increasing the 
ram speed produces an increase in the extrusion pressure. 
The temperature developed in extrusion increases with 
increasing ram speed. 
 
Thus, it is important to determine the optimal values of 
the principal extrusion variables for a specified extrusion 
ratio (ER) such that, while on the one hand, the aluminum 
billet does not reach its solidus point ie, it’s melting 
temperature, and on the other hand, efficient extrusion is 
assured. Extrusion ratio (ER) is the ratio of container bore 
area to the total cross-sectional area of extrusion. For an 
extrusion process, ER is fixed. 

 
 

Figure 2: Interdependence between extrusion variables 
 
Determination of ram speed (Vextrusion) is the most 
important for a particular extrusion ratio. The ram speed 
affects the extrusion time (τextrusion). The preheat time 
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(τpreheat), in turn, is related to the extrusion time. 
Therefore, simulation is performed for a specific 
extrusion ratio and speed of ram to obtain the extrusion 
time. The extrusion time is used to decide the amount of 
heat (QT) that a waiting aluminum billet should be given 
to reach the preheat temperature (θpreheat) during the period 
of its waiting time (τwait). 
 
The actual pressure exerted on the ram is the total 
pressure. The total extrusion pressure required for a 
particular extrusion ratio (ER) is given by: 
PT(ER) = PD + PF + PR 
where, PD is the pressure required for the plastic 
deformation of the material. PF is the pressure required to 
overcome the surface friction at the container wall 
friction, dead metal zone friction, and die bearing friction. 
PR is the pressure required to overcome redundant or 
internal deformation work. 
   Each of the above may be represented in functional 
form as: 
 
PD = f (flow stress σ, strain ε)  
where, the flow stress σ = f (strain ε, strain rate, 
temperature of material T).  
 
Here, strain ε = ln(AC/AE) where, AC = area of container 
and AE = area of extrusion 
 
PF = f (billet diameter D, length of billet L) 
 
PR = f (flow stress σ) 
 
The extrusion pressure, PT(ER), is thus dependent upon the 
size of the billet, the extrusion ratio, the temperatures of 
billet and container, flow stress and the strain rate of 
aluminum. The pressure, PT(ER), so obtained is used to find 
the extrusion speed (Vextrusion). Generally, a chart is 
provided by the extrusion machine manufacturer that 
gives the extrusion speed required to produce a particular 
extrusion pressure PT at a specified temperature and 
extrusion ratio (Fig. 3, 4 and 5). The extrusion speed may 
be utilized to find the extrusion time (τextrusion). The 
extrusion time, in turn, may be used to find the time 
required by an aluminum billet to wait (τwait) before it gets 
loaded to the container for extrusion. This amount of time 
is used to find the amount of heat (QT) that should be 
supplied to the aluminum billet during this time (τwait) to 
reach its preheat temperature (θpreheat). The values of 
θpreheat and Vextrusion should be such that the aluminum billet 
does not reach its solidus temperature, which is 
approximately 660ºC [3], during the actual extrusion 
process; which is to say, after the Vextrusion is known, θpreheat 
should be so selected as to ensure that the aluminum billet 
does not reach its solidus temperature during extrusion. 

 
 
 
 
The values of the principal variables so obtained may be 
valid only for theoretical use. In reality, the values of 
these variables may differ for a practical extrusion 
process. Also, these values may not be within the 
permissible values of a particular extrusion machine. So, a 
simulation is performed, considering the dynamics of the 
process – stress and strain factors, changes in temperature 
and pressure, the friction and speed of extrusion – and the 
permissible value of process parameters to validate the 
process with the values so obtained. 

              
 
 
 
 

Figure 4: Surface temperature of extruded           
               product versus ram displacement 

Figure 3: Extrusion rate versus flow stress 
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IGRIP offers a dynamics module that facilitates the 
incorporation of the dynamics of a process.  Any 
necessary changes may then be made and simulation may 
be performed several times until the values of the 
variables satisfy usage in a real extrusion process. For 
example, if after calculations, the billet temperature 
obtained will lead to the aluminum billet reaching its 
solidus temperature, then the extrusion speed, Vextrusion, 
may be reduced. The reduced extrusion speed may be 
used to find a different extrusion pressure, PT(ER) and also 
to calculate the extrusion time, τextrusion. This extrusion 
time, in turn, may be used to find the time for the billet to 
wait, τwait before it gets loaded to the container for 
extrusion. Also, the amount of heat, QT that has to be 
supplied to the aluminum billet during τwait may be 
calculated. 

 
THE EXTRUSION SIMULATION FRAMEWORK 
AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
A graphical model of the extrusion plant is built using 
IGRIP (Fig. 6). The model is validated against the 
working of a real machine. The validated model is then 
simulated using the Graphical Simulation Language 
(GSL) in IGRIP. The dynamic properties of the extrusion 
process are taken into account in the extrusion model by 
making use of the dynamics module in IGRIP. 
 
A client software was built using Visual C++. Values of 
the principal variables for extrusion are sent as inputs 
from this client (Fig. 7). The server makes use of these 
principal variables for the simulation of the extrusion 
model. Additionally, we developed an interface program 
between the client and the server so that message sent 
from the VC++ client is read into the GSL program in the 
server. The GSL program makes necessary readings from 

 
 

Figure 6: The IGRIP model of the extrusion plant used for  
                simulation 
    
and writings to a database that contains the permissible 
values of extrusion variables and tables containing the 
values of extrusion speeds required to produce 
corresponding extrusion pressures. The database also 
contains further vendor-specific data regarding extrusion. 
 

 
    
 
The use of the optimized values of the principal extrusion 
variables in several simulations of the plant resulted in a 
reduced cycle time of the plant. The minimum decrease in 
cycle time was 2 minutes which makes a decrease of 8.33 
percent whereas the maximum decrease was of 12 
minutes that accounts for a 37.5 percent decrease. The 
average decrease was approximately 5 minutes which is 
about 20.8 percent (Fig. 8). The power consumed by the 
complete extrusion operation was also decreased 
considerably in the simulations of extrusions at varying 
extrusion ratios (ER). The percentage decrease ranged 
between a minimum of 4 percent to a maximum of 17 
percent with an average of 12.7 percent considering 
simulations at all extrusion ratios (Fig. 9). The simulation 
results are highly encouraging to be subsequently applied 
to a real world extrusion process in the future after 
considering the product optimization. 
 

Figure 5: Increase in emergent temperature 
                    versus ram speed 

Figure 7: The implementation architecture
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Figure 8: Graph showing percentage decrease in cycle  
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Figure 9: Graph showing percentage decrease in power  
                   consumption 

 
 

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, the use of simulation for the optimization of 
principal extrusion variables was discussed. IGRIP and 
the dynamics module in IGRIP were used to model an 
actual extrusion machine. The model was then simulated 
using Graphical Simulation Language. The optimization 
obtained is positive and better optimization may be 
attained by considering wider factors that affect the 
dynamics of the extrusion process. Additionally, 
corresponding product optimization study will only better 
the actual optimization process and near the use of 
simulated data for real extrusion processes. 
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Abstract— Many parallel applications from scientic
computing show a modular structure and are therefore
suitable for the multiprocessortask programming model
with precedence constraints. This programming model
has been shown to yield better results than a pure data-
parallel or a pure taskparallel execution on distributed
memory platforms in many cases. The efficient execu-
tion of multiprocessortask programs requires an appro-
priate schedule, which takes the structure of the appli-
cation and the performance characteristics of the target
platform into account. Many heuristics and approxima-
tion algorithms have been proposed to fulfil this sche-
duling task. In this paper we consider popular schedu-
ling algorithms that have been implemented in a sche-
duling toolkit. Specifically, we introduce Allocation-and-
Scheduling-based algorithms and compare their runtime
for large task graphs consisting of up to 1000 nodes and
target systems with up to 256 processors. Furthermore
we consider the quality of the produced schedules and
derive a guideline describing which scheduling algorithm
is most suitable in which situation.

I. Introduction

A current challenge in the development of parallel
applications for distributed memory platforms is the
achievement of a good scalability even for a high num-
ber of processors. Often the scalability is impacted
by the use of collective communication operations li-
ke broadcast operations, whose runtime exhibits a lo-
garithmic or even linear dependence on the number of
participating processors. Especially the advent of large
homogeneous cluster systems and hierarchical cluster-
of-clusters, which consist of multiple homogeneous clu-
sters, necessitates a programming model that can help
to reduce the communication overhead.

A possible approach is the model of multiprocessor-
task (short M-Task) programming with dependencies
[7]. In this programming model a parallel application
consists of a set of M-Tasks, which can be executed on
an arbitrary subset of the available processors. Addi-
tionally there may be dependencies between M-Tasks
meaning that these M-Tasks have to be executed one
after another. These dependencies usually arise from
communication phases that are necessary between the
execution of M-Tasks to exchange data. For indepen-
dent M-Tasks a consecutive or a concurrent execution
on disjoint subsets of the available processors is possi-
ble. A schedule assigns each M-Task at least one pro-
cessor and fixes the execution order of the M-Tasks.

For a given M-Task program many different schedules
may be possible. Which schedule achieves the best re-
sults, i.e. leads to a minimum parallel runtime of the
application, depends on the application itself and on
the target platform. Therefore for target platforms with
different computation and communication behavior dif-
ferent schedules may lead to a minimum runtime. De-
termining the optimal schedule is an NP-hard problem,
but many scheduling heuristics and approximation al-
gorithms have been proposed to get a near optimal so-
lution to this problem.

Developing an M-Task application is more complex
and error-prone compared to the development of pure
SPMD applications. This mainly results from two diffe-
rent types of communication (between M-Tasks vs. wi-
thin an M-Task) and from the additional code required
to manage the partitioning of the set of processors into
subsets, on which the M-Tasks are executed. Further-
more, changes in the schedule of an M-Task applicati-
on usually require a complex restructuring of the whole
program resulting from a different processor group lay-
out and a different communication pattern. A variety
of languages, tools, libraries and frameworks to assist
in the development of M-Task applications has been
proposed. An overview is given in [1]. Most of these
approaches still require the developer to manually spe-
cify the schedule for an application. As different target
platforms may require different schedules this leads to
a poor portability.

Many of the proposed scheduling algorithms for M-
Task applications with precedence constraints have si-
milarities on how to approach the scheduling pro-
blem. We distinguish three main categories, which we
call Allocation-and-Scheduling-based algorithms, Layer-
based algorithms, and Configuration-based algorithms.
Allocation-and-Scheduling-based algorithms consist of
an allocation step, which fixes the number of exe-
cuting processors for each M-Task, and a scheduling
step, which determines the execution order of the tasks
and the exact processor groups. Layer-based algorithms
shrink and decompose the directed acyclic graph repre-
senting an M-Task application into a set of layers of
independent M-Tasks. The scheduling is performed for
each layer in isolation and the resulting layer schedules
are joined into a global schedule for the whole appli-
cation. Configuration-based algorithms are single step
methods that construct schedules based on a predefi-
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ned set of possible configurations for each M-Task.
In this paper we examine Allocation-and-Scheduling-

based algorithms. We present a detailed comparison of
the runtime and the quality of the produced schedules
for scheduling algorithms from this class. Finally, we
derive a guideline, which M-Task scheduling algorithm
is most suitable in which situation. The performance of
M-Task scheduling algorithms was compared in [4], [5],
however only small applications were considered and a
different set of algorithms was used. To enable an auto-
matic scheduling of M-Task applications based on cost
expressions for the M-Tasks and for the communicati-
on between the tasks we develop a scheduling toolkit[2].
This toolkit includes scheduling algorithms from diffe-
rent categories including the presented Allocation-and-
Scheduling-based algorithms. The use of a toolkit per-
mits the examination of different scheduling algorithms
using an identical environment by utilising similar da-
ta structures for representing M-Task applications and
schedules.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II ex-
plains the multiprocessortask programming model with
dependencies. Section III gives an overview of the consi-
dered scheduling algorithms. The obtained benchmark
results are discussed in Section IV and Section V con-
cludes the paper.

II. Programming Model

Many programming models are based on M-Tasks.
In the M-Task programming model with precedence
constraints a parallel application can be represented
by an annotated direct acyclic graph (M-Task dag)
G = (V,E). Figure 1 shows an example of an M-Task
dag.

Fig. 1. Example of a
small M-Task dag.

A node v ∈ V corresponds
to the execution of an M-
Task, which is a parallel pro-
gram part that can be execu-
ted on any nonempty subset
gv ⊆ {1, . . . , P} of the availa-
ble processors of a P proces-
sor target platform. The size
of a processor group |gv| is al-
so denoted as the allocation
av of a task v. The allocation
A : V → [1, . . . , P ]|V | of the
M-Task dag unites the single
allocations av ∀v ∈ V .

A directed edge e = (v1, v2) ∈ E represents prece-
dence constraints between the M-Tasks v1 and v2, i.e.
v1 produces output data required for v2 and therefo-
re v1 and v2 have to be executed one after another.
Edges may lead to a data redistribution if the proces-
sor group changes, i.e. gv1 6= gv2 or if v1 and v2 re-
quire different data distributions. M-Tasks that are not
connected by a path in the M-Task dag can be executed
concurrently on disjoint subsets of the available proces-
sors. Each node v ∈ V is assigned a computation cost
Tv : [1, . . . , P ] → R+ and each edge e = (v1, v2) ∈ E is
assigned a communication cost Tcomm(v1, v2).

The costs for a path in the M-Task dag under a gi-
ven allocation are defined as the sum of the computing
costs of all nodes and the data redistribution costs of
all edges belonging to the path. The longest path in
the M-Task dag is called the critical path and has a
length of TCP (A). The set CP (A) contains all nodes
on the critical path. The top level TLv(A) of an M-
Task v ∈ V is the length of the longest path from any
task without predecessors to task v excluding v. The
length of the longest path from a node v ∈ V to any
node without successors including v is called the bot-
tom level BLv(A). The work Wv of an M-Task v ∈ V
is the product of the computing time and the allocati-
on, i.e. Wv(av) = Tv(av) ∗ av. The average computing
area TA is the arithmetical mean of the works of all
M-Tasks, i.e. TA(A) = 1

P

∑
v∈V Wv(av).

An M-Task may either be a basic M-Task that is
implemented using an SPMD programming style or a
complex M-Task that is built up from other M-Tasks
and can be represented by an M-Task dag. Hence a hier-
archical structure as it is described in the TwoL(Two
Level)-approach[8] arises.

The execution of an M-Task application is based
on a schedule S, which assigns each M-Task v ∈ V
a processor group gv and a starting time TSv

, i.e.
S(v) = (gv, TSv

). A feasible schedule has to assure that
all required input data are available before starting an
M-Task, meaning that all predecessor tasks have finis-
hed their execution and all necessary data redistributi-
ons have been carried out, i.e.

TSn
+ Tn(|gn|) + Tcomm(n, m) ≤ TSm

∀n, m ∈ V and (n, m) ∈ E.

Furthermore M-Tasks whose execution time interval
overlaps have to run on disjoint processor groups, i.e. if

[TSn
, TSn

+ Tn(|gn|)] ∩ [TSm
, TSm

+ Tm(|gm|)] 6= ∅
then gn ∩ gm = ∅ ∀ n, m ∈ V.

The makespan Cmax(S) of a schedule S is defined as the
point in time at which all M-Tasks of the application
have finished their execution, i.e.

Cmax(S) = max
v∈V

(TSv
+ Tv(|gv|).

In this paper we only consider non-hierarchical M-Task
applications, i.e. only basic M-Tasks are available, and
we do not take data redistribution costs into account.
This is feasible as these costs are usually a magnitu-
de lower compared to the computational costs of the
M-Tasks and it is often possible to hide at least parts
of these costs by overlapping of computation and com-
munication. We only consider M-Tasks graphs that be-
long to the class of series parallel graphs (sp-graphs),
because these graphs reflect the regular structure of
most scientific applications. Series-parallel-graphs are
a subset of directed acyclic graphs that are built by the
following recursive definition [9]. A single node is an sp-
graph. Two sp-graphs SP1 = (V1, E1), SP2 = (V2, E2),
can be combined to a new sp-graph by a series com-
position or a parallel composition. A sink node of a
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sp-graph is a node without successors and a source no-
de is a node without predecessors. A series composition
connects every node from the set of sinks T1 ⊆ V1 of
SP1 with nodes from the set of sources S2 ⊆ V2 of SP2

by a new edge: SPnew = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2 ∪ T1 × S1).
A parallel composition merges the set of nodes and the
set of edges of SP1 and SP2 to a new series-parallel
graph: SPnew = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2).

III. Scheduling Algorithms

A popular approach to the M-Task scheduling pro-
blem with precedence constraints is a two-step ap-
proach introduced in [6] consisting of an allocation
step and a scheduling step, which we therefore call
Allocation-and-Scheduling-based algorithms. The allo-
cation step determines the allocation av for each node
v ∈ V of the M-Task dag. The exact layout of the pro-
cessor group gv and the starting time index TSv

is deter-
mined in the scheduling step. Most of these algorithms
only differ in the allocation step and use a modified
List-Scheduling algorithm in the scheduling step.

The modified List-Scheduling algorithm is based on
a priority queue with different priority functions (ear-
liest start time, bottom level, top level, smallest task
or largest task). The List-Scheduling algorithm works
as follows. Initialize the priority queue q by adding the
source nodes of the M-Task dag. While q is not empty
remove and schedule the head node v of the queue. The
scheduling of v with an actual start time of TSv

is done
by finding a suitable set gv of processors for av with
the earliest processor ready time Tgv

. Afterwards the
schedule time index TSv

is re-evaluated by the followi-
ng equation:

TSv
= max(Tgv

, TSv
)

The finish time TFv
= TSv

+ Tv(av) of v is computed
and the earliest start time of the successors of v and the
processor ready times of the processors in gv are set to
this time. If the scheduling of v leads to the fulfilment of
all precedence constraints of a successors of v this suc-
cessor is added to the priority queue q. The worst case
complexity of the modified List-Scheduling algorithm
is O(E + V log(V ) + V P ) resulting from O(V + E) for
the computation of the task priorities, O(V logV ) for
removing V tasks from the queue and maintaining the
queue ordering and O(V P ) to schedule V tasks on P
processors.

In the following we present the main ideas of sche-
duling algorithms belonging to the class of Allocation-
and-Scheduling-based algorithms.

a) Dataparallel: The Dataparallel scheduler al-
locates all available processors to each M-Task in the
allocation phase resulting in an SPMD processing sty-
le. A topological sort of the task graph can be used to
obtain an order of execution of the tasks in the sche-
duling step. As the nodes of the input task graphs in
our scheduling toolkit are already stored in topological
order, the Dataparallel scheduler runs in O(V ).

b) Taskparallel: The Taskparallel scheduler pro-
duces a schedule as it is known from uniprocessortask

scheduling. The allocation phase assigns each M-Task a
single processor and a List-Scheduling algorithm with
the bottom levels as a priority function is used for the
scheduling phase. The worst case time complexity of
O(E + V logV + V P ) for the Taskparallel scheduler is
equal to the List-Scheduling algorithm.

c) TSAS: The Two Step Allocation and Schedu-
ling(TSAS)[6] scheduler transfers the problem to find a
discrete allocation for each M-Task to an optimization
problem in the continuous space. The objective of the
optimization is to find an allocation Ac : V → R|V| that
minimizes max{TCP (Ac), TA(Ac)}. The intention is to
find an allocation that is a good trade-off between criti-
cal path length and average area, which are both lower
bounds on the makespan of any feasible schedule. If the
cost functions are posynomials a convex optimization
problem results, which has a unique global minimum
that can be determined by an iterative algorithm in
polynomial time. A posynomial function f of a positive
vector variable x ∈ Rm has the form

f(x) =
N∑

i=1

ci

m∏
j=1

x
aij

j

with positive coefficients ci ∈ R+ and exponents aij ∈
R. For our tests we use cost expressions based on Am-
dahl’s law, which are posynomial functions. The result
of the allocation phase is obtained by mapping the con-
tinuous solution of the optimization problem to discrete
space. The scheduling phase uses a List-Scheduling al-
gorithm with the earliest possible start time of a task
as a priority function.

d) CPA: The Critical Path and Area-based sche-
duling (CPA)[5] scheduler was designed as a low-cost
scheduler and a computationally cheap heuristic is em-
ployed for the allocation phase. The idea of the allo-
cation phase is to find an allocation A that minimi-
zes max{TCP (A), TA(A)} and is therefore similar to
TSAS. The starting point is an allocation of one pro-
cessor per task, i.e. av = 1 ∀v ∈ V . Each iteration
of the main iteration loop chooses a critical path task
v ∈ CP (A) and increases its allocation, i.e. av = av +1.
As a consequence, the critical path may change and
other nodes are considered in subsequent iterations.
The main loop terminates when the average area ex-
ceeds the length of the critical path for the current al-
location, i.e. TA(A) ≥ TCP (A). The scheduling phase
uses a List-Scheduling heuristic with the bottom levels
of the tasks as a priority function. The worst case com-
plexity of CPA is O(V (V + E)P ), which arises from
O(V P ) iterations of the main iteration loop each requi-
ring O(V +E) time to compute the critical path and a
single execution of the List-Scheduling algorithm.

e) CPR: The Critical Path Reduction (CPR)[4]
scheduler follows a similar approach as the CPA-
scheduler but uses a more complex heuristic in the
allocation phase to reduce the length of the critical
path in the M-Task dag. CPR starts with an alloca-
tion of one processor per task, i.e. av = 1∀v ∈ V . The
main iteration loop first computes a priority prio for
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sp-graph is a node without successors and a source no-
de is a node without predecessors. A series composition
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SP1 with nodes from the set of sources S2 ⊆ V2 of SP2

by a new edge: SPnew = (V1 ∪ V2, E1 ∪ E2 ∪ T1 × S1).
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schedule time index TSv

is re-evaluated by the followi-
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TSv
= max(Tgv

, TSv
)

The finish time TFv
= TSv

+ Tv(av) of v is computed
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minimizes max{TCP (Ac), TA(Ac)}. The intention is to
find an allocation that is a good trade-off between criti-
cal path length and average area, which are both lower
bounds on the makespan of any feasible schedule. If the
cost functions are posynomials a convex optimization
problem results, which has a unique global minimum
that can be determined by an iterative algorithm in
polynomial time. A posynomial function f of a positive
vector variable x ∈ Rm has the form

f(x) =
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with positive coefficients ci ∈ R+ and exponents aij ∈
R. For our tests we use cost expressions based on Am-
dahl’s law, which are posynomial functions. The result
of the allocation phase is obtained by mapping the con-
tinuous solution of the optimization problem to discrete
space. The scheduling phase uses a List-Scheduling al-
gorithm with the earliest possible start time of a task
as a priority function.

d) CPA: The Critical Path and Area-based sche-
duling (CPA)[5] scheduler was designed as a low-cost
scheduler and a computationally cheap heuristic is em-
ployed for the allocation phase. The idea of the allo-
cation phase is to find an allocation A that minimi-
zes max{TCP (A), TA(A)} and is therefore similar to
TSAS. The starting point is an allocation of one pro-
cessor per task, i.e. av = 1 ∀v ∈ V . Each iteration
of the main iteration loop chooses a critical path task
v ∈ CP (A) and increases its allocation, i.e. av = av +1.
As a consequence, the critical path may change and
other nodes are considered in subsequent iterations.
The main loop terminates when the average area ex-
ceeds the length of the critical path for the current al-
location, i.e. TA(A) ≥ TCP (A). The scheduling phase
uses a List-Scheduling heuristic with the bottom levels
of the tasks as a priority function. The worst case com-
plexity of CPA is O(V (V + E)P ), which arises from
O(V P ) iterations of the main iteration loop each requi-
ring O(V +E) time to compute the critical path and a
single execution of the List-Scheduling algorithm.

e) CPR: The Critical Path Reduction (CPR)[4]
scheduler follows a similar approach as the CPA-
scheduler but uses a more complex heuristic in the
allocation phase to reduce the length of the critical
path in the M-Task dag. CPR starts with an alloca-
tion of one processor per task, i.e. av = 1∀v ∈ V . The
main iteration loop first computes a priority prio for
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all tasks based on the sum of the top and bottom le-
vel, i.e. priov = TLv + BLv ∀v ∈ V and inserts all
tasks in a priority queue. Afterwards the head task v
of the priority queue is removed from the queue, the
allocation is increased by 1, i.e. av = av + 1, and
a List-Scheduler with a bottom level priority functi-
on is run with the current allocation. If the construc-
ted schedule has a lower makespan than any previous-
ly obtained schedule, the current allocation is commi-
ted and the main loop is started over. Otherwise the
changes are rejected, i.e. av = av − 1, and the next
task in the priority queue is considered. The main loop
terminates, when the priority queue runs empty, i.e.
there is no task for which increasing its allocation re-
sults in a better schedule. The time complexity of CPR
is O(EV 2P + V 3Plog(V ) + V 3P 2) and results from
O(V P ) executions of the main iteration loop in the
worst case, which occurs when P processors are alloca-
ted to each of the V tasks. Each loop iteration may have
to call the List-Scheduling algorithm for all V tasks in
the worst case.

f) MSAA: The Modified sp-graph approximati-
on algorithm (MSAA)[3] scheduler uses an approxi-
mation algorithm based on integer values for the exe-
cution time of the tasks in the allocation phase and
an earliest start time List-Scheduler in the scheduling
phase. The approximation algorithm tries to decide
within pseudo-polynomial time whether an allocation
with costs c(A) ≤ X exists for a given positive integer
bound X. X represents the critical path length in the
M-Task dag for a pure taskparallel allocation

c(A) = max{TCP (A), TA(A)} ≤ Cmax(S).

This algorithm operates not at the sp-graph itself but
on the decomposition tree of the sp-graph. The sp-
graph decomposition tree GD = (VD, ED) corresponds
to a rooted, ordered, binary tree [9]. The internal no-
des correspond to the composition of the sp-graph and
are labeled s (series composition) or p (parallel com-
position). The leafs are the nodes in the sp-graph. Af-
ter the decomposition of the sp-graph a matrix F of
dimension |VD| × X is built that contains the values
F [vD, l], 1 ≤ vD ≤ |VD|, 0 ≤ l ≤ X. Each F [vD, l]
represents the smallest possible value for the work
WvD

(AvD
) of a node vd in the decomposition tree that

holds the following property: An allocation A for the
tasks in the sub decomposition tree under vd exists with

TCP (A) ≤ l, TA(A) ≤ WvD
(AvD

).

A dynamic programming approach is used to compu-
te all F [vD, l] values starting in the leafs of the de-
composition tree and moving upwards to the root. The
last step of the algorithm is to find a value for l with
F [rootD, l]/P ≤ X. Because more than a single l can
be found, we use all possible candidates of l in the list
scheduling step to determine the best solution. The al-
locations for the l-values can be found by storing ad-
ditional information in the computing step of all va-
lues in F . The complexity of the allocation algorithm

is O(|VD|∗P ∗X2). X2 is the main factor in the comple-
xity. We try to decrease the runtime of the algorithm by
mapping the runtimes of the nodes to integers getting
an X that is small but produces relative good sche-
dules. The mapping has to be performed, because the
algorithm needs integers to process the dynamic pro-
gramming approach. We use the following formula to
map the runtimes: X = (1+|V |/adapt)∗4, adapt = 250.
This mapping depends on the number of nodes |V | in
the sp-graph. It tries to find a good solution for getting
different integer values for different original execution
times of the tasks by keeping X small. The value for
adapt is based on runtime tests on our target machine
and it is possible to find a good solution for adapt by
running some tests on other target machines.

IV. Results

A. Testing Environment

The benchmark tests presented in this Section are
obtained by running the scheduling toolkit on an Intel
Xeon 5140 (“Woodcrest“) system clocked at 2.33 GHz.
The available main memory was 8 GB cached by an
L2 cache with a size of 4 MB. To run the scheduling
toolkit the 64 bit version of the Java 2 SE Runtime
Environment (JRE) Version 5.0 Update 9 was used.

For the benchmarks, we use test sets consisting of
100 different M-Task dags, which belong to the class
of series-parallel-graphs (sp-graphs). The generation al-
gorithm used to construct these graphs starts with a
number of sp-graphs consisting of a single node and
randomly combines these graphs by a serial or a paral-
lel composition. Afterwards all nodes of the graph are
annotated by a runtime estimation formula according
to Amdahl’s law (Tpar = (f + (1− f)/p) ∗ Tseq), which
describes the parallel runtime Tpar on p processors for a
problem with an inherent sequential fraction of compu-
tation f(0 ≤ f ≤ 1) and a runtime on a single processor
Tseq(Tseq > 0).

B. Runtime Results

In this Subsection we consider the runtime of the im-
plemented scheduling algorithms. All presented measu-
rements are the arithmetical mean of the runtimes for
each M-Task dag within a test set. The same test set
was used when varying the number of processors, but
changing the number of nodes requires a different set.

The Dataparallel and Taskparallel schedulers achie-
ve the lowest runtimes of all scheduling algorithms as
the execution does not involve a sophisticated schedu-
ling process. The runtimes of the Dataparallel schedu-
ler range from 0.5 ms for 50 nodes to 10.4 ms for 1000
nodes and are independent from the number of proces-
sors. These execution times can be considered as a ge-
neral overhead factor for the management of the inter-
nal structures of the scheduling toolkit. Figure 2 shows
the average runtimes of the Taskparallel scheduler. The
measurements for the Taskparallel scheduler show an
almost linear dependence on the number of nodes and
a slow increase of the runtime with the number of pro-
cessors. The runtime for 256 processors is about 20%
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Fig. 2. Average runtime of the Taskparallel scheduler for varying
number of nodes and processors.
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Fig. 3. Average runtime of TSAS for different number of nodes
and processors.

higher compared to the execution time for 16 proces-
sors. These runtimes are also a measure for the List-
Scheduling part in CPA, CPR, TSAS and MSAA, as
the same heuristic is employed in these algorithms.

The average runtimes of TSAS are shown in Figu-
re 3. Because of the high runtime requirements for 100
test runs we only show results for up to 200 nodes for
this scheduling algorithm. The main part of the work
of TSAS is done in the allocation step, when solving
the convex optimization problem. The runtime of this
step is directly influenced by the number of required
iterations. For all tested numbers of nodes the average
runtime of TSAS decreased when increasing the num-
ber of processors. This is an interesting behavior that
is unique within the tested scheduling algorithms and
can be explained by a faster convergence of the convex
programming approach. In our tests we experienced a
medium deviation between the minimum and the ma-
ximum runtimes of TSAS for a given test set.

As the average execution times of CPA that are pre-
sented in Figure 4 show, CPA achieves a good perfor-
mance even for a high number of nodes for target plat-
forms with a low number of processors. The runtime
increases linearly with the number of processors agre-
eing with the worst case complexity of CPA. Although
the results show a constant increase of the runtime with
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Fig. 4. Average runtime of CPA dependent on the number of
nodes and processors.
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Fig. 5. Average runtime of CPR for varying number of nodes
and processors

the number of nodes and the number of processors, the
runtimes within a given test set exhibit a large devia-
tion. This mainly results from a different number of
iterations in the main allocation loop, which is respon-
sible for the biggest part of the runtime. The number
of iterations can be between 1 (if the termination cri-
terion is met with the initial allocation) and O(V P ) in
the worst case (when the resulting allocation assigns all
processors to each node).

The average runtime results for CPR are shown in
Figure 5. CPR exhibits the slowest average runtimes
of all implemented scheduling algorithms and was the-
refore only tested for M-Task dags with up to 200 no-
des. Compared to CPA the much higher runtime results
from the execution of the List-Scheduling heuristic in
each iteration, whereas CPA only requires a single List-
Scheduling step. For target platforms with a low num-
ber of nodes CPR still achieves reasonably low run-
times. The runtime of CPR strongly depends on the
input scheduling problem. The deviation between the
minimum and maximum runtimes for a given test set
is the highest of all scheduling algorithms. The reason
for this behavior is similar to CPA a varying number
of iterations in the main allocation loop, which can be
between 1 and O(V P ). This can also explain, why the
test set with 190 nodes requires a higher average run-
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Fig. 2. Average runtime of the Taskparallel scheduler for varying
number of nodes and processors.
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Fig. 3. Average runtime of TSAS for different number of nodes
and processors.

higher compared to the execution time for 16 proces-
sors. These runtimes are also a measure for the List-
Scheduling part in CPA, CPR, TSAS and MSAA, as
the same heuristic is employed in these algorithms.

The average runtimes of TSAS are shown in Figu-
re 3. Because of the high runtime requirements for 100
test runs we only show results for up to 200 nodes for
this scheduling algorithm. The main part of the work
of TSAS is done in the allocation step, when solving
the convex optimization problem. The runtime of this
step is directly influenced by the number of required
iterations. For all tested numbers of nodes the average
runtime of TSAS decreased when increasing the num-
ber of processors. This is an interesting behavior that
is unique within the tested scheduling algorithms and
can be explained by a faster convergence of the convex
programming approach. In our tests we experienced a
medium deviation between the minimum and the ma-
ximum runtimes of TSAS for a given test set.

As the average execution times of CPA that are pre-
sented in Figure 4 show, CPA achieves a good perfor-
mance even for a high number of nodes for target plat-
forms with a low number of processors. The runtime
increases linearly with the number of processors agre-
eing with the worst case complexity of CPA. Although
the results show a constant increase of the runtime with
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Fig. 4. Average runtime of CPA dependent on the number of
nodes and processors.
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Fig. 5. Average runtime of CPR for varying number of nodes
and processors

the number of nodes and the number of processors, the
runtimes within a given test set exhibit a large devia-
tion. This mainly results from a different number of
iterations in the main allocation loop, which is respon-
sible for the biggest part of the runtime. The number
of iterations can be between 1 (if the termination cri-
terion is met with the initial allocation) and O(V P ) in
the worst case (when the resulting allocation assigns all
processors to each node).

The average runtime results for CPR are shown in
Figure 5. CPR exhibits the slowest average runtimes
of all implemented scheduling algorithms and was the-
refore only tested for M-Task dags with up to 200 no-
des. Compared to CPA the much higher runtime results
from the execution of the List-Scheduling heuristic in
each iteration, whereas CPA only requires a single List-
Scheduling step. For target platforms with a low num-
ber of nodes CPR still achieves reasonably low run-
times. The runtime of CPR strongly depends on the
input scheduling problem. The deviation between the
minimum and maximum runtimes for a given test set
is the highest of all scheduling algorithms. The reason
for this behavior is similar to CPA a varying number
of iterations in the main allocation loop, which can be
between 1 and O(V P ). This can also explain, why the
test set with 190 nodes requires a higher average run-
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Fig. 6. Average runtime of MSAA for varying number of nodes
and processors

TABLE I: Average Runtimes relative to the Dataparallel

Scheduler.

Sche- 200 nodes 200 nodes 1000 nodes 1000 nodes
duler 16 proc. 256 procs. 16 procs. 256 procs.
Data 1 1 1 1
Task 1.36 1.67 1.41 1.71
TSAS 11484 7254 n/a n/a
CPA 9.00 158 13.1 331
CPR 214 42215 n/a n/a
MSAA 221 376 3126 3573

time compared to the test set with 200 nodes.
Figure 6 shows the runtime results for MSAA with

critical path adaption. The results show that this algo-
rithm achieves a good performance for small and high
numbers of processors and nodes in comparison to CPR
and TSAS. The dependency on the X-value can be seen
in the jumps at 250, 500, 750 and 1000 nodes. The run-
time is linear in the number of nodes and linear in the
number of processors if X is fixed. This linear runtime
results from the structure of the |VD| ×X matrix used
for computing the F -values that is linear in |VD| and P
and the main factor is X2 in the allocation step. The
runtimes within a given test set exhibit only small de-
viations. This results from the dependency of the run-
time on X2 which is much larger than |V | and P .

Table I gives an overview of the relative runtimes of
all tested scheduling algorithms compared to the Data-
parallel scheduler averaged over 100 test runs. It comes
to no surprise that the Taskparallel and Dataparallel
Schedulers have a much lower runtime compared to the
other algorithms as no sophisticated scheduling logic
is involved. From the specialized scheduling algorithms
CPA achieves the highest performance and especially
for a low number of processors clearly outperforms all
other algorithms. For a high number of processors the
gap between CPA and MSAA becomes smaller and it
can be assumed that MSAA beats CPA for processor
numbers somewhat higher than 256. TSAS and CPR
(for a high number of nodes) exhibit a considerably
higher runtime than all other algorithms. CPR is faster
than TSAS for a low number of processors, whereas
TSAS beats CPR for larger target platforms.

If the runtime of the scheduling algorithm is an issue,
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CPA is a good choice, because it achieves the lowest
runtimes of all specialized scheduling algorithms. For
target systems with many processors MSAA might be a
good choice since its runtime is also almost independent
from the structure of the input problem.

C. Quality of the Schedules

In this Section we consider the quality of the produ-
ced schedules, i.e. the makespan based on the runtime
estimation formulas. First we consider the average ma-
kespan for the test sets with up to 200 nodes. The re-
sults for all tested scheduling algorithms are shown in
Figure 7 for 16 available processors and in Figure 8 for
256 processors respectively. Especially Figure 8 shows
no crossing point between the curves of the scheduling
algorithms, i.e. a scheduling algorithm that achieves a

TABLE II: Speedups of the produced schedules relative to the

Dataparallel Scheduler.

Scheduler 16 procs. 64 procs. 128 procs. 256 procs.
Data 1 1 1 1
Task 1.89 1.81 1.79 1.79
TSAS 2.25 2.73 2.98 3.14
CPA 2.33 1.91 1.72 1.60
CPR 2.75 2.78 2.79 2.80
MSAA 2.51 2.68 2.65 2.62
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TABLE I: Average Runtimes relative to the Dataparallel
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TABLE III: Number of constructed schedules with the lowest

makespan for 16 (left value) and 256 processors (right value).

Scheduler 50 nodes 100 nodes 150 nodes 200 nodes
Data 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
Task 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0
TSAS 1/68 0/87 0/93 0/92
CPA 9/0 11/0 12/0 18/0
CPR 67/18 77/8 80/7 80/8
MSAA 23/14 12/5 8/0 2/0

TABLE IV: Recommended scheduling algorithms for different

situations.

low number high number
of processors of processors

low number CPR∗ TSAS∗

of nodes CPA∗∗ MSAA∗∗

high number CPR∗ TSAS∗

of nodes CPA∗∗ MSAA∗∗

∗ best quality ∗∗ good quality, reasonable runtime

better quality for a low number of nodes is also better
for a higher number of nodes. The Dataparallel schedu-
ler delivers the schedules with the highest makespans
for all tested problem instances. The gap to the other
scheduling algorithms increases with the number of no-
des as more options for a mixed task and data parallel
execution are available. Table II lists the speedup of all
scheduling algorithms averaged over all task graph sizes
relative to the Dataparallel scheduler. The results of all
other scheduling algorithms lie closer together for 16
available processors and range from a speedup of 1.89
(Taskparallel) to a speedup of 2.75 (CPR). As Figure 7
shows, CPR constantly achieves the best average quali-
ty for 16 available processors. On the other hand CPR
gets outperformed by MSAA in 18%, by CPA in 12%
and by TSAS in 4% of the test cases.

For 256 available processors the schedules with the
lowest average makespan are delivered by TSAS with a
speedup of 3.14 compared to a dataparallel execution,
followed by CPR with a speedup of 2.8. The average re-
sults obtained by MSAA are located in the mid range
and CPA exhibits an unusual behavior. The makespan
of the schedules delivered by CPA increases if more
processors are available for most scheduling problems.
For 16 processors CPA could achieve competitive ma-
kespans but is worse than the Taskparallel scheduler for
256 processors.

Table III shows for each scheduling algorithm the
number of times it could generate the schedule with
the lowest makespan for different number of nodes. The
left number corresponds to 16 available processors and
the right number belongs to 256 available processors.
The Dataparallel and Taskparallel schedulers never con-
struct a minimal schedule. As the average results alrea-
dy showed, CPR obtains the best results for 16 proces-
sors and TSAS has the lead for 256 processors.

In summary the results state that there is no sche-
duling algorithm that clearly dominates the test field.
Our results for low numbers of processors agree with
the findings from [5], [4], where CPR achieves the best
quality and CPA was shown to be competitive to other

scheduling algorithms. We have shown that for a high
number of processors the quality of CPA gets worse and
CPR is mostly outperformed by TSAS. Especially the
experiments in this paper show that the M-Task pro-
gramming approach clearly outperforms a pure data-
parallel execution and is therefore a suitable model for
parallel computation. Table IV gives an overview of the
suggested scheduling algorithm depending on the size
of the input problem (number of nodes), the number of
processors and the runtime of the scheduling algorithm.

V. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have evaluated a variety of schedu-
ling algorithms for M-Tasks with dependencies belon-
ging to the class of Allocation-and-Scheduling-based al-
gorithms. We compared the runtime of the scheduling
algorithms and the makespans of the generated sche-
dules. If the makespan of the resulting schedule should
be minimized, CPR is a good choice for a low num-
ber of processors and the runtime is reasonably low in
this case. For a high number of processors TSAS is fa-
ster and constructs better schedules compared to CPR.
As a schedule for an application usually depends on
the input data size and has therefore to be recomputed
multiple times, the running time of the applied schedu-
ling algorithm becomes an important issue. In this case
CPA is a good choice for a low number of processors,
but the resulting schedules are not competitive for a
high number of processors. MSAA offers a good sca-
lability for high numbers of nodes and processors and
produces schedules with a middle-ranked makespan.

Future work includes the examination of additional
categories of scheduling algorithms. It is planned to ma-
ke the algorithms that are implemented in the toolkit
available to other applications in form of a library.
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ABSTRACT

We present a toolset to automatically optimize the cache

efficiency of an arbitrary application by dynamically

padding memory allocations. The toolset is also suitable

to guide manual optimizations. Histograms are used to

evaluate cache simulations of memory traces of the ap-

plications considered. A general algorithm is presented

that calculates optimized pad sets based on the informa-

tion contained in the histograms. These pad sets can then

be used to optimize further runs of the applications ex-

amined. Experiments show that the cache hit rates of the

modified applications are considerably increased.

Keywords: cache optimization, dynamic padding, mem-

ory tra ces, performance visualization

I. INTRODUCTION

For most programs, the execution time should be as short

as possible. Especially for computation intensive appli-

cations a good runtime efficiency minimizes the through-

put time, thereby preserving computation resources for

other pending or scheduled applications. Scientific prob-

lem solvers, for example, are mostly time and data in-

tensive in nature. Many mathematical computations like

vector-matrix or matrix-matrix multiplications and addi-

tions in multiphase, iterative or cyclic algorithms refer to

user data in problem specific access patterns. For reg-

ular applications, it can be expected that repeated pro-

gram executions exhibit a similar memory access pat-

tern. Many data intensive applications therefore benefit

from a high memory bandwidth which in modern archi-

tectures is supported by supplying a multi-level cache hi-

erarchy. The efficiency of caching depends strongly on

temporal or spatial reuse, so potential conflicts should

be avoided. Different techniques are applied in order to

ensure that the fastest cache level in the memory hier-

archy is addressed first. Padding is one such approach

and has been successfully applied for many high perfor-

mance applications. Unfortunately, most of these opti-

mization techniques are problem specific and difficult to

adapt for general use. Additionally to a high experience

of the programmer, a deep analysis of the program and its

access pattern is required to become aware of the relevant

effects and to finally optimize cache usage. Due to the

immense effort associated with this approach, often only

post-programming optimizations by the compiler or the

runtime system are employed for gaining high efficiency

with minimal effort.

In order to support analyzing code sections optimized by

hand and runtime optimizations of applications without

having their source code, a trace based acquisition of data

for analyzing the application’s memory access pattern is

suitable. We present such an approach in this paper. The

advantage of the approach is (1) that it can be applied

also for programs for which the source code is unknown

and (2) that the programmer does not have to apply low-

level code optimizations to obtain a good overall perfor-

mance. The approach is based on histograms which are

data structures having the potential to hold the necessary

information like access patterns acquired during a first

phase tracing program run. Based on the histograms of

an application, a second phase computes a memory align-

ing pad set of all or at least the major cache impacting

references which leads to a better overall performance.

The generated optimal offsets can then be applied by a

compiler to create an optimized binary code. In the case

of only having a binary executable, an enhanced runtime

system can intercept memory allocation operations and

patch them to provide the optimized padding for the fol-

lowing program runs.

The paper’s objective is the presentation of a post-

compilation, performance optimizing and visualizing

toolset, which is suitable for general use, even in the ab-

sence of the source code of the application to be opti-

mized. In section II, we introduce the notation used in the

rest of the paper. In section III we describe the optimiza-

tion method. It is subdivided into three parts concerning

the trace driven data acquisition (III-A), the histogram

types describing conflicts (III-B) and the automated op-

timization algorithm (III-C). In section IV we present

measured results for different example applications be-

fore we discuss related work and conclude our paper.

II. TERMINOLOGY

The memory interface of the execution platform is mod-

eled as follows: The cache [Handy, 1998] is subdivided

into cache lines, which represent the minimal amount

of data transferable between cache and main memory.

The main memory is subdivided into memory lines of the

same size SCL, which are mapped round-robin onto the

cache lines. An access which can be satisfied directly

from the cache is called a (cache) hit and takes a latency
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of tLH
CPU cycles. If the cache does not contain a copy

of the memory line to be accessed, the access is called

a (cache) miss and results in a maximal stalling time of

tLM
cycles for validating by accessing the main mem-

ory. An access to a memory line that has been accessed

before is called a reuse. The last access to the reused

memory line before the reuse is called the source access

of the reuse. The time between source access and reuse is

called the reuse distance of the reuse. The set of accesses

occurring within the reuse distance of a reuse, thus, po-

tentially replacing the memory line to be reused, is called

interference of the reuse.

Many cache hardware platforms do not only validate the

cache line just accessed, but also preload the next k ones

in order to prevent latency cycles by adopting an antici-

pating early validation strategy [Oren, 2000]. A simple

k-line prefetching strategy with k = 1 tries to also load

the line in sequence of the last two accesses into the cache

A reference is a contiguous chunk of memory contain-

ing elements accessed by the application. From the ad-

dress bus’ point of view, each reference R is classified

by its base address base addrR (the first address of the

chunk) and the size of its elements sizeR. For analyzing,

we collect all addresses of the accesses of an array refer-

ence and store an extra attribute that counts the number

lengthR of array elements contained. The program/data

trace T is the set of all accessed data- and instruction-bus

addresses. It contains all collected accesses in the form

of tuples ma = (time, addr, acctype) ∈ T specifying

time ∈ [0, runtime in cycles] in absolute system cycles,

the accessed address addr ∈ [0, virtual memory size) of

the reference and the access type acctype, denoted by ei-

ther r (data read), w (data write), d (data read or write) or

i (instruction read).

Furthermore, a discriminator Ref
acctype
refname can be applied

to T to extract the specific accesses of type acctype of the

reference refname:

Ref t
R :={ma = (time, adr, type) :

adr ≥ baseadrR,ma ∈ T, type = t
adr < baseadrR + sizeR · lengthR} ⊂ T

For simplicity, Ref∗

R includes all traced tuples of refer-

ence R. If, for example, only the data bus is used, it is

Ref∗

R = Refd
R.

III. METHOD

A. Data acquisition

In a first phase, a trace of a fixed problem size is gen-

erated by capturing the addresses and properties of all

memory accesses. Different tools can be used to gener-

ate such traces:

QPT: On SPARC [Mauro and McDougall, 2001],

[SPARC, 2000] architectures, for example, there exists

the QPT [Larus, 1993] toolset. It distinguishes between

data read, data write and instruction read accesses. These

traces are useful for binary level post-compilation opti-

mizations. Such optimizations will rely on all the runtime

information caught. They will be realized by manipulat-

ing the original binary to use dedicated dynamic memory

allocations.

SPD: Given the source code of the application to be

optimized, there is another method for acquiring trace

data that supports a deeper analysis. It is based on self

protocoled datatypes (SPD) that we developed and that

can be used instead of the original data types. Tracing

with these is helpful for examining and refining parts of

the whole program by focusing on only the basic con-

flicting scenarios within the source code. Additional ac-

cess attributes like the name of the triggering reference

(refname) and its data type (field-type) can be extracted

without changing the binary used to produce the trace.

These attributes may be taken into account by future op-

timization strategies like, for example, a symbolic refer-

ence analysis.

Other: Due to the availability of the GNU tool gdb on

many architectures, it is interesting to use it for data ac-

quisition by simulated program runs. Binaries (with sym-

bol table) include valuable symbolic information helpful

for generating more transparent analyses.

Another pure simulation tool Simics [Magnusson et al.,

2002], [Magnusson et al., 1998] is useful for address

trace generation with the ability to focus on special ap-

plication bounded addresses only.

For these and other tools it is mandatory that the trace

generation is not corrupting inter-reference correlations.

Apart from analyzing given applications, the tracing tools

are also useful to verify the benefits of optimizations.

B. Histograms

During the trace run of the program to be analyzed,

the generated access pattern has to be stored in a way

that conserves information on which the later optimiza-

tion phase depends. Our simulation based histogram il-

lustrations expose patterns in an intuitively understand-

able manner. A directed extraction of the data stored

in the first phase supports the final automatic optimiza-

tion step. Furthermore, the intuitive understandability of

graphically visualized histograms inspires the invention

of new types of histograms capturing additional informa-

tion suitable to support a more target oriented or better

performing analysis.

For simplicity, we consider in the following only data

accesses T d
∗

(both, reading and writing) and no instruc-

tion reading accesses. Our histograms count accesses to

address offsets or address differences of accesses. They

hold counts for up to Hsize consecutive such address val-

ues. Hsize will match the size SC of the cache of the

target platform. Different types of histograms are em-

ployed:

SRH – single reference histogram: The stored data of

the first histogram type SHR is concerned with a sin-

gle reference R only. For an address baseadrR + i
the value SHR(i) counts the number of memory ac-
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cesses to the address offset i of reference R, such that
∑Hsize−1

i=0 SHR(i) = |Refd
R|. The latter represents the

significance of the reference R in comparison to the other

references in the program trace. The generated pattern

stored in the histogram is evaluated by accumulating the

offsets from the base address baseadrR. The histogram

SHR is then defined as the set of all pairs of offsets i and

their corresponding access count SHR(i):

SHR(i) := |{ma = (time, adr, type) :
ma ∈ Refd

R,
i = (adr − baseadrR)%Hsize}|

SHR := {(i,S HR(i)) :
i ∈ [0,Hsize)}

For scalar 0-dimensional types of references, the his-

tograms degenerate to simple counters.

SDH – self distance histogram: A self distance histogram

DHR refers to a single reference R, too, but accumulates

the distances of consecutive accesses to R. We first in-

troduce the predecessor predR2
(ma) ∈ Refd

R2
of an ac-

cess ma = (ta, aa, t) ∈ Ref t
R1

in order to then define

DHR(i) for an address distance i:

predR2
(ma) := (tb, ab, t) ∈ Ref t

R2
with

tb = max{time :
∃ (time, a, t) ∈ Ref t

R2
,

time < ta}

DHR(i) := |{ma = (ta, aa, d) ∈ Refd
R :

∃ (tb, ab, d) = predR(ma),
(aa − ab)%Hsize = i}|

The information extracted by this kind of histogram de-

scribes the step increment of sequential memory ac-

cesses. Other references with similar step increment pat-

terns can be padded in order to avoid thrashing con-

stellations. Furthermore, given a sequential access pat-

tern, which can be observed for many references, the his-

togram allows us to detect the prefetch distance and to

estimate the resulting usage efficiency for each cache line

fetched. Larger distances imply a sparser usage. This in-

formation can be used to resolve padding conflicts with

other references by favoring references with more effi-

cient cache line usage.

PDH – pairwise distance histogram: This type of histo-

gram calculates distances like SDH , but this time, the

accesses refer to the consecutive accesses between two

distinguished references R1 and R2:

P HR1,R2
(i) := |{ma = (ta, aa, d) ∈ Refd

R1
:

∃ (tb, ab, d) = predR2
(ma),

((aa − baseadrR1
)−

(ab − baseadrR2
))%Hsize = i}|

The histogram P HR1,R2
highlights distances conflicting

spatially. To avoid the problem of mutual thrashing, all

significant distances in P HR1,R2
should be excluded in

the later pad set.

sList =sort( SHd
∗

by | SHd|)

gH = Hd
stack

FOR H ∈ sList DO

offsets[H] = fmin(gH,H, offsets)

gH = gH ⊕ (H ≫ offsets[H])
DONE

Figure 1: Optimization Algorithm

Histograms support a number of basic operations useful

during the optimization. Two histograms H1 and H2 can

be merged to a new histogram H = H1 ⊕ H2 which is

defined a follows:

∀Hsize−1
i=0 H(i) = H1(i) + H2(i)

A histogram H can be rolled by an offset o to yield a new

histogram H ′ = H ≫ o which is defined as follows:

∀Hsize−1
i=0 H ′((i + o)%Hsize) = H(i)

The significance |H| of a histogram H is defined as the

number of the accesses contained:

|H| :=
∑Hsize−1

i=0 H(i)

In the following, these operations and constructs are used

to formulate the optimization algorithm.

C. Optimization

The third and final phase is the optimization. It uses the

different types of histogram data generated to determine

a pad set for a later cache optimized program execution.

The algorithm is based on a greedy strategy recognizing

the patterns the histograms describe. Appropriate heuris-

tics consider the conflict potential and find a padding with

minimal miss potential.

The algorithm we propose, as outlined in Figure 1, is

straightforward and tries to simplify the complex prob-

lem of finding the best fitting overall solution by using

reference and inter-reference specific histogram overlay-

ing. To do so, (1) it applies the greedy paradigm to a

sorted list of histograms which are padded with a ”high-

est significance first” strategy. Then, the reference chosen

to be padded is shifted by an offset that offers the best

overlay with a global histogram gH . This offset is the

current reference’s relative pad. It is determined (2) by a

minimization function fmin(gH,H, offsets). The global

histogram gH represents the conflict potential of the ref-

erences padded so far. It is initialized with the histogram

pertaining to special references like the stack area that

cannot be padded easily. Each time a new offset has been

determined, the global histogram is updated by merging

it with the current histogram rolled by the amount of its

offset. Frequently, there exists a set Omin of multiple

offsets with a minimal or near minimal conflict poten-

tial according to fmin. These alternatives offer flexibility

when optimizing simultaneously for further targets like,
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for example, for efficient use of more than one level of a

cache hierarchy.

Equipartition: A simple, intuitive approach is trying to

make use of the whole cache. The function fmin in

charge tries to achieve a uniform distribution of cache

accesses by padding all references according to their ac-

cesses described in the SRH histograms. In each step of

the algorithm, the current histogram H of a single ref-

erence and the current global histogram gH are merged

with an offset found by a normal deviation guided func-

tion fmin. We first define the histogram jH as the global

histogram after merging it with the current histogram H
at offset j. Then, we define sj as a measure for the de-

viation to be expected for offset j. The set S is defined

as the set of values sj for all available offsets j. The set

Omin contains the offsets corresponding to a minimal or

near minimal deviation. The parameter ǫ ≥ 0 controls

the accepted range of results from which fmin chooses

its result.

jH := gH ⊕ (H ≫ j)

sj := 1
Hsize

∑Hsize−1
i=0 (jH(i) − 1

Hsize
|jH|)2

S := {sj : j ∈ [0,Hsize)}

Omin := {i : si ≤ ǫ + min S}

This strategy is especially useful for applications whose

memory footprint is smaller or not much larger than the

cache size.

Inter-reference distance: Each non zero value in a PDH

difference histogram points out a potential conflict for the

pair of references concerned. The histogram bars weight

the conflict distances between the two references. A sin-

gle bar’s height indicates the conflict potential for the

bar’s offset. Thus, in order to avoid mutual cache thrash-

ing the difference in the padding offsets for the two refer-

ences concerned, is chosen to correspond to a bar as low

as possible considering that this optimization has to be

done simultaneously for all PDH-histograms of the cur-

rent reference with the references already padded in the

global scope.

Self distance restrictions: In the cases of multiple simi-

larly optimal offsets determined by other strategies, the

histogram type SDH can additionally optimize for k-line

prefetching. Prefetching is very susceptible to memory

bandwidth, which can be lowered by padding references

with similar self distances, as described by the SDHs, to

cache regions avoiding continued thrashing.

After determining the offsets forming the runtime pad

set, the memory allocation can be further optimized with-

out influencing the padding offsets to minimize the total

memory usage. This optimization is not in the scope of

this paper. It resembles the enlarged backpack problem

for a multiple count of packs.

Finally the optimization results are stored in a single file

associated with the executables name.
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D. Optimized Execution

The final target of the considerations above is the opti-

mized cache aware execution of the traced program. We

achieve it with one of two options:

ld preload: In order to intercept the original memory al-

location operations associated to individual references,

we have to catch and to patch all malloc, free and

realloc system calls during the runtime of the pro-

gram to be optimized with the help of the pre-determined

pad set. A simple but effective way of doing this, is to

manipulate the internal hooks of the memory manage-

ment system. Therefore, a preloaded code overriding the

original allocations was written, which sets up the pad

offset of each dynamically allocated reference. The orig-

inal program code does not need to be aware of these

circumstances, in fact, the base address is shifted to the

optimized offset but from the application’s perspective it

appears as a normal memory allocation.

Compiler, Datatypes: Having the source of the applica-

tion to be optimized, the compiler itself is capable to

shift the references to the pre-determined offsets, as well.

In this case, all pads are already set and fixed up in the

compilation. Besides, this source level patching offers

zero runtime overhead for accessing the pre-determined

padded structures by simple base address shifts which

have to be done in the unoptimized case, too.

In our testing environment we actually do the padding by

applying the pad set to the self protocoling data types.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the usability of the concept of automated simula-

tion driven padding, we chose the often used matrix data

structure and, as a typically applied operation, the ma-

trix multiplication. The multidimensional structures are

made up of separate arrays in order to keep the opportu-

nity for reordering and to maximize the number of refer-

ences that could be padded. This assumption reflects the

reality of often used row or column major data types in

high level programming languages. C-programs should
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Figure 2: Cache Hit Rate for LU Decomposition on a 4k Direct Mapped
Cache with Line Size 32

D. Optimized Execution

The final target of the considerations above is the opti-

mized cache aware execution of the traced program. We

achieve it with one of two options:

ld preload: In order to intercept the original memory al-

location operations associated to individual references,

we have to catch and to patch all malloc, free and

realloc system calls during the runtime of the pro-

gram to be optimized with the help of the pre-determined

pad set. A simple but effective way of doing this, is to

manipulate the internal hooks of the memory manage-

ment system. Therefore, a preloaded code overriding the

original allocations was written, which sets up the pad

offset of each dynamically allocated reference. The orig-

inal program code does not need to be aware of these

circumstances, in fact, the base address is shifted to the

optimized offset but from the application’s perspective it

appears as a normal memory allocation.

Compiler, Datatypes: Having the source of the applica-
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shift the references to the pre-determined offsets, as well.

In this case, all pads are already set and fixed up in the

compilation. Besides, this source level patching offers

zero runtime overhead for accessing the pre-determined

padded structures by simple base address shifts which
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In our testing environment we actually do the padding by

applying the pad set to the self protocoling data types.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To show the usability of the concept of automated simula-

tion driven padding, we chose the often used matrix data

structure and, as a typically applied operation, the ma-

trix multiplication. The multidimensional structures are

made up of separate arrays in order to keep the opportu-

nity for reordering and to maximize the number of refer-

ences that could be padded. This assumption reflects the

reality of often used row or column major data types in

high level programming languages. C-programs should
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use row-major memory alignment for efficient memory

access, but not all programs are optimized in this way.

For this reason, non language conform data to memory

mappings are interesting, too, for showing that padding

can support a better cache performance for such pro-

grams, as well.

In the following, we present the results of examining and

optimizing a few different applications.

A. LU decomposition to solve linear equation systems

We examine data intensive solvers as the Gauß-algorithm

in order to design target oriented optimization heuristics.

In Figure 3(a) the first histogram type SRH shows the ac-

cess patterns of each reference with their original pads.

There are graphs for the rows Ai of matrix A, its row

pointers A[], the vectors x, b and the stack segment in-

cluding the local variables as well as loop iterators, accu-

mulating variables and the pointer to the matrix A. The

chosen problem size of n = 10 allows to conveniently

display at once all the access patterns resulting from solv-

ing a linear system of equations.

In order to solve the problem Ax(i) = b(i) several times

with a modified vector b(i) and a static coefficient matrix

A ∈ Rn,n we can decompose A into a lower triangular

matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U with LU = A.

Both of the triangular matrices are stored in the original

places of the former quadratic coefficient matrix A. U
is formed by applying the Gauß elimination algorithm to

A while L holds the corresponding elimination factors.

The computation of L and U takes place only once and

has an asymptotic complexity of O(n3). The forward

substitution Ly = b(i) derives y from the current vec-

tor b(i) and the backward substitution Ux(i) = y solves

the proper problem. Both operations are of complexity

O(n2) and address the same references the LU decom-

position already accessed.

Figure 3(b) on the right side shows the histograms SRH

and SDH of the single row A15’s accesses in one diagram

for solving the problem Ax(i) = b(i) of the size n = 50

for 100 different vectors b(i). The pattern for SHA15
is as

expected and mixes phases one and two by counting all

accesses. The overlayed (right axis) histogram DHA15
,

depicts the difference patterns split according to the two

sequential phases of decomposition and solution. The

pattern DH of a matrix row generates, in addition to the

linear inner loop sequential accesses, spikes for reverse

directed accesses for every line rewind enforced by the

outer loop of the decomposition. The 100 forward and

backward substitutions are computed in place by altering

the elements of vector b. In the difference pattern his-

togram, they show a behavior similar to that of the LU

decomposition.

Figure 2 compares the performances before and after op-

timization for different system sizes n. One measurement

comprises one LU decomposition and 100 repeated solu-

tions. The performance of the optimized versions is con-

sistently higher and the results behave much more stable

than with the original, straightforward padding provided

by the memory allocation system.

B. Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The results for another typical problem of an optimized

single matrix-matrix multiplication C = A ·B for differ-

ent system sizes n shown in Figure 4 are padded into a 4k

direct mapped cache with line size 32 and hit / miss laten-

cies of tLH
= 1 and tLM

= 7, respectively. The matrices

A,B,C ∈ Rn×n can be stored in row- or column-major

order. For the experiment’s results presented in Figure

4(a) a unique row-major ordering for all three matrices

was chosen (row-row-row ordering). For small n, com-

pulsory misses are dominant and memory bandwidth is

poorly used with only partially accessed cache lines. For

n < 14 the whole problem can be cache contained al-

though the unoptimized allocation scheme arranges ref-

erences’ footprints usually cyclically within the cache is-

suing larger chunks of memory aligned to memory para-

graphs, compare Figure 3(a). Our current padding heuris-

tic compacts all references for minimal, but effective
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use row-major memory alignment for efficient memory

access, but not all programs are optimized in this way.

For this reason, non language conform data to memory

mappings are interesting, too, for showing that padding

can support a better cache performance for such pro-

grams, as well.

In the following, we present the results of examining and

optimizing a few different applications.

A. LU decomposition to solve linear equation systems

We examine data intensive solvers as the Gauß-algorithm

in order to design target oriented optimization heuristics.

In Figure 3(a) the first histogram type SRH shows the ac-

cess patterns of each reference with their original pads.

There are graphs for the rows Ai of matrix A, its row

pointers A[], the vectors x, b and the stack segment in-
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chosen problem size of n = 10 allows to conveniently

display at once all the access patterns resulting from solv-

ing a linear system of equations.

In order to solve the problem Ax(i) = b(i) several times

with a modified vector b(i) and a static coefficient matrix

A ∈ Rn,n we can decompose A into a lower triangular

matrix L and an upper triangular matrix U with LU = A.

Both of the triangular matrices are stored in the original

places of the former quadratic coefficient matrix A. U
is formed by applying the Gauß elimination algorithm to

A while L holds the corresponding elimination factors.

The computation of L and U takes place only once and

has an asymptotic complexity of O(n3). The forward

substitution Ly = b(i) derives y from the current vec-

tor b(i) and the backward substitution Ux(i) = y solves

the proper problem. Both operations are of complexity

O(n2) and address the same references the LU decom-

position already accessed.

Figure 3(b) on the right side shows the histograms SRH

and SDH of the single row A15’s accesses in one diagram

for solving the problem Ax(i) = b(i) of the size n = 50

for 100 different vectors b(i). The pattern for SHA15
is as

expected and mixes phases one and two by counting all

accesses. The overlayed (right axis) histogram DHA15
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depicts the difference patterns split according to the two

sequential phases of decomposition and solution. The

pattern DH of a matrix row generates, in addition to the

linear inner loop sequential accesses, spikes for reverse

directed accesses for every line rewind enforced by the

outer loop of the decomposition. The 100 forward and

backward substitutions are computed in place by altering

the elements of vector b. In the difference pattern his-

togram, they show a behavior similar to that of the LU

decomposition.

Figure 2 compares the performances before and after op-

timization for different system sizes n. One measurement

comprises one LU decomposition and 100 repeated solu-

tions. The performance of the optimized versions is con-

sistently higher and the results behave much more stable

than with the original, straightforward padding provided

by the memory allocation system.

B. Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

The results for another typical problem of an optimized

single matrix-matrix multiplication C = A ·B for differ-

ent system sizes n shown in Figure 4 are padded into a 4k

direct mapped cache with line size 32 and hit / miss laten-

cies of tLH
= 1 and tLM

= 7, respectively. The matrices

A,B,C ∈ Rn×n can be stored in row- or column-major

order. For the experiment’s results presented in Figure

4(a) a unique row-major ordering for all three matrices

was chosen (row-row-row ordering). For small n, com-

pulsory misses are dominant and memory bandwidth is

poorly used with only partially accessed cache lines. For

n < 14 the whole problem can be cache contained al-

though the unoptimized allocation scheme arranges ref-

erences’ footprints usually cyclically within the cache is-

suing larger chunks of memory aligned to memory para-

graphs, compare Figure 3(a). Our current padding heuris-

tic compacts all references for minimal, but effective
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Figure 4: Matrix-Matrix Multiplication on a 4k Directed Mapped Cache with Line Size 32; (a) Exclusive Row, (b) Row-Column Ordered

cache usage. With increasing problem size, the original

program runs suffer early of slight but continuous degen-

eration of cache performance because the probability of

thrashing grows with n. Badly chosen memory align-

ments drastically impact the over-all hit rate quite often.

The weighted plots in the figures discussed give an im-

pression of the runtime effect based on the efficiency of

the program’s data cache usage. Given the numbers h of

hits, m of misses and the latencies tLM
and tLH

, we es-

timate the total sum of cycles used to access memory as

h · tLH
+ m · tLM

. The weighted hit rate hrw is then

defined as follows:

hrw =
h · tLH

h · tLH
+ m · tLM

Figure 4(b) depicts the results measured for a more effi-

cient implementation with row-column-row major mem-

ory alignment of the three matrices A, B and C, respec-

tively. Due to the smaller number of potentially conflict-

ing cache lines, the over-all performance is further in-

creased compared to the row-row-row major memory or-

dering in Figure 3(a).

C. Runge-Kutta solver for ODEs

As an example dealing with different data structures and

access patterns, we examined an application to solve or-

dinary differential equations (ODEs) with a Runge-Kutta

algorithm. For certain problem sizes this application dis-

played unexpectedly long run times. Using our toolset

we were able to identify a thrashing constellation in these

configurations. An analysis of the access patterns en-

abled us to devise a new solver with a consistently im-

proved memory behavior [Korch and Rauber, 2006].

V. RELATED WORK

Techniques for increasing the locality of memory ref-

erences have been studied extensively. An important,

purely analytical model for effects of loop transforma-

tions [Abella et al., 2002] partly combined with padding

and tiling can evaluate cache performance using CMEs

(Cache Miss Equations) [Ghosh et al., 1997], [Vera et al.,

2004] for special and zoned loop constructs. Another ap-

proach [Scholtes, 2003], based on conflict classes, does

so for the Cholesky factorization. For applications with

seemingly irregular or complex access patterns, an alter-

native memory mapping can be applied by evaluating in-

dices with the help of an easy to compute map function.

The memory access patterns generated by these func-

tions are designed to have a better cache performance but

they are strictly problem specific [Coleman and McKin-

ley, 1995]. The Morton-Ordering is such a more general

approach optimizing the memory layout for matrix oper-

ations as proposed in [Thiyagalingam and Kelly, 2006].

Many scientific libraries like LAPACK [Anderson et al.,

1999] are based on the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra

Subprograms) that can be considered as a de facto stan-

dard for linear vector matrix based numerical algorithms.

ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software)

[Whaley et al., 2001] provides an efficient implementa-

tion of BLAS routines, as well as a genetic [Vera et al.,

2003] CME guided algorithm for detecting well perform-

ing tile sizes [Jin et al., 2001], [Rivera and Tseng, 1999]

and pad offsets [Vera et al., 2002].

VI. CONCLUSION

To our knowledge we present a new approach to design

a post compilation performance optimization tool set for

general use without necessarily having the source code

of the application to be optimized available. Additional

tools are provided for analyzing graphically the data ac-

quired in the first phase trace run and the results of the

optimizations. One of these is an extensible cache sim-

ulation engine with a graphical front end supporting the

issues of our optimization strategies. It is also suited for

guiding a manual program optimization.

The proposed automated optimization algorithm uses

the data previously acquired and stored into histograms

describing access patterns. It balances the potential
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defined as follows:
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tively. Due to the smaller number of potentially conflict-
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dering in Figure 3(a).
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As an example dealing with different data structures and

access patterns, we examined an application to solve or-

dinary differential equations (ODEs) with a Runge-Kutta

algorithm. For certain problem sizes this application dis-

played unexpectedly long run times. Using our toolset

we were able to identify a thrashing constellation in these

configurations. An analysis of the access patterns en-

abled us to devise a new solver with a consistently im-

proved memory behavior [Korch and Rauber, 2006].
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Techniques for increasing the locality of memory ref-

erences have been studied extensively. An important,

purely analytical model for effects of loop transforma-

tions [Abella et al., 2002] partly combined with padding

and tiling can evaluate cache performance using CMEs

(Cache Miss Equations) [Ghosh et al., 1997], [Vera et al.,

2004] for special and zoned loop constructs. Another ap-

proach [Scholtes, 2003], based on conflict classes, does

so for the Cholesky factorization. For applications with

seemingly irregular or complex access patterns, an alter-

native memory mapping can be applied by evaluating in-

dices with the help of an easy to compute map function.

The memory access patterns generated by these func-

tions are designed to have a better cache performance but

they are strictly problem specific [Coleman and McKin-

ley, 1995]. The Morton-Ordering is such a more general

approach optimizing the memory layout for matrix oper-

ations as proposed in [Thiyagalingam and Kelly, 2006].
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1999] are based on the BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra

Subprograms) that can be considered as a de facto stan-

dard for linear vector matrix based numerical algorithms.

ATLAS (Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software)
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tion of BLAS routines, as well as a genetic [Vera et al.,

2003] CME guided algorithm for detecting well perform-

ing tile sizes [Jin et al., 2001], [Rivera and Tseng, 1999]
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VI. CONCLUSION

To our knowledge we present a new approach to design

a post compilation performance optimization tool set for

general use without necessarily having the source code

of the application to be optimized available. Additional

tools are provided for analyzing graphically the data ac-

quired in the first phase trace run and the results of the

optimizations. One of these is an extensible cache sim-

ulation engine with a graphical front end supporting the

issues of our optimization strategies. It is also suited for

guiding a manual program optimization.

The proposed automated optimization algorithm uses

the data previously acquired and stored into histograms

describing access patterns. It balances the potential
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of single references to cause cache conflicts. Mea-

sured results show a significantly improved cache perfor-

mance. Unfortunate memory allocations producing ex-

cessive thrashing are avoided altogether.

For future, more sophisticated optimization heuristics ac-

counting for multi-level caches, the different memory hi-

erarchy latencies will be used to refine the prediction of

miss penalties and, along with this, the automatic op-

timization. Furthermore we expect it to be possible to

extrapolate the memory behavior of an application from

a few small problem sizes to larger problem sizes by

spreading the measured histograms accordingly. Our dis-

tance histograms currently disregard the time passed be-

tween two accesses whose distance is recorded. We plan

to introduce a temporal component reflecting this time in

order to provide a better base for optimizations.
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I. Introduction

Although tightly-coupled systems can provide cost
effective improvement on the computing power of a sin-
gle processor, due to their nature, they may suffer from
serious bus contention when global shared memory is
used. In an attempt to overcome the limitations of
memory contention and rather poor performance as-
sociated with shared memory architectures, message-
passing systems were introduced. These architectures
include Torus, Hypercube and Tree systems.

These message passing systems are mainly used in
multi-dimensional configurations. In these topologies,
processors instead of having access to a common mem-
ory, have their own local memory and communication
links to other processors to share information, thereby
greatly reducing contention [1].

In general, Hypercube architecture can be expanded
by increasing its dimensionality (h). Expanding a Hy-
percube causes an increase in dimensionality which re-
quires more ports per processor. In general, the max-
imum number of nodes is limited by the fixed num-
ber of processor ports. If each node (N) in a Hyper-
cube architectures is a traditional processor, then it
can only communicate with one processor at a time
(e.g. over a common bus) [2], [3]. Consequently per-
formance is reduced due to lack of simultaneous com-
munication capability with other nodes. One solution
to overcome this issue is to implement the SGI Altix
NUMA flex architecture. This product uses an SGI
NUMA (cache coherent non-uniform memory access)
protocol implemented directly in hardware for perfor-
mance and a modular packaging scheme. The key to
the NUMA flex design of Altix is to use a controller
ASIC, referred to as the super Hub (SHub) that inter-
faces to the Titanium 2 front side bus, together with
the memory as well as the I/O subsystem, which fur-
ther interfaces with other NUMAflex components in
the system [4]. This provides simultaneous commu-
nication between processors in a true message pass-
ing environment. We can implement the proposed ar-
chitecture by using CR brick which houses 4 NUMA
flex nodes totalling 8 Intel Itanium 2 processors. Each
NUMA flex node has 12 slots and currently supports
2 GB memory [4]. The CR-brick architecture satis-
fies our satellite node (slave processor) configuration
requirements, which simply means it has eight proces-
sors including crossbar switches as routers, so that we
can consider each slave component to be equivalent to
one CR-brick module.
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II. A Torus of Augmented Hypercube

Compared to the Hypercube, Torus and Tree net-
works are infinitely expandable by increasingw (width)
or n (levels) and keeping t (dimension) or b (branches)
constant. No network re-wiring is needed for the tree
when nodes are added to the last level, because nodes
are appended onto the unconnected branches of the
Tree. For a Torus, only minor network re-wiring is re-
quired when nodes are added, because nodes need to
be inserted into the network [5].

By connecting Augmented Hypercubes (AHs) in a
Torus through Routers, an infinitely expandable net-
work is possible by increasing the torus width. It is
also possible to have a Tree of AHs, or to replace the
AH with any other ”augmented” structure, and substi-
tuting these with the nodes in some other structure [6].
For the purposes of comparison in this paper, we will
limit our discussion to the AHT, Hypercube, Torus and
Tree architectures together with a newly proposed ar-
chitecture called MSSRAH. Figure 1 illustrates a typ-
ical AHT architecture.

Fig. 1: Augmented Hypercube Torus (AHT) Architecture.

III. Newly Proposed Architecture MSSRAH

We propose a newly developed architecture called
Master Slave Star Ring Augmented Hypercube (MSS-
RAH) configuration. The master processor in this con-
figuration is at the center of the ring and can provide
access to each satellite node through fast and reliable
communication links. The structure of satellite nodes

and the master processor is basically the same although
the master processor is faster and has more memory ca-
pability plus other supporting hardware and software
tools that normally is the requirement for such high
speed architecture. This configuration is depicted in
Figure 2.

Fig. 2: The Overall Configuration of the Master-Slave

Star-Ring Augmented-Hypercube Architecture.

IV. Network Modeling

For a meaningful comparison among popular ex-
isting parallel processing architectures with the new
ones proposed here, Table 1 summarises parameters of
Torus, Hypercube, Tree, AHT and MSSRAH network
topologies.

It is straightforward to derive equations for these
parameters in the case of the Torus, Hypercube and
Tree and AHT networks [7].

The MSSRAH is a star of AHs so that the total num-
ber of processing nodes (NN ) is given as the product
of the number of Hypercube nodes and the number of
Star nodes. This results in:

NN = 2h × n (1)

where n is the number of Star nodes and 2h is the
number of Hypercube nodes.

The number of communication links (NL) for the
MSSRAH is complicated by the presence of the Router.
We will partition the MSSRAH into a Star, Ring and
AHs.
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TABLE I: Parameters of Torus, Hypercube, Tree, AHT and MSSRAH network topologies.

Architecture Number of Nodes(NN) Number of Links(NL)

Torus,t=dim,w=width wt twt

Hypercube, h=dim. 2h h2h−1

Tree,b=branches,n=levels bn
−1

b−1
bn

−b
b−1

AHT, t=Torus, w=Torus width, h= Hypercube dim. 2hwt (h2h−1 + 2h)wt + twt

MSSSRAH, n= Number of Star nodes, h= Hypercube dim. 2hn (h2h−1 + 2h)n+ 2(n− 1)

In the MSSRAH there are n AHs, and the number of
links in the Star configuration is n− 1. Since we have
a Star topology with n nodes, therefore, the number of
links in the Ring configuration is also (n − 1). If each
AH has NLAH links, then the total number of links is:

NL = 2× (n− 1) + n×NLAH (2)

Within an AH section there are links directly con-
nected to the processing nodes (in a Hypercube topol-
ogy), and from each AH node runs a link to the Router.
Thus the number of links for a AH segment is:

NLAH = h× 2h−1 + 2h (3)

This gives an expression for the number of links for the
entire MSSRAH topology, which is dependent on the
number of star nodes, and AH dimensionality. This
results in:

NL = (h2h−1 + 2h)× n+ 2(n− 1) (4)

Once the number of processing nodes and the number
of links are defined, then the hardware cost analysis
can be made as follows.

V. Hardware Cost Analysis

In the context of parallel processing systems, cost
is a difficult parameter to define, especially given that
component costs are highly dependent on implementa-
tion and economic conditions. In general, overall total
system cost estimate (CST ) as reported in [8], can be
shown as:

CST = CN (NN +KRNR) + CL ×NL (5)

where, KR = CR

CN
, and

• CN= Cost of node
• CL= Cost of link
• NR= Number of Routers
• CR= Cost of Router
However, a far more difficult question for the multi-
processor system designer is ”How well suited is a net-
work over a range of component costs?.” In particular

one can examine the total system cost when it is com-
pared to the total processing node cost. This can be
done since such a figure describes how close a partic-
ular network is to the ideal lowest cost network where
there are no Router or communication link overhead
costs (i.e. CR = 0 and CL = 0, giving CST = CNNN

) [3]. Thus one can normalise the total system cost
function CST , by CNNN giving

KST =
CST

CNNN

=
KRNR +KLNL

NN

(6)

where, KL = CL

CN
. The normalised total system cost,

KST , then gives us the total system cost relative to the
lowest theoretical system cost. The results are sum-
marised in Table 2. It should be noted that only the
AHT has a KR parameter, as it is the only system
utilising Routers. For other systems we set NR = 0 as
they do not use Routers.

In practice KL will vary from near zero for a tightly
coupled multi-processor system to less than one for a
distributed computer network. For tightly and closely
coupled multi-processor systems, it has been suggested
that KL = 0.1 is a reasonable value [4]. Based on the
result of NL for MSSRAH shown in (4), the KST can
be formulated as follows:

KST = 1 +
KRNR +KLNL

2hn
(7)

Since the Number of NR = n (number of Star nodes),
then:

KST = 1 +
KR

2h
+KL

[(h2h−1 + 2h)n+ 2(n− 1)]

2hn
(8)

or,

KST = 1 +KR2−h +KL

[(h2h−1n+ 2hn) + 2n− 2)]

2hn
(9)

After further simplification and rearrangement, KST

can be expressed as:

KST = 1 +KR2−h +KL[
h

2
+ 1 +

n− 1

2h−1n
] (10)
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TABLE II: Normalised system cost KST for Torus, Hypercube, Tree, AHT and MSSRAH architectures.

Parameter Torus Hypercube Tree AHT MSSRAH

KST 1 +KLt 1 +KL
h
2 1 +KL

bn
−b

bn−1 1 +KL[2−ht+ h
2 + 1] +KR2−h 1 + KL[1 + h

2 + n−1
n2h−1 ] +

KR2−h

The overall results for KST for the message pass-
ing architectures including newly proposed architec-
ture are summarised in Table 2.

VI. Significant of KR for the AHT/

MSSRAH Architecture

Due to the structure of the AHT, the number of
Routers is small compared to the number of processing
nodes. This may not be true of other structures. It will
be demonstrated that for AHT structures of interest in
this paper (h ≥ 3 ) the cost of Routers is insignificant
in comparison to the total system cost [9].

The normalised total system cost for the worst case
occurs where links are very cheap (KL = 0). Even
with a very pessimistic estimate namely KR = 1 which
means the Router’s cost is the same as the process-
ing node cost (a realistic system would have a much
smaller value, given that processing nodes are far more
complex and involve more sub-systems) for a three di-
mensional AH (h = 3), the Routers contribute only
%12 to the total system cost. Clearly, from the above
formula, the Routers contribute exponentially less as
the AH dimensionality increases. Thus, one can ignore
the Router’s cost contribution and assume KR = 0,
whereas the KST limit for infinite size of MSSRAH
would be:

1 +KL[
h

2
+ 1 +

1

2h−1
] (11)

The graphical presentations of The Normalised Sys-
tem Cost versus the Number of Processing Elements
are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5.

The normalized cost KST gives us the ratio of the
actual total cost to the ideal minimum system cost. In
general, communication cost and consequently the sys-
tem cost increase with increasing KL. As can be seen
in Figures 3, 4 and 5, Torus, AHT and MSSRAH have
a constant KST for different values of h for (h = 3, 4
and 6) with KL = 0.1. This implies that communica-
tion link costs are always a fraction of the processor
costs. Hypercubes differ in this respect because KST

increases as the number of processor nodes increases.
This is undesirable since an increasing proportion of
the system cost is devoted to communication network
overheads and not processors.
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VII. Mean Inter-node Message Distance

(MIMD) Analysis of AHT and MSSRAH

Architectures

A. MIMD Analysis of AHT topology

As it is reported in [7], the Mean Inter-node Message
Distance (MIMD) under uniformly distributed mes-
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formula, the Routers contribute exponentially less as
the AH dimensionality increases. Thus, one can ignore
the Router’s cost contribution and assume KR = 0,
whereas the KST limit for infinite size of MSSRAH
would be:

1 +KL[
h

2
+ 1 +

1

2h−1
] (11)

The graphical presentations of The Normalised Sys-
tem Cost versus the Number of Processing Elements
are shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5.

The normalized cost KST gives us the ratio of the
actual total cost to the ideal minimum system cost. In
general, communication cost and consequently the sys-
tem cost increase with increasing KL. As can be seen
in Figures 3, 4 and 5, Torus, AHT and MSSRAH have
a constant KST for different values of h for (h = 3, 4
and 6) with KL = 0.1. This implies that communica-
tion link costs are always a fraction of the processor
costs. Hypercubes differ in this respect because KST

increases as the number of processor nodes increases.
This is undesirable since an increasing proportion of
the system cost is devoted to communication network
overheads and not processors.
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VII. Mean Inter-node Message Distance

(MIMD) Analysis of AHT and MSSRAH

Architectures

A. MIMD Analysis of AHT topology

As it is reported in [7], the Mean Inter-node Message
Distance (MIMD) under uniformly distributed mes-
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sages for AHT can be summerised as:

MIMDAHT =
tw − tw−1 + 8

4
−

h

wt(2h − 1)
, (w−odd)

(12)
and,

MIMDAHT =
tw + 8

4
−

h

wt(2h − 1)
, (w− even) (13)

B. MIMD Analysis of MSSRAH topology

To find out the average routing distance of MSS-
RAH, a probabilistic view is taken to identify what
fraction of the messages will route within a single AH
node, and what fraction of messages will route to dif-
ferent AH nodes.
In this way, the sperate MIMD of AH and the 2-Level
Tree can be combined to yield the MIMD of the MSS-
RAH.
To find the probability that the source (s) and desti-
nation (d) nodes are in the same AH (satellite slave)
in MSSRAH, we consider the probability of event d, a
destination AH node, given that event s, a source AH
node has been chosen. The probability that any one
particular node is chosen out of n nodes is:

p(s)=p(d)= 1
n

Based on this assumption, it can be shown as:

psameAH = p(d | s) = p(d∩s)
p(s) = p(d)p(s)

p(s) .

However, since source and destination nodes are in-
dependent, therefore:
pSameAH = p(d) = 1

n

According to [10],

MIMDAH = 2− ( h
(2h−1) )

For calculation of Mean Inter-node Message Distance
of MSSRAH topology, we consider MSSRAH as a 2-
level Tree which its nodes in level 2 have been con-
nected together as a ring. Since all slave Routers have
been connected together in pairs, therefore, MIMD for
MSSRAH can be shown as:

MIMDMSSRAH = (MIMD2L−Treeb=n−1
+ 2) ×

(n−1
n

) + (MIMDAH)× ( 1
n
).

Thus in the general case we have:

MIMDMSSRAH = [( 2b
b+1 ) + 2]× (n−1

n
)+ (2 − h

2h−1
)×

( 1
n
).
After further simplification, rearrangement and con-

sidering b = n− 1, MIMDMSSRAH can be shown as:

MIMDMSSRAH = [
2

n2
−

6

n
+4]+[2−

h

2h − 1
](

1

n
) (14)

Table 3 provides a summary of different network met-
rics and Figure 6 illustrates the Mean Inter-node Mes-
sage Distance for Torus, Tree, Hypercube, AHT and
MSSRAH networks.
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VIII. Visit Ratio

To calculate the Visit Ratio, we need to know the
number of communication links in the network. As
reported in [11], the Visit Ratio can be expressed as:

V R =
MIMD

NL

(15)

A. Visit Ratio of AHT topology

As reported in [11],the Visit Ratio of AHT can be
shown as:

V RAHT =

tw−tw−1+8
4 − h

wt(2h−1)

(h2h−1 + 2h)wt + twt
, (w − odd) (16)
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TABLE III: Summary of network metrics

Architecture Torus Hypercube Tree AHT MSSRAH

NN wt 2h bn
−1

b−1 2hwt 2hn

diameter tw
2 h 2(n− 1) tw

2 + 2 n−1
2 + 2

MIMD twt−1(w2
−1)

4(wt−1)

(w-odd)
twt+1

4(wt−1) ,

(w-even)

h2h−1

2h−1
2nbn−1(bn+1)

(bn−1)(bn−1−1) −

2bn−1(b+1)
(bn−1−1)(b−1)

tw−tw−1+8
4 −

h
wt(2h−1) , (w-odd)
tw+8

4 − h
wt(2h−1)

,

(w-even)

[ 2
n2−

6
n
+4]+[2− h

2h−1 ]( 1
n
)

NL twt h2h−1 bn
−1

b−1 (h2h−1 +2h)wt + twt (h2h−1 + 2h)n+ 2(n− 1)

VR w2
−1

4w(wt−1) ,

(w-odd)
w

4(wt−1) ,

(w-even)

1
2h−13

2bn−2(b−1)
bn−1

tw−tw−1+8
4 −

h

wt(2h
−1)

(h2h−1+2h)wt+twt ,

(w- odd)
tw+8

4 −
h

wt(2h
−1)

(h2h−1+2h)wt+twt ,

(w-even)

[ 2
n2 −

6
n

+4]+[2− h

2h
−1

]( 1
n

)

[(h2h−1+2h)n+2(n−1)]n

and,

V RAHT =

tw+8
4 − h

wt(2h−1)

(h2h−1 + 2h)wt + twt
, (w − even) (17)

B. Visit Ratio of MSSRAH topology

Considering the equation (15), the Visit Ratio of
MSSRAH architecture can be evaluated as:

V RMSSRAH =
[ 2
n2 −

6
n

+ 4] + [2− h
2h−1

]( 1
n
)

[(h2h−1 + 2h)n+ 2(n− 1)]n
(18)

IX. Conclusion

This paper examines and compares through mathe-
matical modeling and simulations, the expandability,
hardware cost and MIMD analysis of a newly pro-
posed architecture (MSSRAH) with the existing mes-
sage passing architectures including the AHT, Hyper-
cube, Tree and Torus architectures.

The MSSRAH architecture has a better scalabil-
ity than the remaining message passing architectures.
This simply indicate that it grows with consistency
without loss of relative performance. This is evident
by having the lower graph for MSSRAH architecture
in Figure 6. The MSSRAH architecture not only per-
forms better in terms of the relative cost of other mes-
sage passing architectures mentioned above, but it also
significantly improves the communication performance
due to the existence of the Routers and provision of
spare Ring link that ensures the system is rarely sub-
ject to catastrophic failure.

The distance between the markers on each curve in
Figure 6 gives a good indication of the network granu-
larity. Ideally we want the smallest granularity so that
the network can be expanded at conveniently small in-
crements.

Careful examination of this feature reveals that the
Hypercube has evenly spaced markers which are far

apart. This indicates a particular weakness of Hyper-
cube. On the other hand Torus has a desired network
granularity. AHT and MSSRAH topologies have an
excellent degree of freedom over network granularity
in particular MSSRAH, since it has lower curve which
is indicative of better performance.

It is also expected that the latter architectures due to
the existence of Routers in their centers offer some re-
dundancy in communication so they may become use-
ful in mission critical systems. These topologies require
processors with a few communication ports that are
supported by SGI technology which would offer per-
formance enhancement.
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Abstract— A distributed parallel and soft real-time simulation
architecture is presented. It employs a publish-subscribe commu-
nication framework layered on a peer-to-peer Transport Con-
trol Protocol-based message passing architecture. Mechanisms
for efficient implementation and control of information flow
between simulated entities form part of the architecture. A light-
weight base simulation object model is also employed to provide
maximum modularity and extensibility while keeping complexity
manageable. The simulation architecture evolved over time to
allow for the efficient implementation of a system of systems,
virtual simulation. It has been successfully applied in an air
defence simulation as a decision support tool and for standard
operating procedure concept evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a decision support environment, system of systems level
simulations are applied to provide end-users with the capa-
bilities to identify, define, implement (virtual) and evaluate
concepts that would otherwise be costly, time-consuming or
impractical. Systems of systems level simulators typically
involve multiple modelled entities with complex interactions
and are executed in virtual or constructive simulation modes
[1].

This paper presents a simulation architecture that evolved
over time during decision support to an air defence procure-
ment programme [2, 3]. Although there was no need for a
generic, re-usable architecture – It was to be only used for a
single simulation environment – it still had to provide stan-
dardised interfaces for efficient integration of models, services
and other simulation-logistical functions. It should also support
both constructive and virtual simulations, hence it should at
least be soft real-time compatible when performing operator-
in-the-loop simulations. Operators will mainly interact with
the simulation via integrated mock-up consoles and not full
immersive synthetic environments, which may be supported
by integrated, external systems. Furthermore, it must allow
both distributed and non-distributed simulation execution. The
first is required to maintain soft real-time compliance when
employing the virtual simulation mode if model processing
loads are high. The latter is required for easier test and
debugging as well as batch executions for statistical analyses.
A conservative, discrete stepped time management mode forms
an inherent part of the simulation architecture, as almost all

of the models used in the air defence simulation environment
are discrete time-stepped. To provide an efficient and effective
decision support capability, specifically during system concep-
tualisation and field exercises, the architecture should allow
for quick implementation and integration of new models. The
same holds for the integration of external systems. Interoper-
ability with other simulations is not an absolute requirement,
but should not be excluded by design.

Several peer-to-peer architectures are reported in the liter-
ature, of which some are aimed at internet-based information
sharing, discrete event simulations [4]–[7] or cooperative com-
puting, such as solving processing intensive problems with
ad hoc peer-to-peer networks [8]. Some architectures are also
aimed at massively multi-player online role playing and other
games [9, 10]. Giesecke [11] quantitatively investigated avail-
ability in peer-to-peer systems for prediction and identified
basic characteristics to derive a formal model for describing
architectures. Kotilainen [12] reports on an efficient peer-to-
peer network simulator used to study artificial neural network
algorithms.

Other simulation architectures or frameworks include the
Aggregate Level Simulation Protocol (ALSP) [13], Distributed
Interactive Systems (DIS) [14] and the High Level Architec-
ture (HLA) [15]. The first two are seen as precursors to HLA.
Although all three were developed for the defence community
of the United State of America, HLA was intended to be
adopted by the wider simulation community. The Standard
Simulation Architecture [16] provides an additional framework
to HLA to allow more flexibility, but be more cost-effective
without paying performance penalties. The Open Simulation
Architecture (OSA) [17] is a discrete event simulation archi-
tecture that promises integration of new and existing contri-
butions at all levels. Hawley [18] proposes an object-oriented
simulation architecture that separates the implementation of
the dynamic system being modelled (application layer) from
the simulation management functions (executive layer). The
Extensible Modelling and Simulation Framework (XMSF)
[19] aims to harness web-based technologies to promote in-
teroperable simulations and provides mechanisms for systems
to discover and use web services.

Of these architectures only HLA was evaluated since it is a
fully fledged approach that covers all aspects of the simulation
life cycle. However, in the South African defence environment
it was not the optimal choice at the time. Although HLA pro-
motes interoperability, the federation object model should still
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I. INTRODUCTION
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of the models used in the air defence simulation environment
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to discover and use web services.

Of these architectures only HLA was evaluated since it is a
fully fledged approach that covers all aspects of the simulation
life cycle. However, in the South African defence environment
it was not the optimal choice at the time. Although HLA pro-
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be agreed or translated when two simulations are integrated.
This was not always the case, therefore interoperability was
not easily achievable [3].

The simulation architecture presented is not offered as an al-
ternative for the above-mentioned architectures or frameworks,
but rather to highlight the mechanisms used to implement an
efficient architecture against the backdrop of system of systems
simulation criteria. Efficiency in terms of implementation is
required since a very small development team was used. In
terms of simulation execution, soft real-time execution for
multiple entities with update rates of 100Hz are used, requiring
an architecture with low overheads.

II. SYSTEM OF SYSTEMS-LEVEL SIMULATION
ARCHITECTURE NEEDS

This section addresses the specific needs for a simulation
architecture to meet the criteria as outlined in Section I and is
discussed in the following subsections.

A. System of Systems Simulation

Fig. 1: The Systems Hierarchy applied to Modelling and
Simulation (Adapted from [1, 20])

An adapted version of the systems hierarchy is shown in
Figure 1 as applied to modelling and simulation [1, 20].
Systems of systems simulations are typically applicable at the
engagement and tactical levels where entities are modelled at
equipment and individual operator level. Individual entities are
modelled, but forms “systems” when grouped organisationally.
Tactical simulations also require one-on-one engagements,
whereas higher order simulations require strategic actions of
aggregated entities. For mission and theatre simulations enti-
ties are aggregated into units and generally referred to as war-
gaming simulations [1]. Lower system hierarchy simulations
tend to focus more on the function of entities, whereas the
higher levels on the behaviour of entities.

B. Constructive and Virtual Simulation Mode Support

Tactical level simulations (Figure 1) imply that not only
equipment is simulated, but also the use of equipment, in-
cluding standard operating procedures. This again implies that
the human operators, human-equipment and human-human

interactions be modelled, so that it becomes a constructive
simulation. Simulation execution requirements for constructive
simulations tend to be less stringent, but the faster a simulation
executes, the more applicable it becomes as a what-if type
analyses tool, as it allows a simulation user to test and evaluate
scenarios quickly. Virtual simulations need to be at least soft
real-time compliant to maintain realism [21].

C. Distributed and Non-Distributed Simulation

Non-distributed simulations are generally less complex to
test and debug than distributed simulations, as simulation
execution does not have to be traced across multiple processing
nodes. However, non-distributed simulations may be soft real-
time incompatible when model processing loads become too
high for a single processing node.

Distributed simulations on the other hand require efficient
inter-process communication frameworks, such that the inter-
processing node communication overheads do not counter
the advantage of extra processing nodes. Virtual simulations
with multiple entities that are modelled at system of systems
level, typically require distributed simulation to either provide
faster than or real-time compatibility. The ideal simulation
architecture would support both distributed and non-distributed
simulation execution without having to alter the implementa-
tion, but only its configuration.

D. Modularity and Extensibility

Since the simulation architecture is used in a decision sup-
port environment, including the evaluation of system concepts,
it should be efficient to add, maintain and upgrade models
of equipment, operator terminals, external system interfaces
and operators. In addition to the entities that participate in a
synthetic environment, it should also be efficient to extend,
maintain and upgrade the synthetic environment itself. Ser-
vices such as inter-entity line of sight calculations should be
inherently part of the synthetic environment. External system
interfacing should be supported, but note that external systems
may have requirements that cannot be met by the simulation
architecture, such as hard real-time compatibility.

E. Time-stepped Simulation

Conservative time management is an integral part of the
simulation architecture and is enforced by using a discrete
time-stepped mechanism. Spatio-temporal properties play a
pivotal role in any air defence system, therefore time-line
accuracy is of importance in a simulation environment, and
hence architecture.

Although models may internally use predictive event-based
time management, their external interfaces should support
conservative time management. This is necessary as both
predictable and non-predictable events occur in an air defence
simulation environment, of which the non-predictable events
may violate causality, if non-conservative time management is
used.

Most of the external systems that will be integrated, produce
spatio-temporal data, be it in the form of positions of an
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aircraft from a flight simulator, or time-stamped detections
from a sensor such as a radar. External systems that may be
integrated includes equipment, data sources and simulators.

III. HIGH-LEVEL SIMULATION ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

In order to meet the needs as identified in Section II, a
simulation architecture evolved from a single application to
a fully distributed simulation architecture. After providing
a short overview of the present architecture, each part is
carefully explained in subsequent subsections.

The simulation architecture is based on an inter-process
communication (IPC) framework using the Transfer Control
Protocol (TCP). Processing nodes are fully connected in a
peer-to-peer fashion and message-passing is managed via a
publish-subscribe mechanism. Processes that need to commu-
nicate within the simulation architecture are:
• Models - Models of equipment, humans and operator

consoles (interfaces).
• Services - Includes line-of-sight, terrain elevation and

peripheral services such as data loggers.
• Consoles or Gateways - All external systems that need

to be integrated with the simulation architecture is im-
plemented via a gateway which in effect translates the
protocol of the external system into the simulation object
and spatial reference models of the simulation architec-
ture. Mock-up operator consoles are also integrated via
this mechanism.

Fig. 2: Base Simulation Object Model

The above list of items is grouped under a base object
to form the simulation object model of the architecture as
indicated in Figure 2. An economical simulation object model
(SOM) has been designed to curb implementation complexity.

A. Publish-Subscribe Object Communication Framework
All models, services and consoles (hereafter collectively re-

ferred to as objects) should be able to communicate efficiently
in a distributed environment. Furthermore, it should be easy
to establish and manage the communication channels between
objects. A layered approach will reduce future migration effort
to other IPC frameworks: keep the object implementation and
communication logistics of an object separate. The object
communication framework should also hide the underlying
distributed implementation from the user of the framework and
not dictate model fidelity or simulation granularity. The frame-
work should allow distributed and non-distributed execution

for easier test and debugging without requiring implementation
changes of the framework or client software.

The publish-subscribe mechanism employed in the object
communication framework is analogous to magazine subscrip-
tions and also similar to object management in HLA [22]:
• Different publishers advertise their sets of titles available

for subscription.
• Subscribers may subscribe to titles of their choice when

they would like to.
• Publishers will then publish issues at regular intervals,

which all subscribers will receive.
• All subscribers receive identical copies of an issue of a

title.
• Publishers may also add titles at any given time to their

collections. Cancellation of titles is not supported at
present.

• A subscriber can read a copy of an issue as many times
as they would like until a new one arrives.

• A subscriber may also elect to ignore old issues and only
read the latest. Note that this is one of two supported
modes, the second is an extension to the analogy (See
next list).

• A publisher cannot change the content of an issue once
it has been published and received by its subscribers.

The implementation of the publish-subscribe mechanism is
somewhat extended over the analogy to allow more flexibility:
• Subscribers can select at what interval (rate) they want

to receive issues. The maximum update rate is limited by
the smallest time increment (frame) of the simulation.

• Subscribers can select if they want all issues of a given
publisher, or just selected titles, without subscribing sep-
arately to each title.

• The subscriber may select what will happen with copies
of issues that are received but not read. If kept, all copies
from the oldest to the most recent have to be read to get
to the latest issue. If not kept, the most recent copy is
always available to be read. An in between mode is not
supported.

• A specialised extension to support modelled communica-
tions between objects (modelled equipment or operators,
not IPC related communications) is provided with ad-
ditional parameters to support transmission functionality
(status, delays, sender/receiver identification, etc.). Mes-
sages destined for transmission are passed immediately
to the receiver where they are delayed in a cache to
model the correct transmission delay, until delivery. The
minimum transmission delay of a message is limited by
the minimum time increment of the simulation. Messages
are also rather delayed at the receiver than the transmitter,
as the receiver knows, implicitly, its own position and,
from the issue meta-data, the sender’s position which are
both required by the communications model.

Functionality as listed in the above two lists, are directly
supported in the simulation architecture as part of the base
object model and the simulation backbone, which is a set of
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classes and functions providing the necessary mechanisms.

B. Peer-to-peer Processing Node Architecture

A peer-to-peer processing node architecture was ultimately
selected above the client-server architecture, as the server may
form a bottleneck due to the double latency and bandwidth
usage for messages transmitted from a client to the server and
then to the receiving client from the server (Figure 3(a)).

To minimise traffic at a server, an intermediate layer of
servers were considered before using the peer-to-peer archi-
tecture. The intermediate servers (Figure 3(b)) have less traffic
to route, and will only transmit messages to other intermediate
servers via the top-level server if a receiving client requires
it. The scheme is efficient, but has one major drawback: The
architecture is not domain independent, as the clustering of
clients per intermediate server requires prior knowledge of
clients that can be grouped by type or anticipated traffic.

Note that the peer-to-peer architecture will result in a single
latency for messages passed between nodes (indicated as peers
in Figure 3(c)), but IPC connections have to be brokered
or configured in some way before a simulation execution
starts. In the client-server case, all clients connect to the
same server. The peer-to-peer architecture suffers from the
same domain knowledge challenge as the intermediate server
solution, i.e. which models may be grouped for acceptable
execution performance. The ultimate architecture would allow
for both the automatic distribution of models across processing
nodes, as well as automatically introducing intermediate server
layers for optimal execution performance. Each processing
node executes a subset of all objects (models, consoles and
services). In the case where a single processing node is
used, all objects are executed on it. As conservative time
management is used in a time-stepped fashion, the slowest or
most processing intensive object governs the global execution
performance of the simulation. Load balancing is therefore
necessary and is supported either as a static configuration
or with dynamic load management [23]. The latter requires
passing of objects in-process between processing nodes during
run-time.

The peer-to-peer architecture is fully connected, thus each
node is connected to each other node at start-up using TCP.
This results in n(n−1)

2 connections, where n is the number of
nodes (peers). For the client-server case the number of con-
nections equals the number of clients. Connections between
objects are made using a proprietary, binary-packed protocol,
irrespective if objects are on the same processing node or not,
or if only one processing node is used.

C. TCP Implementation Details

Specific TCP implementation tweaks to ensure lower mes-
sage latency between nodes are discussed in this subsection.

TCP messages are grouped per destination node and sent off
together instead of sending each message separately. Message
latency still turned out to be a problem due to TCP’s Nagel
algorithm [24]. The Nagel algorithm usually improves band-
width (saves on message header overhead) by caching short

messages for a certain time-out or until they are big enough to
fill a complete data packet before sending the data. Typically
message groups were much smaller than the normal packet
size of 1.5 kilobyte. Turning off the Nagel algorithm gave
the simulation architecture complete control over message
sending times which decreased latencies considerably. The
communication model would cause a node to send information
to every other node once every simulation time increment
which means that the shorter the latencies the faster the
simulation can execute.

The TCP sending buffer was also made bigger than the
default to allow the simulation architecture to push messages
into the sending buffer without blocking to allow the simula-
tion to continue processing while the TCP operating system
thread continues sending. This approach saves the overhead of
implementing the simulation’s TCP sending code in a separate
processing thread.

To start a distributed simulation, all the nodes except the
first node may be started up in any order. As soon as the first
node is started it makes connections to all the other nodes,
which in turn make connections to each other and finally start
the simulation.

IV. RESULTS

Initial experiments with a non-distributed and intermediate
server-client (see Section III) architecture showed that in order
to execute large enough simulations, distributed processing
would be required to maintain soft real-time compatibility
[25]. Approximately 6-8 processing nodes were estimated for
real-time compliance, but less could be used, as the model
loading metrics were very conservative. Between 40 and 100
objects, with varying levels of fidelity were anticipated. With
the actual architecture, a fully populated scenario translates
to 177 entities that require processing. The architecture is still
efficient enough to execute this at approximately soft real-time.
Of the entities, 160 are models, 8 consoles and 9 services.

Soft real-time execution is maintained by synchronising
with the local processing node clock. Processing time is
yielded not to exceed real-time. However, this only works
when the processing nodes are not overloaded, i.e. able to
process all models within a simulation time frame, otherwise
extra processing nodes may be added. If this still does not
help, soft real-time compatibility cannot be maintained.

Distributed performance tests were done with a process-
ing intensive test object that takes exactly 1ms PC time to
increment and publishes a single title which is a text string
of length 512 bytes. Each test object subscribes to the titles
of all the other test objects, including its own title. The
communication setup is thus fully connected over all objects.
A 100Hz closed loop distributed simulation is run over one
to six machines in as fast as possible mode. Simulation
distribution and communication overhead results are presented
in Table I. The simulation frames are 10ms in length, equating
to a 100Hz update rate, giving ten 1ms slots for a maximum
of ten models per node to sustain soft real-time execution. It
can be seen that a single node is very efficient, running at
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server-client (see Section III) architecture showed that in order
to execute large enough simulations, distributed processing
would be required to maintain soft real-time compatibility
[25]. Approximately 6-8 processing nodes were estimated for
real-time compliance, but less could be used, as the model
loading metrics were very conservative. Between 40 and 100
objects, with varying levels of fidelity were anticipated. With
the actual architecture, a fully populated scenario translates
to 177 entities that require processing. The architecture is still
efficient enough to execute this at approximately soft real-time.
Of the entities, 160 are models, 8 consoles and 9 services.

Soft real-time execution is maintained by synchronising
with the local processing node clock. Processing time is
yielded not to exceed real-time. However, this only works
when the processing nodes are not overloaded, i.e. able to
process all models within a simulation time frame, otherwise
extra processing nodes may be added. If this still does not
help, soft real-time compatibility cannot be maintained.

Distributed performance tests were done with a process-
ing intensive test object that takes exactly 1ms PC time to
increment and publishes a single title which is a text string
of length 512 bytes. Each test object subscribes to the titles
of all the other test objects, including its own title. The
communication setup is thus fully connected over all objects.
A 100Hz closed loop distributed simulation is run over one
to six machines in as fast as possible mode. Simulation
distribution and communication overhead results are presented
in Table I. The simulation frames are 10ms in length, equating
to a 100Hz update rate, giving ten 1ms slots for a maximum
of ten models per node to sustain soft real-time execution. It
can be seen that a single node is very efficient, running at
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99% of real time with 10 models which translates to a 1%
communication overhead. Table I also shows that:

1) to run up to 9 test objects real time at least 1 node is
required;

2) to run up to 18 test objects real time at least 2 nodes
are required;

3) to run up to 24 test objects real time at least 3 nodes
are required;

4) to run up to 32 test objects real time at least 4 nodes
are required;

5) to run up to 35 test objects real time at least 5 nodes
are required;

6) to run up to 42 test objects real time at least 6 nodes
are required.

To run 42 test objects at real time at least 6 nodes are
required running 7 objects each. This translates to an average
communication overhead of just under 30%. Network usage
was measured by using Windows XP’s task manager network
performance window. Note that the tests performed are worst
case scenarios. All objects subscribe to all other objects and
themselves (n2 subscriptions) and the issue size is 512 bytes
which is big enough for 21 double precision 3D coordinate
triplets or a list of approximately 64 English words.

The simulation architecture has been successfully applied
in an air defence simulation as a decision support tool and for
standard operating procedure concept evaluation. It has been
applied in extensions of the air defence simulation that include
satellite-based optical and radar sensors for maritime surveil-
lance concept development. It was also used for integration
with various external systems, including situational air picture
systems, operator console mock-ups, air traffic radars, flight
simulators and similar simulations.

V. FUTURE WORK

A key challenge with soft real-time simulations is what
should be done if the simulation slips on world-time? This
often occurs, as models tend to have spurious high processing
requirements. What techniques should be used to catch up
again on world-time, specifically when a simulation is con-
nected to external systems, such as a flight simulator or air
picture systems? One solution is to use innovative schemes in

console implementations to external systems to cater for data
that arrives at the wrong-time, i.e. too late, or to too early. In
the first case, prediction algorithms are necessary and in the
latter buffering schemes.

Future work includes conducting comparative studies be-
tween peer-to-peer, intermediate server and client-server archi-
tectures. There is also ample opportunity for load balancing
research: How to measure model loading per processing node
efficiently and effectively, and load balancing algorithms.

VI. CONCLUSION

The ability to execute an entire simulation in an all-in-one
mode on a single processing node (desktop computer) is a
key advantage in how the simulation architecture is used. It
is efficient and quick to configure scenarios for simulation,
and to visually verify them using peripheral two and three
dimensional viewers. Similar techniques are used to verify and
validate newly integrated models, consoles or services. It is
then merely a matter of changing a configuration to execute
the simulation distributed to achieve soft real-time execution.
The simulation architecture is suitable for parallel execution
on a small to medium scale infra-structure.

The publish-subscribe architecture is very flexible in terms
of objects and connection management. However, care should
be taken to adhere to a standard way of implementing objects
and not to abuse the flexibility.

The soft real-time performance figures obtained with worst-
case object loadings indicate that the architecture is adequate
for a small number of nodes with less than 10 objects per node.
It is expected that network overheads will limit scalability to
less than 100 objects in total, and therefore, the architecture
is not considered to be scalable for large simulations (100’s
of objects), requiring soft real-time performance.
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TABLE I: Distribution and Communication Overhead Results

Number
of
Nodes

Objects
per
Node

Issue
Size

Percentage
Real-
Time

Network
Utiliza-
tion

Total
Objects

1 7 512
bytes

142% 0% 7

2 7 512
bytes

132% 6% 14

3 7 512
bytes

126% 12% 21

4 7 512
bytes

117% 16% 28

5 7 512
bytes

110% 20% 35

6 7 512
bytes

102% 25% 42

1 8 512
bytes

124% 0% 8

2 8 512
bytes

116% 7% 16

3 8 512
bytes

110% 14% 24

4 8 512
bytes

100% 18% 32

5 8 512
bytes

92% 23% 40

6 8 512
bytes

85% 27% 48

1 9 512
bytes

110% 0% 9

2 9 512
bytes

104% 8% 18

3 9 512
bytes

99% 15% 27

4 9 512
bytes

90% 21% 36

5 9 512
bytes

81% 26% 45

6 9 512
bytes

75% 27% 54

1 10 512
bytes

99% 0% 10

2 10 512
bytes

93% 9% 20

3 10 512
bytes

88% 17% 30

4 10 512
bytes

77% 23% 40

5 10 512
bytes

70% 28% 50

6 10 512
bytes

60% 32% 60
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Abstract—We present a Ruby-based batch language

for Xgrid and its processor. Xgrid is an environ-

ment for distributed and parallel computing on the

Mac OS X operating system, and Ruby is an object-

oriented programming language for general purposes.

In the standard Xgrid environment, jobs in batch files

are statically defined by an XML-based language, and

submitted jobs are managed by their ID numbers. It

is not easy for human to read and write XML-based

batch files and to manage jobs by ID numbers. In our

approach, jobs in batch files can be dynamically de-

fined by a Ruby-based language, and submitted jobs

can be managed by their logical names. Semantic

checks and consistency managements are also done at

submission in our approach. Our approach syntacti-

cally and semantically makes it easy to use Xgrid.

Keywords—Grid and Cluster Computing, Languages

I. Introduction

Xgrid[1] is an environment for distributed and par-
allel computing on the Mac OS X operating system.
We use Xgrid for Web mining and metadata gen-
eration[5], which need much computation. By the
standard method, jobs for Xgrid can be submitted
by an XML-based batch language and are managed
by their job ID numbers.

We have difficulties in reading and writing the
XML-based batch files and managing jobs. XML
tags in batch files and job management by IDs are
obstacles for them.

To solve the problems, we present a Ruby-based
batch language for Xgrid and its processor. Ruby[2]
is an object-oriented programming language. By our
method, jobs can be submitted by concise batch files
and be managed by symbolic names.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In
section 2 we explain Xgrid and its batch language.
We present our approach using examples in section
3, and compare it with other approaches in section
4. In section 5 we state our conclusion. We explain
the detail of our batch language in appendix.

II. Xgrid and the batch language

A. Xgrid

Xgrid mainly consists of three kinds of software:
clients, a controller and agents. A client is a pro-
gram to submit jobs to a controller and receive the
results from it. A job is a set of tasks, and a task

% xgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job batch bc.plist

Fig. 1. Job submission by ’xgrid’

% xgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job results -id 381

Fig. 2. Retrieval of the results by ’xgrid’

is a program executed in Xgrid. A controller is a
program to receive jobs from clients, split them into
tasks and send them to agents. An agent is a pro-
gram to execute assigned tasks and return the results
to the controller. The results are sent to clients via
the controller. They can work on different computers
connected by local area network.

The standard client program ’xgrid’, which is in-
voked from command line interface, provides two
methods to submit jobs. In the first method we
specify a job, which consists of a program and its
command line arguments, in the command line argu-
ments for ’xgrid’. We can submit a single task job
only at once by the method. In the second method
we specify a batch file in the command line argu-
ments for ’xgrid’. A batch file is a file to specify jobs
and their tasks. In batch files we can also describe
jobs which must finish before a job starts, and tasks
which must finish before a task starts. We call such
relations dependency relationships. We can submit
multi-task jobs at once by the method. The client
program ’xgrid’ also provides methods to manage
jobs and retrieve their results using job ID numbers.
For example, we can stop, delete and restart jobs.

Fig.1 and Fig.2 show how to use the ’xgrid’ com-
mand from command line. Fig.1 is an example of job
submission where the argument ’bc.plist’ is a batch
file name. Fig.2 is an example of retrieval of the re-
sults where the argument ’381’ is the job ID whose
results is retrieved. In both cases the ’-h’ and the
’-p’ options specify a controller’s host name and a
password to connect it respectively.

B. The standard batch language

The standard batch language for Xgrid is based
on XML with key/value structure. We explain the
language using Fig.3 in the following.
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I. Introduction
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allel computing on the Mac OS X operating system.
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% xgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job batch bc.plist

Fig. 1. Job submission by ’xgrid’

% xgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job results -id 381

Fig. 2. Retrieval of the results by ’xgrid’
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submission where the argument ’bc.plist’ is a batch
file name. Fig.2 is an example of retrieval of the re-
sults where the argument ’381’ is the job ID whose
results is retrieved. In both cases the ’-h’ and the
’-p’ options specify a controller’s host name and a
password to connect it respectively.
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The standard batch language for Xgrid is based
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Fig.3 shows a batch file in the batch language. It
defines a job with a task which executes a command
line ’/usr/bin/bc -q bc exp.txt’ in Xgrid where a cal-
culator program ’/usr/bin/bc’ reads an expression
’1+2’ from the script file ’bc exp.txt’ of Fig.4 and
outputs the value of the expression to its standard
output. The script file ’bc exp.txt’ is defined from
the line 8 to the line 18 of Fig.3. The contents of
the script file is embedded in the line 13 of Fig.3
as a base64-encoded string. Base64[3] is an encod-
ing method which translates a byte stream to a US-
ASCII string. The task is defined from the line 19
to the line 31 of Fig.3. The command path and its
command line arguments are defined there.

As shown in Fig.3, users are responsible for consis-
tency managements such that a job definition must
include all file definitions which tasks in the job will
refer to.

The batch language provides task prototype for
concise task definitions though it is not used in Fig.3.

C. Problems in use of Xgrid

The followings are problems in use of Xgrid.
1. XML tags are obstacles for human to read and

write batch files.
2. Files referred by tasks must be embedded as

base64-encoded strings in batch files.
3. Jobs can not be dynamically determined by

batch files at submission. In cases such that a
job to execute many of a program with different
parameters is described, the batch file can be
more concise by dynamically determined jobs.

4. Jobs are managed by their ID numbers.
5. Dependency relationships among jobs in a same

batch file can not be specified. The relationships
must be specified by job IDs determined at sub-
mission which are never known at describing the
batch file.

6. Xgrid users are responsible for semantic consis-
tency check of batch files.

III. A Ruby-based batch language and its

processor

To solve the problems pointed out in the previ-
ous section, we propose a Ruby-based batch language
for Xgrid (RuBLX) and a client program ’rxgrid’ for
RuBLX. In this section, we explain the design prin-
ciples and examples of batch files in RuBLX. We ex-
plain the detail of our batch language in appendix.

A. Design principles

The followings are design principles for our ap-
proach.

1. XML tags are not used in batch files.
2. Base64 encoding are not needed in batch files.
3. Jobs can be dynamically determined.
4. Jobs can be managed by symbolic names.
5. Dependency relationships among jobs in a same

batch file can be specified.

1: <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

2: <!DOCTYPE plist PUBLIC

"-//Apple Computer//DTD PLIST 1.0//EN"

"http://www.apple.com/DTDs/PropertyList-1.0.dtd">

3: <plist version="1.0">

4: <array>

5: <dict>

6: <key>name</key>

7: <string>job1</string>

8: <key>inputFiles</key>

9: <dict>

10: <key>bc_exp.txt</key>

11: <dict>

12: <key>fileData</key>

13: <data>MSArIDIKcXVpdAo=

14: </data>

15: <key>isExecutable</key>

16: <string>NO</string>

17: </dict>

18: </dict>

19: <key>taskSpecifications</key>

20: <dict>

21: <key>bc</key>

22: <dict>

23: <key>command</key>

24: <string>/usr/bin/bc</string>

25: <key>arguments</key>

26: <array>

27: <string>-q</string>

28: <string>bc_exp.txt</string>

29: </array>

30: </dict>

31: </dict>

32: </dict>

33: </array>

34: </plist>

Fig. 3. An XML-based batch file ’bc.plist’

1 + 2

quit

Fig. 4. A script file ’bc exp.txt’

6. Semantic checks and consistency management
are automatically done.

We use the Ruby programming language as the ba-
sis of our batch language because Ruby can evaluate
a string as its program. Our client program ’rxgrid’
implemented in Ruby evaluates an RuBLX batch file
as a Ruby program for lexical analysis, syntax anal-
ysis and semantic analysis. It then generates XML-
based batch files where base64 encoding and seman-
tic check are automatically done, and submits them
using ’xgrid’. The client generates an XML-based
batch file for each job in a same RuBLX batch file
to enable to specify dependency relationships among
jobs in the RuBLX batch file. It also generates a
map file, which records the correspondence between
job IDs and symbolic job names, at submission. The
client provides job management methods by symbolic
job names using map files.

B. Examples

We explain an overview of our approach and show
that our approach solves the problems pointed out in
the previous section using three examples.
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6. Semantic checks and consistency management
are automatically done.

We use the Ruby programming language as the ba-
sis of our batch language because Ruby can evaluate
a string as its program. Our client program ’rxgrid’
implemented in Ruby evaluates an RuBLX batch file
as a Ruby program for lexical analysis, syntax anal-
ysis and semantic analysis. It then generates XML-
based batch files where base64 encoding and seman-
tic check are automatically done, and submits them
using ’xgrid’. The client generates an XML-based
batch file for each job in a same RuBLX batch file
to enable to specify dependency relationships among
jobs in the RuBLX batch file. It also generates a
map file, which records the correspondence between
job IDs and symbolic job names, at submission. The
client provides job management methods by symbolic
job names using map files.

B. Examples

We explain an overview of our approach and show
that our approach solves the problems pointed out in
the previous section using three examples.
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1: file "bc_exp.txt" do |t|

2: t.agentPathName = "bc_exp.txt"

3: t.localPathName = "bc_exp.txt"

4: t.isExecutable = false

5: end

6:

7: task "bc" do |t|

8: t.command = "/usr/bin/bc"

9: t.arguments = ["-q", "bc_exp.txt"]

10: t.refersTo = ["bc_exp.txt"]

11: end

12:

13: job "job1" do |t|

14: t.tasks = ["bc"]

15: end

Fig. 5. An RuBLX batch file ’bc.rb’

381,job1

Fig. 6. A map file ’bc map.csv’

% rxgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job batch bc.rb

Fig. 7. Job submission

% rxgrid -h xgridcontroller -p pass

-job results -id job1

-map bc_map.csv

Fig. 8. Retrieval of the results

The first example is shown in Fig.5. It is an exam-
ple of a batch file in RuBLX. The job described there
is the same as the job of Fig.3. Files, tasks and jobs
have logical names as identifiers, and are defined as
follows.

• A file is defined from the line 1 to the line 5. It
starts with a keyword ’file’ followed by a logical
file name ’bc exp.txt’ and a do-end block with a
parameter ’t’. The followings are defined in the
block: a path name of the file on agent machines,
the contents of the file by a local file and whether
it is executable or not.

• A task is defined from the line 7 to the line 11.
It starts with a keyword ’task’ followed by a log-
ical task name ’bc’ and a do-end block with a
parameter ’t’. The followings are defined in the
block: a path name of a command, command
line arguments for it and a file referred by it,

• A job is defined from the line 13 to the line 15.
It starts with a keyword ’job’ followed by a log-
ical job name ’job1’ and a do-end block with a
parameter ’t’. A task in the job is defined in the
block.

The batch file in Fig.5 is more concise than the
batch file in Fig.3. There is no XML tag in Fig.5,
and the number of lines in Fig.5 is 15 while that in
Fig.3 is 34.

A consistent management is done at submission of
the batch file. The job definition in the generated
XML-based batch file includes a file definition which
the task ’bc’ refers to though the file definition is not
referred in the job definition in the RuBLX batch file.

Fig.6 shows a map file generated at submission of
the batch file of Fig.5. The map file indicates that
the ID number of the job ’job1’ is 381.

Fig.7 and Fig.8, which correspond to Fig.1 and
Fig.2 respectively, show how to use our processor
’rxgrid’. Fig.7 shows an example of job submission
where the command line argument ’bc.rb’ is a batch
file name. Fig.8 shows an example of retrieval of
the results where the command line arguments ’job1’
and ’bc map.csv’ are the job name whose results is
retrieved and a map file respectively.

The second example is shown in Fig.9. It is an
example of a batch file with dependency relationships
among jobs. Three jobs ’job0’, ’job1’ and ’job2’ are
defined there.

• The job ’job0’ is a previously submitted job with
the job ID 333. The job ID can be specified by
a pair of a logical job name and a map file as
shown in appendix.

• The job ’job1’ is a job with a task ’echo1’.
• The job ’job2’ is a job with a task ’echo2’

which starts after two jobs ’job0’ and ’job1’
are done. The dependency is defined by
’t.dependsOnJobs’ in the block.

Our client program takes account of both depen-
dency relationships among jobs and those among
tasks. It does topological sort on jobs for submission.
If it finds either cyclic dependency relationships for
jobs or those for tasks, it declares errors.

The third example is shown in Fig.10. It is an
example of a batch file where the number of tasks in
a job are dynamically determined at submission.

In the batch file, a task is defined for each file
whose name ends with ’.txt’ in a current directory.
The files are collected by a standard Ruby library
’Dir’ in the line 1 of Fig.10. Each task calculates the
value of an expression in the file using ’/usr/bin/bc’.
Variables, arrays, flow controls and a standard Ruby
library are used in the batch file because it is not
known how many files will exist in a current direc-
tory at submission when the batch file is written.

Definitions of files, tasks and jobs are basically
declarative in RuBLX. The order of definitions is not
significant. Procedural description, however, can be
used as this example.

Templates can be used for definitions in RuBLX
though some programming skill is needed. For ex-
ample, a template for a task is used from the line 16
to the line 20 in Fig.10 where ’taskName’ and ’f.to s’
are used as parameters for the template.

IV. Comparison

We compare our approach with PyXG[1] because
our approach solves problems of the standard Xgrid
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and the number of lines in Fig.5 is 15 while that in
Fig.3 is 34.
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Fig.6 shows a map file generated at submission of
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1: task "echo1" do |t|

2: t.command = "/bin/echo"

3: t.arguments = ["1"]

4: end

5:

6: task "echo2" do |t|

7: t.command = "/bin/echo"

8: t.arguments = ["2"]

9: end

10:

11: job "job0" do |t|

12: t.id = 333

13: end

14:

15: job "job1" do |t|

16: t.tasks = ["echo1"]

17: end

18:

19: job "job2" do |t|

20: t.tasks = ["echo2"]

21: t.dependsOnJobs = ["job0", "job1"]

22: end

Fig. 9. An RuBLX batch file with dependency relationships
among jobs

environment which we pointed out as shown in the
previous section, and PyXG also uses a programming
language to specify and submit Xgrid jobs as our
approach.

PyXG is a module for the Python programming
language[4], which enables to submit jobs to Xgrid
controllers and manage them from Python programs.
Python is an object-oriented programming language.
Fig.11 shows a program with PyXG. In the program,
not only job construction steps (the lines 5 and 6) but
also steps for connecting to a controller (the lines 2,
3 and 4) and a step for submission (the line 7) are
described.

The main differences between PyXG and our ap-
proach are as follows.

1. Programs with PyXG are completely procedu-
ral while our batch files are basically declarative.
The order of definitions is not significant in our
approach. Procedural descriptions are used in
our batch files if needed as shown in Fig.10. In
PyXG, semantic checks and the ordering of job
submission must be procedurally described. In
our approach, they are done automatically.

2. Programs with PyXG includes everything re-
lated to Xgrid while our batch files consist of
job specifications only.

The interested reader is referred to [1] for other
Xgrid client programs.

V. Conclusions

We proposed a Ruby-based batch language for the
grid computing environment Xgrid, and a client pro-
gram for the language. They solve the problems

1: filelist = Dir.glob("*.txt")

2:

3: filelist.each do |f|

4: file f.to_s do |t|

5: t.agentPathName = f.to_s

6: t.localPathName = f.to_s

7: t.isExecutable = false

8: end

10: end

11:

12: taskNames = []

13: filelist.each do |f|

14: taskName = "bc" + f.to_s

15: taskNames = taskNames | [taskName]

16: task taskName do |t|

17: t.command = "/usr/bin/bc"

18: t.arguments = ["-q", f.to_s]

19: t.refersTo = [f.to_s]

20: end

21: end

22:

23: job "job1" do |t|

24: t.tasks = taskNames

25: end

Fig. 10. An RuBLX batch file with dynamically defined tasks

1: from xg import *

2: conn = Connection(

hostname=’xgridcontroller’,

password=’pass’)

3: cont = Controller(conn)

4: g = cont.grid(0)

5: js = JobSpecification()

6: js.addTask(’/usr/bin/bc’,

args=’bc_script.txt’)

7: j = g.batch(js)

Fig. 11. A Python program with PyXG

about Xgrid: XML tags as obstacles for human to
read and write batch files, consistency management
of batch files by users, job management by job ID
numbers, and so on. Users with some programming
skill can describe batch files using templates. Our
approach makes it easy to use Xgrid.
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7: t.command = "/bin/echo"

8: t.arguments = ["2"]

9: end

10:

11: job "job0" do |t|

12: t.id = 333

13: end

14:

15: job "job1" do |t|

16: t.tasks = ["echo1"]

17: end

18:

19: job "job2" do |t|

20: t.tasks = ["echo2"]

21: t.dependsOnJobs = ["job0", "job1"]

22: end

Fig. 9. An RuBLX batch file with dependency relationships
among jobs

environment which we pointed out as shown in the
previous section, and PyXG also uses a programming
language to specify and submit Xgrid jobs as our
approach.

PyXG is a module for the Python programming
language[4], which enables to submit jobs to Xgrid
controllers and manage them from Python programs.
Python is an object-oriented programming language.
Fig.11 shows a program with PyXG. In the program,
not only job construction steps (the lines 5 and 6) but
also steps for connecting to a controller (the lines 2,
3 and 4) and a step for submission (the line 7) are
described.

The main differences between PyXG and our ap-
proach are as follows.

1. Programs with PyXG are completely procedu-
ral while our batch files are basically declarative.
The order of definitions is not significant in our
approach. Procedural descriptions are used in
our batch files if needed as shown in Fig.10. In
PyXG, semantic checks and the ordering of job
submission must be procedurally described. In
our approach, they are done automatically.

2. Programs with PyXG includes everything re-
lated to Xgrid while our batch files consist of
job specifications only.

The interested reader is referred to [1] for other
Xgrid client programs.

V. Conclusions

We proposed a Ruby-based batch language for the
grid computing environment Xgrid, and a client pro-
gram for the language. They solve the problems

1: filelist = Dir.glob("*.txt")

2:

3: filelist.each do |f|

4: file f.to_s do |t|

5: t.agentPathName = f.to_s

6: t.localPathName = f.to_s

7: t.isExecutable = false

8: end

10: end

11:

12: taskNames = []

13: filelist.each do |f|

14: taskName = "bc" + f.to_s

15: taskNames = taskNames | [taskName]

16: task taskName do |t|

17: t.command = "/usr/bin/bc"

18: t.arguments = ["-q", f.to_s]

19: t.refersTo = [f.to_s]

20: end

21: end

22:

23: job "job1" do |t|

24: t.tasks = taskNames

25: end

Fig. 10. An RuBLX batch file with dynamically defined tasks

1: from xg import *

2: conn = Connection(

hostname=’xgridcontroller’,

password=’pass’)

3: cont = Controller(conn)

4: g = cont.grid(0)

5: js = JobSpecification()

6: js.addTask(’/usr/bin/bc’,

args=’bc_script.txt’)

7: j = g.batch(js)

Fig. 11. A Python program with PyXG

about Xgrid: XML tags as obstacles for human to
read and write batch files, consistency management
of batch files by users, job management by job ID
numbers, and so on. Users with some programming
skill can describe batch files using templates. Our
approach makes it easy to use Xgrid.
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Appendix

We explain the detail of our batch language. A
batch file includes one or more job definitions, one or
more task definitions and zero or more file definitions.
The order of definitions is not significant. It can also
include any Ruby code anywhere.

Fig.12, Fig.13, Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the syntax
of a file definition, a task definition and job defini-
tions respectively. In the figures, non terminal sym-
bols are enclosed with ’<’ and ’>’. A pair of paren-
thesises followed by a question mark ’(X)?’ means
X is optional. A pair of parenthesises with a vertical
bar between them ’(X | Y )’ means X or Y .

Each definition has a do-end block with a param-
eter <PARAM>, and the detail of each definition is
given there. The order of description in such a do-
end block is not significant. A same identifier must
be used for <PARAM> in a same do-end block.

In the following, we explain the syntax of a file
definition, a task definition and a job definition in
this order.

Fig.12 shows the syntax of a file definition. A
file definition starts with a keyword ’file’. It
takes two arguments: a string for a logical file
name(<LOGICAL FILE NAME>) and a block with
a parameter. The block specifies the detail of the
file. In the following, we use ’t’ as the parameter.
In the block, the value of ’t.agentPathName’ spec-
ifies a path of the file on an agent machine. The
content of the file is specified by ’t.localPathName’
or ’t.contents’. The value of ’t.localPathName’
<PATH ON LOCAL> specifies the contents by the
path of a local file. The value of ’t.contents’
<STRING> specifies the contents by a string.
Both of them can not be specified at once. The
value of ’t.isExecutable’ <EXECUTABLE> specifies
whether the file is executable or not: ’true’ for exe-
cutable, ’false’ for not-executable.

Fig.13 shows the syntax of a task definition.
A task definition starts with a keyword ’task’.
It takes two arguments: a string for a logi-
cal task name(<LOGICAL TASK NAME>) and a
block with a parameter. The block specifies the
detail of the task. In the following, we use
’t’ as the parameter. In the block, the value
of ’t.command’ <PATH OF COMMAND> speci-
fies a path of a command which will run on
an agent machine. The value of ’t.arguments’
<COMMAND ARGUMENT LIST> specifies com-
mand line arguments by an array. The value
of ’t.environment’ <ENVIRONMENT HASH> spec-
ifies environment variables and their values by

a hash. The keys of the hash are names
of environment variables, and their values are
values of the environment variables. The
value of ’t.inputStream’ <LOGICAL FILE NAME>
specifies a logical file name whose contents
are used as the standard input. The value
of ’t.dependsOn’ <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST>
specifies logical task names which the task de-
pends on by an array. The value of ’t.refersTo’
<LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> specifies logical
file names by an array, each of which the
task will read. The value of ’t.inputFileMap’
<INPUT FILE MAP HASH> specifies the corre-
spondence between file paths on agents and the con-
tents for this task only by a hash. The keys of the
hash are file paths and their values are logical file
names.

Fig.14 and Fig.15, which are for previously sub-
mitted jobs and jobs to be submitted respectively,
show the syntax of a job definition.

In both cases, a job definition starts with a key-
word ’job’. It takes two arguments: a string for a
logical job name(<LOGICAL JOB NAME>) and a
block with a parameter. The block specifies the de-
tail of a job. In the following, we use ’t’ as the pa-
rameter.

The detail of previously submitted jobs are
defined in the block of Fig.14 as follows. The
value of ’t.id’ specifies a previously submit-
ted job ID. The previously submitted job ID
is given either by an integer or by a pair of a
logical job name and a map file. The pair is
specified by ’jobId(<LOGICAL JOB NAME>,
<MAP FILE PATH>)’ where
<LOGICAL JOB NAME> is a logical job name
and <MAP FILE PATH> is the path of a map file
which includes the logical job name.

The detail of jobs to be submitted are de-
fined in the block of Fig.15 as follows. The
value of ’t.mail’ <MAIL ADDRESS> spec-
ifies an e-mail address to which an e-mail
is sent when the job status is changed.
The value of ’t.taskMustStartSimultaneously’
<TASK MUST START SIMULTANEOUSLY>
specifies whether tasks must start simultaneously
or not by a boolean value: ’true’ is for yes, and
’false’ is for no. The value of ’t.minimumTaskCount’
<MINIMUM TASK COUNT> specifies the mini-
mum number of tasks which are needed to start
at the same time. The value of ’t.dependsOnJobs’
<LOGICAL JOB NAME LIST> specifies logical
job names which the job depends on by an array. The
value of ’t.files’ <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST>
specifies logical file names used in the
job by an array. The value of ’t.tasks’
<LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST> specifies logical
task names in the job by an array.
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include any Ruby code anywhere.
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Each definition has a do-end block with a param-
eter <PARAM>, and the detail of each definition is
given there. The order of description in such a do-
end block is not significant. A same identifier must
be used for <PARAM> in a same do-end block.

In the following, we explain the syntax of a file
definition, a task definition and a job definition in
this order.

Fig.12 shows the syntax of a file definition. A
file definition starts with a keyword ’file’. It
takes two arguments: a string for a logical file
name(<LOGICAL FILE NAME>) and a block with
a parameter. The block specifies the detail of the
file. In the following, we use ’t’ as the parameter.
In the block, the value of ’t.agentPathName’ spec-
ifies a path of the file on an agent machine. The
content of the file is specified by ’t.localPathName’
or ’t.contents’. The value of ’t.localPathName’
<PATH ON LOCAL> specifies the contents by the
path of a local file. The value of ’t.contents’
<STRING> specifies the contents by a string.
Both of them can not be specified at once. The
value of ’t.isExecutable’ <EXECUTABLE> specifies
whether the file is executable or not: ’true’ for exe-
cutable, ’false’ for not-executable.

Fig.13 shows the syntax of a task definition.
A task definition starts with a keyword ’task’.
It takes two arguments: a string for a logi-
cal task name(<LOGICAL TASK NAME>) and a
block with a parameter. The block specifies the
detail of the task. In the following, we use
’t’ as the parameter. In the block, the value
of ’t.command’ <PATH OF COMMAND> speci-
fies a path of a command which will run on
an agent machine. The value of ’t.arguments’
<COMMAND ARGUMENT LIST> specifies com-
mand line arguments by an array. The value
of ’t.environment’ <ENVIRONMENT HASH> spec-
ifies environment variables and their values by

a hash. The keys of the hash are names
of environment variables, and their values are
values of the environment variables. The
value of ’t.inputStream’ <LOGICAL FILE NAME>
specifies a logical file name whose contents
are used as the standard input. The value
of ’t.dependsOn’ <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST>
specifies logical task names which the task de-
pends on by an array. The value of ’t.refersTo’
<LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> specifies logical
file names by an array, each of which the
task will read. The value of ’t.inputFileMap’
<INPUT FILE MAP HASH> specifies the corre-
spondence between file paths on agents and the con-
tents for this task only by a hash. The keys of the
hash are file paths and their values are logical file
names.

Fig.14 and Fig.15, which are for previously sub-
mitted jobs and jobs to be submitted respectively,
show the syntax of a job definition.

In both cases, a job definition starts with a key-
word ’job’. It takes two arguments: a string for a
logical job name(<LOGICAL JOB NAME>) and a
block with a parameter. The block specifies the de-
tail of a job. In the following, we use ’t’ as the pa-
rameter.

The detail of previously submitted jobs are
defined in the block of Fig.14 as follows. The
value of ’t.id’ specifies a previously submit-
ted job ID. The previously submitted job ID
is given either by an integer or by a pair of a
logical job name and a map file. The pair is
specified by ’jobId(<LOGICAL JOB NAME>,
<MAP FILE PATH>)’ where
<LOGICAL JOB NAME> is a logical job name
and <MAP FILE PATH> is the path of a map file
which includes the logical job name.

The detail of jobs to be submitted are de-
fined in the block of Fig.15 as follows. The
value of ’t.mail’ <MAIL ADDRESS> spec-
ifies an e-mail address to which an e-mail
is sent when the job status is changed.
The value of ’t.taskMustStartSimultaneously’
<TASK MUST START SIMULTANEOUSLY>
specifies whether tasks must start simultaneously
or not by a boolean value: ’true’ is for yes, and
’false’ is for no. The value of ’t.minimumTaskCount’
<MINIMUM TASK COUNT> specifies the mini-
mum number of tasks which are needed to start
at the same time. The value of ’t.dependsOnJobs’
<LOGICAL JOB NAME LIST> specifies logical
job names which the job depends on by an array. The
value of ’t.files’ <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST>
specifies logical file names used in the
job by an array. The value of ’t.tasks’
<LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST> specifies logical
task names in the job by an array.
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file <LOGICAL FILE NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .agentPathName = <PATH ON AGENT>
( <PARAM> .localPathName = <PATH ON LOCAL> | <PARAM> .contents = <STRING> )
( <PARAM> .isExecutable = <EXECUTABLE> ) ?

end

Fig. 12. The syntax of a file definition

task <LOGICAL TASK NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .command = <PATH OF COMMAND>
( <PARAM> .arguments = <COMMAND ARGUMENT LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .environment = <ENVIRONMENT HASH> ) ?
( <PARAM> .inputStream = <LOGICAL FILE NAME> ) ?
( <PARAM> .dependsOn = <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .refersTo = <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .inputFileMap = <INPUT FILE MAP HASH> ) ?

end

Fig. 13. The syntax of a task definition

job <LOGICAL JOB NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .id = ( <PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED JOB ID> |
jobId( <LOGICAL JOB NAME> , <MAP FILE PATH> ) )

end

Fig. 14. The syntax of a job definition (case 1)

job <LOGICAL JOB NAME> do | <PARAM> |

( <PARAM> .mail = <MAIL ADDRESS> ) ?
( <PARAM> .taskMustStartSimultaneously = <TASK MUST START SIMULTANEOUSLY> ) ?
( <PARAM> .minimumTaskCount = <MINIMUM TASK COUNT> ) ?
( <PARAM> .dependsOnJobs = <LOGICAL JOB NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .files = <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> ) ?
<PARAM> .tasks = <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST>

end

Fig. 15. The syntax of a job definition (case 2)
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file <LOGICAL FILE NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .agentPathName = <PATH ON AGENT>
( <PARAM> .localPathName = <PATH ON LOCAL> | <PARAM> .contents = <STRING> )
( <PARAM> .isExecutable = <EXECUTABLE> ) ?

end

Fig. 12. The syntax of a file definition

task <LOGICAL TASK NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .command = <PATH OF COMMAND>
( <PARAM> .arguments = <COMMAND ARGUMENT LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .environment = <ENVIRONMENT HASH> ) ?
( <PARAM> .inputStream = <LOGICAL FILE NAME> ) ?
( <PARAM> .dependsOn = <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .refersTo = <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .inputFileMap = <INPUT FILE MAP HASH> ) ?

end

Fig. 13. The syntax of a task definition

job <LOGICAL JOB NAME> do | <PARAM> |

<PARAM> .id = ( <PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED JOB ID> |
jobId( <LOGICAL JOB NAME> , <MAP FILE PATH> ) )

end

Fig. 14. The syntax of a job definition (case 1)

job <LOGICAL JOB NAME> do | <PARAM> |

( <PARAM> .mail = <MAIL ADDRESS> ) ?
( <PARAM> .taskMustStartSimultaneously = <TASK MUST START SIMULTANEOUSLY> ) ?
( <PARAM> .minimumTaskCount = <MINIMUM TASK COUNT> ) ?
( <PARAM> .dependsOnJobs = <LOGICAL JOB NAME LIST> ) ?
( <PARAM> .files = <LOGICAL FILE NAME LIST> ) ?
<PARAM> .tasks = <LOGICAL TASK NAME LIST>

end

Fig. 15. The syntax of a job definition (case 2)
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ABSTRACT 

This paper discusses the use of Aspect-Oriented 
Programming (AOP) to support the parallelization of 
scientific code. The idea is to develop parallelism 
concerns in separate aspects so that the weaving process 
can inject the code structures which allow the sequential 
scientific core to be executed in parallel. A series of 
advantages can initially be derived from this aspect-
based approach. As parallelism is modularized into 
separate units, the code-tangling level is reduced. The 
parallel version is developed by reusing the code pieces 
which implement the numerical computation 
sequentially. Moreover, different aspects can be written 
to adapt the application to different high-performance 
environments. This paper describes some experiences 
with the code parallelization using aspects. Specifically, 
the integration of both task and data parallelism in the 
context of two parallel scenarios (i.e. multithreading 
and message-passing) is addressed in a case study. The 
work is an attempt to assess the benefits and limitations 
of applying AOP for these purposes. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Scientific software frequently exploits parallelism for 
achieving high-performance when tackling large-scale 
and realistic engineering problems. Implementations are 
typically based on parallel programming libraries (e.g. 
PThreads, MPI, PVM) which provide the developer 
with a set of primitives to code parallelism concerns. 
However, code-tangling problems often arise in these 
applications as the statements describing the numerical 
computation are mixed with those expressing 
parallelism. 
 
Aspect-Oriented Programming (Kiczales et al. 1997) 
helps the developer to achieve the separation of 
concerns, especially in those situations when such 
concerns cut across multiple parts (clases, components, 
modules) of a system. The modular management of 
cross-cutting concerns leads to a simpler application 
code which is easier to develop and maintain and has a 
greater potential for reuse. A well-modularized cross-
cutting concern is called an aspect. 

 
The management of high-performance concerns using 
AOP is emerging as a promising line of research. In 
(Harbulot and Gurd 2004), the separation of the parallel 
structure cross-cutting Java scientific applications is 
addressed using the general-purpose language AspectJ 
(Kiczales et al. 2001). The work in (Harbulot and Gurd 
2006) describes an extension of the AspectJ join point 
model aimed at allowing loops to be parallelized 
without re-factoring the base-code. A methodology for 
the modular development of parallel programs which is 
based on the composition of multiple fine-grain aspects 
such as concurrency, partition, distribution and so on, is 
discussed in (Sobral 2006). The proposal in (Díaz et al. 
2005) is focused on a component framework for the 
efficient development of high-performance applications. 
Specific concerns which affect a set of scientific 
components, such as the communication scheme 
underlying the application, are modeled into a special 
type of entities called aspect components. 
 
This paper focuses on the idea that scientific programs 
can (possibly) be written sequentially in a way that 
enables parallelism to be added later, for instance, once 
the code has been tested and debugged. Although the 
parallelization of a scientific program may require many 
changes of diverse nature in different parts of its code, 
we can consider the effects of these changes as the 
result of weaving what we have called parallelization 
aspects into the sequential scientific core (i.e. the part in 
charge of the numerical computation). The bodies of 
these aspects will implement additional functionalities 
such as distribution, communication and 
synchronization, in order to enable the sequential core 
to be executed in parallel. 
 
We can anticipate a series of advantages derived from 
this aspect-based parallelization approach: 
• Parallel statements don’t obscure the mathematical 

model, as the former are isolated into aspects, 
which results in a reduction of code-tangling. 

• The parallel application is set-up by weaving 
aspects into the sequential core, promoting core 
reuse. 

• The applied parallelism model can be replaced 
simply selecting different aspects to be woven. 
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Despite the potential benefits, this approach may also 
lead to some serious shortcomings. The characteristics 
of the aspect-oriented language used determine the type 
of interaction between aspects and base-code. For 
instance, in a general-purpose language such as 
AspectJ, the interactions are mainly based on 
intercepting method calls (pointcuts plus advice code), 
augmenting data structures (introductions), and so on. 
However, the parallelization of code following these 
mechanisms can be very difficult unless the programs 
are written assuming (explicitly) the fact that the code 
pieces which will be parallelized must be accessed and 
managed through valid join points. This leads us to 
consider new sequential designs which include sets of 
interfaces and/or classes aimed at allowing aspects to 
inject parallelism. In some sense, the parallelization 
concern must be somehow considered from the initial 
design of the code. Obviously, this represents an extra 
effort in the development of the sequential scientific 
core. 
 
This work is an attempt to assess the feasibility and 
suitability of the approach. The purpose is to describe a 
real experience which allows us to determine the overall 
advantages and limitations of using aspects for the code 
parallelization. At first, we describe a sequential 
program which computes the 2D-Fast Fourier 
Transform (Briham 1988) of a collection of matrices. 
Then, aspect weaving is used to integrate both task and 
data parallelism into the scientific code. This is carried 
out in the context of two different parallel scenarios: 
multithreading with shared memory, and message-
passing based on MPI. 
 
The implementation is based on the aspect-oriented 
language AspectC++ (Spinczyk et al. 2002). In 
AspectC++, almost all the language elements are 
efficiently implemented at compile-time, which makes 
the tool more suitable for the development of high-
performance concerns than other approaches using 
Java-based dynamic weaving such as AspectJ. 
 
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides 
an overview of AspectC++. The case study is presented 
in section 3, where the sequential solution is described. 
Sections 4 and 5 provide an in-depth description of the 
parallelization using multithread programming and 
MPI, respectively. The paper finishes with some 
conclusions. 
 
 
ASPECTC++ FUNDAMENTALS 

AspectC++ is a general purpose language extension to 
C++ for the support of Aspect-Oriented Programming. 
An aspect can be understood as a modularized unit that 
implements a cross-cutting concern. The points at which 
an aspect can interfere with the base-code are called 
join points. 
 

A pointcut identifies a set of join points. Pointcuts are 
described by means of pointcut expressions, which can 
refer to combinations of static program entities, such as 
classes, functions or namespaces, and other points in the 
control flow of the program. For instance, the 
expression: 

 
execution(“void Dialog::set%(...)”) 

 

refers to the execution of any method of Dialog having 
both a name beginning with set and void as return 
type. In the match expression, % is used as a wildcard 
symbol and ... represents any sequence of arguments. 
A pointcut declaration allows a pointcut to be named so 
that it can be reused in different parts of the program. 
 
The advice is the mechanism which defines the way the 
aspect affects the base-code. An advice declaration 
indicates the block of code to be executed when specific 
join points are reached. The advice code can be 
executed before, after, or both before and after (i.e. 
around) the join point. For instance, the following 
advice can be used to trace the execution of “setter” 
methods in Dialog: 

 
advice execution(“void Dialog::set%(...)”) && that(d) 
  : before(Dialog &d) {       
  cout << “Dialog:” << d.name 
       << “ will be modified.” << endl; 
} 

 

The code in the example above is triggered just before 
the method execution. The function that() binds a 
variable to the object on which the method is invoked 
(i.e. the object referred to by this). Other pointcut 
functions can be used to access information such as the 
arguments of a function and its return value. 
Furthermore, the object tjp (of class JoinPoint) allows 
the programmer to retrieve context information from 
within the advice code. 
 
A different type of advice is that represented by 
introductions, which are used to augment data 
structures. For instance, the following code uses a slice 
element to add data members and methods to the class 
Dialog. A method which is defined this way can access 
even private data members: 

 
advice “Dialog” : slice class { 
  Time creation; 
  int isExpired() { 
    return ((Time::now() - creation) > 3600) ? 1:0; 
  } 
}; 
 

The aspect is the language construction in which all 
these elements are combined for the implementation of 
modularized cross-cutting concerns. In terms of 
syntaxis, an aspect is very similar to a C++ class 
definition. In this sense, aspects can have data members 
and methods, and can inherit from classes and even 
other aspects. The code below shows an aspect which 
implements an “expiration” concern for the class 
Dialog. The functionality consists of preventing the 
modification of any dialog window which has already 
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expired. In an around advice, the original join point 
code can be executed by calling tjp->proceed(): 

 
aspect Expiration { 
  pointcut resetTime() = construction(“Dialog”) || 
    execution(“void Dialog::show(...)”); 
 
  advice resetTime() && that(d) : after(Dialog &d) { 
    d.creation = Time::now(); 
  } 
  advice execution(“void Dialog::set%(...)”)&&that(d) 
    : around(Dialog &d) { 
    if ( !d.isExpired() ) 
      tjp->proceed(); 
  } 
}; 

 
CASE STUDY: THE SEQUENTIAL 2D-FFT 

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to produce 
frequency analysis of discrete signals in a wide range of 
application domains: image analysis, signal processing, 
speech recognition, astronomy, etc. The processing of a 
vector of N elements (i.e. complex numbers) involves 
O(N logN) operations. The FFT of a matrix (called 2D-
FFT) consists of using FFT to transform each column, 
and then uses the result to transform each row (again 
using FFT). 
 
This section describes a C++ code for the sequential 
processing of a stream of complex matrices using the 
2D-FFT. The problem has been broken down into four 
main activities (sensor, FFT on columns, FFT on rows, 
writer) which are coupled following a pipeline scheme, 
so that each activity consumes the result of the previous 
one. The class diagram is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: 2D-FFT class diagram 
 
The class FFT2D models the problem as a sequential 
pipeline. The activities inherit from Stage. Data and 
Rect represent, respectively, complex matrices and 
rectangular regions. The implementation of some of the 
methods is described below: 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) { 
  Pipe *pipe = new FFT2D; 
  pipe->create(); 
  pipe->execute(NUM_MATS, pipe->getStages()); 
  delete pipe; 
} 
 
void FFT2D::create() { 
  Stage *s1 = new Sensor(1); 
  Stage *s2 = new FFTCols(2); 
  ... 
  Rect r(1,DIMX,1,DIMY); 
  linkStages(s1,s2,&r); 
  ... 
  addStage(s1); 
  ... 
} 

 
void Pipe::linkStages(Stage *s1,Stage *s2,Rect *r) { 
  Data *d = new Data(r); 
  s1->setOutputData(d); 
  s2->setInputData(d); 
  ... 
} 
 
void Pipe::execute(int iters,vector<Stage *> *stgs) { 
  ... 
  for (int i=0; i<iters; i++) 
    for (int s=0; s<stgs->size(); s++) { 
      stg = (*stgs)[s]; 
      stg->execute(&(stg->rect)); 
    } 
} 
 
void FFTCols::execute(Rect *r) { 
  ... 
  if ( iter == 0 ) 
    buffer = new Data(r); 
 
  getInputData()->getBlock(buffer);  //input to buffer 
 
  for (int x = r->x0; x<= r->x1; x++) { 
    ...  // FFT on column x using buffer 
  } 
  getOutputData()->setBlock(buffer); //buffer tooutput 
} 
 

Each stage is associated with two Data objects, one of 
them being used as input and the other as output. Each 
time the stage is executed, the input is consulted so that 
its value can be used in the computation. The 
connection between two stages is implemented by 
sharing the same Data instance. This way, the ith stage 
writes the result in the object which is read by the 
(i+1)th stage. In the class FFTCols, the creation of the 
intermediate data buffer is carried out only in the first 
iteration. The computation of the one-dimensional FFT 
entails a series of swapping and floating-point 
operations on the elements of the vector. 
 
Compared to a classical implementation, the solution 
presented here offers some additional elements which 
are atypical in sequential scientific programs. They have 
been considered specifically with the aim of facilitating 
the parallelism integration by means of an AO 
language. Let us enumerate some of the elements:  
• The degree of decomposition in terms of methods, 

interfaces and classes is high, therefore providing a 
rich set of join points to be intercepted. 

• Activities are represented by different classes in the 
system, making the potential use of active elements 
easier (threads, distributed objects, etc.). 

• Stages have to be linked explicitly and the linkage 
is based on sharing an object of class Data. This 
can be used as the basis for communicating active 
elements. 

• Additional arguments in method calls are especially 
useful in two cases: for indicating the list of stages 
in the computation, and for setting the stage 
iteration range through an object of class Rect. The 
arguments can be altered by the aspect code. 

 
Regarding the parallel execution, the solution can 
exploit both task and data parallelism. On the one hand, 
the pipeline can run its stages concurrently, which 
means that up to four matrices can be processed 
simultaneously. On the other hand, the stages 
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expired. In an around advice, the original join point 
code can be executed by calling tjp->proceed(): 
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one. The class diagram is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1: 2D-FFT class diagram 
 
The class FFT2D models the problem as a sequential 
pipeline. The activities inherit from Stage. Data and 
Rect represent, respectively, complex matrices and 
rectangular regions. The implementation of some of the 
methods is described below: 
 
int main(int argc, char **argv) { 
  Pipe *pipe = new FFT2D; 
  pipe->create(); 
  pipe->execute(NUM_MATS, pipe->getStages()); 
  delete pipe; 
} 
 
void FFT2D::create() { 
  Stage *s1 = new Sensor(1); 
  Stage *s2 = new FFTCols(2); 
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  linkStages(s1,s2,&r); 
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  Data *d = new Data(r); 
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void Pipe::execute(int iters,vector<Stage *> *stgs) { 
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  for (int i=0; i<iters; i++) 
    for (int s=0; s<stgs->size(); s++) { 
      stg = (*stgs)[s]; 
      stg->execute(&(stg->rect)); 
    } 
} 
 
void FFTCols::execute(Rect *r) { 
  ... 
  if ( iter == 0 ) 
    buffer = new Data(r); 
 
  getInputData()->getBlock(buffer);  //input to buffer 
 
  for (int x = r->x0; x<= r->x1; x++) { 
    ...  // FFT on column x using buffer 
  } 
  getOutputData()->setBlock(buffer); //buffer tooutput 
} 
 

Each stage is associated with two Data objects, one of 
them being used as input and the other as output. Each 
time the stage is executed, the input is consulted so that 
its value can be used in the computation. The 
connection between two stages is implemented by 
sharing the same Data instance. This way, the ith stage 
writes the result in the object which is read by the 
(i+1)th stage. In the class FFTCols, the creation of the 
intermediate data buffer is carried out only in the first 
iteration. The computation of the one-dimensional FFT 
entails a series of swapping and floating-point 
operations on the elements of the vector. 
 
Compared to a classical implementation, the solution 
presented here offers some additional elements which 
are atypical in sequential scientific programs. They have 
been considered specifically with the aim of facilitating 
the parallelism integration by means of an AO 
language. Let us enumerate some of the elements:  
• The degree of decomposition in terms of methods, 

interfaces and classes is high, therefore providing a 
rich set of join points to be intercepted. 

• Activities are represented by different classes in the 
system, making the potential use of active elements 
easier (threads, distributed objects, etc.). 

• Stages have to be linked explicitly and the linkage 
is based on sharing an object of class Data. This 
can be used as the basis for communicating active 
elements. 

• Additional arguments in method calls are especially 
useful in two cases: for indicating the list of stages 
in the computation, and for setting the stage 
iteration range through an object of class Rect. The 
arguments can be altered by the aspect code. 

 
Regarding the parallel execution, the solution can 
exploit both task and data parallelism. On the one hand, 
the pipeline can run its stages concurrently, which 
means that up to four matrices can be processed 
simultaneously. On the other hand, the stages 
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computing the FFT, which are the ones with higher 
computational cost, can divide the matrix into several 
blocks for an “embarrassingly” parallel computation. 
The following aspect establishes the degree of 
parallelism by setting both the type of data distribution 
and the number of blocks for every stage. This aspect 
declaration can be reused regardless of the parallelism 
implementation: 
 
aspect Parallelism { 
  advice “Stage” : slice class { 
    int blocks;        // Number of blocks 
    int distribution;  // Type of data distribution 
  }; 
 
  advice construction(“Stage”) && that(s) 
    : after(Stage &s){ 
    switch (s.id) { 
      case 1:s.blocks=1; break; 
      case 2:s.blocks=4;s.distribution=BY_COLS; break; 
      case 3:s.blocks=4;s.distribution=BY_ROWS; break; 
      case 4:s.blocks=1; break; 
    } 
  } 
}; 

 
MULTITHREAD-BASED DESIGN 

The execution of multiple threads is a way to exploit 
parallel hardware, as the operating system is able to run 
each thread on a different processor. Thread interactions 
can be based on variables which are allocated to a 
global memory space. Synchronization mechanisms are 
required to ensure the consistency of the shared data. 
 
We have based the multithread implementation on the 
Adaptive Communication Environment ACE (Schmidt 
2002), an object-oriented framework for the efficient 
development of concurrent communication software. 
The portability of ACE enables the same multithread 
code to be run on top of different interfaces such as 
POSIX PThreads, Solaris threads and Win32 threads. 
 
The application described here uses groups of threads to 
execute the stages in parallel (one group per stage). The 
group size is indicated by the attribute blocks 
introduced in Stage by the aspect Parallelism, as 
stated at the end of the previous section. 
 
Stage Connection 

In the sequential version, the stages were connected by 
sharing a single instance of Data. This is a shortcoming 
in the parallel version since a stage running slower than 
the others will block the preceding ones, which will not 
be able to write in their output Data objects. A way to 
increase the performance is to link the stages using a 
buffer which supports the storage of multiple data 
elements. Figure 2 illustrates the idea. Four threads are 
running the code of FFTCols. Each time a result is 
produced, it is placed into a FIFO buffer from which the 
next stage (FFTRows, using four threads as well) 
retrieves its input data. 
 
A Fifo class with the typical get()/put() methods is 
used for the implementation of the stage connections. 

As the Fifo objects will be accessed by different 
threads, synchronization mechanisms have to be 
considered. In our approach, the synchronization 
concern is developed in a separate aspect to be woven 
into the class Fifo: 
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Figure 2: Stage connection scheme 

 
 
aspect SynchFifo { 
  advice “Fifo” : slice class { 
    ACE_Thread_Mutex *mutex; 
    ACE_Condition<ACE_Thread_Mutex> *notEmpty; 
    ACE_Condition<ACE_Thread_Mutex> *notFull; 
  }; 
 
  advice execution(“void Fifo::get(...)”) && that(f) : 
    around(Fifo &f) { 
    f.mutex->acquire();   // mutex acquired 
    while (f.size() == 0) 
      f.notEmpty->wait(); // Blocks if buffer is empty 
    tjp->proceed();       // Element removal 
    f.notFull->signal();  // The buffer has free space 
    f.mutex->release();   // mutex released 
  } 
  ...  // advice on Fifo::put() 
}; 
 

The second advice introduces code before and after the 
get() operation in order to control the removal of data. 
The body of the advice is accessed in mutual exclusion. 
If the Fifo buffer is empty, the thread is blocked in the 
notEmpty condition variable, waiting for any other 
thread to insert new data. Otherwise, a call to tjp-
>proceed() executes the code of get(). Then, we are 
sure that the buffer is not full, and so the variable 
notFull can be signaled, which will possibly wake up 
other threads which may be blocked in this variable 
because they can not complete a put() operation. 
 
In order to integrate the new connection mechanism, the 
following advice is used to intercept the method 
linkStages(). Instead of sharing a single Data 
instance, adjacent stages will share a synchronized Fifo 
object. 
 
advice “Stage” : slice class { 
  Fifo *inputFifo; 
  Fifo *outputFifo; 
 
  ACE_Barrier *inputBarrier; 
  ACE_Barrier *outputBarrier; 
}; 
 
advice execution(“void Pipe::linkStages(...)”) && 
  args(s1,s2,r) && that(p) 
  : after(Stage *s1,Stage *s2,Rect *r,Pipe &p) { 
  ... 
  Fifo *f = new Fifo(MAX_FIFO_SIZE); 
  s1->outputFifo = f; 
  s2->inputFifo = f;   // s1 and s2 share a FIFO 
  ... 
} 
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>proceed() executes the code of get(). Then, we are 
sure that the buffer is not full, and so the variable 
notFull can be signaled, which will possibly wake up 
other threads which may be blocked in this variable 
because they can not complete a put() operation. 
 
In order to integrate the new connection mechanism, the 
following advice is used to intercept the method 
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Thread Creation 

The creation of threads is considered in the following 
advice, which affects the method execute() of Pipe: 
 
advice execution(“void Pipe::execute(...)”) && that(p) 
  && !cflow(execution(“void *work(...)”)) 
  :  around(Pipe &p) { 
  ... 
  Vector<Rect> vr; 
 
  for (int i=0; i<p.getStages()->size(); i++) { 
    Stage *s = *(p.getStages())[i]; // For each stage 
    s->rect.distribute(s->distribution,s->blocks,&vr); 
 
    for (int j=0; j<s->blocks; j++) { //For each block 
      arg = new ThrArg(j,iters,&p,s,&(vr[j])); 
      ACE_Thread_Manager::instance()->spawn( 
        (ACE_THR_FUNC)work,arg, 
        THR_NEW_LWP|THR_JOINABLE);  // Thread launched 
    }    
  } 
  ACE_Thread_Manager::instance()->wait(); //Wait 
} 
 

There is no call to tjp->proceed(), which means that 
the code join point will not be executed in this context. 
For each stage, the iteration range represented by the 
attribute rect is partitioned. Then, the group of threads 
is launched. The number of threads to be started is 
indicated in the attribute blocks. Every thread receives 
information through an object of type ThrArg, which 
includes the block identifier, the number of matrices to 
process, and references to the pipeline, the stage and the 
new iteration range. 
 
Parallel Execution 

The function work() executed by the threads saves the 
ThrArg variable and executes the pipeline using, this 
time, a stage list of only one element. The ACE_TSS 
template implements thread specific storage, which 
allows each thread to manage its own copy of arg: 
 
ACE_TSS<ThrArg> arg; 
static void *work(void *argument) { 
  arg->set((ThrArg *)argument); 
  arg->pipeline->execute(arg->iters,&(arg->stages)); 
} 
 

Finally, data have to be moved from the Fifo buffers to 
the input and output Data objects each time a stage is 
executed. This involves the synchronization of threads: 
 
pointcut invocations() = 
  execution(“void Sensor::execute(...)”)  || 
  execution(“void FFTCols::execute(...)”) || 
  execution(“void FFTRows::execute(...)”) || 
  execution(“void Writer::execute(...)”); 
 
advice invocations() && that(s) : around(Stage &s) { 
  if ((s.getInputData()!= NULL) && (arg->id == 0)) 
    s.inputFifo->get(s.getInputData()); 
  s.inputBarrier->wait();   // Waits to complete input 
 
  Rect **pr = (Rect **)tjp->arg(0); 
  *pr = &(arg->rect);       // Iteration range changed 
 
  tjp->proceed();          // Stage execution 
  s.outputBarrier->wait(); // Waits to end computation 
 
  if ((s.getOutputData()!= NULL) && (arg->id == 0)) 
    s.outputFifo->put(s.getOutputData()); 
} 
 

The pointcut invocations() refers to the execution of 
any of the stages. When the advice code is triggered, the 

thread with id zero retrieves a new matrix from the 
input Fifo buffer and updates the input Data object. 
The other threads assigned to the stage are blocked until 
this operation is complete. Before the call to tjp-
>proceed(), the Rect argument, which denotes the 
iteration range, is replaced with the value stored in the 
variable arg. The threads wait until the code of the 
stage is executed. Then all the parts of the output Data 
object has been correctly updated with new values. The 
thread with id zero is allowed to insert the result into 
the output Fifo buffer. 
 
MPI-BASED DESIGN 

MPI is a collection of routines widely used in the 
development of parallel programs on architectures with 
distributed memory including computer networks. The 
programming model consists of a set of processes 
communicating by means of message-passing. 
 
The aspect presented in this section will transform the 
sequential program into an SPMD application using 
MPI. 
 
Application Set-up 

The following advice ensures that the message-passing 
environment is initialized and terminated correctly: 
 
advice execution(“int main(...)”) && args(ac,av) 
  : around(int ac, char **av) { 
  MPI_Init(&ac,&av); 
  tjp->proceed(); 
  MPI_Finalize(); 
} 
 

Unlike the code in section 4, the group of processes of 
an MPI application is created in a static way when the 
application is started. A specific computation has to be 
assigned to each process in the group. So, 
correspondence between the process rank and the pair 
(stage, iteration range) is required. The association in 
the opposite direction is also needed. The aspect defines 
the methods mpiToProblem() and problemToMpi() in 
order to carry out these mappings. Their codes are quite 
simple as they use the information set by the aspect 
Parallelism. 
 
In the multithread version, the threads accessed data 
using shared memory, so the parallelization aspect was 
mainly focused on the creation and synchronization of 
threads. Owing to the distributed nature of MPI, the 
data flow in the pipeline has to be implemented by 
means of message-passing. The parallelization aspect in 
this section will be mainly focused on communications. 
 
Data distribution must be taken into account in order to 
implement efficient point-to-point communications on 
the stage interactions. Figure 3 depicts this scenario. 
The stage on the left uses four processes, each one 
computing the FFT (on columns). When the result is 
passed to the next stage, data is partitioned to send 
remote processes the exact data pieces they require. In 
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For each stage, the iteration range represented by the 
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information through an object of type ThrArg, which 
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static void *work(void *argument) { 
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Finally, data have to be moved from the Fifo buffers to 
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any of the stages. When the advice code is triggered, the 
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The other threads assigned to the stage are blocked until 
this operation is complete. Before the call to tjp-
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iteration range, is replaced with the value stored in the 
variable arg. The threads wait until the code of the 
stage is executed. Then all the parts of the output Data 
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thread with id zero is allowed to insert the result into 
the output Fifo buffer. 
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MPI is a collection of routines widely used in the 
development of parallel programs on architectures with 
distributed memory including computer networks. The 
programming model consists of a set of processes 
communicating by means of message-passing. 
 
The aspect presented in this section will transform the 
sequential program into an SPMD application using 
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Application Set-up 

The following advice ensures that the message-passing 
environment is initialized and terminated correctly: 
 
advice execution(“int main(...)”) && args(ac,av) 
  : around(int ac, char **av) { 
  MPI_Init(&ac,&av); 
  tjp->proceed(); 
  MPI_Finalize(); 
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Unlike the code in section 4, the group of processes of 
an MPI application is created in a static way when the 
application is started. A specific computation has to be 
assigned to each process in the group. So, 
correspondence between the process rank and the pair 
(stage, iteration range) is required. The association in 
the opposite direction is also needed. The aspect defines 
the methods mpiToProblem() and problemToMpi() in 
order to carry out these mappings. Their codes are quite 
simple as they use the information set by the aspect 
Parallelism. 
 
In the multithread version, the threads accessed data 
using shared memory, so the parallelization aspect was 
mainly focused on the creation and synchronization of 
threads. Owing to the distributed nature of MPI, the 
data flow in the pipeline has to be implemented by 
means of message-passing. The parallelization aspect in 
this section will be mainly focused on communications. 
 
Data distribution must be taken into account in order to 
implement efficient point-to-point communications on 
the stage interactions. Figure 3 depicts this scenario. 
The stage on the left uses four processes, each one 
computing the FFT (on columns). When the result is 
passed to the next stage, data is partitioned to send 
remote processes the exact data pieces they require. In 
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this figure, process 3 has to send specific data to 
processes 5, 6, 7 and 8. As can be noted, the 
information about the data distribution and the number 
of blocks of the stages is essential. New attributes and 
methods are introduced in some classes: 
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Figure 3: Communication between stages 

 
advice “Stage” : slice class { 
  vector<Data *> inputPartition; 
  vector<Data *> outputPartition; 
}; 
 
advice “Data” : slice class { 
  int remote;        // Remote process 
  Stage *preceding;  // Preceding stage 
  Stage *next;       // Next stage 
 
  void send(int p) { // Sends data to process p 
    MPI_Send((void*)ptr,rect.points()*sizeof(complex), 
      MPI_BYTE,p,MYTAG,MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
  } 
  void recv(int p) { // Receives data from process p 
    MPI_Status status; 
    MPI_Recv((void*)ptr,rect.points()*sizeof(complex), 
      MPI_BYTE,p,MYTAG,MPI_COMM_WORLD,&status); 
  } 
}; 
advice execution(“void Pipe::linkStages(...)”) && 
  args(s1,s2,r) : after(Stage *s1,Stage *s2,Rect *r) { 
  s1->getOutputData()->preceding = s1; 
  s2->getInputData()->next = s2; 
} 
 

The meaning of the code is simple. The class Stage is 
augmented with two attributes which represent two data 
partitions used to receive (send) data from (to) other 
processes. For instance, the list outputPartition of the 
process 3 (again in figure 3) will contain four Data 
elements, each one being used to send a specific data 
piece to other process. The class Data is also augmented 
with pointers to the adjacent stages and operations to 
carry out the communication using MPI primitives. 
 
The aspect declares some data members useful for the 
computation, such as myrank, myid, myblock, mystg, 
and mystglist. They are initialized in the following 
advice, which also includes the code needed to set-up 
the two data partition lists of the stage pointed to by 
mystg (this code has been omitted): 
 
advice execution(“void FFT2D::create(...)”) && that(p) 
  : after(Pipe &p) { 
  ... 
  vector<Rect> vr; 
  MPI_Comm_rank(MPI_COMM_WORLD,&myrank);  // My rank 
  mpiToProblem(p.getStages(),myrank,&myid,&myblock); 
 
  mystg = p.getStageById(myid); // This is my stage 
  mystglist.push_back(mystg); // List with one stage 
   
  mystg->rect.distribute(mystg->distribution, 
    mystg->blocks,&vr); 
  myrect.set(&(vr[myblock])); //My iteration sub-range 
  ...// inputPartition and outputPartition are filled 
} 

 
Parallel Execution 

Finally, the following advices ensure that the parallel 
program will be executed correctly:  
 
advice execution(“void Pipe::execute(...)”) :before { 
  vector<Stage *> **stglist = 
    (vector<Stage *> **)(tjp->arg(1)); 
  *stglist = &mystglist;    // Replaces the stage list 
} 
 
advice invocations() && that(stg) : around(Stage &stg) 
{ 
  Data *d; 
  // Receives data from other processes 
  for (i=0; i<stg.inputPartition.size(); i++) { 
    d = stg.inputPartition[i]; 
    d->recv(d->remote); 
    stg.getInputData()->setBlock(d); 
  } 
 
  Rect **pr = (Rect **)(tjp->arg(0)); 
  *pr = &(myrect);  // Iteration range is changed 
 
  tjp->proceed();   // Stage code execution 
 
  // Sends the result to other processes 
  for (i=0; i<stg.outputPartition.size(); i++) { 
    d = stg.outputPartition[i]; 
    stg.getOutputData()->getBlock(d); 
    d->send(d->remote); 
  } 
} 
 

The first advice is needed to replace the original list of 
stages, which is the second argument of execute(), 
with another list containing one stage only. This way, 
the active element (i.e. the process) will address the 
execution of a single stage, instead of the complete 
pipeline. 
 
The second advice uses the pointcut invocations() 
which was described in the previous section. The advice 
code is triggered when execute() is called on any of 
the subclasses of Stage. First, the process has to receive 
new data. More specifically, every object of 
inputPartition receives data from the corresponding 
remote process. These values are used to update the 
input Data object. Before the stage code is executed, the 
iteration range is restricted using the variable myrect. 
When the result is computed, it is sent to the processes 
associated with the next stage. This is done using the 
elements of the attribute outputPartition. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

The parallelization of sequential scientific programs 
may entail significant changes in the code for tackling 
the creation, communication and synchronization of the 
computational tasks. In addition, the algorithm itself 
may be sufficiently different in the parallel version. 
Once these changes are applied, the resulting code 
probably suffers from code-tangling problems because 
the parallelism concerns obscure the numerical 
computation. Therefore, the applications become more 
difficult to maintain. This paper discuses the use of 
AOP to improve the management of the code 
parallelization. The benefits of the approach, as 
mentioned in section 1, can be expressed in terms of 
code modularization and reuse. It can be very difficult 
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advice “Stage” : slice class { 
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The meaning of the code is simple. The class Stage is 
augmented with two attributes which represent two data 
partitions used to receive (send) data from (to) other 
processes. For instance, the list outputPartition of the 
process 3 (again in figure 3) will contain four Data 
elements, each one being used to send a specific data 
piece to other process. The class Data is also augmented 
with pointers to the adjacent stages and operations to 
carry out the communication using MPI primitives. 
 
The aspect declares some data members useful for the 
computation, such as myrank, myid, myblock, mystg, 
and mystglist. They are initialized in the following 
advice, which also includes the code needed to set-up 
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mystg (this code has been omitted): 
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Parallel Execution 

Finally, the following advices ensure that the parallel 
program will be executed correctly:  
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The first advice is needed to replace the original list of 
stages, which is the second argument of execute(), 
with another list containing one stage only. This way, 
the active element (i.e. the process) will address the 
execution of a single stage, instead of the complete 
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The second advice uses the pointcut invocations() 
which was described in the previous section. The advice 
code is triggered when execute() is called on any of 
the subclasses of Stage. First, the process has to receive 
new data. More specifically, every object of 
inputPartition receives data from the corresponding 
remote process. These values are used to update the 
input Data object. Before the stage code is executed, the 
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When the result is computed, it is sent to the processes 
associated with the next stage. This is done using the 
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may entail significant changes in the code for tackling 
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computational tasks. In addition, the algorithm itself 
may be sufficiently different in the parallel version. 
Once these changes are applied, the resulting code 
probably suffers from code-tangling problems because 
the parallelism concerns obscure the numerical 
computation. Therefore, the applications become more 
difficult to maintain. This paper discuses the use of 
AOP to improve the management of the code 
parallelization. The benefits of the approach, as 
mentioned in section 1, can be expressed in terms of 
code modularization and reuse. It can be very difficult 
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to determine a theoretical result on the advantages and 
disadvantages of this approach. The code parallelization 
is traditionally done ad-hoc, so the process may vary 
significantly from one application to another. Thus, our 
conclusions will be based on the case study presented in 
this paper. 
 
We consider the results to be quite promising. The 
complexity of the case study is moderated as it deals 
with the efficient integration of both task and data 
parallelism. The scientific core that calculates the 2D-
FFT sequentially was successfully adapted to two 
distinct parallel scenarios (multithreading and MPI) 
which are characterized by quite different programming 
models. The only mechanism used in the code 
parallelization was aspect weaving (based on 
AspectC++, in this case). As a result, the new parallel 
applications have the parallelism concerns modularized 
into one or several aspects, and thereby code-tangling is 
reduced. Moreover, the same scientific core can be 
reused in different applications which can exploit very 
different parallelism models. 
 
Regarding the development of the sequential core, the 
mechanisms that allowed the core to be parallelized 
using aspects were not difficult to implement. Basically, 
we have considered a good decomposition in terms of 
classes and interfaces, and we have included some 
elements, such as the iteration range of the stage, as 
additional arguments in some methods. Although this 
paper is focused on a particular case study, we are 
currently applying this approach to other numerical 
applications with more complex parallelism patterns 
successfully. 
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Abstract— Heterogeneous administrative domains, operating sys-
tems (OS), and libraries make it difficult for computational scientists
to fully utilize metacomputers and grids. Dealing with the presence or
absence of features on, say, different clusters, adds complexity. How
can a user or high-performance computing (HPC) application abstract
out the heterogeneity?

One possible solution is to use a virtual machine (VM) environment
that supports guest operating systems and virtual disks. But, over the
decades, VMs have sometimes suffered from performance overheads
and limited platforms on which they can run. Through a simple quan-
titative study, we show that recent improvements in software and hard-
ware support reduces the overheads for HPC applications (e.g., GRO-
MACS, BLAST, HMMer) to under 6% for compute-intensive jobs, but
9.7% or higher for more I/O-intensive jobs, on our x86-based platform.
We also argue for qualitative and pragmatic benefits of using VMs for
HPC, including ease of deployment, improved functionality, and the
ability to run jobs on more systems than would normally be accessible.
While not perfect, VMs are emerging as a pragmatic tool in HPC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Heterogeneity, in various forms, is often a pragmatic bar-
rier to users taking advantage of different computer systems
for a high-performance computing (HPC) workload. For ex-
ample, many scientific computations in HPC consist of a set
of similar jobs (sequential or parallel; we mainly focus on
sequential jobs in this discussion) for a parameter sweep,
such as exploring the forces between two molecules as the
relative position of the molecules change [Su and Xu, 2005].
Ideally, the scientist should be able to aggregate the research
group’s workstations, the department’s cluster, and the uni-
versity’s HPC consortia to run different, independent jobs
from the workload. But, if the systems have different secu-
rity infrastructure, run different operating systems (OS), or
have different versions of software libraries, then there is a
(potentially) complex process of porting and re-configuring
the application and jobs for each system.

A. Background

Grid computing [Foster et al., 2002] attempts to solve
some of the heterogeneity problems by mandating a class
of software that needs to be installed on all systems. For ex-
ample, if one installs the Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI)
on all the systems, it becomes possible to support a com-
mon security model on the grid, regardless of the existing,
heterogeneous security mechanisms. In essence, grid com-
puting achieves homogeneity by defining a new, homoge-

neous software platform. Other projects [Lu et al., 2006],
[Pinchak et al., 2003], [Anderson, 2004] partly address het-
erogeneity by exploiting existing software systems that are
already (nearly) universally deployed (e.g., Secure Shell for
security, or basic TCP/IP for client-server interactions) and
minimizing the new software required for HPC workloads.

Among the remaining barriers to the mainstream use
of diverse computational resources is the heterogeneity of
OSes and libraries. It is not an explicit design goal of (most)
grid computing nor metacomputing systems to abstract out
the differences between OSes for the applications. Java,
Javascript, and Flash can be described as homogeneous plat-
forms for the World Wide Web that make it unnecessary (in
theory, impossible) for applications to access the OS, thus
making heterogeneous OSes less of an issue. But, existing
applications have to be re-written for these platforms. And,
for example, the Globus Toolkit deals with the heterogene-
ity of libraries (and other software or hardware) by provid-
ing tools to automate resource discovery (i.e., finding the
platforms that have the right resources and right versions of
those resources). However, resource discovery does not ac-
tually increase the number of usable systems; resource dis-
covery locates the subset of resources that can be used.

B. Virtual Machines

How can existing, unmodified applications be supported
across different platforms, regardless of what OS and li-
braries, or version of libraries, are available on the host
system? One possible answer is through virtual machines
(VM) that virtualize the physical hardware, such as VMware
[Adams and Agesen, 2006] (www.vmware.com), Par-
allels (www.parallels.com), and, historically, IBM’s
System/360 VM. (Note that Parallels is the name of the
commercial product and is not specifically referring to par-
allelism in HPC.) Unlike Java VMs, VMware (and similar
systems) virtualize the hardware without changing the in-
struction set of the processor or the standard ways of inter-
facing to input/output (I/O) devices. There are a number
of other approaches to virtualization, including Xen’s par-
avirtualization [Barham et al., 2003], KVM’s Linux kernel-
based approach [Qumranet, 2006], and the forthcoming
Windows-based strategy from Microsoft. For this study, we
focus on VMware because of its relative maturity and cur-
rent wide availability. A comparison between different VMs
and strategies is the subject of future work.
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By virtualizing the hardware, a host server and host OS
can host the VM, which in turn can run a guest OS. On top of
the guest OS, an unmodified version of the application can
execute as if it was running on bare hardware with the ap-
propriate OS. Note that we use the term “bare hardware” (as
opposed to “virtualized hardware”) to refer to the combina-
tion of hardware and a (host) OS throughout this discussion.

For example, consider an instance of the GROMACS
application (a molecular dynamics (MD) simulator) [Lin-
dahl et al., 2001] that is normally executed on an x86-
based server, running a Linux 2.4-based distribution, with
libraries from the year 2005. VMware allows the creation
of a VM (i.e., a set of files containing the contents of vir-
tual disks) that contains Linux 2.4, the necessary libraries,
and GROMACS itself. The resulting VM can run on a host
system that consists of, say, x86-based hardware and run-
ning Microsoft Windows XP. Furthermore, VMware can run
the same VM on a variety of guest OSes, including Linux
(whether 2.4-based or 2.6-based), Mac OS X, and other ver-
sions of Windows. By packaging a VM with GROMACS,
Linux 2.4, and libraries, it should be possible to run multi-
ple instances of the same VM on heterogeneous host OSes,
with different versions of the same OS, and with different
versions of their required libraries.

However, the VM-based approach does have some disad-
vantages:
1. It is non-trivial to create a VM for a scientific application.
Packaging the OS, libraries, as well as the application itself
requires more expertise (and effort) than is typical of most
computational scientists.
2. Contemporary VM products, such as VMware, are lim-
ited to x86-based hardware platforms.
3. Virtualization has overheads [Adams and Agesen, 2006].
Emulating different I/O devices and dealing with the issues
of privilege (in the traditional sense for OSes) results in a
loss of some performance, compared to running directly on
a host OS and hardware.

The goal of this paper is to evaluate virtualization over-
heads, in the context of HPC applications, to consider some
of the pragmatic issues related to VMs, and to draw some
appropriate conclusions about the advantages and disadvan-
tages of VMs for HPC. After a set of simple, quantitative
experiments, we conclude that VMs are promising tools for
compute-intensive applications, and are less well-suited for
I/O-intensive applications.

II. THE PRAGMATICS OF VMS

A number of arguments have been made in favour of
using VMs on grids and similar environments [Figueiredo
et al., 2003]. In this section, we focus on three main prag-
matic reasons to consider VMs. In the next section, we con-
sider the performance of full-sized applications.

Pragmatics 1: Virtual Appliances: Although creat-
ing a VM from scratch does require expertise, a growing
trend with VMs is to create so-called virtual appliances.
For example, a Linux 2.6-based distribution (be it Gentoo,
Debian, Scientific Linux, or any other) can be packaged
into a VM and distributed as a unit, analogous to shrink-
wrapped consumer software. In particular, VMware now
supports an online user community where dozens of pre-

packaged appliances have been created and are available for
download (http://www.vmware.com/vmtn/). Ex-
amples of appliances include self-contained mail servers,
network firewalls, and distributed file systems [Closson
and Lu, 2005]. And, the virtual appliances can be used
with VMware’s free-to-use versions of their VM, known
as VMware Player (analogous to the free-to-use version of
Adobe Acrobat, known as Acrobat Reader) and VMware
Server (which is different than the non-free VMware ESX
Server).

Due to the open-source licence of Linux and related soft-
ware, users can install their applications on the VM, and the
resulting appliance can also be redistributed. One can imag-
ine GROMACS being installed on top of an existing Linux-
based virtual appliance to create, say, a GROMACS appli-
ance. Therefore, most computational scientists do not have
to become experts in installing and configuring Linux; they
install their software on the VM in the same way they install
their applications on their Linux cluster. Or, they download
a pre-made application-specific appliance.

Whether packaging one’s own VM or using a pre-made
appliance, the result is a system that can be used without
changes on a variety of host OSes, regardless of what ver-
sion of the OS or libraries are on the host. That is a sig-
nificant reduction in the amount of heterogeneity that the
computational scientist has to be concerned about.

We have built a virtual appliance of our own, the Trel-
lis NAS Bridge Appliance (Trellis NBA or TNBA). It is a
virtual appliance that provides “bridged” file access [Clos-
son and Lu, 2005] across administrative domains using
Secure Shell as the basic security mechanism [Lu et al.,
2006]. In HPC, explicit stage-in/stage-out of data is com-
mon, tedious, and error-prone. Using a combination of
Samba (www.samba.org) and technology from the Trel-
lis Project, TNBA allows unmodified binary applications
to access files (using open, read, write, and close, as per
a file system) instead of via copying or file transfer. We
believe that the packaging of virtual appliances with a dis-
tributed file system will provide a useful platform for HPC,
especially if the performance overheads are negligible (Sec-
tion III-E).

Pragmatics 2: x86 Platform: Although VMware and
most contemporary VMs are limited to x86-based hardware
platforms, it is such an ubiquitous platform that it is still
meaningful to consider the VM-based approach. Further-
more, a virtual appliance can be run on (almost) any x86-
based system running Microsoft Windows, Linux, and Mac
OS X. Therefore, in some situations, the number of actual
servers that are usable with the VM can grow in some ways
(i.e., more OSes) while shrinking in other ways (i.e., non-
x86 servers).

Pragmatics 3: Overheads: Perhaps the most worrisome
aspect of VMs is the potential loss of performance. In HPC,
a great deal of money and effort is spent to increase perfor-
mance by a few percent. How much of an overhead does
the VM incur? Why would anyone be willing to use an ap-
proach that had any additional overhead?

This paper attempts to quantify the basic overheads of
the VM approach. Using the GMX benchmarks distributed
with GROMACS, we measure the overhead to be less than
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6% (Section III-C, Figure 3) for the more compute-intensive
workloads. For more I/O-intensive workloads, we measured
overheads as high as 9.7% when comparing the VM against
bare hardware. Therefore, the VM-based approach may not
be ideal for all scientific HPC applications. But, if one’s
application is similar to GROMACS, then for about a 6%
reduction in performance, one can gain the benefits of a
portable virtual appliance (to deal with heterogeneity) that
can potentially run on many different x86-based OSes.

III. EXPERIMENTS

The goal of the experiments is to answer the question:
Can the current generation of VMs, as represented by
VMware, be competitive enough with bare hardware to war-
rant consideration for throughput-oriented HPC workloads?

To measure the overheads of running scientific appli-
cations, three widely used scientific applications related
to bioinformatics and biological simulation are measured
on hardware and under VMware on the same platform.
The benchmarks are BLAST [Altschul et al., 1990] (se-
quence matching in bioinformatics), HMMer [Eddy, 1998]
(machine-learned pattern matching), and GROMACS [Lin-
dahl et al., 2001] (molecular dynamics simulation). These
benchmarks are in wide use and often run on clusters with
a batch scheduler. Also, GROMACS and HMMer have
both been included in the recently released SPEC CPU 2006
benchmarks.

All real-time data points are the averages of five runs, as
measured using gettimeofday(), where the observed
standard deviation of times is very low. There is some con-
cern about the use of gettimeofday() inside VMs, so
we also experimented with using the timestamps on network
ping packets to measure real time [VMware, Inc., 2006].
We found differences of less than 1% in the timings between
gettimeofday() and ping for our runs.

Our test machines are dual Opteron (model 248, running
at 2.2 GHz) Linux servers with 4 GB of RAM and a 250
GB disk. The virtual environment is run under VMware
Server version 1.0.1, which is free-to-use after registering.
Note that we did not use the higher-performance VMware
ESX Server, which has an associated licencing fee. Bench-
marks using VMware ESX Server would be of interest, but
for practical reasons, those experiments are left for future
work.

Virtual machines were configured with 2 GB of RAM,
which is sufficient for all of the non-I/O-related needs of the
benchmarks. For our experiments, the memory allocated
to a VM is less than the total physical memory of the host
hardware. We used 2 GB of RAM in the VM even though
the server had 4 GB of RAM since our applications did not
require all of the memory, and to eliminate any issues re-
lated to overcommitting memory and paging. In general,
the amount of useful memory for the VM will be less than
the total physical memory, which is one of the trade-offs in
the VM-based approach.

Except where it is noted in the results, the virtual ma-
chines were configured to use two processors. The oper-
ating system on the servers (“host OS”) is Scientific Linux
4.4 (Linux Kernel 2.6). Our “guest OS” inside the virtual
machines is Gentoo Linux 2006.1 (Linux Kernel 2.6). Our

experience is that there are no significant performance dif-
ferences between the two Linux distributions; we chose both
Scientific Linux and Gentoo to emphasize how VMs allow
for different guest and host OSes. Each virtual machine has
two 16 GB virtual disks. Growable disks are used for all
experiments, but we also report on performance with preal-
located disks in selected situations (Section III-D). One disk
is used for system data and the second is used exclusively to
run the experiments.

In the first part of our study, we compare applications run-
ning under a virtual machine, VMware Server, versus run-
ning on bare hardware. In this experiment, both the host and
guest OSes are 64-bit versions. In the second part of our
study, the GROMACS and BLAST applications run within
a virtual machine. The virtual machine in this experiment
is the current version of our Trellis NAS Bridge Appliance
(TNBA) (with the Trellis File System) (Section II), which is
packaged with a 32-bit version of Gentoo as the guest OS.
The ability to run a 32-bit guest OS on a 64-bit host OS
is another example of how VMs can abstract heterogeneity
(Section III-F). We ran benchmarks with the data located
outside the virtual machine on a different machine on the
local network and brought in “on demand”. The machines
are connected with gigabit Ethernet across a switch. We
compare two techniques for accessing the remote data: the
Trellis File System and stage-in/stage-out.

A. BLAST

BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) is a widely
used tool for finding similar nucleotide or protein sequences.
A typical input is a single sequence which is compared
against a database of known sequences. The most statis-
tically similar sequences are computed and returned. The
BLAST tests were taken from two sources: (1) the Bioin-
formatics Benchmark System (BBS) benchmark (version 3)
and (2) the Pathway Analyst project here at the University
of Alberta. For our experiments, we used BLAST version
2.2.15.

The BBS BLAST benchmarks were used in the first
part of our study, along with the FASTA NR and PATNT
databases from NCBI dated December 12, 2006. The BBS
benchmark tests three different programs in the BLAST
suite. Using vmstat, we did a rough characterization of
the I/O intensity of the different programs and found that
they required averages of 8,600 blocks per second (bps),
1,016 bps, and 219 bps (of 4 kilobyte blocks) of I/O for the
single CPU versions of blastn, blastx and tblastx, respec-
tively. The algorithmic differences between these programs
are beyond the scope of this paper, but each varies in its
input, comparison method, and measured I/O intensity.

The Pathway Analyst BLAST test (Table I) was used in
the second part of our study. For the Pathway Analyst test,
the proteome (all proteins) of E. coli was compared against
43 organisms, including itself, from the KEGG dataset
downloaded on September 28, 2006. In total, 18,841 se-
quences were searched for against 289,770 sequences in the
database. The program blastp is used in the Pathway An-
alyst benchmark. blastp compares an amino acid query
sequence against a protein sequence dataset.
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suite. Using vmstat, we did a rough characterization of
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they required averages of 8,600 blocks per second (bps),
1,016 bps, and 219 bps (of 4 kilobyte blocks) of I/O for the
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tively. The algorithmic differences between these programs
are beyond the scope of this paper, but each varies in its
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VM with growable disks and VM with preallocated disks.
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Fig. 2. Performance of the BBS HMMer Benchmark under VMware Server and on hardware. Percentage overhead versus hardware shown above the bar:
VM with growable disks and VM with preallocated disks. Datapoints are without (0 to 5) and with (6 and 7) the NR database.

B. HMMer

HMMer (pronounced “Hammer”) is a profile hidden
Markov model (HMM) implementation that generates sta-
tistical descriptions of sequence families and searches
databases for similar sequences. Similar to our BLAST
benchmarks, the inputs for HMMer were taken from the
BBS. Version 2.3.2 of HMMer was used for the tests. The
HMMer benchmark includes HMM training applications
and search applications. HMM training (labeled hmmer-
no-nr in the graphs) are compute-intensive with little I/O.
The HMM search applications (labeled hmmer-with-nr in
the graph) are a database search and so are I/O-intensive, as
confirmed by vmstat. For the HMM search, the FASTA
NR database mentioned above was used as the database to
search against.

C. GROMACS

GROMACS is a suite of applications used for molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. It generates the trajectories of
the atoms in a molecule, in water, over a period of time, typ-
ically on the order of picoseconds or nanoseconds. For this
study, we measure the runtime of the computationally inten-
sive mdrun program that actually performs the simulation.
GROMACS v3.2.1 was used with the FFTW v2.2.15 library.
We used GROMACS v3.2.1 as it is the version used by com-
putational biologists that we collaborate with. The newer
GROMACS v3.3.1 has had issues with different versions of
the GNU C compiler (gcc) that has kept our collaborators
from using it. As input, we used the GROMACS bench-
marking system gmxbench that consists of four molecules
published by the GROMACS group. The four molecules in
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B. HMMer

HMMer (pronounced “Hammer”) is a profile hidden
Markov model (HMM) implementation that generates sta-
tistical descriptions of sequence families and searches
databases for similar sequences. Similar to our BLAST
benchmarks, the inputs for HMMer were taken from the
BBS. Version 2.3.2 of HMMer was used for the tests. The
HMMer benchmark includes HMM training applications
and search applications. HMM training (labeled hmmer-
no-nr in the graphs) are compute-intensive with little I/O.
The HMM search applications (labeled hmmer-with-nr in
the graph) are a database search and so are I/O-intensive, as
confirmed by vmstat. For the HMM search, the FASTA
NR database mentioned above was used as the database to
search against.

C. GROMACS

GROMACS is a suite of applications used for molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. It generates the trajectories of
the atoms in a molecule, in water, over a period of time, typ-
ically on the order of picoseconds or nanoseconds. For this
study, we measure the runtime of the computationally inten-
sive mdrun program that actually performs the simulation.
GROMACS v3.2.1 was used with the FFTW v2.2.15 library.
We used GROMACS v3.2.1 as it is the version used by com-
putational biologists that we collaborate with. The newer
GROMACS v3.3.1 has had issues with different versions of
the GNU C compiler (gcc) that has kept our collaborators
from using it. As input, we used the GROMACS bench-
marking system gmxbench that consists of four molecules
published by the GROMACS group. The four molecules in
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Fig. 3. Performance of GROMACS gmxbench under VMware Server and on hardware. Percentage overhead versus hardware shown above the bar: VM with
growable disks only.

gmxbench are d.dppc, d.lzm, d.poly-ch2, and d.villin. This
benchmark is used in both Sections III-D and III-E.

D. Results

Figure 1 shows the results for the BBS BLAST bench-
mark, with one and two processors via shared-memory par-
allelism. Each set of bars compare the same benchmark run
under VMware versus being run on hardware. Both grow-
able and preallocated disks are evaluated. The percentages
above the bars are the percentage overheads in runtime un-
der virtualization.

For growable disks (i.e., virtual disks that allocate storage
on demand, instead of at time of creation), the overheads
vary from 0.2% to up 9.7% for substantial runs, with a high
of 20.9% overhead for a small dataset run. The standard
deviation on the average of five runs for each data point is
approximately 4%. There are data points (in most of the ex-
periments discussed in this section) in which the VM and
hardware times are almost identical, or where the VM times
are nominally “faster” than on real hardware by a small
amount. However, we focus on the cases where the dif-
ferences are significant to better understand the worst-case
scenarios. For space reasons, all BBS benchmarks are num-
bered, with the names given in the legend.

Whereas growable disks use less storage for sparsely pop-
ulated virtual disks, preallocated disks have lower perfor-
mance overheads [VMware, Inc., 2006]. Our experiments
support this tuning guideline as the runtime overheads for
BLAST are reduced to between 0% to 5.6% when using
preallocated disks. Therefore, if storage efficiency is key,
then growable disks can be used, but preallocated disks of-
fer higher performance for BLAST.

Figure 2 shows the results of the BBS HMMer bench-
marks run in a similar manner to the BLAST benchmarks.
The overheads are shown to be as low as minus 1.2% with
growable disks (which is within the standard deviation of the
data point). The lower overheads are on the HMMer train-
ing benchmarks (i.e., without the NR database, datapoints 0
to 5). The two sets of bars to the right of the graph (labeled
6 and 7) are the HMM searches with overheads as high as

7.7%, with growable disks. These datapoints have higher
I/O rates (measured via vmstat to be up to 335 bps on av-
erage) as they must search the NR database, which is 11 GB
in size. With preallocated disks, the overheads drop to 5.6%
and 2.5% for the single and dual CPU versions, respectively.

The results of the GROMACS gmxbench benchmark are
shown in Figure 3. The overheads for gmxbench are from
minus 0.60% to 5.86%. The mdrun program generates four
output files that describe the simulated molecular dynamics
of the input molecules. These files vary from 200 KB for
d.poly-ch2 to over 2 MB for d.dppc, which are small by cur-
rent standards. As used in gmxbench, GROMACS is known
to be compute-intensive and is representative of a large class
of simulation-based applications.

E. Using Trellis File System for Remote Data Access

As an example of the pragmatic benefits of packaging
and virtual appliances (Pragmatics 1, Section II), the Trel-
lis File System can be pre-installed and configured in the
VM, along with the application itself. Normally, deploy-
ing a distributed file system is either prohibitively complex
for most computational scientists or the file system requires
privileged access to install. With the VM-based approach,
the Trellis File System can be made available as a virtual
appliance. The scientist can then co-install their application
with the appliance and use it. Running the VM-based appli-
ance and application on a compute node requires no special
privilege, since all of the privileged steps are encapsulated
inside the VM.

Efficient remote data access is also important in being
able to leverage virtualization in metacomputers. Two tech-
niques for accessing remote data were measured in this part
of the study. The first is the common practice of using
scripts to stage the data in and out of a compute node (in
our case the VM). The second is using the Trellis File Sys-
tem to access the data. The Trellis File System accesses the
remote nodes and exports a file system interface through a
Samba server running inside the virtual machine. For this
part of our study, we used the gmxbench benchmark and the
BLAST search from the Pathway Analyst project (Table I).
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allelism. Each set of bars compare the same benchmark run
under VMware versus being run on hardware. Both grow-
able and preallocated disks are evaluated. The percentages
above the bars are the percentage overheads in runtime un-
der virtualization.

For growable disks (i.e., virtual disks that allocate storage
on demand, instead of at time of creation), the overheads
vary from 0.2% to up 9.7% for substantial runs, with a high
of 20.9% overhead for a small dataset run. The standard
deviation on the average of five runs for each data point is
approximately 4%. There are data points (in most of the ex-
periments discussed in this section) in which the VM and
hardware times are almost identical, or where the VM times
are nominally “faster” than on real hardware by a small
amount. However, we focus on the cases where the dif-
ferences are significant to better understand the worst-case
scenarios. For space reasons, all BBS benchmarks are num-
bered, with the names given in the legend.
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ulated virtual disks, preallocated disks have lower perfor-
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support this tuning guideline as the runtime overheads for
BLAST are reduced to between 0% to 5.6% when using
preallocated disks. Therefore, if storage efficiency is key,
then growable disks can be used, but preallocated disks of-
fer higher performance for BLAST.

Figure 2 shows the results of the BBS HMMer bench-
marks run in a similar manner to the BLAST benchmarks.
The overheads are shown to be as low as minus 1.2% with
growable disks (which is within the standard deviation of the
data point). The lower overheads are on the HMMer train-
ing benchmarks (i.e., without the NR database, datapoints 0
to 5). The two sets of bars to the right of the graph (labeled
6 and 7) are the HMM searches with overheads as high as

7.7%, with growable disks. These datapoints have higher
I/O rates (measured via vmstat to be up to 335 bps on av-
erage) as they must search the NR database, which is 11 GB
in size. With preallocated disks, the overheads drop to 5.6%
and 2.5% for the single and dual CPU versions, respectively.

The results of the GROMACS gmxbench benchmark are
shown in Figure 3. The overheads for gmxbench are from
minus 0.60% to 5.86%. The mdrun program generates four
output files that describe the simulated molecular dynamics
of the input molecules. These files vary from 200 KB for
d.poly-ch2 to over 2 MB for d.dppc, which are small by cur-
rent standards. As used in gmxbench, GROMACS is known
to be compute-intensive and is representative of a large class
of simulation-based applications.

E. Using Trellis File System for Remote Data Access

As an example of the pragmatic benefits of packaging
and virtual appliances (Pragmatics 1, Section II), the Trel-
lis File System can be pre-installed and configured in the
VM, along with the application itself. Normally, deploy-
ing a distributed file system is either prohibitively complex
for most computational scientists or the file system requires
privileged access to install. With the VM-based approach,
the Trellis File System can be made available as a virtual
appliance. The scientist can then co-install their application
with the appliance and use it. Running the VM-based appli-
ance and application on a compute node requires no special
privilege, since all of the privileged steps are encapsulated
inside the VM.

Efficient remote data access is also important in being
able to leverage virtualization in metacomputers. Two tech-
niques for accessing remote data were measured in this part
of the study. The first is the common practice of using
scripts to stage the data in and out of a compute node (in
our case the VM). The second is using the Trellis File Sys-
tem to access the data. The Trellis File System accesses the
remote nodes and exports a file system interface through a
Samba server running inside the virtual machine. For this
part of our study, we used the gmxbench benchmark and the
BLAST search from the Pathway Analyst project (Table I).
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Benchmark Trellis NAS Bridge Appliance Stage-in/Stage-out
Total (% overhead vs. stage-in/out) Total = computation + scp

GROMACS d.dppc 4,412.7 (2.6%) 4,307.1 4,300.8 6.3
d.lzm 607.35 (0.6%) 603.7 601.2 2.5

d.poly-ch2 102.7 (1.2%) 101.4 99.4 2.0
d.villin 89.7 (2.5%) 87.5 85.9 1.6

Pathway Analyst BLAST 15,005.5 (5.5%) 14,218.5 14,182.0 36.5

TABLE I: Remote data access from within a virtual machine: Trellis NBA v. Stage-in/Stage-out for GROMACS and BLAST (times are in seconds).

For both remote access methods, the benchmark application
is running within the VM and the data is stored on a different
node in the same cluster.

There is a row for each of the GROMACS gmxbench
molecules and the last row is for the Pathway Analyst
BLAST run (Table I). The second column is real time in
seconds of the benchmark using Trellis NBA to access the
remote data and store the results back to the home node.
The GROMACS and BLAST applications are unmodified
and use the Trellis File System via pre-configured mount
points inside the VM. The percentage overhead of Trellis
NBA versus stage-in/stage-out is in parentheses. For stage-
in/stage-out, the total times are given as well as a breakdown
of the time between computation (mdrun for GROMACS
and blastp for BLAST) and explicit data movement via
Secure Copy (scp).

The additional overheads of TNBA vary from 0.6% to
2.6% for GROMACS and the overhead is 5.5% for the
BLAST job from Pathway Analyst. The overheads are due
to the use of Samba and Trellis (i.e., extra software layers)
within the virtual appliance. For future work, we plan on
optimizing the software and improving performance. Cur-
rently, for a trade-off of less than 6% in additional overhead,
the Trellis NAS Bridge Appliance can provide a distributed
file system that does not require any special privilege to in-
stall and use, other than installing VMware Server itself.

F. 32-bit vs. 64-bit Assembler Optimizations

When running the GROMACS application in Section III-
E (Table I), we observed that the runtimes were lower than
both the hardware and VM times from Section III-D (e.g.,
4,412.7 seconds in Table I versus 5,340 seconds, which is
the left-most hardware bar in Figure 3 for d.dppc). Af-
ter some investigation, we realized that running in the 32-
bit Trellis NAS Bridge Appliance VM (Table I) was the
cause of the difference. The VM hid the fact that the phys-
ical processor was an 64-bit Opteron (x86-64) and so the
guest OS and GROMACS detected a 32-bit i686 proces-
sor. The GROMACS configuration then compiled highly-
optimized i686 assembler loops into the GROMACS ap-
plication. These optimized assembler loops resulted in the
much lower runtime. The version of GROMACS (version
3.2.1) we were running did not support the same optimiza-
tions under x86-64, so the GROMACS in Section III-D was
slower. After tracking down the cause, we also found that
the i686 optimizations could not be compiled on the host
64-bit OS. More recent versions of GROMACS (e.g., ver-
sion 3.3.1) do have the optimized loops for 64-bit OSes.

A full comparison of 32-bit versus 64-bit issues is beyond
the scope of this paper. And, this anomaly is likely transi-
tory. But, as discussed above, the ability to run a 32-bit guest
OS on a 64-bit host OS is another example of how VMs can
abstract heterogeneity.

IV. RELATED WORK AND COMMENTS

Other researchers have studied the overheads of VMs
[Adams and Agesen, 2006] and the strategy of using VMs to
encapsulate HPC jobs [Figueiredo et al., 2003], [Santhanam
et al., 2005]. Our study extends and updates those studies by
choosing full-sized applications (e.g., GROMACS, BLAST,
HMMer) that are in wide use in our HPC community, and
our research group (e.g., the Proteome and Pathway Ana-
lyst projects in our department use BLAST and HMMer),
instead of relying on industry-standard (but generic) bench-
marks such as SPEC [Adams and Agesen, 2006].

The use of virtual machines in distributed environments
has been studied before. As part of the In-VIGO system,
Figueiredo et al. [Figueiredo et al., 2003] examine using
virtual machines for distributed computation within a grid
framework. They also use VMware. To measure overheads,
the authors used two compute-intensive SPEC benchmarks.
They report overheads of 1-4% which are lower but con-
sistent with our findings for compute-intensive applications.
Their paper did not analyze I/O-intensive applications, but
they did measure the impact of other factors such as com-
peting processes. Zhao et al. [Zhao et al., 2004], also part
of In-VIGO, designed the grid virtual file system (GVFS),
a distributed file system for efficiently moving virtual ma-
chines across the wide-area network and providing data ac-
cess within VMs. Network latency for VM images and
application data are not separated in their experiments, so
the overheads specifically from virtualization are not clear.
The conclusions in both papers from In-VIGO are similar to
ours: the overheads of virtual machines are acceptable for
the benefit they provide in abstracting heterogeneous envi-
ronments.

Santhanam et al. [Santhanam et al., 2005] examine run-
ning Condor computations within a virtual environment.
The focus is similar to our Pragmatics 1 (Section II) in us-
ing VMs as sandboxes for the grid. They focus on running
computations in four different configurations of Xen virtual
machines. The variations involve the location of data and
network connectivity of the VM. Their experiments mea-
sure data-intensive microbenchmarks involving thousands
of concurrent reads and network operations. They charac-
terize the impact that different data access methods, such as
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Benchmark Trellis NAS Bridge Appliance Stage-in/Stage-out
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TABLE I: Remote data access from within a virtual machine: Trellis NBA v. Stage-in/Stage-out for GROMACS and BLAST (times are in seconds).
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remote I/O and whole-file caching, have on performance.
Their baseline for comparison of the VMs is the Condor
Vanilla and Standard Universes [Litzkow et al., 1988]. Con-
dor runs batch jobs in distributed, heterogeneous environ-
ments. The Condor Vanilla Universe is the closest to our
hardware experiments. As expected, their experiments re-
veal I/0 overheads under virtualization. However, due to
their exclusive use of microbenchmarks, it is not clear what
overheads can be expected for applications.

Our quantitative evaluation uses full-sized HPC applica-
tions instead of microbenchmarks. Moreover, our use of the
commercial, widely-available VMware, instead of the more
research-oriented Condor and Xen combination [Santhanam
et al., 2005], is arguably more applicable for our production
environments.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Although virtual machines have been around for decades,
recent developments in VMs for x86-based platforms have
re-opened the VM debate. A variety of VMs are now avail-
able commercially (e.g., VMware, Parallels) and as open-
source software (with commercial support) (e.g., Linux
KVM, Xen). Pragmatically, VMs are a convenient way to
package and deploy scientific applications across heteroge-
neous system. For example, applications can be packaged
with their required libraries and support programs, including
(perhaps) a distributed file system (e.g., Trellis NAS Bridge
Appliance) that would otherwise be difficult or impossible
to install without special privilege.

However, an important concern about VMs is whether
or not the associated overheads are too onerous. In our
simple, quantitative study, we show that the overheads for
a compute-intensive application, such as GROMACS, can
be under 6%. For more I/O-intensive applications (e.g.,
BLAST, HMMer with NR database), the overheads can be
as high as 9.7%. The overheads will vary depending on the
application itself, which is why we chose to do a contempo-
rary evaluation of well-known scientific applications (i.e.,
BLAST, GROMACS, HMMer) using a modern VM (i.e.,
VMware). A performance comparison of different VMs and
with a broader range of sequential and parallel applications
is the subject of future work.

There will always be reasons to not give up any perfor-
mance at all. But, for the convenience and other bene-
fits of VMs, there may be other situations where the cost-
performance trade-off is worth re-visiting.
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Abstract—A queueing model is developed for a multi-

RAID storage system implemented on modern zoned

disks, using fine, accurate access time functions. An

extension of a previous analytical model that utilizes

Fork-Join composition of M/G/1 queues, it describes

zoning directly in terms of the probability distributions

or moments of the model’s components, such as seek

time, rotational latency and data transfer time. These

quantities are calculated directly using the principles of

operation of the hardware. This is in contrast to esti-

mating them from simulations and theoretical bounds,

as in previous zoned disk models. The resulting multi-

RAID model turns out to be accurate, when its perfor-

mance predictions, characterized here by the mean of

queueing and response times, are compared with sim-

ulation, and also scalable; not only for the zoned tech-

nology but also for alternate ones.

keywords : Multi-RAID, Zoned disks, Fork-Join,
M/G/1 queues, I/O modelling, Simulation.

I. Introduction

Computer applications become ever more data in-
tensive. To satisfy their QoS requirements in terms
of capacity, performance and availability, RAID (Re-
dundant Arrays of Independent Disks) are commonly
used. To describe and predict RAID performance,
several analytical and simulation models have ap-
peared in the literature since the introduction of
RAID [2] but their objective is always one and only
one RAID configuration per disk array. However, it
has been shown that with the continous evolution of
data access to disk arrays, it is necessary to provide
different RAID configurations on the same array to
adapt the data storage to user requirements on ac-
cess time and availability. This leads to better ex-
ploitation of the storage system’s space and improved
performance of its usage. With the introduction of
this type of multi-RAID system, none of the available
RAID models is capable of describing and predicting
its performance effectively.

We introduced a new analytical queueing method-
ology for this purpose in [6], [25] and this is still the
only one addressing such a complex disk array, to our
best knowledge. Any analytical performance mod-
elling of storage systems is concerned with expressing
mathematically the details of its devices’ technology.
This is not yet the case for our multi-RAID model
since, to date, it cannot account for zoned disks. The
aim of this paper is to extend our previous modelling
study [8] by taking into account both the fine details
of modern zoning disk technology and more complex,
but more representative, access time functions. The

result is an accurate and scalable multi-RAID model.
In the rest of the paper, section 2 summarizes RAID

systems and modelling in this area. Section 3 de-
tails the new, analytical model, describing zoned disks
and the aforementioned access time functions, whereas
Section 4 describes the simulation procedures. Sec-
tion 5 discusses and compares the numerical results
obtained from the analytical model and the simula-
tion. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and sug-
gests future research directions.

II. Overview of the RAID system and

related work

A RAID storage system consists of a disk system
manager and a collection (array) of independent disks.
The disk system manager is a software component of
the RAID controller. It receives logical requests from
the multiple system users, at different rates, subdi-
vides the data into blocks and distributes them across
the disks. Consequently, for each logical request, it
generates a number of physical requests and sends
them to the associated disks which receive requests at
different rates. Finally, the disk system manager waits
for responses from each requested disk to construct the
(logical) response to send to the user. The request
subdivision-distribution process is performed accord-
ing to the data/redundancy pattern over the disks.
When various data placement schemes [2] coexist with
dynamic selection of the current redundancy pattern,
in order to provide storage space and access time opti-
mizations, we obtain a dynamic Multi-RAID [24]. Re-
quests’ independent executions on such asynchronous
disks lead to Fork-Join-type modelling problems, de-
scribed and analysed in [8].
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Fig. 1. Requests flow in a RAID storage system

Modelling of RAID systems is the subject of several
studies. For a few examples, we can cite the approx-
imation of access latency [11], queueing models for
RAID3 and RAID5 [1], RAID queueing models in dif-
ferent execution modes – normal, degraded and recov-
ery [13], [14], reconstruction and failure tolerance [5]
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quantities are calculated directly using the principles of

operation of the hardware. This is in contrast to esti-

mating them from simulations and theoretical bounds,

as in previous zoned disk models. The resulting multi-

RAID model turns out to be accurate, when its perfor-

mance predictions, characterized here by the mean of

queueing and response times, are compared with sim-

ulation, and also scalable; not only for the zoned tech-

nology but also for alternate ones.

keywords : Multi-RAID, Zoned disks, Fork-Join,
M/G/1 queues, I/O modelling, Simulation.

I. Introduction

Computer applications become ever more data in-
tensive. To satisfy their QoS requirements in terms
of capacity, performance and availability, RAID (Re-
dundant Arrays of Independent Disks) are commonly
used. To describe and predict RAID performance,
several analytical and simulation models have ap-
peared in the literature since the introduction of
RAID [2] but their objective is always one and only
one RAID configuration per disk array. However, it
has been shown that with the continous evolution of
data access to disk arrays, it is necessary to provide
different RAID configurations on the same array to
adapt the data storage to user requirements on ac-
cess time and availability. This leads to better ex-
ploitation of the storage system’s space and improved
performance of its usage. With the introduction of
this type of multi-RAID system, none of the available
RAID models is capable of describing and predicting
its performance effectively.

We introduced a new analytical queueing method-
ology for this purpose in [6], [25] and this is still the
only one addressing such a complex disk array, to our
best knowledge. Any analytical performance mod-
elling of storage systems is concerned with expressing
mathematically the details of its devices’ technology.
This is not yet the case for our multi-RAID model
since, to date, it cannot account for zoned disks. The
aim of this paper is to extend our previous modelling
study [8] by taking into account both the fine details
of modern zoning disk technology and more complex,
but more representative, access time functions. The

result is an accurate and scalable multi-RAID model.
In the rest of the paper, section 2 summarizes RAID

systems and modelling in this area. Section 3 de-
tails the new, analytical model, describing zoned disks
and the aforementioned access time functions, whereas
Section 4 describes the simulation procedures. Sec-
tion 5 discusses and compares the numerical results
obtained from the analytical model and the simula-
tion. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and sug-
gests future research directions.

II. Overview of the RAID system and

related work

A RAID storage system consists of a disk system
manager and a collection (array) of independent disks.
The disk system manager is a software component of
the RAID controller. It receives logical requests from
the multiple system users, at different rates, subdi-
vides the data into blocks and distributes them across
the disks. Consequently, for each logical request, it
generates a number of physical requests and sends
them to the associated disks which receive requests at
different rates. Finally, the disk system manager waits
for responses from each requested disk to construct the
(logical) response to send to the user. The request
subdivision-distribution process is performed accord-
ing to the data/redundancy pattern over the disks.
When various data placement schemes [2] coexist with
dynamic selection of the current redundancy pattern,
in order to provide storage space and access time opti-
mizations, we obtain a dynamic Multi-RAID [24]. Re-
quests’ independent executions on such asynchronous
disks lead to Fork-Join-type modelling problems, de-
scribed and analysed in [8].
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Fig. 1. Requests flow in a RAID storage system

Modelling of RAID systems is the subject of several
studies. For a few examples, we can cite the approx-
imation of access latency [11], queueing models for
RAID3 and RAID5 [1], RAID queueing models in dif-
ferent execution modes – normal, degraded and recov-
ery [13], [14], reconstruction and failure tolerance [5]
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and caching and controller optimization [3], [23]. All
of these models are appropriate for different RAID
levels but just one at a time. Thus, none of them is
appropriate for a multi-RAID system. To our knowl-
edge, only the model presented in [8] can handle ana-
lytically all the characteristics of a multi-RAID system
and can be used to predict its performance. In fact,
on a multi-RAID, the unbalanced workload leads to a
difference between disks’ waiting times and the use of
asynchronous disks introduces a significant difference
between the seek times. The RAID is then presented
as a collection of M/G/1 queues, one for each disk, in-
teracting so as to account for synchronization between
the disks. This interaction may be approximated by
estimating the mean of the maximum of the response
times among the disks involved in a logical access. In
fact, an exact solution for this type of Fork-Join prob-
lem was obtained for Poisson arrivals and exponen-
tial service times, together with an approximation for
other distributions in [6], [8]. A detailed evaluation of
such approximations is the subject of [7]. However, in
this multi-RAID model, it was assumed that all disk
cylinders are identical and the seek time is calculated
using a simple function as derived in [18].

Recently, a new disk organisation emerged called
zoned disk technology, in which the number of sectors
per track is variable. Consecutive cylinders are col-
lected into groups, called zones, such that within each
zone, the track capacity (number of sectors) and the
transfer rate are fixed. However, these two parame-
ters decrease from the outer to the inner zones. These
disks have become very popular due to their greater
storage capacitiy and transfer rate. Their average ro-
tational latency is constant but the variable seek and
transfer times necessitate more complex calculations
in terms of the assumed statistical workload and disk
behaviour in a storage model [16], [17].

RAID modelling relies strongly on the analysis of
Fork-Join queueing networks. Until now, research has
mainly been concerned with approximations, perfor-
mance bounds and calculations based on simulations.
In [21], [20], a performance bound is calculated for
a closed Fork-Join network. In [15], the Fork-Join
response time for homogeneous processes with expo-
nential service time distributions is calculated for two
processes and approximated for more, based on sim-
ulations and theoretical bounds. In [22], Fork-Join
queueing systems with general service times are ap-
proximated using interpolation and in [19], the ap-
proximation of similar systems is based solely on pre-
liminary simulations.

III. Analytical model

The entire RAID model that we address is based on
a collection of M/G/1 queues with various extensions
to account for the Fork-Join nature of the parallel disk
accesses corresponding to a logical request. The re-
sponse time of each physical request, to an individual
disk, is composed of four components: the time spent
waiting to start service in the disk queue (Q), the seek

time (S), the rotational latency (R) and the transfer
time, which we separate into two components, t and
T , corresponding to transfer from the disk’s cylinder
to its buffer and from this buffer via the bus, respec-
tively. The model we develop uses the notation shown
in Table I.

Parameter Description
N Number of disks in the storage system.
C Number of cylinders on a disk.
SEC Number of sectors on the disk.
SECc Number of sectors on cylinder c.
spb Number of sectors per block.
B Logical request size (transfer block).
Qi Queueing time at disk i.
Di Seek distance on a disk i.
Si Seek time on a disk i.
Ri Rotational latency on the same cylinder.
RMAX Full disk rotation time.
t Block transfer time between the disk’s

buffer and its cylinder.
T Bus transfer time of one block.
λ Logical request arrival rate to

the storage system.
pi Probability that disk i is used.
λi Physical request arrival rate to disk i.
λRj Physical request arrival rate to

the RAIDj area.
λiRj Physical request arrival rate to a

RAIDj area on disk i.
Praidj

RAIDj area’s proportion in the
whole storage system space.

Zr(i) Read response time on disk i.
Zw(i) Write response time on disk i.
Zr Mean response time for a read.
Zw Mean response time for a write.
Z Mean response time for any request.
pw Probability that a request is a write.
pr Probability that a request is a read.
ps Probability of a sequential access.

TABLE I: Notation for the RAID model’s parameters

A. Maximum of random variables

Suppose a task forks into a number of subtasks
that are processed in parallel independently. The
task’s completion instant is that of the last subtask
to complete processing, whereupon the subtasks com-
bine (join) to re-form the original task. The Fork-Join
time of the task, i.e. the time elapsed between the fork
instant and the join instant, is therefore the maximum
of the subtasks’ processing times. In [6], the following
result for the moments of Fork-Join times in a Marko-
vian environment was derived:

Proposition 1: The kth moment Mn(α, k) of the
maximum of n ≥ 1 independent, negative exponential
random variables with parameters α = (α1, . . . , αn)
is defined by the recurrence
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Mn(α, k) =
k

∑

n

j=1
αj

Mn(α, k − 1) +

∑

n

j=1
αjMn−1(α\j , k)
∑

n

j=1
αj

for n ≥ 1 and M0(ǫ, k) = 0, for all k ≥ 1, with
Mn(α, 0) = 1 for all n ≥ 0.
where α\j = (α1, . . . , αj−1, αj+1, . . . , αm)

In the special case that all the parameters of the ex-
ponential distributions are equal (∀j, αj = α) :

Mn(α, 1) =
1

α

n
∑

m=1

1

m
and Mn(α, 2) =

1

α2

n
∑

m=1

1

m2

The logical request access time is defined as the
maximum of all its physical request access times. We
require the value of this quantity, assuming that the
physical request access times are independent.

For generally distributed random variables, it is
shown in [8] that the expected value of the maximum
of n independent, non-negative random variables with
means m = (m1, . . . , mn), α= (m−1

1 , . . . , m−1
n ) and

second moments M = (M1, . . . , Mn) is approximated
by the function I(n, α,M) defined by the recurrence,
for k = 2, . . . , n, with I(1, α1, M1) = 1/α1

I(k, α,M) =
1

k

k
∑

i=1

I(k − 1, α\i,M\i)

+αiMiLk−1(α\i, αi)/2 (1)

where Lk−1(α\i, s) is the Laplace transform of the
probability density function of the maximum of k − 1
exponential random variables.

This result is exact if all the random variables are
exponential. Notice that, when exact, all the sum-
mands give the same result. When approximate, the
result is the average obtained by picking each of the k
random variables in turn as the last in the sequence,
and maximizing this and the maximum of the rest.

In the special case that all the parameters are equal
∀i, αi = α and Mi = M , proposition 1 gives the result

Lk−1(α, α) = 1/k

so that

I(k, α,M) = I(k − 1, α,M) +
Mα

2k

I(k, α,M) = 1/α + (Mα/2)

k
∑

i=2

1/i

For each type of access (read or write), RAID vari-
ant and request size, the number of participating disks
k is computed.

B. Mean response Time

Each disk is modelled by an M/G/1 queue of phys-
ical requests. It serves read/write requests and parity
pre-read/update requests. Each physical request re-
lates to one data block and its response time is com-
posed of four terms, as formulated below. We use n
overbars to indicate an nth moment.
1. Queueing time is calculated using the Pollaczek-
Khinchin formulae[9], extended to handle multiple
classes:

E[Qi] =

∑

j=1,5 λiRjXiRj

2(1 − ρi)
(2)

where, refering to Table I,
• Xi = Si + Ri + ti is the service time on disk i;
• ti is the transfer time for one block from the track

to the buffer of disk i;

• XiRj is the second moment of service time on
RAIDj area on disk i;
• ρi = λiXi is the traffic intensity on disk i.

2. Seek time, depends on the distance Di between
the current position of the device’s read/write head
and the target position. In this paper, we use a more
complex, but more accurate, formula [12] as follows :

Si(D) =

{

0 if Di = 0
a
√

Di + b(Di − 1) + c otherwise
(3)

where a, b, c are hardware-related constants :

a = (−10 × MinSeek + 15 × AvgSeek

−5 × MaxSeek)/(3 ×
√

C)

b = (7 × MinSeek − 15 × AvgSeek

+8 × MaxSeek)/(3 × C)

c = MinSeek

The hardware parameters MinSeek, AvgSeek and
MaxSeek are respectively the seek time from one track
to the adjacent one, the mean seek time and the seek
time from the inner track to the outer. We assume
that the incoming logical requests’ addresses are inde-
pendent random variables, uniformly distributed over
the disk-address space. Since C is large, the distance
D can be well approximated by a continuous random
variable. Assuming that the number of sectors (and
hence blocks) per track varies linearly with the cylin-
der number, the density function of D can be shown
to be :

fD(x) = A + Gx + Ex3 (0 ≤ x ≤ C − 1) (4)

where we define the constants:

A =
V (C − 1)

3γ2

G = −
V + β2(C − 1)2

3γ2
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E =
β2

3γ2

V = 6α2 + 6αβ(C − 1) + 2β2(C − 1)2

γ = α(C − 1) + β(C − 1)2/2

α = SECC−1/spb,

the number of blocks on an innermost track

β = SEC0/spb − SECC−1/spb,

the difference between the number of

blocks on outermost and innermost tracks.

For simplicity, we have assumed that all disks have the
same hardware parameters, including a, b, c, C. How-
ever, it would be easy to extend our model to hetero-
geneous devices.
3. Rotational latency is a random variable with
uniform distribution on [0, RMAX ], with density func-
tion :

fR(x) =
1

RMAX

0 ≤ x ≤ RMAX (5)

4. Single block transfer time is composed of a bus
transfer time T and a cylinder/device buffer transfer
time t. Assuming negligible contention, T depends
only on the bus bandwidth. Previously, t was con-
sidered fixed, but this assumption is no longer valid
on multi-zoned disks. In fact, t depends on the posi-
tion of the accessed cylinder on the disk. There are
more sectors on outer zones leading to a reduced block
transfer time. Assuming track-alignment, the transfer
time of a block on a cylinder c is calculated as:

spb ∗ Rmax

SECc

C. Moments

The first three moments of the four parameters
above are needed in the analytical model and calcu-
lated as :
1. Queueing time : Multi-zoning has no effect on
the queueing time formula itself – it just affects the
server utilization, service time variance, and hence the
queueing time values given by that formula. Thus the
moments’ expressions are unchanged from [8].
2. Seek time : This is the parameter most affected
by multi-zoning. Its new moments are given by :

S = (c − b) + aM1/2 + bM1

S = (c − b)2 + 2a(c − b)M1/2

+[a2 + 2b(c − b)]M1 + 2abM3/2 + b2M2

S = (c − b)3 + a(c − b)2M1/2

+3(c − b)[a2 + b(c − b)]M1

+[a3 + 6ab(c − b)]M3/2

+3[a2b + b2(c − b)]M2 + 3ab2M5/2 + b3M3

where the nth moment of D is, for n ≥ 0 (not neces-
sarily integer):

Mn = (C − 1)n+1

[

A

n + 1
+

G(C − 1)

n + 2
+

E(C − 1)3

n + 4

]

3. Rotational latency : Multi zoning has no effect
on the rotational latency; thus the moments’ expres-
sions are unchanged from [8].
4. Cylinder/device buffer transfer time : It is
not constant and its first three moments can be shown
to be :

t =
spb ∗ Rmax ∗ (C − 1)

SEC

t =
spb2 ∗ R2

max

SEC
× ΣC−1

j=0

1

SECj

t =
spb3 ∗ R3

max

SEC
× ΣC−1

j=0

1

SEC2
j

From the above, we calculate the moments of the
positioning time Y and hence of the service time X :

X = Y + t

X = Y + t + 2Y t

X = Y + t + 3Y t + 3Y t

IV. Simulation

To evaluate our multi-RAID model for zoned disks,
we adapted the simulator of [8] to handle the new
disk geometry and access time functions. The simu-
lator is written in C and is composed of three main
parts: a logical request generator, a logical to physi-
cal mapping core and a simulation engine. The hard-
ware parameters are obtained from a library, which
is separated from the execution routines for flexibility
and scalability purposes. Two modules were especially
affected by the modification : the address mapping
and the access time calculation modules. Experiments
were carried out using different combinations of both
workload and architecture configuration parameters.

The RAID array modelled is composed of 16 disks
connected to an ultra wide SCSI bus. The charac-
teristics of the zoned disk used in the simulations are
summarized in table II. Additional details on this de-
vice can be consulted in [4].

Parameter value

Formatted capacity 36,74 GB
Sectors/device (SEC) 18, 37× 107

Rotation 10000 rpm
Cylinders (Cmax) 29950

Min Seek 0,4 - 0,6 ms
Avg Seek 4,5 - 5 ms
Max Seek 11 - 12 ms

Data Heads 4
Zones number 18

TABLE II: Disk Characteristics - Fujitsu-MAN3367

Simulations were run for a warm-up period of 300000
logical request arrivals, then for a further 700000 ar-
rivals, during which the measurements were gathered.
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the difference between the number of

blocks on outermost and innermost tracks.

For simplicity, we have assumed that all disks have the
same hardware parameters, including a, b, c, C. How-
ever, it would be easy to extend our model to hetero-
geneous devices.
3. Rotational latency is a random variable with
uniform distribution on [0, RMAX ], with density func-
tion :

fR(x) =
1

RMAX

0 ≤ x ≤ RMAX (5)

4. Single block transfer time is composed of a bus
transfer time T and a cylinder/device buffer transfer
time t. Assuming negligible contention, T depends
only on the bus bandwidth. Previously, t was con-
sidered fixed, but this assumption is no longer valid
on multi-zoned disks. In fact, t depends on the posi-
tion of the accessed cylinder on the disk. There are
more sectors on outer zones leading to a reduced block
transfer time. Assuming track-alignment, the transfer
time of a block on a cylinder c is calculated as:

spb ∗ Rmax

SECc

C. Moments

The first three moments of the four parameters
above are needed in the analytical model and calcu-
lated as :
1. Queueing time : Multi-zoning has no effect on
the queueing time formula itself – it just affects the
server utilization, service time variance, and hence the
queueing time values given by that formula. Thus the
moments’ expressions are unchanged from [8].
2. Seek time : This is the parameter most affected
by multi-zoning. Its new moments are given by :

S = (c − b) + aM1/2 + bM1

S = (c − b)2 + 2a(c − b)M1/2

+[a2 + 2b(c − b)]M1 + 2abM3/2 + b2M2

S = (c − b)3 + a(c − b)2M1/2

+3(c − b)[a2 + b(c − b)]M1

+[a3 + 6ab(c − b)]M3/2

+3[a2b + b2(c − b)]M2 + 3ab2M5/2 + b3M3

where the nth moment of D is, for n ≥ 0 (not neces-
sarily integer):

Mn = (C − 1)n+1

[

A

n + 1
+

G(C − 1)

n + 2
+

E(C − 1)3

n + 4

]

3. Rotational latency : Multi zoning has no effect
on the rotational latency; thus the moments’ expres-
sions are unchanged from [8].
4. Cylinder/device buffer transfer time : It is
not constant and its first three moments can be shown
to be :

t =
spb ∗ Rmax ∗ (C − 1)

SEC

t =
spb2 ∗ R2

max

SEC
× ΣC−1

j=0

1

SECj

t =
spb3 ∗ R3

max

SEC
× ΣC−1

j=0

1

SEC2
j

From the above, we calculate the moments of the
positioning time Y and hence of the service time X :

X = Y + t

X = Y + t + 2Y t

X = Y + t + 3Y t + 3Y t

IV. Simulation

To evaluate our multi-RAID model for zoned disks,
we adapted the simulator of [8] to handle the new
disk geometry and access time functions. The simu-
lator is written in C and is composed of three main
parts: a logical request generator, a logical to physi-
cal mapping core and a simulation engine. The hard-
ware parameters are obtained from a library, which
is separated from the execution routines for flexibility
and scalability purposes. Two modules were especially
affected by the modification : the address mapping
and the access time calculation modules. Experiments
were carried out using different combinations of both
workload and architecture configuration parameters.

The RAID array modelled is composed of 16 disks
connected to an ultra wide SCSI bus. The charac-
teristics of the zoned disk used in the simulations are
summarized in table II. Additional details on this de-
vice can be consulted in [4].

Parameter value

Formatted capacity 36,74 GB
Sectors/device (SEC) 18, 37× 107

Rotation 10000 rpm
Cylinders (Cmax) 29950

Min Seek 0,4 - 0,6 ms
Avg Seek 4,5 - 5 ms
Max Seek 11 - 12 ms

Data Heads 4
Zones number 18

TABLE II: Disk Characteristics - Fujitsu-MAN3367

Simulations were run for a warm-up period of 300000
logical request arrivals, then for a further 700000 ar-
rivals, during which the measurements were gathered.
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V. Results and discussion

To compare the adapted Multi-RAID model (with
zoned disks) against the simulation, we plotted their
respective mean queueing and response times. We val-
idated our model according to four main parameters :
1. Request size : Figures 2 and 3 show the effect
of the request size, in terms of the number of blocks
per logical request (B), on the mean queueing and re-
sponse times respectively. The RAID01 variant was
chosen for this experiment in view of its popularity
due to a lower cost of disks. The access request en-
vironment was exclusive read to isolate the basic disk
access behaviour from any complex write execution
scheme. Good agreement is apparent on both figures.
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2. Request type : In figures 4 and 5, we see the ef-
fect of the request type (read/write) on the queueing
and response times respectively, in a RAID01 environ-
ment with small requests (B=1). We focused on the
small request size (4KB blocks) because it is the size
of 96% of requests in an OLTP workload [10], typically
associated with large storage systems. In addition to
the good agreement, we notice the effect of the double
disk access generated by every write request on the
mean response time.
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3. RAID variant : Figures 6 and 7 show the effect
of the RAID variant on the queueing and response
times respectively. In fact, these figures show the
RAID5 performance, considering some combinations
of request type, to be superior to (i.e. with lower
queueing and response times than) that of RAID01
on figures 4 and 5. Notice again the good agreement
with simulation.

The original model [6], [25] was motivated by the
need for an analytical model of a Multi-RAID storage
system1, when controlling asynchronous disks with
uniformly distributed data. Figures 8 and 9 respec-
tively show the mean queueing and response times
for a mixed workload (75% reads) and a Multi-RAID
(mixed RAID) system with two different mixture ra-
tios : a RAID01 oriented system (75% of RAID01)
and a RAID5 oriented system (75% of RAID5). Also
shown on these figures are the corresponding exclu-
sive RAID01 and exclusive RAID5 results as bounds.
The agreement found confirms that the model remains

1Where many RAID schemes coexist on the same storage
space. Our study is limited to the RAID01 and RAID5, the
most commonly used ones.
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3. RAID variant : Figures 6 and 7 show the effect
of the RAID variant on the queueing and response
times respectively. In fact, these figures show the
RAID5 performance, considering some combinations
of request type, to be superior to (i.e. with lower
queueing and response times than) that of RAID01
on figures 4 and 5. Notice again the good agreement
with simulation.

The original model [6], [25] was motivated by the
need for an analytical model of a Multi-RAID storage
system1, when controlling asynchronous disks with
uniformly distributed data. Figures 8 and 9 respec-
tively show the mean queueing and response times
for a mixed workload (75% reads) and a Multi-RAID
(mixed RAID) system with two different mixture ra-
tios : a RAID01 oriented system (75% of RAID01)
and a RAID5 oriented system (75% of RAID5). Also
shown on these figures are the corresponding exclu-
sive RAID01 and exclusive RAID5 results as bounds.
The agreement found confirms that the model remains

1Where many RAID schemes coexist on the same storage
space. Our study is limited to the RAID01 and RAID5, the
most commonly used ones.
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valid and accurate for Multi-RAID storage systems
when extended to modern zoned disks.
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In general, we see good agreement between the ana-
lytical results and the simulation, as well as the de-
creasing penalizing effect of the small RAID5 writes
on mean response time, as its usage percentage de-
creases in the mixed RAID system.
4. Quantitative model accuracy: We estimated
how accurate are the various parts of our model for
multi-zoned disks by analysing each component of the
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access time separately. We can see, in tables III
and IV, the excellent precision of the first two mo-
ments of the seek distance (D), the first three mo-
ments of the seek time (S) and the rotational latency
(R), respectively.

Moment Model Simulation % err
1 9866.27 9795.23 0.72%
2 146 577339.47 144 211 521.78 1.6%

TABLE III: Moment comparison:seek distance (D)

Moment Model Simulation % err
1 4.708 4.683 0.53 %

S 2 28.54 28.24 1.06 %
3 200.35 198.1 1.13 %
1 3.00 2.993 0.23 %

R 2 12.0 11.949 0.42 %
3 54.0 53.681 0.59 %

TABLE IV: Moments comparison:seek time (S) and rotational

latency (R)

VI. Conclusion

We developed an intricate analytical model in [6],
[25] for a multi-RAID storage system, based on queue-
ing theory and taking into account the effect of syn-
chronized Fork-Join operations. In this paper, we took
a step further by adapting that model to modern,
zoned disk technology. This is of great interest be-
cause the model is completely free of simulation and
estimation-approximations – although obviously not
of its approximating assumptions, which have been
carefully checked [7]. All the constituent moments
have been calculated directly, giving additional accu-
racy. We validated our new model against simulation
results, considering different combinations of request
sizes, request types and RAID variants in their mix-
tures. The excellent agreement we obtained suggests
our model is a suitable tool to evaluate, in a short
time compared to simulation, the performance of any
configuration of a multi-RAID storage system, with-
out requiring any approximated input parameters.
In the near future, we plan to compare our model with
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access time separately. We can see, in tables III
and IV, the excellent precision of the first two mo-
ments of the seek distance (D), the first three mo-
ments of the seek time (S) and the rotational latency
(R), respectively.

Moment Model Simulation % err
1 9866.27 9795.23 0.72%
2 146 577339.47 144 211 521.78 1.6%

TABLE III: Moment comparison:seek distance (D)

Moment Model Simulation % err
1 4.708 4.683 0.53 %

S 2 28.54 28.24 1.06 %
3 200.35 198.1 1.13 %
1 3.00 2.993 0.23 %

R 2 12.0 11.949 0.42 %
3 54.0 53.681 0.59 %

TABLE IV: Moments comparison:seek time (S) and rotational

latency (R)

VI. Conclusion

We developed an intricate analytical model in [6],
[25] for a multi-RAID storage system, based on queue-
ing theory and taking into account the effect of syn-
chronized Fork-Join operations. In this paper, we took
a step further by adapting that model to modern,
zoned disk technology. This is of great interest be-
cause the model is completely free of simulation and
estimation-approximations – although obviously not
of its approximating assumptions, which have been
carefully checked [7]. All the constituent moments
have been calculated directly, giving additional accu-
racy. We validated our new model against simulation
results, considering different combinations of request
sizes, request types and RAID variants in their mix-
tures. The excellent agreement we obtained suggests
our model is a suitable tool to evaluate, in a short
time compared to simulation, the performance of any
configuration of a multi-RAID storage system, with-
out requiring any approximated input parameters.
In the near future, we plan to compare our model with
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those developed by [15], [22], to estimate the accuracy
obtained analytically as opposed to using interpola-
tion and other approximations. We intend also to
handle heterogeneous disks in the same storage sys-
tem to increase the flexibility and scalability of our
model.
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Abstract— We present new implementations of BSP/CGM algo-
rithms for the Transitive Closure Problem. Our strategies deal with
size of the message and communication rounds, problems thatcause
inefficiency in the implementations of the transitive closure algorithms.
The algorithms were implemented using LAM/MPI in two Beowulfs.
The implementation results show the efficiency and scalability of the
presented algorithms, improve the previous results and compare fa-
vorably with other parallel implementations. Besides we show that the
presented algorithms can be used to solve real problems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The search for efficient algorithms to compute thetransi-
tive closureof a directed graph (digraph) has been around
for many years. It was first considered in 1959 by in the pa-
per [Roy, 1959]. The best sequential algorithms that solve
this problem haveO(mn) time complexity, wherem andn
are the number of edges and vertices of the digraph [Habib
and Rampom, 1993] and [Simon, 1988]. There are other al-
gorithms that are based on matrix multiplication that can be
used for dense digraphs.

Using an approach based on the adjacency matrix of the
digraph [Warshall, 1962] presented anO(n3) algorithm.
This algorithm can be implemented using an adjacency bit
matrix [Baase, 1978] withO(n3

α
) time complexity, whereα

is the size of bits that can be stored in a primitive data.
Another approach to compute the transitive closure is

using digraph traversal. Usingbreadth first searchBFS
(or depth first searchDFS) we can find all the vertices
that are reachable from a given vertexv. Applying this
search to each vertex of the digraph we can compute the
transitive closure. A BFS (or DFS) can be computed in
O(n + m)[Cormen et al., 2001] time complexity. Then the
transitive closure can be computed inO(n (n + m)) time
complexity.

Parallel algorithms for this problem have been proposed
to the PRAM model [JáJá, 1992, Karp and Ramachandran,
1990] BSP/GCM model [Tiskin, 2001, Cáceres et al., 2002,
Alves et al., 2003, Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] and other
architectures [Pagourtzis et al., 2001, 2002, Grama et al.,
2003]. Tiskin observes that “is not clear yet whether the
presented algorithm [Tiskin, 2001] is practical”.

Using the BSP/CGM model, [Cáceres et al., 2002] pre-
sented an algorithm to compute the transitive closure of
acyclic digraph usinglog p+1 communication rounds where
p is the number of processors and usesO(mn/p) local com-
putation. This algorithm assumes that the input is an acyclic

Partially supported by CNPq, FUNDECT-MS and CAPES

digraph and relies on the so-called linear extension labeling
of the input digraph vertices.

Using the ideas of this algorithm and the sequential algo-
rithm of Warshall, [Alves et al., 2003] implemented a tran-
sitive closure algorithm with the MPI library in a Beowulf
with 64 nodes with good speed-up. This implementation
do not compute the linear extension of the digraph, and it
can spendp communication rounds in the worst case, and
usesO(n3/p) local computation. They describe the worst
case wherep communication rounds are necessary. With
randomly generated digraphs, in their experiments, the al-
gorithm always found the transitive closure withO(log p)
communication rounds. Besides the fact of the good speed
up, in this algorithm, the processors exchange huge amount
of data (O(n2/p) in the worst case) in each communication
round. Nevertheless, it is very fast and it obtained better
execution times than the previous ones ([Pagourtzis et al.,
2001, 2002]).

Combining the ideas of [Alves et al., 2003] and [Baase,
1978]. [Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] implemented a version of
transitive closure algorithm withp

α
communication rounds

andO(n3

αp
) local computation, where whereα is the size of

bits that can be stored in a primitive data. Since in this im-
plementation, asp grows, the local computation is very fast,
the total time of the algorithm is bounded by the communi-
cation time.

In this paper we deal with the main problems of the pre-
vious BSP/CGM algorithms for the transitive closure prob-
lem: the size of the messages, the local computation time
and the number of communication rounds. We present four
new implementations. The first and second deal with the
size of the messages and using data compression we can
decrease the amount of data exchanged in each communi-
cation round toO(n/p). The third uses Bit matrix to im-
prove the local computation time. The fourth increases the
amount of memory used by each processor and can solve
the transitive closure with a constant number of communi-
cation rounds. This algorithm uses a graph traversal strategy
to compute the transitive closure of the input digraph.

II. N OTATION AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL

Let D = (V, E) be an acyclic digraph,n = |V | andm =
|E| the number of vertices and edges ofD, respectively.
The verticesvi ∈ V are labeled with1 ≤ i ≤ n. We use
both digraphs representations: adjacency list and adjacency
matrix.
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Fig. 1. Transitive ClosureDt of digraphD.

We denote a path between verticesvi, vj ∈ V as follows:
(i) vi → vj , a path consisting of only one edge starting at
vertexvi and ending at vertexvj .
(ii) vi  

k vj , a path starting at vertexvi and ending at
vertexvj with k intermediate vertices (k + 1 edges).
(iii) vi  

...k vj , a path starting at vertexvi and ending at
vertexvj with v1, v2, ..., vk as intermediate vertices.

When necessary, we denote an edgee ∈ E aseij = vi →
vj . The edgeeij is a leaving edge with respect tovi and an
incoming edges with respect tovj .

Let Φq = {q n
p

+ 1, .t.., (q + 1)n
p
} be the set of then

p

consecutive vertices that each processor receives in orderto
compute the transitive closure.

The transitive closureDt of a digraphD = (V, E) is
obtained fromD by adding an edge(vi, vj) if there is a path
vi  

k vj , 0 < k ≤ n, in D. Figure 1 represents a digraph
and its respective transitive closure.

In this paper, we use the BSP/CGM Model (Bulk Syn-
chronous Parallel/Coarse Grained Multicomputer) [Valiant,
1990, Dehne, 1999]. LetN be the input size of the prob-
lem. A BSP/CGM computer consists of a set ofp processors
each with local memory and each processor is connected by
a router that can send/receive messages in a point-to-point
fashion. A BSP/CGM algorithm consists of alternating local
computation and global communication rounds separated by
a barrier synchronization.

In a computing round, we usually use the best sequen-
tial algorithm in each processor to process its data locally.
We require that all information sent from a given proces-
sor to another processor in one communication round be
packed into one long message, thereby minimizing the mes-
sage overhead. In the BSP/CGM model, the communication
cost is modeled by the number of communication rounds.
Each processor can send/receive at mostO(N/p) data in
each communication round.

Finding an efficient algorithm on the BSP/CGM model
is equivalent to minimizing the number of communication
rounds as well as the total local computation time.

III. T HE PARALLEL ALGORITHMS

Now we present the three new BSP/CGM parallel algo-
rithms for the transitive closure problem. First we deal with
the size of the messages that are exchanged between the pro-
cessor. Then we decrease the local computation time and
finally we design an algorithm that does not use communi-
cation rounds.

A. Dealing with Message Size - I

Analyzing the previous transitive closure algorithms we
observed that the implementation presented by [Alves et al.,
2003] and [Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] the communication
cost is very expressive. In most cases, the messages have

O(n2/p) size. One of the causes is the fact that the “new”
edges are exchanged by the processors during the commu-
nication rounds without any further consideration.

We introduce a very simple technique that shrinks expres-
sively the size of the messages that are exchanged by the
processors. We define asuper-vertexthe set of all reachable
vertices fromvi, i.e.,Svi

= {v : vi → v}. When a vertex
vi does not have any leaving edge, we denoteSvi

= ∅.
Let V = {vi : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} the set of vertices ofD. We

label the verticesvi with labels(vi) = 2i−1 and we define

Nvi
=

∑

{v∈Svi
}

(v).

The Algorithm 1 shows theNvi
computational steps for

a Svi
input and the Algorithm 2 shows the reverse (Nvi to

Svi
).

Algorithm 1 BuildNvi

Input: Svi

Output: Nvi
=

∑

Svi
.

1: Nvi
← 0

2: for all vx ∈ Svi
do

3: label(vx)← 2x−1

4: end for
5: for all vx ∈ Svi

do
6: Nvi

← Nvi
+ label(vx)

7: end for

It is easy to see that this labeling technique (Algorithm 1)
guarantees a unique representation for each vertex. For ex-
ample, if Svi

= {1, 3, 4}, then the labels are(v1) = 1,
(v3) = 4, (v4) = 8 andNvi

= 13. There is no other combi-
nation of the labels such that the sum is 13.

Algorithm 2 RestoreSvi

Input: Nvi
.

Output: Svi
.

1: Svi
← O

2: x← 1
3: while x < Nvi

do
4: x← 2x
5: end while
6: x← x

2
7: while Nvi

> 0 do
8: if Nvi

− x ≥ 0 then
9: Nvi

← Nvi
− x

10: Svi
← Svi

∪ {vx}
11: end if
12: x← x

2
13: end while

The restore procedure (Algorithm 2) computes the orig-
inal values of the vertices, the setSvi

. This is done by re-
peatedly subtracting(vx) from Nvi

, starting with the great-
est value of(vx) to the smallest. The loop starting at the line
3 computes the greatest label that was stored inNvi

.
In the [Alves et al., 2003] algorithm, each processorpi

receives the sub-matricesD[(j − 1)n
p

+ 1..j n
p
][1..n] and

D[1..n][(j − 1)n
p

+ 1..j n
p
] and compute the local transi-

tive closure. Before each processorpi sends the computed
transitivity edges to processorpj , we apply algorithm 1, to
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the message, creating a super-vertex for each line/column
of the sub-matrix, and then send the compressed message
to processorpj. After processorpj receives a message with
super-vertices from processorpi it applies the algorithm 2
restoring the original values of the vertices.

We describe the results of the implementation of this tech-
nique in Section IV. The size of the messages shrunk signif-
icantly decreasing the time of each communication round.

B. Dealing with Message Size - II

Now we introduce another simple technique that shrinks
expressively the size of the messages that are exchanged by
the processors.

For each new edgewij , 0 ≤ i, j, < n, the values ofi and
j (row and column) must be packed and during the com-
munication rounds processorpk sends the new edges that
are in thel-th vertical strip andl-th horizontal strip to the
processorpl. This can be done in two ways:
i) Each edge can be represented as a valuea wherea =
i ∗ n + j.
ii) We represent each strip with a bit matrix where each
edge can be stored as a bit.

Let Qk be the number of new edges that will be send by
processorpk. Before each communication round we ver-
ify if we will send only the new edges or the whole strips
(vertical and horizontal).

The Algorithm 3 implements the above ideas.

Algorithm 3 Parallel-Warshall-II
Input: D given as ann × n matrix W ; p the number of

processors; and each processorpz (0 ≤ z ≤ p − 1)
stores the submatrixW [(z n

p
+ 1..(z + 1)n

p
][1..n] and

W [1..n][z n
p

+ 1..(z + 1)n
p
]

Output: Dt represented asW t distributed by thep proces-
sors.

1: repeat
2: for k ← l n

p
+ 1 to (l + 1)n

p
− 1 do

3: for i← 1 to n do
4: for j ← 1 to n do
5: if wik = 1 and wkj = 1 then
6: wij ← 1
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: end for
11: if Qk > n2

c
then

12: Send/Receive only the edges belongs another pro-
cessor

13: else
14: Send/Receive the full strips another processor
15: end if
16: until no new edges are computed
17: return Dt

Theorem 1:The Algorithm 3 usesO(n3

p
) local compu-

tation time with O(p) communication rounds and needs
O(n2

p
) local space.

We describe the results of the implementation of this tech-
nique in Section IV. The size of the messages shrunk signif-
icantly decreasing the time of each communication round.

C. Improving the Local Computation Time by Using the Bit
Matrix

Representing the digraph with a bits adjacency matrix,
[Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] implemented the transitive clo-
sure algorithm with expressive results. The implementa-
tion decreased significantly the local computation. The only
drawback is that they useO(n2) local memory. Using
O(n2) local memory we can sequentially compute the lin-
ear extension of the digraph in one processor and assure that
with lg p+1 communication rounds the algorithm computes
the transitive closure. Besides the linear extension compu-
tation we can aggregate the ideas of Algorithm 3 and im-
plement a new version of the [Cáceres and Vieira, 2004]
algorithm.

The Algorithm 4 describes the above ideas.

Algorithm 4 PTC-Bit
Input: D given as ann × n bit matrix W ; p the number

of processors; and each processorpz (0 ≤ z ≤ p − 1)
stores a copy ofW .

Output: Dt represented asW t distributed by thep proces-
sors.

1: if z=0 then
2: ComputeL andΦ0,...,p−1

3: end if
4: repeat
5: for all k ∈ Φz in orderdo
6: for i← 1 to n do
7: if wik = 1 then
8: for j = 1 to n

α
do

9: wij ← wij ∨ wkj

10: end for
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: if Qk > n2

c
then

15: Send/Receive only the edges belongs another pro-
cessor

16: else
17: Send/Receive the full strips another processor
18: end if
19: until no new edges are computed
20: return Dt

Because the vertex distribution to obey a linear exten-
sion of the digraph,O(log p) communication rounds are
enough [Cáceres et al., 2002].

Theorem 2:The Algorithm 4 usesO( n3

pα
) local compu-

tation time withO(log p) communication rounds and needs
O(n2) local space.

D. Avoiding Communication Rounds

Since the amount of communication spent by the previ-
ous algorithms is very large, and limits the performance,
we tried to trade communication with local space. Using
the Warshall approach, seems that no improvement can be
obtained with more local space. Actually, in most cases,
increasing the local space does not guarantee any improve-
ment to the parallel algorithm.
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D. Avoiding Communication Rounds

Since the amount of communication spent by the previ-
ous algorithms is very large, and limits the performance,
we tried to trade communication with local space. Using
the Warshall approach, seems that no improvement can be
obtained with more local space. Actually, in most cases,
increasing the local space does not guarantee any improve-
ment to the parallel algorithm.
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Using the digraph traversal (BFS or DFS) approach to
compute the transitive closure withO(n2/p) local memory
seems difficult, since parallel algorithms for these searches
are not efficient. But we devise that if each processor stores
the whole adjacency list of the digraph, each processor can
apply sequential BFS or DFS to itsn/p vertices. Then, pro-
cessorpl computes the transitive closure of the vertices in
Φl, without any communication with other processors.

Let Γi be the spanning tree obtained by the breadth first
search in the digraphD starting at the vertexvi, the Algo-
rithm 5 presents the steps for computing the transitive clo-
sureDt.

Algorithm 5 TCP-BFS
Input: adjacency listQ of D
Output: Dt

l

1: for all vi ∈ Φl do
2: Qt

i ← NULL
3: ComputeΓi.
4: Build the edgeqt

i,j = {(vi, vj) : j ∈ Γi}
5: end for

At the end of the algorithm, the transitive closure will be
distributed by the processors.

Theorem 3:The BSP/CGM Algorithm 5 computes the
transitive closureDt of the input digraphD with O(n

p
(n +

m)) local computation,O(n/p+m) local space and without
any communication rounds.

Besides the fact that different processors can compute
the same transitivity edge (we do not have communication
rounds), the implementation of the algorithm showed an ex-
pressive performance when compared with the algorithms
that use Warshall’s approach.

IV. T HE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

The digraphs used in the tests were generated randomly
with probabilities varying from 15% to 20% of existing an
edge between any two graph vertices.

TABLE I : I -Execution times of [1],II -Execution times of the

Super-Vertex Algorithm andIII -Execution times of the BFS Algorithm.
⋆(Alg.A with 1920 x 1920)

512 x 512 1024 x 1024 2048 x 2048⋆

Procs. I II III I II III I II III
1 25.4 10.6 3.71 143 84.7 30 1614 679 232
2 9.3 5.3 1.87 123 42.7 15 603 341 116
4 8.3 2.8 0.93 84.4 21.7 7.6 257 171 58.2
8 3.9 1.5 0.47 36.4 11.3 3.8 123 87.7 29.1
16 2.6 1.3 0.24 18.0 6.0 1.9 69 45.6 14.5
32 1.9 0.9 0.12 15.6 6.5 0.9 68 24.4 7.2
64 3.3 0.7 0.06 12.1 7.5 0.4 49 24.4 3.6

We implemented the algorithms on two Beowulfs (clus-
ters).

The first one with 64 nodes consisting of low cost micro-
computers with 256MB RAM, 256MB swap memory, CPU
Intel Pentium III 448.956 MHz, 512KB cache, in addition
to two access nodes consisting of two microcomputers each
with 512MB RAM, 512MB swap memory, CPU Pentium
4 2.00 GHz, and 512KB cache. The cluster is divided into
two blocks of 32 nodes each. The nodes of each block are
connected through a 100 Mb fast-Ethernet switch. Each of
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Fig. 2. Execution times of the BFS Algorithm

the access nodes is connected to the switch that connects
the block of nodes and the two switches are connected. This
cluster is the same used in [Alves et al., 2003].

The second cluster is composed by 12 nodes consisting of
6 CPU Intel Pentium IV of 1.7Ghz and 6 CPU AMD Athlon
de 1.6GHz. The nodes are connected by a 1Gb fast-Ethernet
switch.

Our code is written in standard ANSI C++ using the
LAM-MPI library. The execution times are expressed in
seconds.

The Table IV presents a comparison between the imple-
mentation presented by [Alves et al., 2003] and our imple-
mentations.

The column II describe the times that uses Algorithm 1 an
Algorithm 2 (super-vertex strategy). Its implementation got
better execution times than the results presented by [Alves
et al., 2003]. With the super-vertex strategy, actually we do
a compression on the messages that are exchanged by the
processors. In our tests we representedNv with a data type
with α = 32 bits. The column III uses Algorithm 5, the
breadth first search approach. The implementations were
executed in digraphs with 512, 1.024, 2.048 and 4096 ver-
tices and 50.000, 210.000, 800.000 and 3.300.000 edges,
respectively.

The Table IV describes the results of [Alves et al., 2003]
(I), and our implementation of Algorithm 3 (II-III). The Ta-
ble IV describe the results of [Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] (I)
and our implementation (II-III). Our results are much faster
than the previous implementations.

The implementations were executed in digraphs with
1.024, 2.048 and 4.096 vertices and 210.000, 800.000 and
3.300.000 edges, respectively.

The Figure 3 shows the curves of Table IV.
The Figure 4 shows the curves of Table IV.
The Figure 5 shows the comparison of the communica-

tion times with/without using bit arrays sending/receiving
messages in the two clusters.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented four new implementations of BSP/CGM
parallel algorithm for the transitive closure. The first and
second deal with the size of the messages that are exchanged
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rithm 5 presents the steps for computing the transitive clo-
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Algorithm 5 TCP-BFS
Input: adjacency listQ of D
Output: Dt
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1: for all vi ∈ Φl do
2: Qt

i ← NULL
3: ComputeΓi.
4: Build the edgeqt

i,j = {(vi, vj) : j ∈ Γi}
5: end for

At the end of the algorithm, the transitive closure will be
distributed by the processors.

Theorem 3:The BSP/CGM Algorithm 5 computes the
transitive closureDt of the input digraphD with O(n
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(n +

m)) local computation,O(n/p+m) local space and without
any communication rounds.

Besides the fact that different processors can compute
the same transitivity edge (we do not have communication
rounds), the implementation of the algorithm showed an ex-
pressive performance when compared with the algorithms
that use Warshall’s approach.

IV. T HE IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
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with probabilities varying from 15% to 20% of existing an
edge between any two graph vertices.
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64 3.3 0.7 0.06 12.1 7.5 0.4 49 24.4 3.6

We implemented the algorithms on two Beowulfs (clus-
ters).

The first one with 64 nodes consisting of low cost micro-
computers with 256MB RAM, 256MB swap memory, CPU
Intel Pentium III 448.956 MHz, 512KB cache, in addition
to two access nodes consisting of two microcomputers each
with 512MB RAM, 512MB swap memory, CPU Pentium
4 2.00 GHz, and 512KB cache. The cluster is divided into
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the access nodes is connected to the switch that connects
the block of nodes and the two switches are connected. This
cluster is the same used in [Alves et al., 2003].

The second cluster is composed by 12 nodes consisting of
6 CPU Intel Pentium IV of 1.7Ghz and 6 CPU AMD Athlon
de 1.6GHz. The nodes are connected by a 1Gb fast-Ethernet
switch.

Our code is written in standard ANSI C++ using the
LAM-MPI library. The execution times are expressed in
seconds.

The Table IV presents a comparison between the imple-
mentation presented by [Alves et al., 2003] and our imple-
mentations.

The column II describe the times that uses Algorithm 1 an
Algorithm 2 (super-vertex strategy). Its implementation got
better execution times than the results presented by [Alves
et al., 2003]. With the super-vertex strategy, actually we do
a compression on the messages that are exchanged by the
processors. In our tests we representedNv with a data type
with α = 32 bits. The column III uses Algorithm 5, the
breadth first search approach. The implementations were
executed in digraphs with 512, 1.024, 2.048 and 4096 ver-
tices and 50.000, 210.000, 800.000 and 3.300.000 edges,
respectively.

The Table IV describes the results of [Alves et al., 2003]
(I), and our implementation of Algorithm 3 (II-III). The Ta-
ble IV describe the results of [Cáceres and Vieira, 2004] (I)
and our implementation (II-III). Our results are much faster
than the previous implementations.

The implementations were executed in digraphs with
1.024, 2.048 and 4.096 vertices and 210.000, 800.000 and
3.300.000 edges, respectively.

The Figure 3 shows the curves of Table IV.
The Figure 4 shows the curves of Table IV.
The Figure 5 shows the comparison of the communica-

tion times with/without using bit arrays sending/receiving
messages in the two clusters.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We presented four new implementations of BSP/CGM
parallel algorithm for the transitive closure. The first and
second deal with the size of the messages that are exchanged
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TABLE II : I -Execution times of [1],II -Execution times of the PTC-Edge

Insertions Algorithm on the first cluster andIII -Execution times of the

PTC-Edge Insertions Algorithm on the second cluster.⋆(I - with 1920 x

1920)

1024 x 1024 2048 x 2048 4096 x 4096
Procs. I II III I II III II III

1 143 86 23 1614 688 190 5300 1521
2 123 44 12 603 348 100 2780 788
4 84 22 6 257 176 50 1427 407
8 36 12 3 123 91 27 723 206
16 18 6 - 69 48 - 377 -
32 15 5 - 68 26 - 205 -
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Fig. 3. Curves of Table IV

between processor. We introduced the techniques of of
super-vertex and bit arrays that shrink the messages size.
With these simple techniques we obtained a better perfor-
mance implementing a BSP/CGM transitive closure algo-
rithm. Then we notice that in the Cáceres and Vieira one
processor could compute the linear extension of the input di-
graph and apply the same idea of the first implementation to
decrease the size of the messages. Finally we implemented
a BSP/CGM algorithm that uses a BFS search to compute
the transitive closure of a digraph instead of the Warshall
approach.

We implemented the algorithms in two Beowulfs with 64
and 12 nodes, respectively, using LAM-MPI. Since the BFS
Algorithm does not use communication rounds it has the
best performance between the proposed algorithms. The im-
plementation results show the efficiency and scalability of
the presented algorithms, improve the previous results and
compare favorably with other parallel implementations.

TABLE III : I -Execution times of [4],II -Execution times of the PTC-BIT

Algorithm on the first cluster. andIII -Execution times of the PTC-BIT

Algorithm on the second cluster

1024 x 1024 2048 x 2048 4096 x 4096
Procs. I II III I II III II III

1 7.7 7.6 2.1 63.3 61.6 17.5 505.3 134.6
2 5.2 3.9 1.2 36.4 31.3 9.9 254.4 77.8
4 4.0 1.9 0.7 23.7 15.8 5.1 127.9 39.5
8 3.4 1.0 0.3 17.4 8.1 2.6 64.7 20.5
16 3.7 0.5 - 18.3 4.4 - 33.2 -
32 3.5 0.4 - 15.2 2.5 - 17.9 -
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Fig. 5. I-FC: Alves et. al. Algorithm on the First Cluster, I-SC: Alves
et. al. Algorithm on the Second Cluster, II-FC: Algorithm 3 on the First
Cluster, II-SC: Algorithm 3 on the Second Cluster.
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ABSTRACT

Our first goal is to provide sound foundations for 
conclusions drawn by extracting relationships between 
location and communication properties using non-
parametric statistical techniques. The objective is to 
provide a probability density function that completely 
characterizes the relationship. Furthermore, we study 
individual link properties and their correlation with 
respect to common transmitters, receivers and 
geometrical location.
The second objective is to develop a series of wireless 
network models that produce networks of arbitrary sizes 
with realistic properties. We use an iterative 
improvement-based optimization procedure to generate 
network instances that are statistically similar to 
empirically observed networks. We evaluate the 
accuracy of our conclusions using our models on a set of 
standard communication tasks, like connectivity 
maintenance and routing.

INTRODUCTION

The performance of many protocols and localized 
algorithms for wireless multi-hop sensor networks 
greatly depend on the underlying communication 
channel. Hence, to evaluate performance in simulation, 
we must have an accurate communication model. Until 
recently, only two approaches have been in widespread 
use in the sensor network community: unit disk 
modelling and empirical data traces.

Both approaches present some drawbacks. For 
example, the unit disk model implies complete 
correlation between the properties of geometric space 
and the topology of the network, a property refuted by 
numerous experiments in actual deployments [1], [2], 
[3]. When using empirical data traces approach is 
difficult and expensive to create a large number of large 
networks that are properly characterized. Therefore, 
neither probabilistic nor statistical analysis of large 

networks is feasible. In addition, since a given trace is 
the result of communication over a specific topology, 
such a trace does not permit a simulator to reposition 
nodes. Finally, without validated communication 
analysis, theoretical analysis is not possible.

In an effort to address this problem, recently there 
have been a number of efforts to empirically capture 
communication patterns in wireless sensor networks. In 
particular, there have been several studies that use 
different low power, narrow band radio transceivers 
chipsets to deduce properties of communication links in 
wireless networks in several environments, such as open 
space and laboratories. These hybrid models introduce 
empirically observed factors that modify the 
communication patterns based on the unit disk 
communication model.

While these models are a significant step forward with 
respect to the unit disk model, they are only an initial 
step in the exploration of the space. These initial models 
do not capture many important features of 
communication links in empirically observed networks. 
For example, they do not address the correlation in 
communication reception rates between nodes that 
originated at the same transmitter or differences in the 
quality of transmitters.

Our goal is to develop accurate simulations of sensor 
network communication environments that are 
statistically accurate with respect to several features that 
impact network protocols and algorithms in real 
networks. To generate these simulated environments, we 
construct a set of models that map communication 
properties such as absolute physical location, relative 
physical proximity and radio transmission power into 
probability density functions describing packet reception 
likelihood. For all of these models, we calculate an 
interval of confidence. These models not only serve to 
generate simulated environments, they themselves have 
lent support to many hypotheses relating to variation in 
communication link quality [1], [2]. In our study, we do 
not consider packet losses introduced by multi-user 
interference (concurrent traffic, contention-based MAC). 
Nevertheless, our results are useful for three reasons. 
First, the amount of traffic expected in most application 
in sensor networks is small, which means either small 
contention, or in case of highly synchronized events, 
nodes could be programmed to prevent simultaneous 
transmissions. Second, they apply directly when using 
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networks. To generate these simulated environments, we 
construct a set of models that map communication 
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physical proximity and radio transmission power into 
probability density functions describing packet reception 
likelihood. For all of these models, we calculate an 
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contention free MAC protocols, like pure TDMA or 
pseudo-TDMA schemes. Finally, they provide a tight 
upper bound as to what is achievable when using 
contention-based MAC schemes. The analysis of multi-
user interference and temporal properties of the links is 
part of future work.

Conduct exploratory data analysis;
While (interval of confidence>criteria){
Collect new data or define new windows;
Sort all points according to distance;
For (from smallest to largest distance){
Define sliding window for distance;
Apply weight function to distances inside of sliding 
window;
Sort all points according reception rate;
For(from smallest to largest reception rate){
Define sliding window for reception rate;
Apply weight function to reception rates sliding 
window;}}
build mapping function;
build normalized mapping function;
establish intervals of confidence;}

Figure 1: Pseudo-code of the PDF model generation for 
two features.

INDIVIDUAL LINK MODELS

In this part we present a statistical approach for 
building communication link models in wireless multi-
hop networks. The goal is to find a statistically sound 
mapping between two user-specified features that 
characterize communication links.

 Design Guidelines

Our starting task is to analyze the dependency 
between two properties of wireless networks. We note 
that exactly the same procedure described below can be 
used to find the dependency between any two wireless 
communication features, but for the sake of brevity and 
clarity, we focus on two specific features: distance and 
reception rate. The objective is to find the PDF of 
reception rate for any distance and to calculate intervals 
of confidence. For example, we could use our model to 
find that the probability of the reception rate of the link 
to be 95% at a distance of 25 ft is 0.05 ± 0.000012.

We are guided by three principles, smoothness, 
compactness, and prediction ability. The validation for 
adopting these principles is provided by evaluation 
using resubstitution, which indicates that the derived 
models have tight interval of confidence and therefore, 
the statistical model is accurate and the assumptions are 
justified. The smoothness property states that if two 
pairs of receivers have very similar distance, their 
reception rates also often have rather similar 
probabilistic distribution. In other words, instances of 
reception rates may be different from one distance to the 
other, but the underlying reception rate probabilistic 

distribution is similar. There are two fundamental 
justifications for this assumption. The first is that at an 
intuitive level one expects that small changes in one 
variable (in our case, distance) should have limited 
impact on the probability distribution of the other 
parameter (reception rate). In addition, it is important to 
recognize that both distance and reception rate are 
subject to errors in measurement that smooth the 
mapping function.

Quality of the statistical model is ensured through 
compactness and performance on test cases to measure 
the prediction ability. There are two sound criteria for 
any sound statistical model. The first is the Occam 
principle: the ability to explain a large set of data using a 
small number of parameters is usually a strong 
indication that the model will predict well. From a 
statistical point of view, our goal is to simultaneously 
have low bias and low variance and therefore low 
prediction error. Low bias is ensured by preferring 
models that use fewer parameters. For this task we use 
Akaike information criteria (AIC). The second criteria is 
its ability to predict. We scan and alter various 
parameters in our procedures so long as the adopted 
parameter values produce a model that withstands 
standard evaluations of accuracy. Specifically, we use 
the resubstitution rule, which builds additional models 
using a variety of randomly selected subsets of the data 
set. If the resulting models from all data subsets are 
similar, we conclude that the parameters used were 
properly selected.

From a technical point of view, when building a 
model of individual links we have two major difficulties: 
(i) we do not have enough measurements for each 
distance of interest, and (ii) for a given distance and 
given reception rate, we do not have enough collected 
data samples. We use the kernel smoothing technique to 
resolve this, and identified that the best performing 
window had ±10% of the size of the central value and 
pyramidal shape.

Methodology

Fig. 2 illustrates a scatter plot of distance versus 
reception rate at radio power for the outdoor case.

Figure 2: Scatter plot of distance vs.reception rate.
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Figure 3: PDF for distance versus reception rate

Figure 4: PDF values of the different random points as a 
function of the confidence interval/PDF value ratio. 

Outdoor Urban, 90%

We did consider automatic clustering, in particular, self-
organizing maps, principal components, independent 
components and multidimensional scaling, but they did
not show intuitive trends.

Phase two consists of three steps shown in Fig. 1 in 
lines 4-8. In the step shown in line 4, we sort all 
available data according to distance to identify data 
points that are similar with respect to this parameter. 
Next, we use a sliding window for all points which are 
within a similarity range of a given point (distance). 
Each point within this range is weighted according to its 
quantified similarity to a given point. For each distance 
of interest we also build another system of sliding 
windows this time along the y-axis corresponding to the 
reception rate. The points within the window are 
weighted as the product of the weight factor of both the 
distance window and the reception rate window.

Once the first eleven lines of the pseudo-code are 
executed we have enough information to build a PDF 
that indicates how likely a particular reception rate is for 
a given distance. For this task, following compactness 

principle, we used quadratic least linear squares fitting 
for a particular pair of distance and reception rate.

Once the model is built, the next step is PDF 
normalization that ensures that for a given distance the 
integral of the function below the PDF mapping function 
is equal to one. Fig. 3 illustrates how the normalized 
reception rate PDF changes with respect to distance.

Table 1: Global evaluation results

Environment Conf.
Level

H.L.PDF
Value

Conf.
Intervals

Indoor 90 0.997627 ±0.325969
Outdoor 90 1.064365 ±0.381719
Indoor 95 1.023886 ±0.723887
Outdoor 95 1.022372 ±0.691752

Evaluation. 

The final step of our procedure is the evaluation of the 
quality of the developed statistical model for the PDF. 
The evaluation procedure itself has three components: 
Monte Carlo sampling, resubstitution, and establishment 
of interval of confidence. Monte Carlo sampling selects 
k (in our experimentation we use 200) randomly 
selected pairs of distance and reception rate points.

Resubstitution is the process where a statistical model 
is built using the exact same procedure (same kernel 
window scope and weight function) on randomly 
selected subsets of data. Specifically, in our simulations, 
we select 70% of the available data to build a model on 
each resubstitution run. For each resubstitution run we 
record the value of the PDF function at each of the k 
selected points. After conducting m resubstitution runs 
(in our experimentation m was 100), we are ready to 
establish an interval of confidence for our statistical 
PDF model. This is performed in two stages. We first 
establish an interval of confidence for each point 
individually, and then by combining information from 
all local interval of confidence we establish a global 
interval of confidence. Fig. 4 shows the relationship 
between the different confidence intervals for each 
random sample tuple (reception rate and distance) and 
the highest likelihood PDF value for different 
confidence levels. Each point in the graphs show the 
highest likelihood PDF value with its confidence 
interval. For example, the top left point in the graph of 
Fig. 4 corresponds to sample point of distance 52 
meters, reception rate 0% with highest likelihood PDF 
value of 0.2 ± 0.0001953 with confidence level of 90%. 
The final step of resubstitution is to build a global 
measure of the model’s accuracy. To build a global 
interval of confidence we use the following procedure. 
First, for each separate point in k, we use the highest 
likelihood PDF value and normalize all other values 
against this value. After that, we combine all data from 
all sampling points into one set of the size k x m. 
Finally, we calculate the confidence intervals of the 
normalized global array. Table 1 shows the overall 
interval of confidence for indoors and outdoors with 
different confidence levels. In general, the global 
highest likelihood PDF values are centered around one, 
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which is a good sign of the statistical soundness of the 
model.

PROPERTIES OF INDIVIDUAL LINKS

At the highest level of consideration the features can be 
classified into two groups: physical properties of the 
network, and communication features of the network. 
Physical properties include distance, direction as a 
function of angle with respect to reference direction, and 
areas. Communication properties include reception rate 
between receiver A and transmitter B, asymmetry in 
communication which refers to the absolute difference 
in reception rates between a pair of nodes (transmitter A 
→ receiver B and transmitter B → receiver A), and 
temporal variation of reception rate between receiver A 
and transmitter B.
We have analyzed two types of mapping functions 
between properties. The first is the established one-way 
mapping relationship between a given structural 
property and a targeted communication feature. The 
second analyzes the one-way dependency between two 
communication features. We once again emphasize that 
our goal is to not only establish the most likely value of 
one property for a given value of another property, but 
also to obtain probability distribution functions for all 
expected values of the second property for a given value 
of the first feature. We have studied the following pairs 
of properties.

Dependency of reception rate as a function of 
distance. This property is selected mainly because there 
is a wide consensus that distance significantly impacts 
reception rate.

Dependency of asymmetric reception rate as a 
function of distance. Note that in the previous case we 
assumed that reception rate between transmitter A to 
receiver B is the same as from transmitter B to receiver 
A. Our goal is to quantitatively capture how frequently 
there is asymmetry in reception rates as a function of 
distance.

Dependency of asymmetric reception rate as a 
function of reception rate. This property studies 
functional dependencies between two communication 
properties. Our goal is to identify if it is more likely that 
high asymmetry happens when links have high, low, or 
medium reception rates. For example, we are interested 
if it is more likely to have a pair of nodes with reception 
rates of 95% and 75%, or with 30% and 10% reception 
rates.

Dependency of reception rate standard deviation as a 
function of the average reception rate. The final property 
studies temporal dependencies between two 
communication properties. Our goal is to quantitatively 
capture this relationship and provide some initial results 
on how this property affects the link estimation 
algorithms used for online quality estimation.

In addition to the listed properties, we also studied 
link quality dependency on angle, but were not able to 
identify any interesting patterns with significantly strong 
intervals of confidence.

In paragraph Individual link models, Fig. 3 we have 
illustrated how the reception rate changes as a function 
of distance. Our results confirm the findings of several 
studies in the literature that show that there is a 
significant percentage of the radio range where links are 
highly variable, with similar probabilities of having very 
high or low reception rates. Even for very short 
distances, the probability of having very low reception 
rate links is not zero, and it starts growing fast as 
distance increases. More importantly, the average and 
standard deviation values of reception rate are 
insufficient parameters to model reception rate as a 
function of distance. While the average reception rate is 
around 50% in this case, most of the links have either 
very high or low reception rates.
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Figure 6: PDF for temporal variation as a function of the 
reception rate.

7 (a) High Reception Rate

7(b) Med. Reception Rate

Figures 7:Time series for on-line link quality estimation.

Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) show the PDF of how asymmetric 
reception rate depends on distance and average 
reception rate. Fig. 5(a) shows that there is no clear 
correlation between link asymmetries and distance. Fig. 
5(b) shows an interesting pattern; links with very high or 

very low reception rates tend to be highly symmetrical, 
as it can be observed by the two peaks in the PDFs. 
Links with medium reception rate tend to be much less 
symmetrical.
Fig. 6 shows the temporal variability of the links as a 
function of the reception rate. We clearly see that links 
with very low or very high reception rates tend to be 
more stable over time (smaller standard deviation), 
while the links with intermediate values of reception rate 
tend to be more unstable (higher standard deviation).
From our data, we observe that while the quantitative 
values of the PDFs for different conditions were not the 
same, the PDFs generated were qualitatively similar in 
most cases. For example, the PDF shown in Fig. 3 was 
qualitatively similar across all three environments tested. 
We have left the statistical analysis of the differences 
between the different conditions to get statistical sound 
conclusions for future work because it requires 
additional experiments.
One interesting question we wanted to answer is how 
long a node needs to measure the communication 
channel in order to get an accurate estimate of reception 
rate with a certain confidence interval. This has a 
profound impact in the design of algorithms for 
topology control that need to measure the channel as 
little as possible in order to save energy by periodically 
turning the radio off. To evaluate this, we took long time 
series of reception rate data, and picked k window sizes. 
For each window size, we took p (set to 100) initial 
random points of measurements from the time series, 
generating a reception rate estimate for each p using 
only a window of size k (ranging from 30 seconds to 64 
minutes) of data from the starting point. Then we 
compare the absolute difference between each of the p × 
k estimates with the absolute reception rate calculated 
using the entire time series of data. Fig. 8 shows the 
results of the previous analysis on two qualitatively 
different type of links. Fig. 7(a) shows that links with 
very high reception rate need very short window sizes to 
get an accurate estimate of the reception rate, and they 
converge quite fast to an accurate estimate (low 
reception rate links show similar behavior). Fig. 7(b) 
shows that links with intermediate reception rates take 
much larger window sizes to converge to accurate 
estimate values. We have left for future work the issue 
of optimal on-line link characterization using statistical 
methods.
From the spatial, asymmetrical, and temporal properties 
presented in Figs. 3, 5(b) and 6 we can see an interesting 
pattern that has emerged. For a large range of distances 
there is a low but non-zero probability of links with 
medium reception rates. These links are also the ones 
that present the most highly asymmetrical and temporal 
variability properties. We believe these links may 
introduce serious stability and convergence problems for 
several routing algorithms, and it might be useful to 
design mechanisms to detect these types of links and filter 
them out.
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9(c) Mean of Quality Correlation (per node): Outdoor

9(d) Mean of Quality Correlation (per node): Indoor

Figures 9: PDF for Normalized Transmitter and 
Receiver Quality and Correlation

Another interesting point is that reliable, highly 
symmetrical and stable links exist even at long distances 
(although with low probability). It is important to detect 
and take advantage of those long distance/high quality 
links in order to minimize packet transmission in a 
multihop setting. Online detection and use of these type
of links could affect algorithm design. (e.g. by 
minimizing energy consumption or end-to-end hop 
count).

GROUP LINK PROPERTIES

Group link properties are joint properties of related 
subsets of links. These links may be links that originate 
from the same transmitter or received by the same 
receiver, processed by the same radio, or communicated 
by nodes that are geometrically close. These properties 
are of crucial importance for any analysis and answer 
the frequently asked fundamental questions about 
reasons for particular behavior of communication 

patterns. These questions include whether the 
performance of a particular node as a transmitter mainly 
depends on the quality of its radio or its geometric 
position. Another frequently asked question is whether 
asymmetry is a consequence of different radio properties 
between two nodes or their location. However, with the 
exception of the property which examines pairs of links 
between two nodes, group link properties have been 
rarely studied due to their perceived complexity.

The first question we answer is to what extent the 
quality of transmitters and receivers on different nodes 
is uniform. We normalized the quality of each link at 
each node versus the average link quality at the 
corresponding distance in terms of reception rate. After 
that, we calculated the geometric mean of all links that 
originate or end at a particular node. For the reception 
quality, we decided to use the geometric mean instead of 
arithmetic in order to avoid too high an impact from a 
few exceptionally strong links. For example, if a node has 
one link that is 5 time better than average and 5 links that are 
5 times worse than average, the arithmetic mean would still 
indicate that the nodes have links of superior quality, which is 
obviously not the case. When there are not outliers, the 
arithmetic mean is preferred.

Table 3: Correlation of all pairs for indoor and uotdoor

Outdoor Indoor
r t-test DofF r t-test DofF

TX -
0.004

0.121 887 0.0592 11.824 39770

RX 0.012 0.370 885 0.0590 11.859 40183

Figures 10: Covariance Matrix and Layout for Indoor 
Experiments.

Figs.9(c) and 9(d) show a summary of our results. We 
analyzed both indoor and outdoor data using arithmetic 
mean. We calculated both arithmetic and geometric 
mean correlations, but due to the lack of outliers in the 
data, we preferred to use the arithmetic mean. All 
studies indicate that there is a positive correlation of 
transmitting and receiving capability of the nodes, and 
the probability of this result being accidental is low 
(lower than 0.1% in the indoor case). The linear 
correlation factor values are different depending on the 
environment, being much higher for the indoor case.
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Once we conclude that some nodes are much better 
transmitters or receivers than other nodes, the natural 
question is to what extent they are uniformly better 
transmitters or receivers with respect to all their links. In 
order to answer this question we calculated the 
correlation between all transmitting (receiving) links 
related to the same node. Table III shows the correlation 
value r, the t-test value and the degree of freedom 
(DofF). For both indoor and outdoor environments we 
see essentially very small or no correlation with very 
high probability (the probability of this result being 
accidental is lower than 0.1% for the indoor case). This 
essentially means that no node has perfectly good links 
to all other nodes in some distance range, and even the 
best nodes have average or very poor links. In addition, 
almost all nodes have good links to some neighbor in the 
same distance range.

The last question we would like to answer is whether 
there

are subsets of nodes that communicate well with each 
other while communicating at significantly lower levels 
with other nodes in the network. Fig. 10 shows the 
covariance matrix for 9 nodes in the indoor 
environment. We clearly see that nodes A, B, C, D and 
E form one group, nodes E, G and H another, and F and 
G, the third group. All nodes in these groups are highly 
correlated in terms of normalized communication with 
respect to other nodes. The data was obtained in the 
following way. For each node we sorted in decreasing 
order the quality of its links to other nodes. After that, 
for each pair of nodes, we found a subset of 
corresponding receivers that hear both nodes, and 
eventually found rank correlation for these two lists. As 
part of the table indicates, very often the correlation 
between two nodes is rather high, close to positive 1 or 
very low close to -1. The Spearman t-test indicates that 
all covariance values have probability of accidentally 
happen well below 0.1%. In other words, group of nodes 
in a particular distance range can communicate to each 
other significantly better than other group of nodes in 
the same distance range. Identification of these groups 
of nodes could be important for tree-based routing 
algorithms; it would be convenient that at least one node 
in each of these groups join the tree since it could 
communicate better to the other nodes in the group than 
any other node.

WIRELESS NETWORK GENERATORS

Using the knowledge gained from analysis of single and 
multiple link properties, we have built a series of wireless 
multi-hop network instance generators to be used in simulation 
environments. We analized three models, increasing in 
complexity, which create communication links for an arbitrary 
network that are statistically similar to observed networks. The 
basic model assigns communication links based solely on the 
relationship between reception rate and distance. To build the 
more complex models, we introduce an iterative improvement-
based procedure for creating communication links which 
abide by multiple link properties. The starting point for all 
models is the generation of a user specified number of nodes in 
the given area, with specific locations or a particular 
distribution.

Table 4: Comparison of four statistical models using 
Floyd-Warshall all pair shortest path algorithm

Unit Unit real Prob. Prob-real
m
i
n

2 2 2.0079 2.0079

m
a
x

26 20.0569 41.881 41.881

a
v
e

6.87574 5.78918 14.687 14.687

Asymm Asymm 
real

Statistica
l

Statistical 
real

m
i
n

2.00188 2.00188 2.00002 2.00002

m
a
x

45.9964 44.1535 42.99 42.9285

a
v
e

14.8176 14.6217 14.6991 14.0028

Figures 10: Similarity  between path weights in large 
networks.

We compared using the perturbation-based method 
four models: unit disk model, probabilistic disk model, 
asymmetric probabilistic disk model, and a non-
parametric statistical model. For this purpose we 
compare the length of all-pairs shortest paths for an 
instance with 400 nodes. Table 4 provides a summary 
for the length of the minimal, maximal, and average 
path. Note, that all three newly developed models, and 
in particular the non-parametric statistical one, are much 
more statistically sound.
DESIGN CONSIDERATION AND CONCLUSION

From the conceptual point of view, the first important 
observation is that the distribution of lossy links can 
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greatly affect routing algorithms based on geometric 
concepts. For example, all local avoidance approaches 
that reduce the routing problem to traversal on Gabriel 
or local neighborhood graphs may no longer be 
applicable in practice. Another, possibly more impacting 
ramification is that no deterministic method can be used 
to guarantee packet delivery in stateless routing 
protocols. This is justified by the small but non-zero 
probability of having links with very small or close to 
zero reception rate even at very small distances (Fig. 2). 
The third major conceptual change is that there is a 
strong benefit of observing at least some percentage of 
links on-line. This is because some of the most effective 
links in terms of metrics of travel distance versus 
required number of messages are links that have a 
reception rate between 40-60%. In addition, we can 
observe from Figs. 2, 5(b) and 6 that it is perfectly 
possible to find high reception rate links that are stable 
and highly symmetrical that cover medium to long 
distances.
The complex and correlated nature of links implies that 
newly developed routing protocols should be simulated 
for much longer periods of time in order to ensure that 
overall they perform well. The existence of superior 
nodes in terms of both transmitters and receivers 
capabilities implies that fairness will become one of the 
major issues for any routing, multicast, and broadcasting 
approach, because all of these protocols have a tendency 
to disproportionately use a subset of nodes. The 
statistically demonstrated space correlation will also 
greatly impact the development of routing protocols, as 
well as power management techniques. For example, 
since nodes are naturally clustered in subsets that 
efficiently communicate with each other and poorly with 
the rest of the network, it will be important that power 
management strategies, simultaneously turn down or up 
the majority of the nodes in one of such subsets. 
Furthermore, clustering techniques might be even more 
efficient than in networks modeled with the unit disk 
communication model.

In summary, we have developed a set of non-
parametric statistical models for characterizing links in 
wireless sensor networks. The models are the basis for 
new generators of wireless networks to be used in 
simulations that are statistically similar to deployed 
networks. The insight gained while building these 
models has helped identifying future directions for 
developers of protocols and localized algorithms for 
wireless sensor networks.
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In summary, we have developed a set of non-
parametric statistical models for characterizing links in 
wireless sensor networks. The models are the basis for 
new generators of wireless networks to be used in 
simulations that are statistically similar to deployed 
networks. The insight gained while building these 
models has helped identifying future directions for 
developers of protocols and localized algorithms for 
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Abstract

We describe a distributed computing platform to lead
large scale dictionary attacks against cryptosystems com-
pliant to OpenPGP standard. Moreover, we describe a sim-
plified mechanism to quickly test passphrases that might
protect a specifiedprivate key. Only passphrases that pass
this test complete the full (much more time consuming) val-
idation procedure. This approach greatly reduces the time
required to test a set of possible passphrases.

1 Introduction

A dictionary attack is a technique for defeating a cryp-
tographic system by searching its decryption key or pass-
word/passphrase in a list of words or combinations of these
words. Although it is widely accepted that the main fac-
tor for the success of a dictionary attack is the choice of a
suitable list of possible words, the efficiency and reliabil-
ity of the platform used for the attack may become critical
factors as well. Hereafter, we present a distributed architec-
ture for performing dictionary attacks that can exploit re-
sources available in local/wide area networks (in P2P style)
by hiding all details of communication among participating
nodes. As an example of possible cryptographic challenge
for which the platform can be used, we selected the decryp-
tion of the privatekeyringof the GnuPG software package.
From this viewpoint, the present work can be considered a
replacement and an extension ofpgpcrack(that is no longer
available), an utility used for cracking PGP encrypted files.
Note that the structure of the OpenPGPsecring is much
more complex with respect to the original PGP. To the best
of our knowledge, no equivalentfast cracking system ex-
ists for OpenPGP. Other scalable distributed cracking sys-

tems were proposed in [3] and [9]. Due to the lack of space
we can not present a detailed comparison, but we just men-
tion that our system pays much more attention to reliability
and portability issues than the cited systems. The paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes the features of
OpenPGP, the standard to which GnuPG makes reference;
Section 3 describes our approach to the attack of the GnuPG
keyring; Section 4 introduces the architecture we propose
for the distributed attack; Section 5 gives some information
about the current implementation; in Section 6 we present
some preliminary results and, finally, Section 7 concludes
with future perspectives of this activity.

2 OpenPGP Standard

OpenPGP is a widely used standard for encryption and
authentication of email messages. It is defined by the
OpenPGP Working Group in the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) Proposed Standard RFC 2440 [5]. OpenPGP
derives from PGP (Pretty Good Privacy), a software pack-
age created by Phil Zimmermann in the beginning of
nineties. GnuPG [2] is a well-known example of software
package compliant to OpenPGP standard available in the
public domain. New commercial versions of PGP are also
compliant to OpenPGP standard.

The OpenPGP standard adopts a hybrid cryptographic
scheme. For instance, message encryption uses both sym-
metric and asymmetric key encryption algorithms. The
sender uses the recipient’s public key to encrypt a shared
key (i.e. a secret key) for a symmetric algorithm. That key is
used to encrypt the plaintext of the message. The recipient
of a PGP encrypted message decrypts it using the session
key for a symmetric algorithm. The session key is included
in the message in encrypted form and it is decrypted in turn
by using the recipient’s private key. These keys are stored in
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Figure 1. OpenPGP keyring

Figure 2. The three phases of the attack

two separate data structures, called “keyrings”: private keys
in the private keyring, public keys in the public keyring.
Every keyring is a list of records, each of which associated
to a different key. In order to prevent disclosures, private
keys are encrypted with a symmetric algorithm, by using a
hash of a user-specified passphrase as secret key. For what
concerns GnuPG, as shown in Figure 1, the asymmetric en-
cryption algorithm is El Gamal [7], the hash algorithm is
SHA1 [6] and the symmetric encryption is CAST5 [4], used
in CFB mode [5].

3 Attack Strategy

One of the most critical issues regarding OpenPGP se-
curity is the secrecy of passphrases protecting private keys.
The knowledge (by any means achieved) of the passphrase
allows a malicious user to perform critical operations as sig-
nature and decryption of messages belonging to the legiti-
mate owner of the passphrase. For this reason, the goal of
the attack is to find the passphrase, starting from a private
keyring in OpenPGP format. The attack is divided in three
phases, each of which receives as input the output of the
preceding step, as shown in Figure 2.

The first phase is devoted to build the dictionary used
for passphrases generation that represents the second phase.
The third phase consists of the test of every generated
passphrase.

3.1 Dictionary Compilation Phase

In this phase, the basic dictionary is created starting from
a set of text files. This a pretty simple procedure: each dif-
ferent word is placed in the list that constitutes the dictio-

Figure 3. The first phase: the build of the dic-
tionary

nary. In order to increase chances of success, the content of
these text files should contain information somehow related
to the legitimate owner of the passphrase under attack. This
process is depicted in Figure 3.

3.2 Passphrase Generation Phase

This second phase produces a list of passphrases by ap-
plying a set of generation rules to all words found in the
dictionary. Every rule involves the current word and a cho-
sen number of subsequent words and allows for the gen-
eration of passphrases, by performing permutations of the
order of words and/or substitutions of single characters. In
this way, the obtained passphrases are reasonably compliant
with rules of natural language.

For instance, if we apply rules that involve a word and
four subsequent words to generate passphrases with a length
ranging from one to five words, for each word in the dictio-
nary we obtain 39 possible passphrases:

• the current word as in the dictionary, then the same
word with all lower case letters and all upper case let-
ters (3 passphrases).

• the current word and the following one, taken in the
original order and in the reverse order, with all lower
case letters, all upper case letters and the unmodified
case (6 passphrases).

• all possible permutations of the current word and the
two subsequent words, with all lower case letters and
all upper case letters (18 passphrases).

• the current word and the three subsequent words, taken
with the order and the case in the dictionary and in
reverse order, with all lower case letters and all upper
case letters (6 passphrases).

• the current word and the four subsequent, taken with
the order and the case in the dictionary and in reverse
order, with all lower case letters and all upper case let-
ters (6 passphrases).
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Figure 4. The second phase: generation of
passphrases.

Figure 5. The third phase: verification of the
passphrase.

Note that in the generation of passphrases with four and
five words, some permutations are not considered, since
they yield sequences unlikely for human memorization. The
generation phase is depicted in Figure 4.

3.3 Passphrase Verification Phase

This phase is thecoreof the attack and the most expen-
sive from the computational point of view. Each passphrase
generated in the previous phase is checked by following an
incrementalapproach aimed at minimizing the cost of the
controls required by the OpenPGP standard. For this rea-
son, a symmetric key for CAST5 algorithm is derived from
every passphrase, by applying the SHA1 algorithm in iter-
ated and salted mode. Such a key is used to try a decryption
of encrypted components relating to private key. This pro-
cess is represented in Figure 5.

In order to check whether the passphrase under test is
the right one, it is necessary to verify the plaintext obtained
from the decryption procedure. This operation is performed
taking into account how the OpenPGP standard represents
components relating to private keys in keyrings.

Figure 6. Validation test

As shown in Figure 6, a private key is represented as a
Multi Precision Integer (MPI), followed by its hash, com-
puted with SHA1. For this reason, in the first step we verify
if the left part of plaintext is a well-formed MPI. In case of
success, we double check whether the result of SHA1 ap-
plied to the MPI matches with the hash found in the plain-
text. Only for those passphrases that pass this second test,
we control the fulfillment of the algebraic relationship that
should be between the MPI and the corresponding public
key. If this final check is successful, then the passphrase
under test is the correct one. Note that the first two controls
have a low computational cost but they may producefalse
positives. The last control isexactbut it is very expensive
from the computational viewpoint. GnuPG does not carry
out the first control that is already very selective. By fol-
lowing this multi-step procedure our validation test is much
more effective.

4 Distributed Architecture

The attack described in the previous section has been de-
ployed over a loosely coupled distributed architecture. The
three phases of the attack are scattered over the nodes of this
network. There is a main node and two different groups of
peers that share their computational resources.

4.1 General Requirements

Since this network has been conceived to work with het-
erogeneous systems in a geographic context, the proposed
architecture guarantees the following requirements:

scalability: the number of network nodes can be increased,
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Figure 7. Nodes organization.

augmenting the overall computational power.

load balancing: the computational load must be dis-
tributed among nodes in proportion to their capabili-
ties, so that to avoid local starvation.

flexibility: since the availability of each node in the net-
work is aleatory, the architecture must be able to adapt
itself to variations of available resources by changing
the distribution of charge.

fault tolerance: possible failures of a node must not sub-
vert the overall computation, thus the system must able
to re-assign the workload and to resume local compu-
tation.

4.2 Overall Organization

The proposed architecture consists of three levels, each
of which implements a specific phase of attack, as repre-
sented in Figure 7. Each level receives information from
the upper level, elaborates them and then supplies the lower
level.

The first level is constituted by a single “root” node, de-
noted asr, that is responsible for the compilation of the
dictionary. The second level consists of a variable number
of nodes, named “generators” and denoted asg, that form
the “generation network”, indicated asG. Such a network is
devoted to generation of passphrases starting from the dic-
tionary compiled in the first phase by the “root” node. The
third level consists of a variable number of nodes, named
“verifiers” and denoted asv, that form the “verification net-
work”. Such a network is in charge of verifying whether any
of the generated passphrases decrypt the private key given
in input. Noder and the sets of nodes G and V form the
network system

∑
=< r,G, V >.

System
∑

has a tree-like topology where generator
nodes play the role of children of root noder. Verifier nodes
v are divided in groups, each of which is assigned to a gen-
erator nodeg, as depicted in Figure 7. Each node acts as
client with respect to the father node and as server with re-
spect to the child node.

Every node performs a specific task:

• root noder compiles the dictionaryD, divides it in
partitionsPi(D) and assigns theith partition to the
generator nodegi;

• each generator nodegi extracts fromPi(D) a list of
passphrasesL and divides it in partitionsPj(L). Every
partitionPj(L) is assigned to a verifier nodevi

j (where
the superscripti indicates thatvj is a child ofgi);

• each verifier nodevi
j checks all passphrases in the as-

signed partitionPj(L) with respect to the private key
provided in input.

This model of interaction, represented in Figure 8, makes
easier to achieve a reasonable load-balancing by assigning
more work to groups with more verifier nodes. Every node
of the network needs to know only the identifier of its father
node, of the “root” node and of all its child nodes (if any),
in order to communicate with them. Moreover, for each of
its child nodes, a father node checks the status of available
resources and stores the last messages sent to it. Informa-
tion stored in a node are maintained until child nodes do
not confirm the completion of operations assigned to them.
Note that child nodes never communicate each other.

Communication occurs by means of message exchanges
that require receiver’s confirmation. A node only accepts
messages coming from the father, its children and, possibly,
the root. Messages can be grouped as follows:

task messages:used to exchange information about the at-
tack.

maintenance messages:used for handling asynchronous
events of the network.

heart-beating messages:aimed at detecting failures and
sending information about available resources.

4.3 System Life-cycle

An instance of the system begins with just the root node.
As new nodes join the network to participate in the attack,
(this is done by sending a message to the root node), gener-
ation and verification networks are populated. A new node
is assigned to the generation network if there are no gener-
ator nodes (this is the typical situation in the beginning), or
if all existing generator nodes serve the maximum number
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of verifier nodes (this maximum number can be tuned at run
time). Otherwise, the new peer becomes a verifier node and
it is assigned as child to the generator node having the low-
est number of children. The expansion model of the system
is shown in Figure 9.

An instance of the system ends when the correct
passphrase for the given private key is found. The verifier
node on which a candidate passphrase passes successfully
the first two controls described in section 3.3 sends it to its
father generator node. This node performs further controls
(the final test described in section 3.3) and, on success, then
forwards the passphrase to the root node that, as a conse-
quence, stops the system. This process is depicted in Figure
10. For what concerns the single nodes, every peer can be
in one of the following states:

running: the node is performing its own task;

serving: the node is executing the assigned task and per-
forming a maintenance operation that involves one or
more child nodes;

stopped: the node is not executing a task because it is in-
volved in a maintenance operation launched by its fa-
ther node or by itself;

The root node can be in either running or serving state, a
generator node can be in running, serving or stopped state,
a verifier node can be in either running or stopping state.
State transitions occur when a message is received, or as a
consequence of a local event.

Each node is able to produce local events that are han-
dled by executing maintenance operations. Nodes gener-
ate events that are compatible with their current state. An
event triggers a transition in a state where the correspond-
ing maintenance operation must be executed. Three kinds
of events are possible:

Figure 9. Propagation scheme

Figure 10. Shutdown scheme

soft-quitting (SQ): produced when a node explicitly
leaves out the system;

hard-quitting (HQ): generated when a node detects an
unexpected quitting of a child, for example due to a
child failure.

swapping (SW): event that occurs when a node exchanges
its role with a child.

Each node manages its soft-quitting related operations
and hard-quitting related operations of its children. Verifier
nodes, since do not have children, do not need to manage
hard-quitting and swapping events. Finally, the root node
can not swap its role with a child.

If the root node quits the network, the entire instance
of the system halts. When a failure (HQ operation) occurs
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in a generator node, the root appoints one of the orphan
verifier nodes as new generator node for the remaining or-
phans nodes and assigns to it left pending partitions by the
failed generator node. When a generator node wants to quit
the system (SQ operation), it elects a substitute, choosing
it among its child (verifier) nodes, and supplies to it all the
information required to complete the task. Finally, the out-
going node informs the root node and quits.

When a failure occurs in a verifier node (HQ operation),
the father generator node forwards to other child nodes the
pending list of passphrases previously assigned to the bro-
ken node and informs the root. When a verifier node wants
to quit the system (SQ operation), it informs its father gen-
erator node about the number of checked passphrases in
the pending list. The generator node then supplies resid-
ual passphrases to its other child verifier nodes and informs
the root note. Finally, generator nodes, in case of varia-
tion of their own resources with respect to those available
to child verifier nodes, may swap their role with one of the
child verifier nodes (SW operation), in order to assign to the
verification network the most performing nodes.

5 Implementation

The system has been implemented in a single applica-
tion, nameddcrack, that is able to perform all the three
phases of the attack,i.e.,dictionary compilation, passphrase
generation and passphrase verification. In such a way, the
same application runs on every node of system. The code
has been implemented in ANSI C taking into account the re-
quirement of being usable in a multi-platform environment.
To this purpose, the application relies only on portable com-
ponents as shown in Figure 11. In particular, the Apache
Portable Runtime (APR) [1] is a set of APIs that guaran-
tees software portability across heterogeneous platforms,
through a replacement of functions that are not supported in
the underlying operating system. For instance, the use of the
APR environment allows to exploit synchronization mech-
anisms like the “condition-variables”, unavailable in the na-
tive Windows environment. As to the networking issues,
we resorted to the MIDIC middleware, a software layer
that provides advanced communication services. MIDIC,
in turn, relies on the JXTA technology [8] in order to enable
communication between P2P applications, independently of
network complexity. For example, if a node accesses to the
network through a firewall that enables only HTTP traffic,
the middleware automatically establishes a HTTP tunnel in
order to guarantee reachability. Both MIDIC and JXTA ex-
ploits the APR environment.

The application is subdivided in components, each of
which implements a specific function in the node where it
runs. The subdivision is made on the basis of a logical clas-
sification of activities common to all nodes:

Figure 11. Software structure

execution of task: each task is made of components, the
worker that acquires and processes information about
the attack andserver that makes available results of
required computations;

maintenance operations:such operations are managed by
acontrollercomponent, for what concerns quitting the
system and failures, and by arecruiter component for
the entry of new nodes in the system.

heart-beating activity: this activity is carried out by a
beatercomponent for sending heart-beating messages
to child nodes and by aHeartcomponent for receiving
such messages.

Active components of the application for the three
classes of nodes and communication flows between them
are shown in Figure 12. Task messages are sent from the

Figure 12. Communication scheme

Work component to the Server component of the applica-
tion running on the father node. Heart-beating messages
are sent from the Beater component of the application run-
ning on the father node to the Heart component running on
the child nodes. Maintenance messages are exchanged be-
tween the controller component of the application running
on a child node and the corresponding component in the fa-
ther node.

Each component runs in a thread whose implementation
depends on the platform (but this is transparent to the appli-
cation since it relies on the APR environment). Cooperation
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between threads follows thework-crewmodel. Moreover,
threads in charge of components that may require simul-
taneous communication (i.e., the server, controller and re-
cruiter components) generate aservicethread to which the
communication is demanded. Cooperation between com-
ponent threads and service threads follows theboss-worker
model.

6 Experimental Results

We measured the performances of the proposed architec-
ture in a test-bed constituted by a 100baseT Ethernet LAN
with 20 personal computers, equipped with a 2.8 Ghz In-
tel Pentium IV processor and 512Mb of RAM running the
Linux operating system. As sample target of the attack, we
selected the GnuPG cryptographic software with an ElGa-
mal key having a length of 768 bits.

To generate the dictionary we started from the text of
“Divina Commedia” (a famous epic poem of Italian liter-
ature) and, as a consequence, generated passphrases are in
Italian. In order to evaluate the throughput of the system we
chose a passphrase that could not be found with this dictio-
nary, forcing the system to generate and test all passphrases
that could be derived from the input text and the defined
passphrase generation rules.

Before starting the full experiment, we carried out some
preliminary tests, in order to find out how many verifier
nodes could be fed by a single generator node. Therefore,
the following parameters have been evaluated:k, the num-
ber of passphrases that can be checked by a verifier node in
a second;tg, the time required to a generator node to gener-
atek passphrases;ts, the time required to a generator node
to compress and sendk passphrases to a verifier node; Our
tests showed that a verifier node is able to check about 1000
passphrases per second. A generator node requires 0.6 ms
to generate 1000 passphrase and about 10ms to compress
and send them. Thus, a generator node needs about 11ms
to set up the workload that a verifier node carries out in one
second. As a consequence, the adequate ratioR between
the number of generator nodes and verifier nodes is given
by:

R = 1/(tg + ts) = (1/0, 011) ∼ 90

In other words, with these settings, each generator node
could feed up to 90 verifier nodes.

In the test environment, we used a variable number of
nodes but, since the time required to generate, compress and
send passphrases is about two orders of magnitude smaller
than the time used for verification, in all tests, we used a
single generator task that coexisted with the root task on a
single node (same computer) of the network.

The results we obtained are very encouraging, since the
throughput of the system (measured as the inverse of the

time required to test all possible passphrases) increases in a
linear way with respect to the number of verifier nodes. We
compared these results with those produced by a commer-
cial solution for Grid computing (AGA by Avanade) and
found that the throughput of our solution is (about) 20%
higher (obviously with the same number of nodes). Finally,
no appreciable difference has been found with respect to the
operating system of the nodes (PCs we used were dual-boot,
so we could test Linux and Windows on the same hard-
ware). As to the reliability of the platform, we checked it
in a separate set of tests in which we used up to three gen-
erator nodes. Failures of both verifier and generator nodes
were successfully managed by the infrastructure by follow-
ing the procedures described in section 4.3.

7 Conclusions

We presented an architecture to perform distributed dic-
tionary attacks. The system has been tested on aprivate
keyringof the GnuPG cryptosystem after a careful study of
the features of the encryption system. In particular we de-
vised a technique to quickly check candidate passphrases
by limiting the execution of the most expensive control to
a subset of the passphrases selected according to much less
expensive controls. There are a number of possible direc-
tions for future activities. For instance taking into account
the results reported in section 6, it is possible to introduce
new generation rules and increase their complexity. Besides
that, since there are many applications with features simi-
lar to cryptographic challenges, another interesting possibil-
ity could be to employ the distributed architecture for other
computational tasks.
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Abstract—In this paper we face the problem of ver-

ifying security protocols where temporal aspects ex-

plicitly appear in the description. In previous work,

we proposed Timed HLPSL, an extension of the speci-

fication language HLPSL (originally developed in the

Avispa Project), where quantitative temporal aspects

of security protocols can be specified. In this work

we present a model checking tool for the analysis of

security protocols which employs THLPSL as a spec-

ification language and UPPAAL as the model check-

ing engine. To illustrate how our framework applies,

we also provide a specification of the Wide Mouthed

Frog protocol and show some experimental results on

a number of security protocols.

I. Introduction

Much work has been devoted to formal specifica-
tion and analysis of cryptographic protocols, leading
to a number of different approaches and encouraging
results (e.g. see [18]). Most of the proposed protocol
specification languages and verification techniques
are limited to cryptographic protocols where quanti-
tative temporal information is not crucial (e.g. delay,
timeout, timed disclosure or expiration of informa-
tion do not affect the correctness of the protocol),
and details about some low level timing aspects of
the protocol are abstracted away (e.g. timestamps,
duration of channel delivery etc). In this context,
the specification language HLPSL has been proposed
within the Avispa Project (see [1]), for the specifica-
tion of industrial-strength security protocols. HLPSL
allows for modular specifications, specification of con-
trol flow patterns, data-structures, and security prop-
erties. It is also sufficiently high-level to be used by
protocol engineers.

In this paper we focus on the problem of specify-
ing and verifying security protocols where temporal
aspects directly affect the correctness of the proto-
col, and, therefore, need to be explicitly considered
both in the specification and the verification. Ex-
amples of time sensitive protocols are, for instance,
the non-repudiation Zhou-Gollmann protocol [19],
the TESLA authentication protocol [15] and the well
known Wide Mouthed Frog protocol [4].

The formal framework generally employed to mo-
del temporal features, in the context of finite state
machines, is that of Timed Automata [3], and the

corresponding model checking verification techniques
are supported by a variety of tools. The model checker
KRONOS [9], developed at VERIMAG, supports mo-
del checking of branching time requirements. The
UPPAAL toolkit [17] allows for checking safety and
bounded liveness properties. However, Timed Au-
tomata cannot be employed by protocol designer as
a specification formalism in itself, being a rather low
level formalism, lacking the ability of expressing par-
allelism and synchronization on structured messages
built over cryptographic primitives. In a previous
paper [5] we proposed Timed HLPSL (THLPSL for
short), as temporal extension of the specification lan-
guage HLPSL. The temporal feature introduced in
THLPSL are: (a) temporal constraints of the control
flow (the usual delays and timeouts associated with
performing a transition) with respect to the occur-
rence of some event, (b) duration of a transition, (c)
temporal constraints on the availability and usabil-
ity of messages (message disclosure and expiration
time) with respect to the occurrence of some event,
and (d) delay in channel delivery. The semantics
of THLPSL is formally defined in [5] by a map-
ping onto eXtended Timed Automata [7] (XTAs for
short), the variant of timed automata employed by
UPPAAL which, differently from the basic model of
Timed Automata, allows for an explicit representa-
tion of concurrency and communication in the form
of handshaking.

In this paper we describe the TPMC (Timed Pro-
tocols Model Checker) tool we developed for the anal-
ysis of timed security protocols. TPMC employs
THLPSL as a specification language and UPPAAL
as the model checking engine. The analysis of a
protocol in TPMC consists in a translation of its
THLPSL specification into the input language of UP-
PAAL according to the semantics presented in [5].
For the sake of ease of definition, such a seman-
tics maps THLPSL specification onto pure XTAs,
without exploiting the full expressive power of the
UPPAAL language, which allows for shared integers
variables, and integer and boolean arrays. The use of
this additional features allows for exponentially more
succinct UPPAAL specifications. As a consequence,
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the mapping implemented in TPMC is not the one
described in the formal semantics, but a semanti-
cally equivalent one which, taking advantage of the
full expressivity of UPPAAL XTAs, can be more ef-
ficiently employed for implementation purposes. We
also provide an experimental evaluation of the tool
on a number of security protocols.

The idea of using Timed Automata for specifying
real time systems and proving security properties is
not new (e.g., see [6], [10], [12], [16]). Our approach
differs from [6], [12] in that Timed Automata are not
the specification language itself, but the back-end of
an high level specification language.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in
the next section we informally present the specifica-
tion language THLPSL; in Section III we provide the
specification the Wide-Mouthed protocol in THLPSL.
In Section IV we describe the translation of THLPSL
specifications into UPPAAL XTAs. Finally we con-
clude giving some experimental evaluation of our tool
in Section V.

II. Timed HLPSL

In this section we informally describe the main fea-
tures of the specification language THLPSL, a timed
extension of the specification language HLPSL [1]
and give an intuition of its semantics. A formal def-
inition of the THLPSL syntax and the semantics,
which is given in terms of XTAs [7], can be found
in [5].

A strong limitation of the original HLPSL is that
it does not allow for explicit specification of temporal
aspects such as delays, timeouts, timing constraints
on the validity of messages, etc., therefore making it
unsuited to specify protocols where temporal aspects
may affect correctness. THLPSL extends HLPSL
by allowing for expressing the following temporal as-
pects:
a) temporal constraints on the control flow of par-
ticipants to a protocol session;
b) duration of a transition, expressed as lower and
upper bounds on its duration;
c) temporal constraints on the availability and us-
ability of messages (message disclosure and expira-
tion time);
d) duration of channel delivery, expressed as lower
and upper bounds on the channel delay.

THLPSL allows for structured definitions of proto-
cols. A protocol specification consists in the descrip-
tion of a set of roles. It is possible to distinguish be-
tween two kinds of roles: basic roles which describe
the behavior of a participant to a protocol; composi-
tion roles that compose in parallel instances of basic
roles (one for each participant to the protocol ses-
sions) instantiating their parameters with constants.

Roles can be parameterized (with the obvious ex-

ception of the main role) and can exploit local vari-
ables defined within a local declaration section. De-
clared variables can be initialized by means an ini-
tialization predicate. Local variables, formal parame-
ters and constants are typed. THLPSL supports var-
ious kinds of types. Common built-in types are the
following: agent type (for agent names); channel

type (for communication channel names); public key

and symmetric key type (for public and symmetric
keys used by cryptographic primitives); text type
(for text messages); nat type (for natural numbers);
function type (for hash functions). Type text may
have additional attributes enclosed within brackets.
For instance, the type text(fresh) is the type for
freshly generated nonces.

The type channel may have additional attributes
enclosed within brackets, e.g., C:channel(dy,lb,ub)
specifies a channel controlled by a Dolev-Yao (DY)
intruder [8] with minimum transmission delay lb (a
rational number in Q≥′) and maximum transmission
delay up (a rational number in Q≥′ ∪ {∞});

THLSPL provides some form of flexibility in the
specification of the constraints on delay/timeout and
message disclosure/expiration, by allowing to express
these constraints with respect to the occurrence of a
transition executed by a participant in the protocol.
To this purpose, THLPSL is equipped with a variable
type role_instance for role instances, which can
only be used for formal parameters of roles (and not
for the declaration of local variables). Intuitively,
a formal parameter RI of type role_instance will
be instantiated with a number between 1 and n in
the definition of the main composition role, where
exactly n roles are composed in parallel. Therefore,
if RI is instantiated with number i, then it refers
to the i-th role instance in the parallel composition.
This allows for expressing time constraints relative
to occurrences of events (referred to by transition
labels) taking place within specific role instances.

Participants to a protocol session communicate by
sending and receiving structured messages. Struc-
tured messages are represented by message terms
which are inductively composed from variables and
constants in the following way:
• Variables and constants are terms;
• X[dt,et,RI,lab] is a term (timed term), where
RI is a formal parameter of type role_instance, X
a variable of type text, text (fresh) or key, dt is a
rational number in Q≥′ and ut a rational number in
Q≥′ ∪ {∞} and lab is a transition label.
• V’ is a term, with V any variable (priming);
• {T}_K is a term, with K variable of type symmet-
ric key public key and T a term (encryption);
• T1.T2 is a term, with T1, T2 terms (pairing);
• H(T) is a term, with T a term and H a variable of
type function (hashing);
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• inv(K) and {T}_inv(K) are terms, with K a vari-
able of type public key (private key and signature).
Priming of variables is used for variable assignments,
to refer to the values of the variables after the assign-
ment. A term of the form X[dt,et,RI,lab] repre-
sents a term X that will be disclosed between time
dt and et relative to the execution of the transition
labeled lab within role instance RI, and it will ex-
pire after the temporal bound et. Moreover, we add
a predicate of the form EXP(X), with X a variable
of type text, text (fresh) or key, which intuitively
holds true if X is assigned to a message which has
expired. We also assume an additional label start
which represents a fictitious transition taken at time
0 to initialize the main role.

A protocol run start from a, chosen, composition
role called main role. The behavior of a basic role is
described by means of a state-transition formalism.
Intuitively, a state of the role instance is determined
by the content of its local variables and the value of
its actual parameters. Set of states of the role are
declaratively denoted by standard boolean expres-
sions over the value of variables and primed variables
(e.g. a Boolean expression represents the set of role
states where the Boolean expression holds true). A
transition allows to leave a state of the role receiving
a message (from another participant to the proto-
col) and to reach another state delivering a message.
Transitions are declared in a role by a sequence of
transition schemas.

A timed transition schema has the form:

lab. Pred Rec_Op >>(t1,t2,lb,ub,RI,lab1)

Primed_Pred /\ Send_Op

where,
• lab is a label identifying the current transition in
the protocol schema;
• Pred is the triggering predicate defining the set of
states from which the transition take place. It is a
conjunction of a state predicate SPred, and possi-
bly a message predicate MPred. SPred has the form
∧k

i=1Xi = ci, where Xi is a state variable, namely
a variable not occurring in any message term in the
role, and ci is a constant. MPred is a conjunction
of (negations) of atoms either of the form X = Y
or EXP (X), where X and Y are message variables
occurring in message terms within the role.
• Rec_Op is an optional receive operation on a chan-
nel of the form C(T), where C is a channel variable
and T a term;
• Primed_Pred specifies the resulting state of the
transition and has the form

∧z

i=1X
′

i = ci, where X ′

i

is a primed variable not occurring in any message
term of the role and ci is a constant. In the result-
ing state, the variables occurring in Primed_Pred are
assigned the current value of the corresponding con-

stant, and the remaining variables keep their current
value;
• Send_Op is an optional send operation on a chan-
nel of the form C(T), where C is a channel variable
and T a term. Possible primed variables in T are
assigned newly generated values (e.g., fresh nonces
generation);
• RI is a formal parameters of the current role of type
role_instance, t1 and lb are rational numbers in
Q≥′, t2 and ub rational numbers in Q≥′ ∪ {∞}, and
lab1 is a transition label. These parameters specify
a transition that will be enabled between time t1 and
t2 relative to the execution of the transition labeled
lab1 within the role of role instance RI, that will
complete between time lb and ub.
THLPSL also allows for untimed transitions. For in-
stance, a transition without any temporal constraints
(neither delay/time out nor duration constraints) can
be specified by >>(0,∞,0,∞,RI,start).

An urgent transition schema has the form:

lab. Pred ->(t1,t2,RI,lab1) Primed_Pred

where all the parameters have the same interpreta-
tion as in the previous case. The intuitive semantics
of an urgent transition is a transition which is en-
abled between time t1 and t2, relative to the exe-
cution of the transition labeled lab1 within the role
instance RI, and is forced to trigger as soon as en-
abled, i.e. without any further delay. Notice that
triggering of an urgent transition does not depend
upon synchronization with other roles, as it cannot
send or receive messages. Urgent transitions are in-
tended to model activities local to a role, which have
no duration and must not affect the overall timing.

The composition section of a composition role is
used to instantiate other basic and composition roles
using the following syntax:

R1(actual_parms) /\ R2(actual_parms) /\ ...

The intended meaning is that composed roles ”run”
in parallel with interleaving semantics.

III. Specification of the Wide Mouthed

Frog protocol in THLPSL

In this section we consider the well known Wide
Mouthed Frog authentication protocol [4]. The pro-
tocol involves three participants: Alice, Bob and the
Server. Alice sends a message to the Server con-
taining the identity of Bob (the intended receiver),
a fresh session key Kab, and a timestamp TA, en-
crypted with a symmetric key KAS , shared by Alice
and the Server. The Server then checks if the times-
tamp is recent and, if this is the case, forwards the
session key and a new timestamp TB to Bob, en-
crypted with a symmetric key KBS , shared by Bob
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and the Server. Bob can now check if the timestamp
TS is recent and, if this is the case, accepts the ses-
sion key as valid. Following is a description of the
protocol steps:

1 A→ S : A, {B,Kab, TA}KAS

2 S → B : {A,Kab, TS}KBS

The idea is that the participants use the timestamps
to assess validity of the session key. A session key
should be considered valid if the associated times-
tamp is recent enough. The protocol is known to be
vulnerable to reply attacks, where an intruder sim-
ply repeatedly intercepts the message sent by the
Server and, exploiting the structural similarity of
the encrypted components in the two messages, re-
peatedly replies it back to the Server, who interprets
it as a request to establish a new session key be-
tween the participants. If the intruder replies are
fast enough, it can succeed in forcing the Server to
keep the timestamps updated indefinitely, causing a,
possibly compromised, session key to be associated
to a fresh timestamp.

In order to model the validity of timestamps and
session keys in THLPSL, we associate to each of
them an expiration time. In particular, the initiator
assigns an expiration time to the session key, wide
enough to cover the estimated maximum delays of
both the communication channels from Alice to the
Server and from the Server to Bob. Similarly, Alice
(resp., the Server) assigns the expiration time to each
generated timestamp. An attack would be detected
if Bob receives an expired session key associated with
a non expired timestamp.

Below is a possible specification of the protocol,
where we assume a maximum delay 5 to the channels
connecting the participants. The expiration of the
session key is set to the sum of the channels delays.
The role for agent Alice is specified as follows:

role Alice(A,B,S:agent, SND:channel(dy,0,5),

Kas:symmetric_key, AI:role_instance)

played_by A def= :

local Stat:nat, Ta:text(fresh), Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

a0. Stat=0 >>(0,∞,0,0,AI,start) Stat’=1 /\

SND(A.{Ta’[0,5,AI,a0].B.Kab[0,10,AI,a0]}_Kas)
end role

Notice that the role Alice is parametrized with re-
spect to three agent names (A, B,S), one dy channel
SND, one symmetric key Kas, and one role instance
parameter AI. The played_by keyword states that
the agent playing the role corresponds to the first
agent parameter A. In the local variable declaration
section the variable Stat, of type natural number, a
fresh nonce variable Ta and a symmetric key Kab are
declared. The init clause opens the variable initial-
ization section, while the transition clause opens
the section containing transition schemas. The tran-
sition schema, labeled a0, is a send timed transition

which takes from a state where variable Stat is equal
to 0 to a state where Stat is equal to 1, and all the
remaining variables, except Ta, remain unchanged.
The additional effect of the transition is that the
term A.{Ta’[0,5,AI,a0].B.Kab[0,10,AI,a0]}_Kas

is sent over the channel SND, where Ta’[0,5,AI,a0]

represents a fresh timestamp generated and assigned
to Ta by the transition, with disclosure/expiration
interval between time 0 and 5 relative to the execu-
tion of the transition a0 of the current role instance
AI.

The role for agent Bob is specified as follows:

role Bob(A,B,S:agent, RCV:channel(dy,0,5),

Kbs:symmetric_key, BI:role_instance)

played_by B def=

local Stat, Valid:nat, Ts:text, Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

b0. Stat=0 /\ RCV({Ts’.A.Kab’}_Kbs)
>>(0,∞,0,0,BI,start) Stat’=1

b1. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ts) /\ not EXP(Kab)

->(0,∞,BI,start)

Stat’=2 /\ Valid’=1

b2. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ts) /\ EXP(Kab)

->(0,∞,BI,start)

Stat’=2 /\ Valid’=0

end role

As to Bob’s role, the first transition is a receive
transition which requires that another party syn-
chronously sends a message along the channel RVC,
and that the sent message conforms to the struc-
ture of the term {Ts’.A.Kab’}_Kbs. The primed
variables Ts’ and Kab’ in the received term are as-
signed, after the transition is executed, the value of
the corresponding subterm in the unifying received
message. The last two transitions are urgent transi-
tions (always enabled) which test the validity of the
timestamp and of the key and accept (resp., reject)
the key by assigning the value 1 (resp., 0) to the
boolean variable Valid.

The Server role is specified as follows:

role Server(A,B,S:agent, RCV,SND:channel(dy,0,5),

Kas,Kbs:symmetric_key, SI:role_instance)

played_by S def=

local Stat:nat, Ts:text(fresh),

Ta:text, Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

s00. Stat=0 /\ RCV(A.{Ta’.B.Kab’}_Kas)
>>(0,∞,0,0,SI,start) Stat’=1

s01. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ta) >>(0,∞,0,0,SI,start)

Stat’=3 /\ SND({Ts’[0,5,SI,s02].A.Kab}_Kbs)
end role

Notice that both the Server and Bob check for
non expiration of timestamps (not EXP(Ta) and not

EXP(Ts)) before proceeding (resp., before accepting
the session key). Moreover, the Server sets expiration
of the timestamps it generates relative to the tran-
sition generating it. To model possible acceptance
by Bob of an invalid key, we use a variable Valid in
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session keys in THLPSL, we associate to each of
them an expiration time. In particular, the initiator
assigns an expiration time to the session key, wide
enough to cover the estimated maximum delays of
both the communication channels from Alice to the
Server and from the Server to Bob. Similarly, Alice
(resp., the Server) assigns the expiration time to each
generated timestamp. An attack would be detected
if Bob receives an expired session key associated with
a non expired timestamp.

Below is a possible specification of the protocol,
where we assume a maximum delay 5 to the channels
connecting the participants. The expiration of the
session key is set to the sum of the channels delays.
The role for agent Alice is specified as follows:

role Alice(A,B,S:agent, SND:channel(dy,0,5),

Kas:symmetric_key, AI:role_instance)

played_by A def= :

local Stat:nat, Ta:text(fresh), Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

a0. Stat=0 >>(0,∞,0,0,AI,start) Stat’=1 /\

SND(A.{Ta’[0,5,AI,a0].B.Kab[0,10,AI,a0]}_Kas)
end role

Notice that the role Alice is parametrized with re-
spect to three agent names (A, B,S), one dy channel
SND, one symmetric key Kas, and one role instance
parameter AI. The played_by keyword states that
the agent playing the role corresponds to the first
agent parameter A. In the local variable declaration
section the variable Stat, of type natural number, a
fresh nonce variable Ta and a symmetric key Kab are
declared. The init clause opens the variable initial-
ization section, while the transition clause opens
the section containing transition schemas. The tran-
sition schema, labeled a0, is a send timed transition

which takes from a state where variable Stat is equal
to 0 to a state where Stat is equal to 1, and all the
remaining variables, except Ta, remain unchanged.
The additional effect of the transition is that the
term A.{Ta’[0,5,AI,a0].B.Kab[0,10,AI,a0]}_Kas

is sent over the channel SND, where Ta’[0,5,AI,a0]

represents a fresh timestamp generated and assigned
to Ta by the transition, with disclosure/expiration
interval between time 0 and 5 relative to the execu-
tion of the transition a0 of the current role instance
AI.

The role for agent Bob is specified as follows:

role Bob(A,B,S:agent, RCV:channel(dy,0,5),

Kbs:symmetric_key, BI:role_instance)

played_by B def=

local Stat, Valid:nat, Ts:text, Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

b0. Stat=0 /\ RCV({Ts’.A.Kab’}_Kbs)
>>(0,∞,0,0,BI,start) Stat’=1

b1. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ts) /\ not EXP(Kab)

->(0,∞,BI,start)

Stat’=2 /\ Valid’=1

b2. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ts) /\ EXP(Kab)

->(0,∞,BI,start)

Stat’=2 /\ Valid’=0

end role

As to Bob’s role, the first transition is a receive
transition which requires that another party syn-
chronously sends a message along the channel RVC,
and that the sent message conforms to the struc-
ture of the term {Ts’.A.Kab’}_Kbs. The primed
variables Ts’ and Kab’ in the received term are as-
signed, after the transition is executed, the value of
the corresponding subterm in the unifying received
message. The last two transitions are urgent transi-
tions (always enabled) which test the validity of the
timestamp and of the key and accept (resp., reject)
the key by assigning the value 1 (resp., 0) to the
boolean variable Valid.

The Server role is specified as follows:

role Server(A,B,S:agent, RCV,SND:channel(dy,0,5),

Kas,Kbs:symmetric_key, SI:role_instance)

played_by S def=

local Stat:nat, Ts:text(fresh),

Ta:text, Kab:symmetric_key

init Stat=0

transition

s00. Stat=0 /\ RCV(A.{Ta’.B.Kab’}_Kas)
>>(0,∞,0,0,SI,start) Stat’=1

s01. Stat=1 /\ not EXP(Ta) >>(0,∞,0,0,SI,start)

Stat’=3 /\ SND({Ts’[0,5,SI,s02].A.Kab}_Kbs)
end role

Notice that both the Server and Bob check for
non expiration of timestamps (not EXP(Ta) and not

EXP(Ts)) before proceeding (resp., before accepting
the session key). Moreover, the Server sets expiration
of the timestamps it generates relative to the tran-
sition generating it. To model possible acceptance
by Bob of an invalid key, we use a variable Valid in
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Bob’s role, which is set to 0 (transition b2) if the ac-
cepted key has already expired, and to 1 (transition
b1), otherwise.

The main role Main instantiates one instance of
role Alice, one of the role Bob and three of the role
Server. Roles are instantiated by associating actual
parameters (i.e., constants) to formal ones. The re-
sulting role instances are composed in parallel.

role Main()

def=

composition

Alice(A,B,S,Snda,Kas,0) /\ Bob(A,B,S,Rcvb,Kbs,1)

/\ Server(A,B,S,Snda,,Rcvb,Kas,Kbs,2)

/\ Server(B,A,S,Sndb,Rcva,Kbs,Kas,3)

/\ Server(A,B,S,Snda,Rcvb,Kas,Kbs,4)

end role

A simple property requiring acceptance only for
valid keys is the following CTL formula
AG¬(Alice0.Stat = 1∧Bob1.Stat = 2∧¬Bob1.V alid),
which can be checked by the model checker UPPAAL.
The property is false, as it is possible for role instance
bob to accept as valid a key after it has expired.

IV. From THLPSL specifications to

UPPAAL XTAs

In this section we shall show how to encode a
THLPSL specification into a XTA suitable for mo-
del checking in UPPAAL.

UPPAAL XTA are an extension of Timed Au-
tomata. A Timed Automaton TA is a finite state
automaton enriched with a set of real-valued clocks
whose value can constrain the triggering of transi-
tion (for a formal definition and a account of the se-
mantics see [3]). Transitions of a TA have the form

〈l, φ, a, λ, l′〉 ∈ δ, written also l
〈φ,a,λ〉
−→ l′, which repre-

sents a transition from the location l to the location
l′ on input symbol a; the guard φ is a constraint
on clocks, and specifies when the transition is en-
abled; and the update set λ ⊆ CK states the set of
clocks to be reset on executing the transition. An
eXtended Time Automaton[7] is the parallel compo-
sition A1 ‖ . . . ‖ An of a collection of Timed Au-
tomata A1, . . . , An, in the style of CCS [14]. Au-
tomata communicate by means of channels and the
communication style is handshaking. Input symbols
of TA are replaced by channel names in XTA. If a is
the name of a communication channel, then the sym-
bol a? denotes the receiving action over channel a,
while the symbol a! denotes the sending action over
channel a. In addition, XTA can use (boolean and
integer) variables and arrays. Therefore, the guard
φ of a XTA transition may also constraints values
of variables and array elements besides clocks. The
update λ is generalized allowing also assignments in-
volving variables and arrays.

As previously said, the formal semantics of THLPSL
has be given in [5] by translation into a network

of timed automata. In such a translation a timed
automaton is provided for each instance role and a
timed automaton is provided for the intruder. States
of both the participants and the intruder are struc-
tured and, in particular, encode besides control in-
formation also the knowledge of the playing part at
the represented stage of the interaction. Knowledge
is suitably encoded by sets of ground instances of
message term (ground messages).

The intruder’s knowledge is a monotonically in-
creasing set of structured messages. A DY intruder
can send to role instances any structured message
that it can derive from its knowledge. For every
received message the intruder can extract any pos-
sible submessage, compatibly with its knowledge of
the necessary cryptographic keys. Conversely, known
submessages can be recombined freely, using the al-
gebra of message operators. Since structured mes-
sage provide an unbounded use of pairing crypto-
graphic encoding operators, the number of message
the intruder can possibly build is unbounded. How-
ever, the messages composed by the intruder which
are relevant for the protocol are those unifiable with
the message patterns expected by the role instances.
Even considering a bounded set of messages, the fact
that the intruder can compose and/or modify com-
municated messages results in an explosion in the
number of states (which depend on the subset con-
struction of the set of received messages) and in the
number of transitions. For a succinct encoding, the
translation implemented in TPMC exploits the abil-
ity of UPPAL of handling XTA specifications en-
riched with variables and arrays. Arrays and vari-
ables are used both to encode the knowledge of the
role instances and of the intruder, as well as the
intruder’s ability to compose and decompose mes-
sages. In particular, the intruder’s knowledge is en-
coded by a boolean array K, where each location
represents either a structured message sent along a
channel, or a (sub)message obtained by composi-
tion/decomposition of known messages. A location
of the array K is set to true when the intruder knows
the corresponding (sub)message. Similarly, each role
instance ri is encoded by an array of integers Nri,
which contains the current ground instance associ-
ated to each variable occurring in a send or receive
operation of the corresponding role.

Communication between role instances is not di-
rect, but implemented by a pair of synchronizations,
one between the sender and the intruder and one be-
tween the intruder and the receiver. Since commu-
nication in the formalism of XTA takes the form of
pure communication, a different channel is provided
for each conveyed message. Therefore, for each pair
< M,CHN >, with m a structured ground mes-
sage sent (resp., received) by a role instance and
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Bob’s role, which is set to 0 (transition b2) if the ac-
cepted key has already expired, and to 1 (transition
b1), otherwise.

The main role Main instantiates one instance of
role Alice, one of the role Bob and three of the role
Server. Roles are instantiated by associating actual
parameters (i.e., constants) to formal ones. The re-
sulting role instances are composed in parallel.

role Main()

def=

composition

Alice(A,B,S,Snda,Kas,0) /\ Bob(A,B,S,Rcvb,Kbs,1)

/\ Server(A,B,S,Snda,,Rcvb,Kas,Kbs,2)

/\ Server(B,A,S,Sndb,Rcva,Kbs,Kas,3)

/\ Server(A,B,S,Snda,Rcvb,Kas,Kbs,4)

end role

A simple property requiring acceptance only for
valid keys is the following CTL formula
AG¬(Alice0.Stat = 1∧Bob1.Stat = 2∧¬Bob1.V alid),
which can be checked by the model checker UPPAAL.
The property is false, as it is possible for role instance
bob to accept as valid a key after it has expired.

IV. From THLPSL specifications to

UPPAAL XTAs

In this section we shall show how to encode a
THLPSL specification into a XTA suitable for mo-
del checking in UPPAAL.

UPPAAL XTA are an extension of Timed Au-
tomata. A Timed Automaton TA is a finite state
automaton enriched with a set of real-valued clocks
whose value can constrain the triggering of transi-
tion (for a formal definition and a account of the se-
mantics see [3]). Transitions of a TA have the form

〈l, φ, a, λ, l′〉 ∈ δ, written also l
〈φ,a,λ〉
−→ l′, which repre-

sents a transition from the location l to the location
l′ on input symbol a; the guard φ is a constraint
on clocks, and specifies when the transition is en-
abled; and the update set λ ⊆ CK states the set of
clocks to be reset on executing the transition. An
eXtended Time Automaton[7] is the parallel compo-
sition A1 ‖ . . . ‖ An of a collection of Timed Au-
tomata A1, . . . , An, in the style of CCS [14]. Au-
tomata communicate by means of channels and the
communication style is handshaking. Input symbols
of TA are replaced by channel names in XTA. If a is
the name of a communication channel, then the sym-
bol a? denotes the receiving action over channel a,
while the symbol a! denotes the sending action over
channel a. In addition, XTA can use (boolean and
integer) variables and arrays. Therefore, the guard
φ of a XTA transition may also constraints values
of variables and array elements besides clocks. The
update λ is generalized allowing also assignments in-
volving variables and arrays.

As previously said, the formal semantics of THLPSL
has be given in [5] by translation into a network

of timed automata. In such a translation a timed
automaton is provided for each instance role and a
timed automaton is provided for the intruder. States
of both the participants and the intruder are struc-
tured and, in particular, encode besides control in-
formation also the knowledge of the playing part at
the represented stage of the interaction. Knowledge
is suitably encoded by sets of ground instances of
message term (ground messages).

The intruder’s knowledge is a monotonically in-
creasing set of structured messages. A DY intruder
can send to role instances any structured message
that it can derive from its knowledge. For every
received message the intruder can extract any pos-
sible submessage, compatibly with its knowledge of
the necessary cryptographic keys. Conversely, known
submessages can be recombined freely, using the al-
gebra of message operators. Since structured mes-
sage provide an unbounded use of pairing crypto-
graphic encoding operators, the number of message
the intruder can possibly build is unbounded. How-
ever, the messages composed by the intruder which
are relevant for the protocol are those unifiable with
the message patterns expected by the role instances.
Even considering a bounded set of messages, the fact
that the intruder can compose and/or modify com-
municated messages results in an explosion in the
number of states (which depend on the subset con-
struction of the set of received messages) and in the
number of transitions. For a succinct encoding, the
translation implemented in TPMC exploits the abil-
ity of UPPAL of handling XTA specifications en-
riched with variables and arrays. Arrays and vari-
ables are used both to encode the knowledge of the
role instances and of the intruder, as well as the
intruder’s ability to compose and decompose mes-
sages. In particular, the intruder’s knowledge is en-
coded by a boolean array K, where each location
represents either a structured message sent along a
channel, or a (sub)message obtained by composi-
tion/decomposition of known messages. A location
of the array K is set to true when the intruder knows
the corresponding (sub)message. Similarly, each role
instance ri is encoded by an array of integers Nri,
which contains the current ground instance associ-
ated to each variable occurring in a send or receive
operation of the corresponding role.

Communication between role instances is not di-
rect, but implemented by a pair of synchronizations,
one between the sender and the intruder and one be-
tween the intruder and the receiver. Since commu-
nication in the formalism of XTA takes the form of
pure communication, a different channel is provided
for each conveyed message. Therefore, for each pair
< M,CHN >, with m a structured ground mes-
sage sent (resp., received) by a role instance and
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CHN a channel name (intuitively, the channel where
the message has been sent), a XTA syncronizzation
channel named C_CHN_s_m (resp., C_CHN_r_m) is cre-
ated.

Since delay/timeouts of timed transition and dis-
closure/expiration of timed messages are specified
relative to a transition label, in order to model these
timed feature a clock named CK_lab_ri is associated
to every pair 〈lab,ri〉, such that transition label lab
and role instance ri occur among the parameters of
some timed transition or timed message term. More-
over, a boolean array F is used to record, for each
transition label referenced within a timed message
term or timed transition, whether it has been already
executed. An additional clock named CK_start is
used to model timed constraints referencing the spe-
cial label start, corresponding to the initialization
time of the main role. To model the duration of tran-
sitions taken by role instances, a local clock named
dri is associated to role instance ri. To model chan-
nels delays, to every channel CHN , for which a de-
lay constraint is specified, a clock CK_CHN is added.
Finally, in order to model disclosure/expiration of
timed messages, two boolean arrays D and E are used,
which record whether a timed message has been dis-
closed or has expired, respectively.

The translation of a THLPSL specification gen-
erates:
- an automaton for each role instance;
- an automaton for the intruder;
- an automaton (the Time Machine) responsible for
handling disclosure and expiration of timed messages.
As to the generation of the automata for the role in-
stances, the first step consists in collecting, by means
of a fixpoint construction, the setGM of ground mes-
sages and the set TM ⊆ GM of timed messages pos-
sibly generated by the protocol participants and the
intruder, according to a typed model. This phase
defines, for each role instance ri, the following cor-
respondences, recorded in suitable data structures:
i. a function ρri : MV arri −→ 2GM mapping each
message variable of the role of ri onto a set of pos-
sible instances of that variable;
ii. for every message term M occurring in a receive
operation in the role of ri, a function
χM

ri : V ar′ri(M) −→ 2GM , mapping the primed vari-
able occurring in M (V ar′ri(M)) onto sets of possible
instances of ground messages.
The function ρri encodes a set of possible evalua-
tions for the message variables of the role instance,
in the sense that for a message variable X, ρri(X)
gives the set of possible values of the vector element
Nri[X], up to a suitable encoding of ground messages
into integers. Function χM

ri encodes the result of a
structure preserving unification mechanism between
message terms expected by the receiver and ground
terms sent by a sender (see [5] for a formal account).
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〈φ, a, λ〉 〈lb ≤ CK d ri ≤ ub, , 〉

Fig. 1. XTA transitions encoding a timed transition.

In the following we sketch the construction of the
instance role automaton for ri. For the sake of pre-
sentation, some of the technical details are omitted.
Each location of a role instance automaton repre-
sents a location in which some state predicate holds.
Let L be the set of atoms of the form X = c, such
that X = c occurs in a transition SPred or of the
form X ′ = c, such that X ′ = c occurs in a transition
Primed_Pred. The set of locations of the role in-
stance automaton for ri are in correspondence with
subsets of L.

The general form of a sending timed transition is:

lab. SPred /\ MPred >>(t1,t2,lb,ub,RI,lab1)

Primed_Pred /\ CHM(M)

Each THLPSL transition defines a set of pairs of
XTA transitions, a pair for each possible instanti-
ation (given by the functions ρri and χM

ri ) of the
message variables {X1, ..., Xk} occurring in the tran-
sition, as shown in Fig. 1. The first XTA transition
models the effect of the THLPSL transition, while
the second one models its duration. With reference
to Fig. 1, given θ = {m1, ...,mk} a possible instanti-
ation of the message variable {X1, ..., Xk} according
to ρri:
• l is a location corresponding to a set of atoms in L
which contains all the atoms in SPred.
• l′ is a location corresponding to a set of atoms in
L which contains all the atoms of the form X = c,
such that X ′ = c occurs in Primed_Pred, and all the
atoms X = c occurring in SPred such that X ′ does
not occurs in Primed_Pred.
• l′′ is a distinct copy of l′, introduced to model tran-
sition duration.
• φ is a conjunction of: (i) atoms of the formNri[Xi] =
mi for every message variableXi occurring unprimed
in the message termM ; (ii) atoms of the formNri[Xi] =
Nri[Xj ] (resp., not Nri[Xi] = Nri[Xj ]), for every
atom of the form Xi = Xj (resp., not Xi = Xj)
occurring in MPred, and atoms of the form E[Xi] =
1 (resp., E[Xi] = 0), for every atom of the form
EXP (Xi) (resp., not EXP (Xi)) occurring in MPred;
and (iii) the clock condition t1 ≤ CK_lab1_ri ≤ t2.
• a is C_CHM_s_m!, where m is the ground message
obtained by substituting {X1, ..., Xk} by θ.
• λ is a set of assignments contag F[lab_ri] := 1,
CK_d_ri := 0, CK_lab_ri := 0, Nri[Xi] := mi for
each Xi occurring primed in M .
Notice that the transition guard φ enables the tran-
sition when the current state: (i) assigns to the un-
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CHN a channel name (intuitively, the channel where
the message has been sent), a XTA syncronizzation
channel named C_CHN_s_m (resp., C_CHN_r_m) is cre-
ated.

Since delay/timeouts of timed transition and dis-
closure/expiration of timed messages are specified
relative to a transition label, in order to model these
timed feature a clock named CK_lab_ri is associated
to every pair 〈lab,ri〉, such that transition label lab
and role instance ri occur among the parameters of
some timed transition or timed message term. More-
over, a boolean array F is used to record, for each
transition label referenced within a timed message
term or timed transition, whether it has been already
executed. An additional clock named CK_start is
used to model timed constraints referencing the spe-
cial label start, corresponding to the initialization
time of the main role. To model the duration of tran-
sitions taken by role instances, a local clock named
dri is associated to role instance ri. To model chan-
nels delays, to every channel CHN , for which a de-
lay constraint is specified, a clock CK_CHN is added.
Finally, in order to model disclosure/expiration of
timed messages, two boolean arrays D and E are used,
which record whether a timed message has been dis-
closed or has expired, respectively.

The translation of a THLPSL specification gen-
erates:
- an automaton for each role instance;
- an automaton for the intruder;
- an automaton (the Time Machine) responsible for
handling disclosure and expiration of timed messages.
As to the generation of the automata for the role in-
stances, the first step consists in collecting, by means
of a fixpoint construction, the setGM of ground mes-
sages and the set TM ⊆ GM of timed messages pos-
sibly generated by the protocol participants and the
intruder, according to a typed model. This phase
defines, for each role instance ri, the following cor-
respondences, recorded in suitable data structures:
i. a function ρri : MV arri −→ 2GM mapping each
message variable of the role of ri onto a set of pos-
sible instances of that variable;
ii. for every message term M occurring in a receive
operation in the role of ri, a function
χM

ri : V ar′ri(M) −→ 2GM , mapping the primed vari-
able occurring in M (V ar′ri(M)) onto sets of possible
instances of ground messages.
The function ρri encodes a set of possible evalua-
tions for the message variables of the role instance,
in the sense that for a message variable X, ρri(X)
gives the set of possible values of the vector element
Nri[X], up to a suitable encoding of ground messages
into integers. Function χM

ri encodes the result of a
structure preserving unification mechanism between
message terms expected by the receiver and ground
terms sent by a sender (see [5] for a formal account).
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Fig. 1. XTA transitions encoding a timed transition.

In the following we sketch the construction of the
instance role automaton for ri. For the sake of pre-
sentation, some of the technical details are omitted.
Each location of a role instance automaton repre-
sents a location in which some state predicate holds.
Let L be the set of atoms of the form X = c, such
that X = c occurs in a transition SPred or of the
form X ′ = c, such that X ′ = c occurs in a transition
Primed_Pred. The set of locations of the role in-
stance automaton for ri are in correspondence with
subsets of L.

The general form of a sending timed transition is:

lab. SPred /\ MPred >>(t1,t2,lb,ub,RI,lab1)

Primed_Pred /\ CHM(M)

Each THLPSL transition defines a set of pairs of
XTA transitions, a pair for each possible instanti-
ation (given by the functions ρri and χM

ri ) of the
message variables {X1, ..., Xk} occurring in the tran-
sition, as shown in Fig. 1. The first XTA transition
models the effect of the THLPSL transition, while
the second one models its duration. With reference
to Fig. 1, given θ = {m1, ...,mk} a possible instanti-
ation of the message variable {X1, ..., Xk} according
to ρri:
• l is a location corresponding to a set of atoms in L
which contains all the atoms in SPred.
• l′ is a location corresponding to a set of atoms in
L which contains all the atoms of the form X = c,
such that X ′ = c occurs in Primed_Pred, and all the
atoms X = c occurring in SPred such that X ′ does
not occurs in Primed_Pred.
• l′′ is a distinct copy of l′, introduced to model tran-
sition duration.
• φ is a conjunction of: (i) atoms of the formNri[Xi] =
mi for every message variableXi occurring unprimed
in the message termM ; (ii) atoms of the formNri[Xi] =
Nri[Xj ] (resp., not Nri[Xi] = Nri[Xj ]), for every
atom of the form Xi = Xj (resp., not Xi = Xj)
occurring in MPred, and atoms of the form E[Xi] =
1 (resp., E[Xi] = 0), for every atom of the form
EXP (Xi) (resp., not EXP (Xi)) occurring in MPred;
and (iii) the clock condition t1 ≤ CK_lab1_ri ≤ t2.
• a is C_CHM_s_m!, where m is the ground message
obtained by substituting {X1, ..., Xk} by θ.
• λ is a set of assignments contag F[lab_ri] := 1,
CK_d_ri := 0, CK_lab_ri := 0, Nri[Xi] := mi for
each Xi occurring primed in M .
Notice that the transition guard φ enables the tran-
sition when the current state: (i) assigns to the un-
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primed variables the ground messages assigned by
θ; and (ii) satisfies all the conjuncts in MPred. The
update λ sets the flag F[lab_ri] to record the execu-
tion of the transition, resets the clocks associated to
the transition, and assigns fresh values to the primed
variables in the message term sent. The general form
of a receive timed transition is:

lab. SPred /\ MPred /\ CHM(M)

>>(t1,t2,lb,ub,RI,lab1) Primed_Pred

Each receive THLPSL transitions defines a set of
XTA transitions, one for each possible instantiation
(given by the functions ρri and χM

ri ) of the mes-
sage variables {X1, ..., Xk} occurring in the transi-
tion. Given θ = {m1, ...,mk} a possible instantia-
tion of the message variable {X1, ..., Xk} according
to ρri, and ψ = {u1, ..., uz} a possible matching, ac-
cording to χM

ri , for the message variable {Y1, ..., Yz}
occurring primed in M , a pair of XTA transitions as
in Fig. 1 is added, where:
• l, l′, l′′ and φ are defined as for send transitions;
• a is C_CHM_r_m? where m is the ground term ob-
tained by substituting the message variables in
{X1, ..., Xk} which occur unprimed in M by θ and
all the message variables in {Y1, ..., Yz} by ψ;
• λ is a set of assignments containing F[lab_ri] :=
1, CK_d_ri := 0, CK_lab_ri := 0, Nri[Yi] := ui, for
each Yi ∈ {Y1, ..., Yz}.
To guarantee that the duration of a timed (send or
receive) transition is modeled correctly, the interme-
diate location in Fig. 1 is equipped with the invari-
ant1 lb ≤ CK d ri ≤ ub.

Since urgent transitions cannot send or receive mes-
sages, neither synchronization nor update is neces-
sary. Therefore, they are encoded as XTA transitions
between a starting location l to an ending location
l′ defined as in the previous cases, with the addition
that the starting location is set urgent, and the guard
condition is a conjunction of atoms of the same form
as those defined for cases (ii) and (iii) for timed send
or receive transitions.

To model a DY intruder, the intruder automaton
plays the role of the communication channel between
the role instances, and it is allowed to compose, de-
compose, forward, block and delay messages. The
automaton has a single location and loop transitions
for sending known messages to role instances, re-
ceiving messages sent by role instances and compos-
ing/decomposing messages.

For every ground message m ∈ GM and channel
CHN , there is a loop transition for a send action,
whose decoration 〈φ, a, λ〉 is
〈K[m] = 1 ∧ CK CHN ≥ lb , C CHN r m!, 〉,

1Invariants are associated to locations; remaining in a loca-
tion is allowed as long as the invariant holds true.

where CK_CHN is the clock associated to channel CHN
to model channel delay.

For every a ground message m ∈ GM and channel
CHN , there is a loop transition for a receive action,
whose decoration 〈φ, a, λ〉 is
〈 , C CHN s m?, K[m] := 1; CK CHN := 0〉

Transitions for composition/decomposition of mes-
sages encode the standard rules of a DY intruder.
For instance, if the intruder knows two ground mes-
sages m1 and m2 and m1.m2 ∈ GM , then it also
knows m1.m2 (and vice versa). Similarly, if it knows
a ground messages {m1}k and a ground key k, and
m1 ∈ GM , then it also knows m1 (and vice versa).
The loop transitions for the above two composition,
decomposition actions have the following decorations:
the former is 〈K[m1] ∧ K[m2], ,K[m1.m2] := 1〉
(〈K[m1.m2], ,K[m1] := 1;K[m2] := 1〉), and the
latter is 〈K[{m1}k]∧K[k], ,K[m1] := 1〉 (〈K[m1]∧
K[k], ,K[{m1}k] := 1〉).

The Time Machine automaton (TM) is responsi-
ble for handling disclosure and expiration of timed
messages by updating the boolean arrays D and E.
The array F is used to record the execution of a tran-
sition referenced by some timed message (or timed
transition). Therefore, disclosure or expiration of a
timed message relative to a given transition is per-
formed only if the referenced transition of role in-
stance ri labeled lab has been executed (F[lab ri]= 1).

For every ground message m which is an instance
of a timed variable message X[dt,et,RI,lab] in role
instance ri, a loop transition for disclosure is added,
whose decoration 〈φ, a, λ〉 is

〈F[lab ri]= 1∧ not D[m]∧ CK lab ri = dt, , D[m] := 1〉
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To guarantee disclosure/expiration transition at
due time without any further delay, the location of
TM is equipped with an appropriate invariant. The
invariant is a conjunction, over all the ground in-
stances m of the timed message terms of the form
X[dt,et,RI,lab] within role instance ri, of con-
straints of the form:

(F[lab_ri] ∧ not D[m]) → CK_lab_ri ≤ dt) ∧
(F[lab_ri] ∧ D[m] ∧ not E[m]) → CK_lab_ri ≤ et)

V. Conclusions

We have implemented a prototype model checker
TPMC in C++. The tool integrates a compiler from
THLPSL specifications to UPPAAL XTAs with the
model checking engine provided by UPPAAL. To as-
sess the efficiency and scalability of the tool, we ran
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Protocol Inst CT VT Max Inst CT VT
WMF 1-1-3 .01 .44 2-2-5 .06 337.37
WMFF ix 1-1-3 .01 .03 2-2-5 .06 111.31
NSPK 3 .02 .86 5 .68 14.75
NSPKF ix 3 .02 .10 5 .12 26.42
ISO1 1 .07 .31 8 326.79 339.96
PBK 2 .01 .02 8 .38 15.29
PBKF ix 2 .01 .02 8 .30 138.18

TABLE I: Experimental results.

TPMC on a number of timed and untimed proto-
cols. An excerpt of the results of our experiments
is given in Table I. The table shows the results of
TPMC for the original and fixed version (as proposed
by Lowe [13]) of the Wide Mouthed Frog protocol,
and the following untimed protocols: the Needam–
Schroeder Public Key protocol (both in the origi-
nal and fixed version), the PBK protocol (both in
the original and fixed version), and the ISO1 pro-
tocol (the specifications of these protocols are taken
from the AVISPA library of protocols [1]). All the
tests are parametric in the number of sessions, where
a session involves from two to three participants,
depending on the protocol analyzed. Clearly, the
bigger the number of sessions, the higher the num-
ber of agents and of ground messages sent/received,
leading to a growth in the state space to be ana-
lyzed. The column Inst. of the table reports the
number of sessions of the corresponding test except
for the Wide Mouthed Frog protocol, where it re-
ports the number of instances of role Alice, of role
Bob and of role Server, respectively. The property
verified for the Wide Mouther protocol is the one
reported in Section III, while the property checked
for all the untimed protocols is strong authentica-
tion. We only report the results for the minimal and
maximal instance of the protocols we tried to ana-
lyze with TPMC. The table reports both the time in
seconds spent by the compiler (CT) from THLPSL
to UPPAAL and the time in seconds spent by UP-
PAAL (VT) in the verification phase. The experi-
ments have been run on a 3.0GHz Pentium IV with
1Gb of memory running Linux (Slackware 11.0). On
all tests, TPMC correctly reports the expected at-
tack on the flown version of the protocol and no at-
tacks for the fixed versions. Notice that, TPMC al-
lows for both the specification of timed and untimed
protocols. Even though TPMC is not optimized for
handling untimed protocols, the tests show on those
protocols performances which are comparable with
those of available tools for untimed protocols (see,
e.g., [1]).

We are currently working on the specification and
verification of the TESLA protocol[15] as well as
other time dependent protocols. We also plan to
investigate different forms of intruder, e.g., intruders
with restricted abilities compared to a DY intruder,
or intruders whose actions take non negligible time.

We are also working on an extension of language for
security goals so as to allow for time dependent goals.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a tool for attack detection, at-
tack identification and attack response. These activi-
ties have received a great attention by the research com-
munity and by several organizations (e.g., ISO/IEC and
CERT). Nevertheless, most of the work focuses on the
detection and the identification of intrusions instead of
attack identification and response. In our work, an in-

trusion is a detectable atomic action performed by an
attacker against a given target, whereas an attack may
go through several phases. Each phase involves differ-
ent methods and different goals. Therefore, according
to our meaning, an attack is a sequence of intrusions.

In our approach, the attack identification and re-
sponse can be fulfilled in four distinct phases. The first
phase deals with intrusion detection. This means col-
lecting data from several sensors on the network and
on computers, e.g., log files of operating systems and
system servers, firewalls, (network-, host-, application-
based) IDSs. The second phase deals with alarm corre-
lation. This means correlating all the data collected in
the previous phase to the end of providing an attack de-
scription in terms of sequence of events as complete as
possible. The third phase deals with identification by
means of an experience-based model. This means: the
tool has a case memory that contains past attacks de-
scribed in terms of their features and their correspond-
ing event sequences. This allows us to have a tool capa-
ble of identifying an attack on the base of its similarity
with previous experiences, and learning new kinds of
attacks. The fourth phase deals with response. We can
link to each past attack an appropriate response plan,
then, after the attack identification, we can reuse (after
an appropriate adaptation) the plan associated to the
recognized attack. This allows us to have a tool capa-
ble of identifying an attack on the base of its similarity
with previous experiences, and eventually learning new
kinds of attacks.

INTRODUCTION

What makes a security manager better than another
one? The trivial answer is: her/his experience. The
greater her/his experience, the greater it is the number
of attacks examinated in the past that can be recog-
nized if they occur again. The greater her/his expe-
rience, the greater it is the number of past attacks to

which the security manager has found an appropriate
responses, the greater it is the possibility of finding
a response to a new attack. This is the focus of our
work. We propose a system that, at first, supports the
security manager in all her/his activities related to at-
tack response (detection, identification, reporting and
response) and, second, is an experience based system.
Let us explain this idea depicting two different scenar-
ios. In the first scenario, let us suppose to have an
attack similar to a past attack: our system has to rec-
ognize it like a new occurrence of the past attack. If in
the past we have successfully responded to this attack
with certain actions, it is reasonable to suppose that
these actions may be applied to the new attack as well,
even if after an appropriate adaptation. Our system
has to retrieve the past plan and adapt it to the current
attack. This adapted plan is presented to the security
manager that decides whether it has to be modified
and/or executed. Part of plan actions must be exe-
cuted by security manager or other human operators;
the rest must be executed by computers. Therefore,
our system has to overview plan execution, automati-
cally run the part of the plan that that must be exe-
cuted by computers, and monitor results. In the second
scenario, let us suppose to have an attack that never
occurred. Even in this case, our system is able to se-
lect past attacks from its database (with their response
plans) that share some (few) characteristics with the
current attack. The security manager can thus build
a response plan for the current attack on the basis of
these past response plans. The description of the new
attack and the related response plan may be retained
and thus improving system experience.

The paper is structured as follows. Section provides
a system overview and the related work. In Section ,
we discuss attack detection, in other words: sensing,
normalization, and correlation. The case memory is
described in Section . Section deals with the entropic
filter that aims to reduce the number of falses. Section
deals with attack identification. In Section , we de-

scribe the structure of the response plan and the adap-
tation process. Some Conclusions are drawn in Section
.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND RELATED

WORK

A network and computer security incident is “any
adverse event whereby some aspect of computer secu-
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cuted by security manager or other human operators;
the rest must be executed by computers. Therefore,
our system has to overview plan execution, automati-
cally run the part of the plan that that must be exe-
cuted by computers, and monitor results. In the second
scenario, let us suppose to have an attack that never
occurred. Even in this case, our system is able to se-
lect past attacks from its database (with their response
plans) that share some (few) characteristics with the
current attack. The security manager can thus build
a response plan for the current attack on the basis of
these past response plans. The description of the new
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The paper is structured as follows. Section provides
a system overview and the related work. In Section ,
we discuss attack detection, in other words: sensing,
normalization, and correlation. The case memory is
described in Section . Section deals with the entropic
filter that aims to reduce the number of falses. Section
deals with attack identification. In Section , we de-

scribe the structure of the response plan and the adap-
tation process. Some Conclusions are drawn in Section
.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW AND RELATED

WORK

A network and computer security incident is “any
adverse event whereby some aspect of computer secu-
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Fig. 1. The architecture of an experience-based system for
attack identification

rity could be threatened: loss of data confidentiality,
disruption of data or system integrity, or disruption
or denial of availability” [16]. Therefore, the security
policy of a given organization should provide appropri-
ate incident response plans, as remarked, for instance,
by ISO/IEC [11] and by CERT [4]. Incident response
can be defined as the detection of an attack to a com-
puter system, its identification and reporting, and the
implementation of appropriate responsive actions until
normal conditions have been restored. According to the
so called “Plan-Do-Check-Act” (PDCA) model that is
adopted in the international standard ISO/IEC 17799
[11], detection and identification activities of a response
plan are part of the “Check” phase, whereas the re-
porting and responsive activities are part of the “Act”
phase.

The aim of our work is the definition of an incident
response tool based on experience, that must be able to
plan and perform all the activities listed above: attack
detection, identification, and response. As far as we
know, there are no examples of systems that cover all
these activities, but systems that only deal with some
of them. For example, the tools described in [7] and [8]
deal with attack identification and management phases,
but not with response.

In our approach, incident response can be fulfilled
in three phases: attack detection, attack identification,
and attack response. As a consequence, our system has
the architecture depicted in Figure 1.

The first phase, attack detection, deals with sensing,
normalization, correlation, and filtering. This means
collecting data from several sensors on the network and
on computers, e.g., log files of operating systems and
system servers, firewalls, (network-, host-, application-
based) IDSs. These data must be normalized by nor-
malizers since each log file has its own format. Unfortu-
nately, these tools produce noise as well, hence we need
correlation and filtering to reduce the high volume of
the log messages. A first kinf of filter is made by nor-
malizers themselves. Indeed, log files of an operating
system or a web server contain attack alarms as well as
data that do not concern attacks. Furthermore, all the
data collected by normalizators must be grouped (cor-
related) in order to find sequences of events that refer
to the same attack. For this reason, data from normal-
izers are sent to the correlator module. The correlator
output is a set of attacks, each one represented like se-
quence of events. Nevertheless, after correlation, we
still have false or not significative attacks, and thus we

need a further filter. Therefore, the correlated event
sequences are passed through an entropic filter. For
each sequence of correlated events is computed its en-
tropy from the entropy of each event in the sequence.
The entropy of an event is a logarithmic function of its
frequency. Only the sequences with an entropy greater
than a given threshold are considered real attacks. This
step helps us to avoid a response for very common and
not significative sequences as sequences of portscanning
or ping. Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) detect sin-
gle events (e.g., see [5], [6], [2], [14]), but they are not
able to draw the whole picture of an attack. They are
not effective to deal with many correlated intrusions
involving multiple entities of a computer and network
system over time.

The second phase deals with identification. In our
approach, the identification can be accomplished by
means of an experience-based model. This means: the
proposed system includes a case memory which con-
tains the experience of the system. In other words, it
contains a set of past attacks with their features and
the related response plans. Each attack is represented
as a set of features (attack description, priority, and
so on) and a sequence of alerts. For each attack as
well as for each event of an attack, the case memory
also records the entropy. The entropy of an attack is a
function of the entropy of its events. This allows us to
have a tool capable of identifying an attack on the base
of its similarity with previous experiences, and even-
tually learning new kinds of attacks. Indeed, when a
new sequence that is considered a real attack by the en-
tropic filter is passed to the attack recognizer, the tool
searches for the most similar past attack (contained in
the case memory) to the current one (according to an
appropriate similarity metric) and returns the corre-
sponding identification. We use four similarity metrics.
Two of them are simple but effective similarity met-
rics based on pattern-matching. The other ones are
based on the entropy of attacks. The attack recognizer
module selects the top ranked case with a similarity
greater than a given threshold. When no past attacks
have been found, the new attack can be retained in or-
der to improve the case base, i.e., the tool experience.
As far as we know, we have only few examples of se-
curity tools that are able to identify an attack. For
instance, [15] proposes a model based on attack pro-
files; these profiles can be used to identify an on-going
attack. Nevertheless, that work does not propose how
this can be automatically fulfilled. Moreover, we have
some products that work on attack identification, for
example [7] and [8]. These tools gather many types of
log messages and correlate them, in order to make it
easier to analyse them.

The third phase deals with attack response. In the
case memory, we have an appropriate response plan to
each past attack. Then, after the attack’s identifica-
tion, we reuse this plan properly adapted. Here the
idea is: if the the current attack is similar to the re-
trieved past attack, then an appropriate response plan
for the current attack should be similar to the plan
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attack. Nevertheless, that work does not propose how
this can be automatically fulfilled. Moreover, we have
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log messages and correlate them, in order to make it
easier to analyse them.

The third phase deals with attack response. In the
case memory, we have an appropriate response plan to
each past attack. Then, after the attack’s identifica-
tion, we reuse this plan properly adapted. Here the
idea is: if the the current attack is similar to the re-
trieved past attack, then an appropriate response plan
for the current attack should be similar to the plan
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of the retrieved past attack. We should need only few
adaptations. We use a simple adaptation algorithm be-
fore executing the plan. This plan is returned to the
security manager who checks and corrects it. After its
validation, the security manager can allow plan execu-
tion. A plan is a sequence of actions, each action can
be an action that must be automatically executed by
a software, or an action that must be performed by
the security manager. After the execution stage, the
system stores the plan updating the case memory. In
this way, the system is able to learn from new cases
and to improve the effectiveness against new attacks.
There are tools that work in this phase, but they have
a different function. They provide response plans quite
different from ours, consisting of generic advices to cre-
ate a security plan for the network or several advices
to avoid insecure behaviours. Our system provides re-
sponse plans consisting of detailed actions to assess the
incident, restore the previous status, and improve the
security level of the network. We have just an exam-
ple where the returned plans are similar to our kind of
plans (see [17]). That system is based on classical AI
planning. When it receives alerts from IDSs, it estab-
lishes what are the goals to satisfy in order to react to
the attack. It has a set of actions described in terms
of preconditions and affect and combines them in order
to reach the goal from the current situation. This so-
lution is flexible when we have never recorder attacks.
Nevertheless, classical AI planning has been recognized
to be a complex task (usually it is undecidable). It is
based on the assumption to have “a complete theory”
able to describe all the possible actions we need to use.
Unfortunately, this is usually true only for toy exam-
ples. In our system , we prefer to trust the experience.
Indeed, an experience-based approach is known to be
extremely useful in the diagnosis and the management
of several different kinds of emergency [10], [3], [9], [13].
For instance, the work of [10] deals with alarm correla-
tion (i.e., with identification), even if not with response.
Furthermore, the system deals with fault alarms, not
intrusion alarms, and the goal is to obtain a fault tol-
erant network, not a secure network. The work of [3]
and the work of [9] deal with intrusion detection. There
the goal is to exploit learning to improve detection and
avoid the need of frequently updating the database of
known attacks. In our work, the goal is the improve-
ment of attack identification and response by means of
learning. We have just an example of application to
incident response [13]. There the goal is to improve de-
tection and to avoid the need of frequently update the
database of known attack.

ATTACK DETECTION

Attack detection is fulfilled in three steps: intrusion
detection, alarm normalization, alarm correlation.

Intrusion detection consists of sensing all the alerts
that can provide us information about possible attacks.
This mainly relies on sensing data, such as data ob-
tained by monitoring traffic on a network, activity logs

stored on a computer, or system state. We use both
signature recognition and anomaly detection sensors.

Sensed data include a lot of irrelevant information,
and cause difficulty for efficient and accurate attack de-
tection. For example, the log file of an operating system
contains a vaste range of log messages, only few of them
deal with intrusions, the rest deals with normal system
activities or errors. In other words, we have an event
log everytime a device is mounted or unmounted, ev-
erytime the clock must be synchronized, or everytime a
system error occurs. Furthermore, each sensor has its
own output data format. Therefore, the collected data
must be reduced in number and ordered in a single spe-
cific format. For this reason, for each sensor we have
developed a module to have a preliminary filtering of
sensed data and to normalize them in a specific format.
The preliminary filter is composed by a service-based
white-list: applications not included in the white-list
are not monitored. For example, we do not need to take
into account alarms related to FTP when the FTP ser-
vice is not active on that host. Concerning the normal-
ization, for alarm we consider the following parameters:
the tipology of the sensor that produced the alert, the
timestamp, the destination port, the source IP, the tar-
get IP and the related message. We developed different
modules in C++ and Python, one for each sensor, to
normalize its output in the specified format. Normal-
ized alerts represent the input of the correlator.

The correlator is the module demanded to correlate
alerts coming from different sensors and producing an
attack descriptor list, composed of sequences of alerts.
It also reduces redundant alerts, by a fusion process.
This module is a variant of the correlator proposed by
[1]: we only considered the following subsystems:
• fusion: it correlates several instances of the same
event detected by different sensors; for instance, a mal-
formed packet sent to the DMZ subnet should be de-
tected by the perimetral sensor and by a sensor on the
DMZ
• session reconstruction: it correlates alerts, detected
by host intrusion detection and network intrusion
detection systems; for instance, an attack launched
against a web server should be detected by a NIDS
and by a HIDS installed on the web server
• focus recognition: it correlates one to many attacks
(for instance, a portscanning), consisting of alerts that
have the same source and different targets and many to
one attack (for instance a DDoS attack), consisting of
alerts that have the same target and different sources
• thread reconstruction: it links all the alerts of the
same attack, looking for alerts from the same source to
the same target

In addition, we did not consider the IDMEF format
for alerts description.

CASE MEMORY

In the case memory, each case consists of two com-
ponents: a static component and a dynamic compo-
nent. The dynamic component is given by the list of
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Step Intrusion Type Sensor Source Target
1 TCP portscan NIDS2 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:80
2 SNMP trap tcp NIDS1 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:444
3 SNMP trap tcp NIDS2 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:444
4 SNMP AgentX/tcp request NIDS1 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:80
5 SNMP request tcp NIDS1 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:135
6 SCAN nmap XMAS NIDS1 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:80
7 BACKDOOR NetSphere Access NIDS1 207.46.176.50 172.16.113.84:69

Fig. 2. An example of attack.

ID Attack Type Intrusion Type Source Target Weight F1 F2 F3 F4
case1 FTP guess One to many horizontal scan int/ext any:any 8.50 0 0 0 0

One to many horizontal scan int/ext any:any 8.50
Info FTP-bad login int ftpserver:ftpport 11.43
Info FTP-bad login int ftpserver:ftpport 11.43

case2 Webapp activity One to many horizontal scan int/ext any:any 8.50 42.9 50.0 25.8 28.5
TCP portscan int/ext any:any 8.57
SNMP trap tcp int/ext any:any 11.85
SNMP AgentX/tcp request int/ext any:any 11.70

case3 Dagger TCP portscan int/ext any:any 8.57 71.4 83.3 43.9 48.5
SNMP trap tcp int/ext any:any 11.85
SNMP AgentX/tcp request int/ext any:any 11.70
SNMP request tcp int/ext any:any 11.85
SCAN nmap XMAS int/ext any:any 10.65
BACKDOOR Dagger 1.4.0 int/ext any:any 19.80

case4 NetSphere SNMP trap tcp int/ext any:any 11.85 85.7 83.3 61.7 57.7
SNMP trap tcp int/ext any:any 11.70
SNMP AgentX/tcp request int/ext any:any 11.70
SNMP request tcp int/ext any:any 11.85
SCAN nmap XMAS int/ext any:any 10.65
BACKDOOR NetSphere Access int/ext any:any 18.90

Fig. 3. A fragment of the Case Memory.

correlated alerts that form the attack. This part is
compared with the current attack in order to identify
which kind of attack is occurring. The static compo-
nent contains the type and a description of the attack,
its response plan and other information (in the future
its priority). After that the attack has been identi-
fied, this part can be used to prepare an appropriate
incident report and response plan. In Figure 3, we re-
ported a partial representation of attacks in the case
memory. Notice that, in the case memory are repre-
sented in an ”abstract” way. Let us explain this con-
cept with an example. Figure 2; reports an attempt
of opening a backdoor by a trojan horse. It consists
of six events: a portscanning, four fingerprinting at-
tempts and a trojan sent through the network. For each
event, the report of the current attack includes: attack
source and target IP addresses, sensor, and event de-
scription (i.e., the intrusion type). Let us suppose that
in the past we had an event of the kind SNMP trap tcp
with a given IP number (say 192.168.0.3) as target ad-
dress. One of the current events is an SNMP trap tcp
on a different IP number (say 172.16.113.84). It seems
quite natural to consider these two events similar (they
have the same event type), even if these two events
are not identical (they have a different target). Event
abstraction is the tool to find similarities without tak-
ing into account irrelevant details. In short, it consists
of substituting some values as source and target with
their type. For example, if the IP number 172.16.113.84

is the address of a web server, we can substitute the
number with the keyword webserver. Formally, let e =
〈event type, sensor, source, target〉 be an event, then
Abs(e) = 〈event type, sensor type, source type,
target type〉 is the abstraction of e, Type(e) =

intrusion type is the event type of e. Let
I = 〈e1, . . . , en〉 be an attack, then Abs(I) =
〈Abs(e1), . . . , Abs(en)〉 is the corresponding abstraction
of I and Type(I) = 〈Type(e1), . . . , T ype(en)〉 the cor-
responding sequence of event types of I. The attack
abstraction mechanism could be based on a file or ta-
ble representing the description of the actual network
in the form of {host IP : host description} pairs.

ENTROPY-BASED FILTERING

Alert correlation allows us to analyze complex attack
descriptors rather than single events. The advantages
of this method are the ability of recognizing stateful at-
tacks (composed of several alerts) and the availability
of an abstract description of a generic attack, indepen-
dent from a specific network configuration. However,
this fashion leads to drawbacks, as well. The corre-
lation module does not perform any analysis on the
attacks it produces, thus it produces several false posi-
tives in the output list. For this reason, we developed a
filtering module, whose aim is to reduce the number of
falses. An index of significance is needed to recognize
trivial attacks. In our approach, we base this index on
the well-known information theory. We define this in-
dex in two steps. First, we define a weight for each type
of event. Second, we define a weight for a sequence of
events.

The event weight is a function of the frequency: the
lowest the frequency is, the highest the weight. An
event that occurs frequently (e.g. an ICMP echo re-
quest) usually is not really dangerous and, thus, its
detection provides us a little information. Formally,
for each event type t, we compute the probability p(t)
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Fig. 3. A fragment of the Case Memory.

correlated alerts that form the attack. This part is
compared with the current attack in order to identify
which kind of attack is occurring. The static compo-
nent contains the type and a description of the attack,
its response plan and other information (in the future
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is the address of a web server, we can substitute the
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intrusion type is the event type of e. Let
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ENTROPY-BASED FILTERING
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The event weight is a function of the frequency: the
lowest the frequency is, the highest the weight. An
event that occurs frequently (e.g. an ICMP echo re-
quest) usually is not really dangerous and, thus, its
detection provides us a little information. Formally,
for each event type t, we compute the probability p(t)
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(based on the occurring frequency) that such event type
occurs and, thus, we can compute its entropy as follows:

wt = − log2 p(t) (1)

Concerning the weight of an attack, it is useful to notice
that attacks can be roughly divided in two categories:
• significant event attacks: in which few relevant events
are enough to recognize a particular attack pattern.
To this category belong attacks based on malformed
packets. IDS are very sensible to unexpected packets
formats. In this case the attack could be composed of a
single event (e.g. the LAND attack has the same value
in the source and target fields of IP header).
• multitude event attacks: characterized by a large
number of events, rather than their type. An attack
can be performed with a big number of common and
legal packets. This is the case of flooding DoS attacks.
For example, a SYN flood DoS attack is done by send-
ing a lot of TCP SYN packets to a web server. SYN
packets are perfectly legal and they use to flow between
client and server in the three-way-handshake phase. A
DoS attack is detected if too many SYN packets come
from spoofed sources. A system that analyzes single
events would not be able to detect this kind of attacks.
Therefore, referring to these two categories, we defined
two indices of significance for attacks evaluation: the
stateless (or low) information content and the stateful
(or high) information content. The former is the aver-
age of event weights in attack sequence, while the latter
takes into account the multiplicity of each event type,
which raises the score of stateful attacks. In formulas:

I(A)low =

∑

∀e∈A

we

NA

I(A)high =

∑

∀e∈A

we · (1 + α · nA(e))

NA

(2)
where
• NA = number of alert types in attack A
• nA(e) = number of alerts of type e in attack A
• α = multiplicity weight (0 < α < 1)
Filter module uses two different threshold parameters:
LT (low threshold) and HT (high threshold), for state-
less and stateful attacks information level evaluation,
respectively. Attacks can be classified in attacks that
we can ignore (trivial attacks) and attacks that we must
take into account (serious attacks):
• I(A)low < LT and I(A)high < HT ⇒ TRIV-
IAL
• I(A)low ≥ LT ⇒ SERIOUS (stateless)
• I(A)high ≥ HT ⇒ SERIOUS (stateful)

The filter passes to the next module (the attack rec-
ognizer module) only the serious attacks. The two
thresholds can be manually set by the security man-
ager, or automatically set by the system. The filter
has two techniques to set the thresholds, a run-time
mode and a training mode. The first set the thresholds
everytime an attack occurs, basing of the difference be-
tween the informative content of the new attack and the
average informative content of the case memory. The
second set the thresholds each epoch; an epoch con-
sists of a predefined (by the security manager) number
of attacks.

ATTACK IDENTIFICATION

The output of the entropic filter is a list of abstract
attacks, each attack composed by a sequence of events.
The filter eliminated most of false positives. Now, the
attack identification module has to retrieve past attacks
similar to the attack that passed the filter. The re-
trieval can be achieved by means of an appropiate sim-
ilarity function. In this paper, we propose the following
four:

Definition 1: Let Ic = 〈ec,1, . . . , ec,n〉 be the current
attack, let Ik = 〈ek,1, . . . , ek,n〉 be the attack of the k-th
case in the case memory, let Type(Ic) and Type(Ik) be
the sequence of event types of Ic and Ik, respectively.

Let n
(c)
t (n

(k)
t ) be the number of how many times the

event type t occurs in Type(Ic) (Type(Ik)). Let

m
(c)
t =

{

1 if t ∈ Type(Ic)
0 otherwise

m
(k)
t =

{

1 if t ∈ Type(Ik)
0 otherwise

be boolean functions that are true when Ic (Ik respec-
tively) has at least an event whose type is t. Let wt the
entropy of the event type t. Then:

F1(Ic, Ik) =

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

min(n
(c)
t , n

(k)
t )

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

n
(c)
t

F2(Ic, Ik) =

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

min(m
(c)
t , m

(k)
t )

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

m
(c)
t

F3(Ic, Ik) =

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

wt · min(n
(c)
t , n

(k)
t )

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

wt · n
(c)
t

F4(Ic, Ik) =

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

wt · min(m
(c)
t , m

(k)
t )

∑

∀t∈Type(Ic)

wt · m
(c)
t

F1(Ic, Ik) depends on how many abstract events Ic

shares with Ik. It is the ratio between the events that Ic

shares with Ik (with their multiplicity) over the number
of events in Ic. On the other hand, F2(Ic, Ik) depends
on the number of event types shared by Ic and Ik. In
other words, it considers one event per type. For ex-
ample, let Type(Ic) = 〈A, B, B, C〉 the current attack
and Type(Ik) = 〈A, B, C, D〉 the k − th attack in the
case memory, where A, B, C, D are the event types of
the corresponding events. When we apply F1, we ob-
tain 0.75, as result; otherwise, applying F2 we obtain
1. This is due to the fact that it counts each event type
once. Notice that, F3 (F4) is similar to F1 (F2), but it
also takes into account the entropy of each event type.
As a consequence, these functions have a discriminating
power better than F1 and F2.
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Definition 2: Let Ic be the current attack, let
KB={I1, . . . , Ih} be a set of past attacks, then
Simx(Ic, KB) = I ∈ KB is the most similar past at-
tack of Ic (according to the similarity function Fx(., .)),
and it is defined as follows:

Fx(Ic, I) = max
Ii∈KB

Fx(Ic, Ii) (3)

According to this definition, the procedure to find the
most similar past attack is based on pattern match-
ing. When a new attack occurs, the pattern ab-
stracted by this attack (i.e., the abstract sequence of
alerts) is compared with patterns in the case memory
(the abstract sequence of past alerts) until a match
is found. Consider the attack reported in Figure 2
and the case memory depicted in Figure 3. Let us
suppose to use F1(., .) as similarity function, then
we obtain that F1(Ic, Case1) = 0, F1(Ic, Case2) =
0.5, F1(Ic, Case3) = 0.67, and F1(Ic, Case4) = 0.83.
Therefore, we select the attack Case4 as the most sim-
ilar of the current one. On the other hand, applying
F2(., .), we obtain F2(Ic, Case1) = 0, F2(Ic, Case2) =
0.5, F2(Ic, Case3) = 0.67, and F2(Ic, Case4) = 0.83 Fi-
nally, let us consider the weight in Figure 3. Applying
the other retrieval functions, we obtain F3(Ic, Case1) =
0, F3(Ic, Case2) = 0.44, F3(Ic, Case3) = 0.63,
and F3(Ic, Case4) = 0.88 and F4(Ic, Case1) = 0,
F4(Ic, Case2) = 0.44, F4(Ic, Case3) = 0.63, and
F4(Ic, Case4) = 0.88.

RESPONSE PLAN

The response plans we have used for our experi-
ments are compliant with CERT recommendation and
ISO17799. Indeed, each plan unfolds in three successive
phases: in the first phase it gathers details of the cur-
rent attack (incident assessment); in the second phase
it improves the security of the network; in the last one
it restores the normal status. As we can see in Figure 5,
the first phase of the response plan extracts information
related to the current attack: the name of the process,
the numbers of the ports, the file that opens not reli-
able connections, etc. The second phase of the plan im-
proves the security of the system, killing bad processes,
updating system and security tools, installing patches,
closing bad connections or suspicius ports, etc. Finally,
the third phase aims to reach a normal condition using
backup copies to restore services, software and files.

From the point of view of our system, the retrieved
response plan simply consists of a sequence of abstract
actions. Each abstract action must be translated in a
concrete action. In order to do that, for each abstract
action we have a set of concrete actions each of them
related to a given host, operating system, environment,
etc. Therefore, for each concrete action, we have ap-
propiate preoconditions to be satisfied. In other words,
a concrete action can be used as translation of a given
abstract if and only if its preconditions are satisfied. As
a consequence, a concrete plan consists fo a sequence
of concrete actions with true preconditions. Let us ex-
plain this by an example. In Figure 4, the first column

has the abstract actions of the plan, the second column
has the related concrete action and the third column
has the preconditions. Indeed, the first two actions
aim to check the current process list comparing it with
a reliable list, in order to detect bad processes. In the
second column, we have the concrete actions for Win-
dows OS and Linux OS. The system selects the second
one, because the machine runs a Linux OS. The same
process is applied to the other actions and the result
plan is in Figure 5. As we said our plans respect these
three phases suggested by CERT, but the adaptation
algorithm does not consider them.

When a new attack occurs, the retrieval module
searches for the closest past case in the case memory,
and returns its linked plan. This plan is related to the
similar attack, hence it is useful for the security man-
ager: it consists of several advices to block the attack
and restore the normal status. The plan is executed
semi-automatically: before executing each action, the
system asks a confirmation to the security manager,
who can accept or deny the execution. If he denies the
execution, he can change the action correct and exe-
cute it. After the execution, the new case with the
correct plan are retained in the case memory: in this
way, the system learns from new cases to improve the
effectiveness.

CONCLUSIONS

Our work deals with an incident response system and
the securiy manager activity. In this paper, we pre-
sented a tool for detecting and identifying complex at-
tacks (a sequence of alerts that have the same goal),
presenting a semi-automatic response plan to the secu-
rity manager.

It is an innovative system because it covers all the
phases of an attack response security system: from
identification to response. Attack identification has
been recognized as one of the most crucial activities,
if we want to have a possibility of responding appro-
priately to an attack (e.g., see [11], [4]). Obviously,
the attack identification process strongly depends on
the previous experience of the security manager, but
our system may help him with its identification system,
proposing appropriate response plans and automating
operations that can be.

Furthermore, every time a new attack is detected,
the security manager must learn it. This model of the
identification process relies on the observation that, as
can be noticed in the DARPA experiments [12], it is
infrequent to have twice the same attack, but it is very
common to have several “similar” attacks. These three
characteristics, experience-based reasoning, similarity-
based retrieval and learning are the base of the pro-
posed tool. Furthermore, our system is able to propose
response plans based on responsive actions adopted for
past similar attacks. Even if the kind of attack is new,
the system is still able to propose, to the security man-
ager, a response plan. If this plan is evaluated as ap-
propiate, it can also be retained to improve system
experience. Where it is possible, plans are automat-
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Abstract Actions Concrete Actions Preconditions

check the process list taskmgr.exe OS=Microsoft Windows
ps -aux >> proclist.txt OS=Linux

compare the process list to the reliable one diff proclist.txt reliabprocs.txt >> badprocs.txt OS=Linux
winmerge.exe proclist.txt reliabprocs.txt OS= Microsoft Windows
>> badprocs.txt

check the connection list netstat >> ports.txt OS=Microsoft Windows, Linux
compare the connection list to the reliable one diff network.txt reliabnet.txt >> badconn.txt OS=Microsoft Windows, Linux

fc network.txt reliabnet.txt >> badconn.txt OS=Microsoft Windows
check the register list and compare it to \ diff regedit.txt reliabregedit>> modifiedKeys.txt OS=Microsoft Windows
the reliable list
kill illegal processes badprocs.txt >> kill -9 OS=Linux

End Process OS=Microsoft Windows
remove vulnerabilities installing patches, \ update windows internet connection or update-CD/DVD
updating systems
remove modified keys listed in \ yum update Fedora Linux with Internet connection
modifiedkeys.txt update explorer MS IExplorer

update firefox Mozilla Firefox
update antivirus antivirus present
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ically executed, after the security manager validation.
From preliminary experiments done on the whole tool,
it arises that a tool based on the experience, and ca-
pable of learning, capturing what a security manager
usually does is quite hard to realize, but the prelim-
inary results are promising. As future work, we will
present experimental results.
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ABSTRACT
This work presents a hybrid genetic algorithm (GA) for
solving the largest existing benchmark instances of the
capacitated vehicle routing problem (CVRP). The pop-
ulation of the algorithm is structured by following two
classical parallelization models for GAs: coarse- and
fine-grained. Indeed, the proposed model is a distributed
GA (coarse-grained) in which each island is a cellular GA
(fine-grained). It has been called PEGA (Parallel cEllu-
lar Genetic Algorithm). PEGA has been built on top of
ProActive and it has been executed on a grid platform
composed of more than 100 machines so as to reduce the
computation time. The results show that, for many of the
considered instances, PEGA improves the best results re-
ported by any existing algorithm in the literature.

INTRODUCTION

The vehicle routing problem (VRP) (Dantzing and
Ramster 1959) lies in minimizing the cost of a fleet of
vehicles serving a set of customers from a unique de-
pot (Fig. 1). Reducing this cost means minimizing the
number of used vehicles and the length of their routes as
well. This problem is of great interest due to two main
facts. On one hand, the VRP is very interesting from
an academic viewpoint because of its complexity (it is
an NP-hard problem (Lenstra and Kan 1981)), the con-
straints it includes, and the many different existing ver-
sions. On the other hand, it has a direct application to the
real world since it can be used by both large logistic en-
terprises and small local delivering companies. Indeed,
using computer methods in such a business could often
lead important cost savings to be reached. In many cases,
these savings mean 20% of the total cost of the product
(Toth and Vigo 2001).

Depot DepotVRP

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. The Vehicle Routing Problem consists in serving a set of ge-
ographically distributed customers (points) from a depot (a) using the
minimum cost routes (b)

In the recent history of VRP, a constant evolution ex-
ists in the quality of the methodology used for solving
the problem. These techniques comprise exact algorithms
as well as heuristic methods. However, due to the com-
plexity of the problem, there is no exact method capable
of solving instances with more than 50 customers (Toth
and Vigo 2001; Golden et al. 1998). It is also clear
that generic heuristics cannot compete, in terms of so-
lution quality, against current techniques such as those
described in (Toth and Vigo 2001; Cordeau et al. 2005),
which are specifically developed for solving VRP. More-
over, the potential search of some of these modern tech-
niques, e.g. genetic algorithms (GAs), is not still fully
exploited, especially when combining them with effec-
tive local search mechanisms. All these considerations
could allow us to improve the search capability of a given
algorithm.

This work is therefore focussed on GAs. Due to
their population-based approach, GAs are very suit-
able for parallelization because their main operations
(i.e., crossover, mutation, local search, and function
evaluation) can be performed independently on differ-
ent individuals. As a consequence, the performance of
population-based algorithms is specially improved when
run in parallel. Two parallelizing strategies are especially
relevant for population-based algorithms: (1) paralleliza-
tion of computation, in which the operations commonly
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Fig. 2. Panmictic (a), distributed (b), and cellular (c) GAs

applied to each individual are performed in parallel, and
(2) parallelization of population, in which the popula-
tion is split in different parts, each one evolving in semi-
isolation (individuals can be exchanged between subpop-
ulations). Among the most widely known types of struc-
tured GAs, the distributed (dGA) (or coarse-grain) and
cellular (cGA) (or fine-grain) algorithms are very popular
optimization procedures (see Fig. 2). The parallelization
of the population strategy is specially interesting since
it does not only allow to speed up the computation, but
also to improve the search capabilities of GAs (Alba and
Tomassini 2002; Cantú-Paz 2000).

We propose in this work a new parallel cGA called
PEGA (Parallel cEllular Genetic Algorithm). PEGA
adopts all the parallelization strategies described above:
the population is divided into several islands (dGA), the
population of each island being structured by following
the cellular model (cGA). Furthermore, each cGA im-
plements a master/slave approach (parallelization of the
computation) in order to compute the most costly opera-
tions applied to their individuals. Periodically, cGAs ex-
change information (migration) with the goal of inserting
some diversity into their populations, thus avoiding them
falling into local optima. By using such structure in the
population, we keep a good balance between exploration
and exploitation, thus improving the capability of the al-
gorithm to solve complex problems (Alba and Tomassini
2002; Alba and Dorronsoro 2007). Additionally, cGAs in
PEGA are hybridized with a local search method which
is applied to every newly generated solution.

When solving very large problem instances, even
heuristic methods like PEGA require a large amount of
computational resources. This is exactly the context
in which PEGA was developed because it is ultimately
aimed at solving the largest instances of CVRP (a sub-
class of VRP): the VLSVRP benchmark (Li et al. 2005).
With this goal in mind, PEGA has been enabled to run
in grid computing platforms. This way, it has been im-
plemented in ProActive (ProActive 2007), a Java GRID
middleware library for an easy programming in grid en-
vironments. ProActive provides mechanisms for creat-
ing and managing collaborating objects (called active ob-
jects) which can be executed on remote machines. The
remote access to an active object is carried out transpar-
ently by ProActive by using Java RMI.

The main contribution of this work is therefore the
design of a new hybrid cGA which runs in parallel on
grid computing platforms. This algorithm has been used
to solve the largest known benchmark instances of the

CVRP (Li et al. 2005) and it is able to improve the best
known solutions computed by an optimization algorithm
for most of the studied instances.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
we mathematically define the CVRP problem. Next, we
describe PEGA, our proposal for solving large instances
of the CVRP. Finally, the parameterization of the algo-
rithm, the benchmark used, and the results obtained, as
well as our conclusions and the main lines of future work
are given in the two last sections.

THE VEHICLE ROUTING PROBLEM

The VRP can be defined as an integer programming
problem which falls into the category of NP-hard prob-
lems (Lenstra and Kan 1981). Among the different vari-
ants of VRP we work here with the Capacitated VRP
(CVRP), in which every vehicle has a uniform capacity
of a single commodity. The CVRP is defined on an undi-
rected graph G = (~V , ~E) where ~V = {v0, v1, . . . , vn} is
a vertex set and ~E = {(vi, vj)/vi, vj ∈ ~V , i < j} is an
edge set. Vertex v0 stands for the depot, and it is from
where m identical vehicles of capacity Q must serve all
the cities or customers, represented by the set of n ver-
tices {v1, . . . , vn}. We define on E a non-negative cost,
distance or travel time matrix C = (cij) between cus-
tomers vi and vj . Each customer vi has non-negative de-
mand of goods qi and drop time δi (time needed to unload
all goods). Let be ~V1, . . . , ~Vm a partition of ~V , a route ~Ri

is a permutation of the customers in ~Vi specifying the or-
der of visiting them, starting and finishing at the depot v0.
The cost of a given route ~Ri ={v0, v1, . . . , vk+1}, where
vj ∈ ~V and v0 = vk+1 = 0 (0 denotes the depot), is
given by:

Cost( ~Ri) =
k∑

j=0

cj,j+1 +
k∑

j=0

δj , (1)

and the cost of the problem solution (~S) is:

FCVRP(~S) =
m∑

i=1

Cost( ~Ri) . (2)

The CVRP lies in determining a set of m routes (i)
of minimum total cost (see Equation 2); (ii) starting and
ending at the depot v0; and such that (iii) each customer is
visited exactly once by exactly one vehicle; subject to the
restrictions that (iv) the total demand of any route does
not exceed Q (

∑
vj∈ ~Ri

qj ≤ Q); and (v) the total du-
ration of any route is not larger than a preset bound D
(Cost( ~Ri) ≤ D).

PEGA: PARALLEL CELLULAR GENETIC
ALGORITHM

PEGA is a parallel GA in which the population is struc-
tured at two levels and in two different ways. As it can
be seen in Fig. 3, the population is decentralized in a first
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ending at the depot v0; and such that (iii) each customer is
visited exactly once by exactly one vehicle; subject to the
restrictions that (iv) the total demand of any route does
not exceed Q (

∑
vj∈ ~Ri

qj ≤ Q); and (v) the total du-
ration of any route is not larger than a preset bound D
(Cost( ~Ri) ≤ D).

PEGA: PARALLEL CELLULAR GENETIC
ALGORITHM

PEGA is a parallel GA in which the population is struc-
tured at two levels and in two different ways. As it can
be seen in Fig. 3, the population is decentralized in a first
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level by using the island model. The topology of these
islands is an unidirectional ring so that migrations only
occur between immediate neighbors. At the second level,
each island is a cGA (see Section ) in which the popula-
tion follows a fine-grained parallelization strategy. Fur-
thermore, each cGA is a master process that sends indi-
viduals to slave processes where they undergo the local
search method, the task demanding the higher computa-
tional costs in the reproductive cycle of the cGA. This
model and its parallel implementation in clusters were
initially proposed in (Alba 1999).

Cellular Genetic Algorithm
This section describes the cGA used in each island of

PEGA. Algorithm 1 shows its pseudocode. The popula-
tion is structured in a 2D toroidal grid where a neighbor-
hood structure is defined. The algorithm operates itera-
tively on each individual of the population (lines 3 and
4). The individuals can only interact with their nearby
neighbors (line 5) and the parents are therefore chosen
from the neighborhood of the current individual (line 6)
with a given criterion. The recombination and mutation
operators are applied in lines 7 and 8 with probabilities
Pc and Pm, respectively. After that, the resulting individ-
ual undergoes a local search phase (line 9), and next its
fitness value is computed (i.e., the cost of the represented

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of a cGA
1: proc Steps Up(cga) //Algorithm parameters in ‘cga’
2: while not Termination Condition() do
3: for x← 1 to WIDTH do
4: for y← 1 to HEIGHT do
5: n list←Get Neighborhood(cga,position(x,y));
6: parents←Selection(n list);
7: aux indiv←Recombination(cga.Pc,parents);
8: aux indiv←Mutation(cga.Pm,aux indiv);
9: aux indiv←Local Search(cga.Pl,aux indiv);
10: Evaluate Fitness(aux indiv);
11: Replacement(position(x,y),aux indiv,cga,aux pop);
12: end for
13: end for
14: cga.pop←aux pop;
15: Update Statistics(cga);
16: end while
17: end proc Steps Up;

solution). The local search method is explained below.
Finally, the best individual between the current and the
offspring is placed in the equivalent position of an auxil-
iary population (line 11).

Once the reproductive cycle is applied to all the indi-
viduals of the population, the current population is re-
placed by the auxiliary one (line 14) and we then calcu-
late some statistics (line 15). This loop is repeated until a
termination condition is met.

Next, we detail some major issues concerning the im-
plementation of the cGA used:

• Individual representation. We have used GVR (Ge-
netic Vehicle Representation) (Pereira et al. 2002) for en-
coding the individuals. GVR uses a permutation of in-
teger numbers which contains both customers and route
splitters (delimiting different routes). Each route is com-
posed of the customers between two route splitters in
the individual. No unfeasible individuals are allowed so
when either the maximum capacity of the vehicles or the
maximum route length are exceeded, a repair procedure is
executed so that it splits routes into two or more different
subroutes which do not violate any constraint. This repair
procedure is very fast and it also introduces a high level
of diversity into the population. This represents an impor-
tant point since in our previous studies (not using GVR)
the population diversity was lost at the end of the evo-
lution (Alba and Dorronsoro 2004; Alba and Dorronsoro
2007).
• Generation of the initial population. The individuals
of the initial population are randomly generated, and then
they are modified as shown in (Pereira et al. 2002) with
the goal of obtaining feasible solutions.
• Recombination operator. PEGA uses the generic
crossover originally proposed in (Pereira et al. 2002).
The main feature of this operator is to promote diversity
in the population. This is a very important feature since in
our previous experiences addressing this problem (Alba
and Dorronsoro 2007; Alba and Dorronsoro 2004; Alba
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11: Replacement(position(x,y),aux indiv,cga,aux pop);
12: end for
13: end for
14: cga.pop←aux pop;
15: Update Statistics(cga);
16: end while
17: end proc Steps Up;

solution). The local search method is explained below.
Finally, the best individual between the current and the
offspring is placed in the equivalent position of an auxil-
iary population (line 11).

Once the reproductive cycle is applied to all the indi-
viduals of the population, the current population is re-
placed by the auxiliary one (line 14) and we then calcu-
late some statistics (line 15). This loop is repeated until a
termination condition is met.

Next, we detail some major issues concerning the im-
plementation of the cGA used:

• Individual representation. We have used GVR (Ge-
netic Vehicle Representation) (Pereira et al. 2002) for en-
coding the individuals. GVR uses a permutation of in-
teger numbers which contains both customers and route
splitters (delimiting different routes). Each route is com-
posed of the customers between two route splitters in
the individual. No unfeasible individuals are allowed so
when either the maximum capacity of the vehicles or the
maximum route length are exceeded, a repair procedure is
executed so that it splits routes into two or more different
subroutes which do not violate any constraint. This repair
procedure is very fast and it also introduces a high level
of diversity into the population. This represents an impor-
tant point since in our previous studies (not using GVR)
the population diversity was lost at the end of the evo-
lution (Alba and Dorronsoro 2004; Alba and Dorronsoro
2007).
• Generation of the initial population. The individuals
of the initial population are randomly generated, and then
they are modified as shown in (Pereira et al. 2002) with
the goal of obtaining feasible solutions.
• Recombination operator. PEGA uses the generic
crossover originally proposed in (Pereira et al. 2002).
The main feature of this operator is to promote diversity
in the population. This is a very important feature since in
our previous experiences addressing this problem (Alba
and Dorronsoro 2007; Alba and Dorronsoro 2004; Alba
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Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the recombination operator
// Let I1 and I2 be the chosen parents from the neighborhood;
Choose a random subroute SR = {a1, . . . , an} de I2
Find the customer c /∈ SR geographically closest to a1
Remove all the customers from I1 that are included in SR
The offspring is obtained after inserting SR into the genetic material of I1 so
that a1 is placed just after c
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Fig. 4. Recombination operator used: Generic crossover

and Dorronsoro 2006), the entire population converges
towards the same local optimum many times. This op-
erator is somewhat unusual because the newly generated
offspring does not only include genetic material from the
two parents but also random components, as shown in
Fig. 4. Algorithm 2 outlines the crossover operator used.
• Mutation. The mutation phase is composed of four
different mutation operators which are applied with dif-
ferent probabilities (only one of them is applied each
time), as proposed in (Pereira et al. 2002). Using
these four mutation procedures allows us to modify the
itinerary of a route, to move customers between routes,
and to add or remove routes. They are (see Fig. 5):
– Swap. It swaps the position of two randomly chosen

customers (belonging to the same route or not).
– Inversion. It reverses the visiting order of the cus-

tomers between two randomly selected points of the per-
mutation. In this case, all the customers must be in the
same route.
– Insertion. It selects a gene (either customer or route

splitter) and inserts it in another randomly selected place
of the same individual.
– Dispersion. It is similar to the Insertion operator, but

it is applied to a subroute (set of customers) rather than
to a single customer.
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Fig. 5. The mutation operators

• Local search. The local search method applies up to
50 steps of 1-Interchange (Osman 1993) and then up to
50 steps of 2-Opt (Croes 1958) to each route of the so-
lution reached by 1-Interchange. These values were set
after a tuning process. The 1-Interchange method lies in
interchanging a customer from a route by other customer
belonging to other route, or inserting a customer from a
route in a different route. On the other hand, 2-Opt al-
ways works on one single route. It removes two edges of
one route and connects the customers in the possible way
(see Fig. 6). Since these two local search methods are
deterministic, the search stops if no improvements have
been reached in one single step. This will allow us to
largely reduce the execution times.

a ab b

d dc c

Fig. 6. The 2-Opt operator

EXPERIMENTATION

Recently, Li, Golden and Wasil presented in (Li et al.
2005) a new set of instances for the CVRP which are
mainly characterized by the high number of customers
used. This set of problems was called VLSVRP or Very
Large Scale VRP. The size of the proposed instances
in VLSVRP ranges between 560 and 1200 customers,
whereas the most widely used and accepted benchmarks
in the research community up to now were composed
of instances between 50 and 199 customers in the CMT
case (Christofides et al. 1979), or problems between 200
and 483 customers in (Golden et al. 1998). Some ad-
ditional important characteristics of VLSVRP are: it has
been generated by using an instance generator, thus eas-
ing the creation of instances of larger size (the reader is
referred to (Li et al. 2005) for more details on the in-
stance generator); the generated instances are geometri-
cally symmetric with a circular pattern, which allows the
best solution to be visually estimated; and the instances
of the VLSVRP all include constraints on the maximum
length of the routes.

PEGA has been designed with the aim of being used
to solve the VLSVRP instances. Because of the com-
plexity and large size of these problems, PEGA has been
executed on a grid composed of up to 125 heterogeneous
computers (PCs and Sun workstations/servers). The al-
gorithm is implemented in Java, using ProActive to man-
age all the grid related issues. The parameterization of
PEGA used for the experiments is detailed in Table I.
Concretely, PEGA is composed of 4 islands arranged in
a unidirectional ring. Each island operates the cGA de-
scribed above in Section , using a square toroidal grid of
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Fig. 7. New best solution for VLS26. Differences between the new and the previous solution can be noticed in the shadowed area

TABLE I: Parameterization used in PEGA

Population size Islands: 100 Individuals (10× 10)
Total: 400 Individuals (4 islands)

Neighborhood NEWS
Parent Selection Binary tournament + Current Individual
Recombination generic crossover (Pereira et al. 2002), pc = 1.0

Mutation

Swap (pint = 0.05),
Inversion (pinv = 0.1),
Insertion (pins = 0.05),
and Dispersion (pdisp = 0.15)

Replacement Replace if better
Local Search 1-Interchange + 2-Opt,

50 optimization steps each
Migration Frequency Every 104 evaluations
Stopping Condition 500,000 evaluations in each island

10 × 10 individuals. In the reproductive cycle, one par-
ent is chosen by binary tournament in the neighborhood
of the current individual (this neighborhood is composed
of the individuals in the North, East, West, and South –
NEWS). The other parent is the current individual itself.
The two parents are always recombined (pc = 1.0) by us-
ing the generic crossover operator. The resulting individ-
ual undergoes mutation by one of the operators Swap, In-
version, Insertion, and Dispersion with probabilities 0.05,
0.1, 0.05, and 0.15, respectively (Pereira et al. 2002).
Next, the local search method is applied to the mutated
individual. As explained before, the method firstly exe-
cutes 50 steps of 1-Interchange (exploring combinations
of customers among different routes) and then it applies
50 steps of 2-Opt so as to optimize separately each newly
generated route. The resulting offspring replaces the cur-
rent individual in the population if the former has a better
fitness value than the latter.

In the proposed implementation, migration takes place
every 104 evaluations. At each migration operation,
the islands send their best individual to their immediate
neighbor. When a subpopulation receives a migrant, it
replaces the worst individual in the local population.

Table II presents the results of PEGA for the VLSVRP
benchmark (the best result for each instance is marked

in boldface). The table includes the name of the studied
instances, their sizes (number of customers to be served),
the best known solution for each instance (BNS) (Li et
al. 2005), the best and average solutions found by PEGA,
and the average execution time it takes. The fitness values
of the solutions represent the cost in terms of the global
distance traversed by the vehicles.
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Fig. 8. Computation times of PEGA for different problem sizes

The values in Table II have been obtained after per-
forming four independent runs of the smaller instances
(VLS21 to VLS25) and two independent runs of the re-
maining instances. This small number of independent
runs is due to the very long computational times required
by PEGA to solve the problem, which ranges from 10
hours for the smaller instances to 72 hours in the case of
VLS32. This is motivated by two main issues: (i) on one
hand, the local search is a very high computational de-
manding task, which grows almost exponentially with the
size of the solved instance; (ii) on the other hand, since
the optimal solution is unknown, the stopping condition
is to reach a preprogrammed number of function evalu-
ations, and this number has to be large enough so that
PEGA shall be able to find or even overcome the best
known solution. Figure 8 shows an evolution of the com-
putational times with the size of the instances. As it can
be seen, the grown curve of these times over the increas-
ing problem size is more than linear.

It is remarkable the accurate results despite the low
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The values in Table II have been obtained after per-
forming four independent runs of the smaller instances
(VLS21 to VLS25) and two independent runs of the re-
maining instances. This small number of independent
runs is due to the very long computational times required
by PEGA to solve the problem, which ranges from 10
hours for the smaller instances to 72 hours in the case of
VLS32. This is motivated by two main issues: (i) on one
hand, the local search is a very high computational de-
manding task, which grows almost exponentially with the
size of the solved instance; (ii) on the other hand, since
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ations, and this number has to be large enough so that
PEGA shall be able to find or even overcome the best
known solution. Figure 8 shows an evolution of the com-
putational times with the size of the instances. As it can
be seen, the grown curve of these times over the increas-
ing problem size is more than linear.

It is remarkable the accurate results despite the low
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TABLE II: Results of PEGA for VLSVRP

Instance Size BNS Best Average Time (h)
VLS21 560 16212.83§ 16212.83 16212.83±4.42e−4 10.08
VLS22 600 14641.64† 14652.28 14755.90±98.88 10.08
VLS23 640 18801.13§ 18801.13 18801.13±4.32e−6 11.28
VLS24 720 21389.43§ 21389.43 21389.43±7.63e−6 13.20
VLS25 760 17053.26§ 17340.41 17423.42±72.10 18.00
VLS26 800 23977.74§ 23977.73 23977.73±3.49e−5 23.76
VLS27 840 17651.60† 18326.92 18364.57±37.66 26.40
VLS28 880 26566.04§ 26566.04 26566.04±1.33e−6 30.00
VLS29 960 29154.34§ 29154.34 29154.34±4.24e−5 39.60
VLS30 1040 31742.64§ 31743.84 31747.51±3.67 48.72
VLS31 1120 34330.94§ 34330.94 34331.54±0.60 60.00
VLS32 1200 36919.24§ 37423.94 37431.73±7.79 74.88
§ Visually estimated solution (Li et al. 2005); † ORTH (Li et al. 2005)
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Fig. 9. PEGA vs. the state-of-the-art for solving the VLSVRP instances

number of independent runs which have been carried out.
Indeed, PEGA reaches the best known solution in 7 out
of the 12 studied instances. Furthermore, PEGA has been
able to improve the best known solution for VLS26. Even
though the difference is very small, they represent very
different solutions, as it can be seen in the shadowed area
of Fig. 7. We also want to note that the best known so-
lutions for all the instances have been visually estimated
by using the geometric properties of the problems, and no
algorithm was able to find them up to this work. In the
case of the instances VLS22 and VLS27, the solutions
were found by different RTR (Record-To-Record) algo-
rithms that were tried in the development phase of VRTR
(an enhanced version of RTR) (Li et al. 2005). However,
neither details on these algorithms nor references to re-
lated works are given in (Li et al. 2005) for further read-
ing on this topic. In Table II, ORTR means Other RTR
algorithms.

Figure 9 shows a comparison between the best solu-
tions obtained by PEGA, a master/slave cGA (called cGA
M/S) with the same configuration used in the cGAs of
the islands of PEGA (except for the termination condi-
tion, which is set to 200,000 evaluations in this case),
and the three algorithms which are the state-of-the-art for
VLSVRP. These three algorithms are different parame-
terizations of VRTR proposed in (Li et al. 2005). As

TABLE III: Difference (%) between the best known solution and the
results of PEGA and the algorithms of the state-of-the-art

Instance VRTR (α value) cGA M/S PEGA(1.0) (0.6) (0.4)
VLS21 2.41 2.56 3.25 0.02 0.00
VLS22 0.07 0.10 0.19 2.17 0.07
VLS23 1.09 1.56 0.20 0.00 0.00
VLS24 1.85 1.06 2.54 5.61e− 3 0.00
VLS25 0.58 0.65 0.55 3.53 1.68
VLS26 0.88 0.93 0.13 0.05 0.00
VLS27 0.97 1.61 1.42 4.83 3.83
VLS28 0.15 0.82 0.83 0.00 0.00
VLS29 0.09 0.10 0.85 0.02 0.00
VLS30 0.74 0.69 4.74 0.64 3.78e− 3
VLS31 3.02 2.98 5.85 0.35 0.00
VLS32 1.36 1.33 6.76 2.02 1.37
Average 1.10 1.20 2.28 1.14 0.58

it can be seen, PEGA gets equal or lower fitness val-
ues (better results) than cGA M/S for all the tested in-
stances. Regarding the three VRTR versions, PEGA out-
performs them in all the instances but VLS25, VLS27,
and VLS32. In Table III, we present the comparison
among the three VRTR algorithms taken from the liter-
ature (Li et al. 2005), PEGA, and cGA M/S. The com-
parison is made for all the problem instances in terms
of the difference (percentage) between the solution they
reported and the best known solution (best values are in
boldface). This value can be understood as a quality mea-
sure of the results obtained by the algorithms. From the
results, it is noticeable that PEGA is a more robust al-
gorithm with respect to the other compared approaches
in the studied benchmark since it gets the best results
in 9 out of the 12 VLSVRP instances. Additionally,
PEGA obtains the best known solution in 7 instances,
solutions which have never been reached by any algo-
rithm, as stated before. If we compare PEGA with the
cGA M/S we can notice that structuring the population in
two different levels (fine- and coarse-grained) is highly
beneficial versus using just one level of decentralization
(the fine-grained model of cGA M/S) for the tested prob-
lems. Indeed, PEGA outperforms our cGA M/S for all
the tested instances.
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TABLE II: Results of PEGA for VLSVRP
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§ Visually estimated solution (Li et al. 2005); † ORTH (Li et al. 2005)
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Fig. 9. PEGA vs. the state-of-the-art for solving the VLSVRP instances
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The last row in Table III shows the average of the
differences between the solutions found by each algo-
rithm and the best known solutions of the 12 VLSVRP
instances. As it can be seen, PEGA gets the lowest
(best) value among the four compared algorithms. In-
deed, this value is half the value of the best VRTR ap-
proach (α = 1.0).

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This work presents a very powerful algorithm for solv-
ing extremely hard instances of CVRP. The proposed al-
gorithm, called PEGA, is a distributed GA with four is-
lands, in which each island is in turn a cellular GA. The
population is therefore structured at two levels. Addi-
tionally, and because of the complexity of the studied in-
stances, PEGA has been parallelized using ProActive so
that it can be executed on grid computing platforms. The
parallelization strategy used in each island follows a mas-
ter/slave scheme as well.

PEGA has been compared against the algorithms of the
state-of-the-art for the benchmark of the CVRP which
comprises the largest instances, the set of problems
VLSVRP. As a result, PEGA not only was able to find
the best results in 9 out of the 12 instances, but also it
computed the best known solution for 7 instances (never
found before by any algorithm, but they have been visu-
ally estimated by using their geometric features). PEGA
also found a new best solution for the VLS26 instance.

As very near future work, we are working on increas-
ing the number of independent runs of our experiments,
because we want to provide the results with statistical
confidence. We are also planing to reduce the computa-
tional times by increasing the size of our grid computing
platform as well as by improving the algorithm to make
it more efficient. In this second issue, our idea is to fo-
cus on developing new improved local search methods,
because it is the most computationally costly step of the
reproductive cycle.
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Abstract— The Branch and Bound (B&B) algorithm
is one of the most used methods to solve in an exact
way combinatorial optimization problems. In a previ-
ous article, we proposed a new approach of the parallel
B&B algorithm for distributed systems. This approach
is based on a new way to efficiently deal with some cru-
cial issues met in distributed systems. The new method
is used to propose a parallilization of the B&B with the
farmer-worker paradigm. The obtained resluts show the
efficiency and the scalability of the approach.

However, the new farmer-worker approach has a dis-
advantage: some nodes of the B&B tree can be explored
by several B&B processes. To avoid this redundant
work, we propose a new approach based on the Napster-
like Peer-to-Peer(P2P) model. Validation is performed
by experimenting the approach on a bi-objective flow-
shop problem instance that has never been solved ex-
actly. The obtained results, after 15 days on computa-
tion pool of about 2500 processors, belonging to 8 distinct
clusters, prove the efficiency of the proposed approach.
Indeed, the peer processors were exploited on average
to 99.3% while the index processor was exploited 0.01%.

Keywords— Branch and Bound, Parallel Computing,
Peer-to-Peer Computing, Flow-Shop Problem.

I. Introduction

Combinatorial optimization addresses problems for
which the resolution consists in finding the (near-
)optimal configuration(s) among a large finite set of
possible configurations. In practice, most of these prob-
lems are naturally NP-hard and complex. The Branch
and Bound (B&B) algorithm is one of the most pop-
ular methods to solve exactly this kind of problems.
This algorithm allows to reduce considerably the com-
putation time required to explore all the solution space
associated with the problem being solved. However, the
exploration time remains considerable, and using par-
allel processing is one of the major and popular ways
to reduce it. Many parallel B&B approaches have been
proposed in the literature. A taxonomy of associated
parallel models is presented in [12]. Four models are
mainly identified and studied within the context of dis-
tributed computing. The parallel exploration of the
search tree is one the most used one.

[13] proposes a farmer-worker approach based on spe-
cial coding of the explored tree and the work units.
These codings allow to optimize the dynamic distri-
bution and check-pointing mechanisms on distributed
systems, to implicitly detect the termination of the al-

This work is part of the CHallenge in Combinatorial Optimiza-
tion (CHOC) project supported by the National French Research
Agency (ANR) through the Hign-Performance Computing and
Computational Grids (CIGC) programme.

gorithm, and to efficiently share the global informa-
tion. The algorithm has been applied to the flow-
shop scheduling problem, one of the hardest challeng-
ing problems in combinatorial optimization. Using the
new approach, the problem instance (50 jobs on 20 ma-
chines) has been optimally solved for the first time. The
method allows not only to improve the best known so-
lution for the problem instance but it also provides a
proof of the optimality of the provided solution.

However, the new farmer-worker approach has a dis-
advantage: some nodes of the tree can be explored by
several B&B processes. To avoid this redundant work,
it is indispensable for the B&B processes to commu-
nicate and cooperate during the resolution. The ap-
proach thus must be deployed according to the (Peer-
to-Peer)P2P paradigm. The strategies of Napster [9]
and Gnutella [11] are the two main approaches used
in P2P systems. Unlike the approach of Gnutella, the
model of Napster requires minor modifications to adapt
the farmer-worker paradigm and to get a P2P deploy-
ment without a redundancy in the tree exploration.
To the best of our knowledge, the presented approach
in this paper is the first use of the Napster-like P2P
model for computing systems. The goal of the new
approach is to be as efficient as the farmer-worker ap-
proach, to avoid the redundancy in work during the
exploration of the B&B tree, and to prove that Napster-
like P2P model is efficient for computing systems. Un-
like the farmer-worker approach, the Napster-like P2P
approach can be compared easily with the sequential
B&B since no node of the tree is visited more than one
time.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion II and Section III give an overview of the B&B
algorithm, its parallelization, and related works. The
parallel approach proposed in [13] is described in Sec-

tion III. Section V presents its implementation based
on the farmer-worker paradigm. In Section VI, we de-
scribe our new Napster-like P2P approach for the paral-
lelization of the B&B algorithm. Section VII presents
the experiment performed on a bi-objective flow-shop
instance to evaluate the quality of the approach. Sec-

tion VIII draws some conclusions and perspectives of
this work.

II. Parallel B&B Algorithm

Solving a problem in combinatorial optimization con-
sists in exploring a search space to provide a (near-
)optimal solution. To each candidate solution of the
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algorithm, its parallelization, and related works. The
parallel approach proposed in [13] is described in Sec-

tion III. Section V presents its implementation based
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search space is associated a cost. Solving exactly a
combinatorial optimization problem consists in finding
the solution having the optimal cost. For this purpose,
the B&B algorithm is based on an implicit enumera-
tion of all the solutions of the considered problem. The
search space is explored by dynamically building a tree
whose root node represents the problem being solved
and its whole associated search space. The leaf nodes
are the potential solutions and the internal nodes are
subspaces of the total solution space. The size of these
subspaces is increasingly reduced as one approaches the
leaves.

The construction of such a tree and its exploration
are performed using four operators: branching, bound-
ing, selection and elimination. The algorithm proceeds
in several iterations during which the best solution
found so far is progressively improved. The generated
and not yet treated nodes are kept in a list whose ini-
tial content is limited to only the root node. The four
operators intervene at each iteration of the algorithm.
The B&B makes it possible to reduce considerably the
computation time necessary to explore the whole so-
lution space. However, this remains considerable and
parallel processing is thus required to reduce the explo-
ration time.

In [12], four parallel models are identified for B&B
algorithms: (1) the parallel multi-parametric model, (2)
the parallel tree exploration, (3) the parallel evaluation
of the bounds, and (4) the parallel evaluation of a single
bound. The model (1) consists in launching simultane-
ously several B&B processes. These processes differ by
one or more operators, or have the same operators, but
parameterized differently. The trees explored in this
model are not necessarily the same. Model (1) guaran-
tees the implicit exploration of the whole solution space.
Like model (1), model (2) also consists in launching
several B&B processes. However, all the processes in
model (2) are similar, and explore simultaneously the
same tree. Among the four models, this model is the
most popular and studied one. Unlike the two previ-
ous models, models (3) and (4) suppose the launching
of only one B&B process. They do not allow to paral-
lelize the whole B&B algorithm as both models (1) and
(2) do, but they parallelize only the bounding opera-
tor. In model (3), each process evaluates the bounds
of a distinct pool of nodes, while in model (4) a set
of processes evaluate in parallel the bound of a single
node.

In [12], an analysis of these different parallel models
is presented within the context of distributed comput-
ing systems. Distributed systems in general, and P2P
systems in particular, exploit the resources of a great
number of machines. These resources can be proces-
sors, memories or others. A distributed system aims at
giving the illusion of a very powerful virtual machine. It
makes it possible to solve problems which require very
long execution time. Since distributed systems are dis-

tributed memory systems, the parallel tree exploration
model is more suitable for these environments.

III. Related Works

Many parallel B&Bs on distributed computing sys-
tems are described in the literature. [12], [5] and [15]
present different parallel strategies for the B&B algo-
rithm. On the distributed systems, the B&B algo-
rithm is often deployed according to the master-slave
paradigm. The master manages the list of the not yet
explored nodes and distributes nodes to the slave ma-
chines. A slave machine receives one node only from the
master, explores the subtree of which the received node
is the root, and returns to the master all not explored
nodes. From a deployment to another, what change of-
ten is the condition of returning these nodes. In [3], a
slave machine returns all the not explored nodes after a
hundred seconds. In [1], a slave machine explores only
the son nodes of the received node, and returns the re-
sult to the master.
The best parallel efficiency recorded by [3], on a plat-
form of 185 processors, is equal to 85.6%. This result
is obtained by exploiting on average only 17 proces-
sors during this test. While the best parallel efficiency
recorded by [1], on a grid of 128 processors, is equal
to 71%. Besides, [2] shows the limits of this paradigm
and the used load balancing strategy. [2] advises to
use to the hierarchical master-slave paradigm. How-
ever, by using 348 processors organized with hierarchi-
cal master-slave paradigm, the best parallel efficiency
obtained by [2] is about 33%.
[8] proposes an original P2P strategy. These strategy is
often referenced in the combinatorial optimization lit-
erature on distributed systems. However, the obtained
parallel efficiency are less of the one obtained in [3].
Indeed, [8] obtains 84.4% on a simulator of 100 proces-
sors.

IV. Fold-Unfold Approach

The proposed approach in [13] is based on the parallel
tree exploration model with a depth first search strat-
egy. This approach is focused on the list of active nodes.
The B&B active nodes are those generated but not yet
treated. During a resolution, this list evolves constantly
and the algorithm stops once it becomes empty. Any
list of active nodes covers a set of tree nodes. This set
is made up by all nodes which can be explored from a
node of this active list. The principle of the approach
is based on the assignment of a number to each node
of the tree. The numbers of any set of nodes, covered
by a list of active nodes, always form an interval. The
approach thus defines a relation of equivalence between
the concept of list of active nodes and the concept of
interval. So, it is possible to deduce a list of active
nodes from an interval, and an interval from a list of
active nodes. As its size is reduced, the interval is used
for communications and check-pointing, while the list
of active nodes is used for exploration.
In order to pass from one concept to the other, the ap-
proach defines two additional operators: the fold opera-
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tor and the unfold operator. The fold operator deduces
an interval from a list of active nodes, and the unfold
operator deduces a list of active nodes from an interval.

V. Farmer-Worker Parallel Approach

Fold and Unfold operators can be used for the par-
allelization of the B&B according to different parallel
paradigms. In [13], the selected paradigm is the farmer-
worker one. In this paradigm, only one host plays the
role of the farmer, and all the other hosts play the role
of a worker. This paradigm is relatively simple to be
used. Its major disadvantage is that the farmer can
constitute a bottleneck. However, communicating and
handling intervals instead of list of active nodes make
it possible to reduce the communication costs and the
farmer work. This paradigm is thus selected in [13] to
test the fold-unfold approach. The goal is to show that
the approach makes it possible to push the limit of this
paradigm as for the bottleneck, and to have thus a more
scalable approach.

In the adopted farmer-worker approach, the workers
host as many B&B processes as they have processors,
and the farmer hosts the coordinator. Each B&B pro-
cess explores an interval of node numbers, and manages
local solution set. To get a work, a B&B process ob-
tains an interval from the coordinator, deduces a list
of nodes from this interval using the unfold operator,
and explores this node list. To do a check-point, a
B&B process deduces an interval from the list of not
treated nodes using the Fold operator, and communi-
cates this interval to the coordinator. The cost of the
fold and unfold operators are infinitely negligible com-
pared to the time devoted to exploring the B&B tree.
On the other hand, the coordinator keeps a copy of all
the not yet explored intervals, and manages global so-
lution set. The copies of the intervals are kept in a set
noted INTERV ALS, and the solutions of the global
solutions in another set noted SOLUTIONS. Fig. 1
gives an example with three B&B processes and a co-
ordinator. In this example, three intervals are being
explored, and the fourth one is waiting for a free avail-
able B&B process.

Fig. 1. An example with B&B processes and a coordinator

In addition to balancing the load between B&B pro-
cesses, other problems must be taken into account. In-
deed, the B&B processes make two assumptions about

the workers. They suppose that they are likely to break
down and not necessary dedicated. Consequently, these
processes are fault tolerant and are launched according
to the cycle stealing model. The only assumption of the
coordinator about the farmer is that it can fail. The
coordinator manages only the possible failures of the
farmer.

The approach presented in [13] has been implemented
following a large scale idle time stealing paradigm
(Farmer-Worker). It has been experimented on a flow-
shop problem instance (Ta056) that has never been
optimally solved. The new algorithm allowed to re-
alize a success story as the optimal solution has been
found with proof of optimality, within 25 days using
about 1900 processors belonging to 9 Nation-wide dis-
tinct clusters (administration domains). During the
resolution, the worker processors were exploited with
an average of 97% while the farmer processor was ex-
ploited only 1.7% of the time. These two rates are
good indicators on the efficiency of this approach and
its scalability.

VI. Napster-Like P2P Approach

However, the presented farmer-worker approach in
[13] has a disadvantage: some nodes of the tree can be
explored by several B&B processes. Let [A,B[ an inter-
val being explored by a holder B&B process, and [A’,B’[
its copy in the coordinator. As explained in [13], the
interval [A’,B’[ can be divided into two intervals [A’,C[
and [C,B’[. This occurs after a request from requesting
B&B process. After this division, [C,B’[ is explored by
the requesting process, while the holder process con-
tinues the exploration of [A,B[. However, [C,B’[ and
[A,B[ are not completely disjoint. Consequently, the
same nodes of the tree can be explored by the two pro-
cesses.

To avoid this redundant treatment, it is indispens-
able for requesting and holder processes to coordinate
their intervals. Before beginning the exploration of
the received interval, the requesting process must make
sure that the two intervals are disjoint. It is essential
to requesting process to contact the process holder in
order to refine the division. The holder process is then
given the responsibility to determine the intervals that
each of the two processes must explore. This is done
by the intersection and subtraction operators. These
two operators are noted ∩ and \, respectively. The
equations (1) and (2) define them.

[A,B[∩[C,D[
=

[max(A,C),min(B,D)[
(1)

[A,B[\[C,D[
=

{X/X ∈ [A,B[ and X /∈ [C,D[}
(2)

Let [A,B[ the interval of the holder process, and [C,D[
the received interval by the requesting process. The
holder process proceeds in two stages. First, it sub-
tracts from [C,D[ the already explored interval by the
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holder process. Then, it subtracts [A,B[ from the given
interval to the requesting process. In other words,
[C,D[ and [A,B[ become equal to [C,D[∩[A,B[ and
[A,B[\[C,D[, respectively. Once this new division fin-
ished, both intervals obtained are completely disjoint,
and both processes can continue the exploration of their
interval. This new strategy thus ensures that no nodes
is explored twice.

Unlike the previous approach, this new approach sup-
poses that a B&B process can be contacted by another
B&B process. Indeed, the B&B processes send requests
to the coordinator and to the other B&Bs processes,
and can receive requests from any B&B process. The
approach thus must be deployed according to the P2P
paradigm. In this new approach, a peer hosts as many
B&B processes it has processors. The intervals con-
stitute the handled resources. In a P2P deployment,
one important issue must be taken into account: the
resource discovery and their routing.

The resource discovery consists in identifying the
peer able to provide the required resource. As indi-
cated in [4], the strategies of Napster [9] and Gnutella
[11] are the two main approaches used in P2P systems.

In Naspter, the resource discovery is centralized, and
based on an index peer which stores the peer-resource
relations. When a peer seeks a resource, it obtains from
the index the address of the peer having this resource.

Unlike the centralized strategy of Napster, the re-
source discovery in Gnutella is completely distributed.
In Gnutella, a peer is connected only by its neigh-
bors. They are logical neighbors and the set of con-
nections forms logical topologies. To find a resource, a
peer broadcast a message to its neighbors in this logi-
cal topology. The request is propagated by a neighbor
to its own neighbors. A peer, which receives the re-
quest and which has the required resource, does not
propagate the message, and returns the resource to the
requesting peer.

Fig. 2. Resource discovery in Napster

To deploy the B&B, our approach is based on the re-
source discovery model of Napster. Unlike the approach
of Gnutella, the model of Napster requires minor mod-
ifications to adapt the farmer-worker paradigm, and to
get a P2P deployment without a redundancy in the tree

exploration. The coordinator process plays the role of
index, and the worker processes the role of the peers. In
the farmer-worker paradigm, the coordinator returns to
a worker an interval. In this new strategy, the index re-
turns to a peer the resource and the address of the peer
which holds this resource. As already explained, this
resource is an interval. Then, the requesting peer con-
tacts the holder peer of the received interval in order to
make disjoint the intervals of the holder and requesting
peers.

Fig. 3. Resource discovery in Gnutella

VII. Experimentation

A. Bi-objective permutation °ow-Shop problem

The flow-shop problem is one of the numerous
scheduling multi-objective problems [14] that has re-
ceived a great attention given its importance in many
industrial areas. The problem can be formulated as
a set of N jobs J1, J2, . . . , JN to be scheduled on M
machines. The machines are critical resources as each
machine can not be simultaneously assigned to two
jobs. Each job Ji is composed of M consecutive tasks
ti1, . . . , tiM , where tij designates the jth task of the job
Ji requiring the machine mj . To each task tij is asso-
ciated a processing time pij , and each job Ji must be
achieved before a due date di.
The problem being tackled here is the bi-objective per-
mutation flow-shop problem where jobs must be sched-
uled in the same order on all the machines. There-
fore, two objectives have to be minimized: (1) Cmax:
makespan (Total completion time), (2) T : total tardi-
ness. The task tij being scheduled at time sij , the two
objectives are NP-hard[7][10], and can be formulated
as follows:

Cmax = Max{siM + piM |i ∈ [1 . . . N ]}

T =
∑N

i=1 [max(0, siM + piM − di)]

The application of the proposed approach to the flow-
hop problem has been experimented on one of the in-
stances proposed by [6]. More exactly, it is an instance
generated for problems of 50 jobs on 5 machines in
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which only the makespan1 is considered. The instance
has been extended with the tardiness2 as the second
objective. Such instance has never been solved exactly
in its bi-objective formulation.

B. The experimentation platform

The method is tested on the computational pool de-
tailed in Table I. It is made up of approximately 2, 500
processors belonging to 8 clusters. These clusters be-
long to Grid’50003. Grid’5000 is a Nation-wide exper-
imental grid composed by 9 clusters distributed over
several French universities (Bordeaux, Grenoble, Lille,
Nancy, Orsay, Rennes, Sophia, Toulouse). The eight
exploited clusters are those of Bordeaux, Lille, Nancy,
Orsay, Rennes, Sophia, Toulouse. All the machines
of Grid’5000 are dedicated bi-processors, and inter-
connected by the Ethernet Gigabit, using RENATER4

nation-wide network.

CPU model Cluster Number of CPU

AMD 2.2 Bordeaux 2x58
Xeon 3.0 2x43
AMD 2.2 Lille 2x53
AMD 2.6 2x46
AMD 2.0 Lyon 2x56
AMD 2.4 2x70
AMD 2.0 Nancy 2x47
Xeon 1.6 2x120
AMD 2.0 Orsay 2x216
AMD 2.4 2x126
AMD 2.2 Rennes 2x64
AMD 2.0 2x100
AMD 2.0 2x74
AMD 2.2 Sophia 2x56
AMD 2.6 2x50
AMD 2.2 Toulouse 2x58

Total 2,474

TABLE I: The computational pool

C. Experimental results

After about 15 days of computation, the experiment
did not make it possible to solve the instance. How-
ever, the recorded statistics seem enough to evaluate
the quality of the approach. Table II summarizes the
most important statistics recorded during the resolu-
tion. The experiment lasted approximately 15 days,
with an average of 655 processors, a maximum of 1, 606
available processors, and a cumulative computation
time of about 26 years. About 7 billion nodes were
explored.

As Table II indicates, more than 4 million check-
point operations were done by the B&B processes, while
the index did its check-point about 7 hundred times.

1http://www.eivd.ch/ina/Collaborateurs/etd/default.htm
2http://www.lifl.fr/OPAC/
3http://www.grid5000.fr
4http://www.renater.fr

These check-point operations have allowed the fault
tolerance mechanism to face the thousands of failures
which have occurred. Indeed, more than 150 thousand
failures of the peers and 31 failures of the index were
recorded.

The peer processors were exploited on average to
99.3% while the index processor was exploited 0.01%.
These two rates are good indicators on the parallel effi-
ciency of this approach and its scalability. In a Napster-
like P2P paradigm, a good approach must maximize
the exploitation rate of the peer processors and must
minimize the exploitation rate of the index processor.

Running wall clock time 15 days
Total CPU time 26 years

Average number of peers 655
Maximum number of peers 1,606
Number of explored nodes 6,782,787,073

Index check-point operations 698
Peer check-point operations 4,581,950

Peer failures 169,141
Index failures 31

Peer CPU exploitation 99.3%
Index CPU exploitation 0.01%

TABLE II: The computation statistics

VIII. Conclusions and Future Works

Solving exactly large instances of combinatorial opti-
mization problems requires a huge amount of computa-
tional resources. Parallel Branch and Bound(B&B) al-
gorithms based on the parallel exploration of the search
tree have successfully been applied to solve these prob-
lems. However, experiments are often limited to few
tens of processors. Designing and implementing B&B
algorithms for a large scale computational distributed
systems is a great research challenge as several crucial
issues must be tackled. In [13], we have proposed a new
B&B algorithm with new approaches allowing to effi-
ciently tackle the problems met in distributed systems.
The approach consists in an efficient coding associated
with the explored tree and work units (collections of
nodes). The approach has been implemented following
a large scale idle time stealing farmer-worker paradigm.
The obtained resluts show the efficiency and the scala-
bility of the approach.

However, the new farmer-worker approach has a dis-
advantage: some nodes of the B&B tree can be explored
by several B&B processes. To avoid this redundant
work, we propose a new approach based on the Napster-
like Peer-to-Peer(P2P) model. Validation is performed
by experimenting the approach on a bi-objective flow-
shop problem instance that has never been solved ex-
actly. The obtained results, after 15 days on a com-
putation pool of about 2500 processors, belonging to
8 distinct clusters, prove the efficiency of the proposed
approach. Indeed, the peer processors were exploited
on average to 99.3% while the index processor was ex-
ploited 0.01%. These two rates are good indicators on
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the parallel efficiency of this approach and its scala-
bility. To the best of our knowledge, the presented ap-
proach is the first use of the Napster-like P2P model for
computing systems. The new approach is as efficient as
the farmer-worker approach, avoid the redundancy in
work during the exploration of the B&B tree, and prove
that Napster-like P2P model is efficient for computing
systems.

Unlike the farmer-worker approach, the Napster-like
P2P approach can be compared easily with the sequen-
tial B&B since no node of the tree is visited more than
one time. We plan to study the variation of efficiency
according to the number of peers. It is also planned to
use the approach with an other P2P paradigm to push
far the scalability limits of the Napster-like P2P model.
The objective is to exploit more and more processors
and to solve more and more complex instances.
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Abstract— Multi-hop ad-hoc networks allow establish-
ing local groups of communicating devices in a self-
organizing way. However, in a global setting such net-
works fail to work properly due to network partitioning.
This means that users locally interacting could eventu-
ally spread and move away from each other and conse-
quently loose their connections. Considering that de-
vices are capable of communicating both locally (e.g.
using Wi-Fi or Bluetooth) and additionally with remote
devices (e.g. using GSM/UMTS links) the objective of
our work is to optimize the way of inter-linking multi-
ple network partitions. To this end we rely on small-
world network properties, that consist in using special
attributes like the clustering coefficient and the charac-
teristic path length. In this paper we investigate the use
of a distributed Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic Al-
gorithm (CCGA) and compare its performance to a gen-
erational and a steady state genetic algorithm (genGa
and ssGA) for optimizing one instance of this topology
control problem and present initial evidence of its ca-
pacity to solve it.

I. Introduction

Multi-hop ad-hoc networks are networks composed
of communicating devices capable of spontaneously in-
terconnecting without any pre-existing infrastructure.
The most popular wireless networking technologies
available nowadays for building such networks are Blue-
tooth and IEEE802.11 (Wi-Fi). Devices in range to one
another communicate in a point-to-point fashion. But
such ad-hoc networks are intrinsically dynamic. Due
to their limited transmission range, such networks face
partitioning problems that penalizes their global effi-
ciency. In real scenarios, one or more additional remote
links have to be created to keep connected the different
clusters of locally interacting users that dynamically
move.

In this paper we consider the problem of optimizing
the addition of such long-range links (e.g. GSM, UMTS
or HSDPA) that are also called bypass links to inter-
link network partitions. To tackle this topology control
problem, we use small-world properties as indicators for
the good set of rules to maximize inter-link efficiency.
Small-world networks [1] feature a high clustering co-
efficient (γ) while still retaining a small characteristic
path length (L). A small path length corresponds to
fewer hops, which is of importance for effective routing
mechanisms as well as for the overall communication
performance of the entire network. The clustering coef-
ficient represents the connectivity in the neighborhood
of each node and thus reflects the degree of informa-

tion dissemination each single node can achieve. This
finally motivates the objective of evoking small-world
properties in such settings.

In order to optimize those parameters (maximizing
γ, minimizing L) and to minimize the number of re-
quired bypass links in the network, we relied on Evo-
lutionary Algorithms (EAs) [2] and more specifically
on a distributed Cooperative Coevolutionary Genetic
Algorithms (GA) [3] using Dafo, our distributed agent
framework for evolutionary optimization. CCGA has
already proved its ability for solving complex real-world
problems [4]. We start by investigating the kind of evo-
lution step more amenable to our problem by compar-
ing the performance of a distributed CCGA, to both
generational [5] and steady-state [6] GAs on a basic
instance of a partitioned ad-hoc network.

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows. In the next section we give a detailed view on
CCGA. Section III introduces Dafo, our distributed
agent framework for evolutionary optimization. Then
in Section IV, we provide details on the injection net-
work problem; we address as well several small-world
properties. In Section V presents the experiments and
analyzes the results. The last section contains our con-
clusions and perspectives.

II. Coevolutionary algorithms

As for the ”classical” genetic algorithm, the concept
of coevolutionary algorithms comes from the biologi-
cal observations [7]. Indeed, the nature is composed
of several species that coevolve. And instead of evolv-
ing a population of similar individuals (like in classical
Genetic Algorithms) representing a global solution, we
consider the coevolution of subpopulations of individu-
als representing specific parts of the global solution. In
the following subsections, we introduce CCGA, a Co-
operative Coevolutionary Genetic Algorithms [3]. This
algorithm was already applied (cf. [8]) for parallel and
distributed optimization of a number of test functions
known in the area of evolutionary computation. It was
demonstrated that coevolutionary algorithms outper-
form a sequential GA. In the present article, we con-
sider optimizing the Injection Networks problem by ap-
plying this cooperative coevolutionary algorithm.
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Fig. 1. Potter and De Jong’s CCGA architecture

A. CCGA

Cooperative (also called symbiotic) coevolutionary
genetic algorithms (CCGA) involve a number of inde-
pendently evolving species which together form com-
plex structures, well-suited to solve a problem. The
fitness of an individual depends on its ability to col-
laborate with individuals from other species. In this
way, the evolutionary pressure stemming from the dif-
ficulty of the problem favors the development of coop-
erative strategies and individuals. Potter and DeJong
[3] developed a model in which a number of popula-
tions explore different decompositions of the problem.
In Potter’s system, each species represents a subcom-
ponent of a potential solution. Complete solutions are
obtained by assembling representative members of each
of the species (populations). The fitness of each indi-
vidual depends on the quality of (some of) the complete
solutions it participated in, thus measuring how well it
cooperates to solve the problem. The evolution of each
species is controlled by a separate, independent evolu-
tionary algorithm. In the initial generation (t=0) indi-
viduals from a given subpopulation are matched with
randomly chosen individuals from all other subpopu-
lations. A fitness for each individual is evaluated, and
the best individual in each subpopulation is found. The
process of cooperative coevolution starts form the next
generation (t=1). For this purpose, in each generation
a cycle of operations is repeated in a round-robin fash-
ion. Only one current subpopulation is active in a cycle,
while the other subpopulations are frozen. All individu-
als from the active subpopulation are matched with the
best values of frozen subpopulations. When the evolu-
tionary process is completed a composition of the best
individuals from each subpopulation represents a solu-
tion of a problem. Figure 1 shows the general architec-
ture of Potter’s cooperative coevolutionary framework,
and the way each evolutionary algorithm computes the
fitness of its individuals by combining them with se-
lected representatives from the other species. Potter’s
methods have also been used or extended by other re-
searchers, for instance Eriksson and Olsson [4] have
used a cooperative coevolutionary algorithm for inven-
tory control parameter optimization.

Algorithm 1: CCGA
gen = 0
foreach speciess do

Pops(gen) = randomly initialized population
evaluate fitness of each individual inPops(gen)

end
while termination condition = false do

gen = gen + 1
foreach speciess do

selectPops(gen) from Pops(gen − 1) based on
fitness
apply genetic operators toPops(gen)
evaluate fitness of each individual inPops(gen)

end
end

III. Distributed Agent-based evolutionary
computation

We consider the opportunity to embed our players
into software agents what is a convenient and elegant
way to benefit from existing software infrastructure.
Indeed using a multi-agent framework like Madkit [9]
leverages us of writing low-level agent interaction be-
haviors and highly simplifies the agents distribution.

Since its introduction in the 70’s, the agent technol-
ogy has become synonymous with advanced computer
software. The nature of real world problems has lead
to the evolution of multi-agent systems in Distributed
Artificial Intelligence (DAI). In this case each aspect of
a problem is under the control of an agent and all the
agents in the system interact to generate a global solu-
tion. In the proposed approach, the agent environment
is composed of other evolving agents. In this article we
choose Evolutionary Algorithms for modelling agents
intelligence and the concept of agents organization for
modelling agents interactions.

The concept of a ”computational agent” becomes in-
creasingly important in computer science, representing
a new level of abstraction for software design. Dis-
tributed artificial intelligence/multi-agent systems are
typically applied in two ways. In the first, the prob-
lem domain is itself distributed, e.g. telecommunica-
tions routing, and as such the multi-agent paradigm is
a natural ”fit” since each aspect of the system can be
attributed to an agent. In the second, complex tasks
are divided into multi-aspect problems to allow for the
construction of a solution through the combination of
a number of simpler (in respect to the global task) in-
teracting agents. New issues arise when evolutionary
computation is applied to the multi-agent paradigm.
In these systems evolutionary algorithms must adapt
to dynamic problem spaces, where changes are caused
by the interactions of the agents in the environment of
the global system. Agents evolve in a dynamic environ-
ment composed of other agents.
The use of evolutionary computing techniques in sys-
tems containing many interacting agents/entities goes
back to the earliest days of experiments in machine in-
telligence. For example, Barricelli [10] used an abstract
ecological model to examine the evolution of complexes
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of cooperative entities, based in the idea of ”symbio-
genesis”, the evolution of complexity by the bringing
together of previously autonomous entities. However,
nowadays most of coevolutionary computing consists
of systems in which agents roles are predetermined
as being either competitive or cooperative or a mix-
ture of the two, i.e. agents are assigned particular
tasks within the global system. Distributed problem
solving by a multi-agent system represents a promis-
ing approach for solving complex computational prob-
lems. An agent-oriented problem-solving environment
increases efficiency, capability and genericity by em-
ploying a set of agents communicating and co-operating
to achieve their goals, i.e. that is to find local solutions
that satisfy both their hard and soft constraints.

Our solution consists in providing a meta-level in
the form of a distributed agent framework dedicated
to evolutionary optimization including coevolutionary
genetic algorithms. Modelling the algorithm with a
multi-agent system makes explicit resolution strategy
(i.e. the algorithm interaction graph) by using orga-
nizational models explicitly representing the roles and
the interactions that are allowed for each agent. Us-
ing the agent technology also allows us to take benefit
from existing multi-agent platforms and methodologies.
The deployment and the distribution of the algorithm
is thus ensured.

A. Framework Architecture

By providing a minimum of Java code concerning his
optimization problem and a simple XML configuration
file, the designer is capable of optimizing its function
using various GAs that are generational GA, steady
state GA and CCGA (that can be distributed). The
XML file is used as an input file by the Organizer Agent
for specifying information about the genetic algorithm,
its parameters and information concerning the distri-
bution if required.

Figure 2 represents a simple example of a distributed
instance of Dafo on 3 different computers. Computers
2 and 3 run a Slave Scheduler Agent that first sends
message 1 (which contains the IP address of Computer
1) to the Communicator Agent running in the Madkit
platform’s kernel in order to connect to Computer 1
(represented by message 2). As soon as all Commu-
nicators have established a connection with the Com-
municator of Computer 1, one agent can communicate
with any other agent, no matter on which computer
it is (i.e. the computers are fully connected). Con-
sequently, after this connection, all the other agents
can communicate in a fully transparent way. Once all
nodes are connected, the Master Scheduler sends mes-
sage 3 that contains parameters (topology, population
size, crossover operator, etc.) that will be used to in-
stantiate the Evolutionary Agents (running a Simple
GA), as represented by message 4. The Evolutionary
Agents can freely communicate with each other accord-
ing to the CCGA architecture (as presented in Figure
1 and will send their partial solutions (message 4) to
the Observer Agent that is in charge of merging those
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results and provide as output the global solution found.
Using Dafo makes juggling with the different versions

of GAs easy. For instance, to use CCGA in distributed
mode, it is sufficient to add the IP address and the
port of the Node 1 and the total number of nodes in
the configuration file.

IV. The Problem

This section introduces the injection network opti-
mization problem using small-world properties. We
first provide the reader with a definition of the injection
network concept. Next we give details on what defines
a small-world graph in this context.

A. Injection Networks

Due to several difficult (and practical) challenges
that are inherent to mobile multi-hop ad-hoc networks,
some past work advises the utilization of hybrid wire-
less networks, where a fixed infrastructure supports a
higher connectivity among several clusters of ad hoc
networks and avoids network partitioning [11] [12] [13].
However such a hybrid wireless network is often not
feasible, because of economical and implementation is-
sues. Alternatively, an infrastructureless setting is of
interest where problems of restricted geographical re-
gions are avoided. Helmy [14] focuses on long-range
links for which the objective is to reduce the number of
queries during the search for a given target node. An-
other approach introduces base stations to increase con-
nectivity in ad hoc networks [15], thus realizing global
reachability. Watts [1] introduces a spatially defined
link, called global edge, with length-scaling properties
to include spatial models in his investigations. Some
approaches extend standard ad-hoc network models, by
considering two different transmission ranges [16] [17],
e.g. small distance Bluetooth links along with higher
distance Wi-Fi links. Our initial motivation for the
current investigation is based on the assumption that
technologies like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi can be used to
create ad-hoc communication links within the transmis-
sion range at no charge. Additional cellular network
links such as GSM/UMTS/HSDPA might be employed
by appropriately equipped devices to establish supple-
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mentary communication links between two arbitrary
devices. These links, however, will induce additional
costs. Furthermore, we propose to implement that in
a transparent way for the end user, i.e. linking in a
mobile multi-hop ad-hoc network should be managed
without explicit human interaction (self-organization).
In summary, different approaches exist to augment ad-
hoc networks with additional links. Different reasons
exist for this need on increasing connectivity: e.g. to
gain bandwidth between particular devices, and also to
inter-link multiple ad-hoc network partitions. Conse-
quently, we introduce the notion of bypass links.

Definition 1 (Watts) The spatial neighborhood Γtr(v)
of a node v is the set of nodes within transmission range
tr of v.

Definition 2: A bypass link is a link (u,v) between
nodes u and v with u /∈ Γtr(v).

Bypass Link

Injection Points

Fig. 3. Example of Injection Network

That is, a bypass link is a link which connects two
nodes that are not in the same spatial neighborhood.
Please note that elements of Γtr(v) do not necessarily
have to be connected to v in real settings. Practically,
a bypass link can be built by using a cellular network
as well as by using access points. Nevertheless, in our
model a bypass link is counted as a single hop, thus
simplifying the real topology behind that bypass link.
Since we can dynamically control such bypass links, the
network topology basically can be biased as needed, re-
sulting in a topology control problem. Thus, this ap-
proach does not need to consider mobility models as
mobility can be compensated via the bypass links. The
injection communication paradigm is based on estab-
lishing bypass links between carefully selected devices.
Herrmann et al. [18] called these dedicated communi-
cation points hub nodes. Depending on the overall ob-
jective, the selection of such devices can be driven by
different factors, like for instance to obtain a high local
clustering coefficient around the hub, or devices show-
ing certain attributes (e.g. information available or ser-
vices offered on a particular device). These dedicated

devices used for establishing bypass links are called in-
jection points. For self-organizing communication net-
works based on bypass links and injections points as
described before we use the term injection networks.

Definition 3: Two nodes u and v are called injection
points if a bypass link (u,v) exists between nodes u and
v.

In order to study the small-world properties of such
hybrid networks, we had to rely on some ad-hoc net-
work simulator. In our case we used Madhoc [19],
an application-level network simulator dedicated to the
simulation of mobile ad hoc networks. The main mo-
tivation for using Madhoc is its ability to simulate hy-
brid networks, i.e. mixing different technologies (e.g.
bluetooth/Wi-Fi for local connections and UMTS for
long distance calls), and its graphical and batch modes
of visualization.

B. Small-Worlds

Small-world networks [1] are a class of random graphs
that exhibit two main characteristics: a small charac-
teristic path length (L) and a high clustering coefficient
(γ). A formal definition of these two graph measures is
given below:

Definition 4 (Watts) The local clustering coefficient
γ of one node v with kv neighbors is

γv = |E(Γr
v)|

(kv
2 )

where |E(Γr
v)| is the number of links in the relational

neighborhood of v and
(
kv

2

)
is the number of possible

links. The clustering coefficient is the average local
clustering coefficient for all nodes of a network.

For example, in Figure 4, node a is connected to three
nodes b, d and e. The maximum number of possible
edges among these three nodes is three. The graph
shows that only two out of those three possible edges
exist (between b-e and d-e). The edge b-d is missing. So
the clustering coefficient for node a is 2/3 or about 0.67.
For Figure 4, this value is 0.67. In a physical sense, the
clustering coefficient defines the extent to which nodes
in the graph tend to form closely-knit groups that have
many edges connecting each other in the group, but
very few edges leading out of the group.

Definition 5 (Watts) The shortest path length dv

connecting each node v ∈ V(N) of a network N to all
other nodes is d(v,j) ∀ j ∈ V(N). The characteristic path
length L is the median of all shortest paths.

The characteristic path length is a measure of the
number of hops necessary to reach any node in the net-
work from any other node. This indicates the degree of
separation or connectivity between nodes in the graph.
In Figure 4, node a can reach three of the nodes (b, d
and e) through just one hop and the fourth node (c)
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via two hops. So the characteristic path length for this
node is:

ÃL(a) = HopsToReachAllNodes
NumberOfNodes = (3×1)+(1×2)

4 = 1.25

The characteristic path length (L) for the entire
graph, which is the mean of the characteristic path
length of all nodes, is equal to 1.2. The challenging as-

a
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e

c

d

Fig. 4. Graph with γ = 0.67 and L = 1.2

pect in using small-world properties is that small-world
networks combine the advantages of regular networks
(high clustering coefficient) with the advantages of ran-
dom networks (low characteristic path length).

C. Solution Encoding

Solution encoding is a major issue in this kind of algo-
rithms since it will determine the choice of the genetic
operators applied for exploring the search space. We
have used a binary encoding of the solution in which
each gene encodes an integer on 15 bits, that corre-
sponds to one possible bypass link in the half-matrix of
all possible links. For instance, if the maximum num-
ber of bypass links fixed a priori for the network that
is optimized is 10, then for the genGA and the ssGA a
chromosome will have 10 genes of 15 bits. Concerning
CCGA, it will depend on the number of subpopulations
used, if for instance CCGA is used with 5 subpopula-
tions then one chromosome will have 10

5 = 2 genes of 15
bits. Figure 5 shows the example of a chromosome com-
posed of 2 genes (thus the maximum number of created
bypass links is 2) on a network of 5 stations. The 5×5
matrix represents all the possible links in the network
including the already existing local links in the network
(thus of the existing Wi-Fi connections) and the impos-
sible links (i.e. links between two similar stations like
station 1 - station 1) that are represented as shaded
cells in the matrix (cells number 1, 7, 13, 19 and 25).
In the example showed in Figure 5, the first gene (cir-
cled) with the integer value 3 stands for the connection
between station 1 and station 3 in the corresponding
matrix (also circled).

D. Fitness Function

As stated before we have used the Madhoc simulator
to experiment injection networks optimization. Indeed,
Madhoc allows to simulate and to visualize hybrid ad-
hoc networks (using Wi-Fi, bluetooth, GSM, UMTS),
to evaluate small world measures on them and to calcu-
late the number of partitions in the network. In order
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to assign a fitness to the candidate solutions (i.e. sets
of possible bypass links) of our algorithms, we use a
unique cost function F which combines the two small
world measures (L and γ) and the number of created
bypass links. When computing the fitness function, we
first test if the global network is connected. Indeed,
since we use small-world properties as indicators, the
network has to be connected in order to compute the
characteristic path length (L) on the global network.
Thus, if the optimized network is not connected, due to
too few or not efficiently placed bypass links, the fitness
value is a weighted term of the number of partitions in
the network. On the contrary, if the network is con-
nected, the fitness value is a linear combination of the
small world measures (clustering coefficient and char-
acteristic path length) and of the difference between
the number of bypass links and the maximum number
allowed. We look for maximizing the clustering coef-
ficient and minimizing both characteristic path length
and number of bypass links. Using this fitness func-
tion we thus have a maximization problem as defined
in Algorithm IV-D.

Algorithm 1: Fitness Function
if Graph connected then

F = α * γ + β * (L - 1) + δ * (bypassLinks -
maxBypassLinks )

else
fitness = 0.1 * numberOfPartitions

end

With weights experimentally defined:
α = 1
β = 1 /(numberOfNodes -1)
δ = 2 / (numberOfNodes * (numberOfNodes-1))

bypassLinks is the number of bypass links created
in the simulated network by one solution, maxBy-
passLinks (defined a priori) is the maximum number
of bypass links that can be created in the network,
numberOfPartitions is the number of remaining parti-
tions in the whole network after the addition of bypass
links and numberOfNodes is the number of nodes in the
global network.
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dom networks (low characteristic path length).

C. Solution Encoding
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5 = 2 genes of 15
bits. Figure 5 shows the example of a chromosome com-
posed of 2 genes (thus the maximum number of created
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(thus of the existing Wi-Fi connections) and the impos-
sible links (i.e. links between two similar stations like
station 1 - station 1) that are represented as shaded
cells in the matrix (cells number 1, 7, 13, 19 and 25).
In the example showed in Figure 5, the first gene (cir-
cled) with the integer value 3 stands for the connection
between station 1 and station 3 in the corresponding
matrix (also circled).

D. Fitness Function

As stated before we have used the Madhoc simulator
to experiment injection networks optimization. Indeed,
Madhoc allows to simulate and to visualize hybrid ad-
hoc networks (using Wi-Fi, bluetooth, GSM, UMTS),
to evaluate small world measures on them and to calcu-
late the number of partitions in the network. In order
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to assign a fitness to the candidate solutions (i.e. sets
of possible bypass links) of our algorithms, we use a
unique cost function F which combines the two small
world measures (L and γ) and the number of created
bypass links. When computing the fitness function, we
first test if the global network is connected. Indeed,
since we use small-world properties as indicators, the
network has to be connected in order to compute the
characteristic path length (L) on the global network.
Thus, if the optimized network is not connected, due to
too few or not efficiently placed bypass links, the fitness
value is a weighted term of the number of partitions in
the network. On the contrary, if the network is con-
nected, the fitness value is a linear combination of the
small world measures (clustering coefficient and char-
acteristic path length) and of the difference between
the number of bypass links and the maximum number
allowed. We look for maximizing the clustering coef-
ficient and minimizing both characteristic path length
and number of bypass links. Using this fitness func-
tion we thus have a maximization problem as defined
in Algorithm IV-D.

Algorithm 1: Fitness Function
if Graph connected then

F = α * γ + β * (L - 1) + δ * (bypassLinks -
maxBypassLinks )

else
fitness = 0.1 * numberOfPartitions

end

With weights experimentally defined:
α = 1
β = 1 /(numberOfNodes -1)
δ = 2 / (numberOfNodes * (numberOfNodes-1))

bypassLinks is the number of bypass links created
in the simulated network by one solution, maxBy-
passLinks (defined a priori) is the maximum number
of bypass links that can be created in the network,
numberOfPartitions is the number of remaining parti-
tions in the whole network after the addition of bypass
links and numberOfNodes is the number of nodes in the
global network.
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V. Experimentations

This section presents the results obtained on the in-
jection network optimization problem using the dis-
tributed CCGA compared to the results given by the
generational GA (genGA) and the steady state GA
(ssGA) . We first describe the parameters used for the
three genetic algorithm. Next, the configuration of the
network simulator is introduced and, finally the results
obtained using the CCGA, genGA and ssGA are ana-
lyzed and compared.

The algorithms have been implemented in Java and
tested on a single node for genGA, ssGA and CCGA
and on 6 cluster-nodes for dCCGA (distributed CCGA)
all nodes having a 3.7 GHz Xeon processor with 16 GB
of RAM, running Debian Linux (with kernel 2.6.9-22)
and Java version 1.5.0 05.

A. GA Parameterization

Cluster 2
Cluster 3

Cluster 1

Fig. 6. Studied Networks with 3 clusters

In table I, we show the parameters used for genGA,
ssGA, CCGA and dCCGA.

(d)CCGA was tested with 5 subpopulations. For all
algorithms we used a randomly generated population
composed of 100 individuals. The selection operator
is a binary tournament selection (two individuals are
selected and the fittest is copied into the intermedi-
ate population). The crossover operator is uniform
crossover used with probability pc=0.8. The mutation
operator is bit flip mutation in which each allele of the
chromosome is flipped with probability pm= 1/chro-
mosome length. Concerning the generational GA and
(d)CCGA we have added elitism: the best individual
found in one generation is thus kept for the next gen-
eration.

TABLE I: Parameters used for genGA, ssGA, and (d)CCGA

Number of Subpopulations 5 (only for (d)CCGA)

(Sub)Population size 100 individuals

Termination Condition 50,000 function evaluations

Selection Binary Tournament

Crossover operator Uniform, pc=0.8

Mutation operator bit flip, pm = 1/chrom length

Elitism 1 individual (not for ssGA)

B. Madhoc Configuration

As stated before, the Madhoc simulator was used for
managing the complex scenario posed by this injection
network problem. We have defined a squared simula-
tion area of 0.2 km2 and tested with a density of 210
devices per squared kilometer. Each device is equipped
with both Wi-Fi (802.11b) and UMTS technologies.
The coverage radius of all mobile devices ranges be-
tween 20 and 40 meters in case of Wi-Fi. The studied
network, as presented in Figure 6, here represents a
snapshot of a mobile network in the moment in which
a single set of users moved away from each other creat-
ing the clusters of terminals, that were obtained using
the graphical mode of Madhoc. Used as example, the
network with 3 clusters (center of Fig. 6) consists in 42
stations located in three partitions, the first partition
has 38 nodes, the second one 3, and the third one has
a single node. The number of possible connections in
this 3-clusters network is numberOfNodes2

2 = 882, the
number of existing Wi-Fi connections in this network
is 116, thus the number of possible bypass links is 882-
116 = 766. The clusters are selected purposely to be
different and thus challenging.

TABLE II: Parameterization used in Madhoc

Surface 0.2 km2

Node Density 210 / km2

Number of Nodes 42

Partitions 3

Possible Links 766

C. Results
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Fig. 7. Average results of 30 runs using genGA, ssGA and CCGA

Each result presented hereafter is the average ob-
tained on 30 independent runs. In order to establish
the statistical significance of the means, we first have
checked that the data is normally distributed using the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. If so, we then perform an
ANOVA test so as to compare the means otherwise we
use a Kruskal-Wallis test [20].

In Table III we show the averaged results for all 30
runs for each algorithm. As it can be seen in Table
III, using a CCGA provides better results than both
genGA and ssGA, genGA being the least performing
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TABLE III: Results of all experiments

Network GA Crossover Time Result

3 Clusters

genGA Uniform 58min 12s 0.6534

ssGA Uniform 70min 0s 0.6764

CCGA Uniform 138min 36s 0.6971

dCCGA Uniform 98min 55s 0.6971

one (with statistical confidence). This can be graphi-
cally observed in Figure 7, as well as the better con-
vergence speed of CCGA compared to the other two
GAs. As expected the computational time required for
dCCGA is lower than for CCGA thanks to the distri-
bution of the subpopulations, however it is still higher
than panmictic GAs like genGA and ssGA due to the
synchronization between subpopulation induced by the
CCGA algorithm.

VI. Conclusion and Future Works

The results presented in this paper belong to an on-
going research on the injection network optimization
problem using distributed coevolutionary genetic al-
gorithms. Dafo, our distributed agent framework for
evolutionary optimization, including coevolutionary ge-
netic algorithms has been presented. The concept of
injection network has been introduced as well as the
utilization of small-world properties as indicators for
inter-linking network partitions.

Experiments have been conducted using an ad-hoc
network simulator on one network scenario composed of
42 stations. Three different GAs, generational, steady-
state and cooperative coevolutionary, have been used,
each one was tested using uniform crossover. The best
result experimentally found on this problem, both in
terms of best result found and convergence speed, was
using the distributed CCGA. Initial evidence of the ca-
pacity of GAs and especially of coevolutionary GAs for
solving this problem was also provided in this article.

As a future work, we plan to use some other coevolu-
tionary GAs such as LCGA (Loosely Coupled Genetic
Algorithm) to solve this problem. Our next research
will also focus on the optimization of dynamic injection
networks in which nodes move while optimum injection
points are computed at the same time and thus bypass
links have to be continuously created and destroyed in
order to keep the network unpartitioned.
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Abstract— The aim of this article is to propose

the object-oriented design of the Bob++ framework.

Bob++ is a framework for implementing solvers for

combinatorial optimization problems on parallel and se-

quential machines. Several similar frameworks have

been proposed in the last decade but each of them only

focuses in one method, said Branch-and-Bound, Divide-

and-Conquer, etc.. and proposes also one paralleliza-

tion, which is very difficult to extend. We propose a

software design where: first, several exact combinatorial

optimization methods are made available to the user to

solve a problem, and second, an interface to facilitate

the implementation of a parallelization is also provided.

Parallelizations may use POSIX threads as well as MPI,

or more specialized libraries such as Athapascan/Kaapi.

Keywords— Combinatorial Optimization, Search algo-

rithms, Branch-and-Bound, Parallelism, Cluster, Grid

Computing

I. Introduction

Large scale decision and optimization problems be-
long to the class of the best applications for parallel
machines and also for computational grids. The prob-
lems are in the NP-Hard complexity class and may re-
quire an exponential computational time in the worst
case. It is natural to consider the parallelization of the
search process when a solution of a large-scale problem
is out of reach when using a single-processor computer.

The tremendous attention that the parallelization of
these methods as Branch-and-Bound has received in
the literature gives some indication of its importance
in many research areas.

But as in many domains, several software frameworks
have been proposed, establishing the interface between
the users and the parallel machine. These tools include
Bob++ [21], BCP [13], PICO [3], ALPS [20], [12], [18],
Bob [9], PUBB [15], [14], PPBB [19] ....

It is possible to classify these different existing frame-
works according to two major criteria:

1. The node search algorithm involved in the search
process. These algorithms include Branch-and-Bound
(B&B), Divide-and-Conquer (D&C), A* and Dynamic
Programming (DP).
2. The programming environment they use to im-
plement the parallelization. Some of the available
programming environments are POSIX threads, MPI,
PVM, and Athapascan/Kaapi.

Many of the available parallel search algorithm
frameworks are specialized at the same time in the algo-
rithm they implement, and for a specific programming
environment. For example, BCP [13] is an implementa-
tion of the Branch-and-Price-and-Cut algorithm, which

runs on the MPI programming environment. PICO [3]
is a Mixed-integer solver, which implements B&B, and
also runs on MPI.

Some other projects tend to diversify some aspects of
the solver framework. SYMPHONY [17], for example,
solves mixed-integer programming (MIP) problems us-
ing PVM for distributed memory machines or OpenMP
for shared memory machines. ALPS [20], [12], [18],
which in some way is a successor of SYMPHONY [17]
and BCP [13], generalizes the node search to any tree
search, which of course enables B&B search, among
others. Though, the only available programming en-
vironment for ALPS [20], [18] is MPI. In a similar
manner, PEBBL [4] integrates the B&B search from
PICO [3], allowing the implementation of a larger va-
riety of solvers than MIP solvers.

The old version Bob [9], [11] focus on parallel Branch
and Bound. Others methods like A* have been added
but with awful hacks. What Bob++ proposes is to pro-
vide different search algorithm classes, while being able
to use different possible parallelization methods. The
goal is to propose a single framework for most classes
of combinatorial optimization problems, which can be
solved on as many different programming environments
as possible. Figure 1 shows how Bob++ interfaces
between high-level applications (QAP, TSP, ...) and
different possible parallel programming environments.
However, Bob++ is still under developement.

Bob++ has been developed in C++ language, and
proposes a C++ API, composed of basic classes which
are extendable by the user.

Most real-life tests have been done using the Branch-
and-Bound search algorithm, showing the robustness of
the Branch-and-Bound application interface. Most of
other developed applications are just validation tests
for the design of some of the node search algorithms,
such as a simple N-Queens problem solver which uses
Divide-and-Conquer.

Most of recent work has been focused on Branch-
and-Bound. Dynamic Programming and A* are cur-
rently unavailable, due to changes we made in the
Bob++ structure when developing Branch-and-Bound
and Divide-and-Conquer, even though these changes
have been done with the addition of Dynamic Program-
ming and A* in mind. This is why the only application
interface we will talk about in the following sections of
this article is Branch-and-Bound.

The next section deals with the Bob++ application
interface. The parallel interface is presented in the sec-
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Fig. 1. The structure of Bob++ applications

tion III. The section IV shows two applications. Con-
cluding remarks and future work are presented in the
section V.

II. Application Interface

The idea behind the Bob++ application interface
is to provide the programmer with an easy inter-
face for programming parallel node search algorithms,
based on the following classical methods : A*, Divide-
and-Conquer, Dynamic programming and Branch-and-
bound. At this time, the only implemented methods
are Divide-and-Conquer and Branch-and-Bound.

In Bob++, each of the mentioned methods is imple-
mented by four classes. The base classes for each of
them are the following:

• The Instance class is used for the storage of all the
global data of the application. This data is initialized
at the beginning of the resolution. It is not allowed to
modify its contents during the execution of the resolu-
tion.
• The Node class enables the storage of the data and
contains the methods associated to a node in the search
space.
• The GenChild class contains the method used to gen-
erate the child nodes of a given node.
• The Algo class contains the execution code of the
main loop of the resolution.

Each of these base classes are derived into specific
classes which are specialized for the resolution of the
different possible search algorithms.

The specialized Instance, Node and GenChild

classes are called “the user classes”, meaning that these
classes must be customized by the user to implement
the resolution of its own problem. The virtual methods
that the user needs to redefined, are different according
to the choosen method (B&B, D&C, ...).

In order to perform strong type checking at com-
pilation time and to avoid downcast, Bob++ makes
an exhaustive use of templates in the class definition.
The Bob++ classes are parametrized by a Trait class
which only contains types definitions. The Trait must
contain the definition for the Node, the Instance, the
GenChild and the Algo but also for the Stat class and
Priority class. This modelization, is widely used in

class MyTrait {
public:

typedef MyNode Node;

typedef MyInstance Instance;
typedef MyGenChild GenChild;

typedef Bob::BBAlgo<MyTrait> Algo;
typedef Bob::BestEPri<MyNode> PriComp;
typedef Bob::BBStat Stat;

};

class MyNode : public Bob::BBIntMinNode {

....
};

class MyInstance : public Bob::BBInstance<MyTrait> {
....

};

class MyGenChild: public Bob::BBGenChild<MyTrait> {

....
};

Fig. 2. Example of a Trait class

C++ Standard Template Library (STL). The figure 2
shows a short example of this.

A Stat instance stores all the activities of an asso-
ciated Algo. It is used for monitoring the execution of
the resolution, either in a offline or online way. The
user can extend the definition of the default Stat class
to add statistics or monitored values which correspond
to its specific needs.

The Priority class contains the rules to schedule the
search. Bob++ provides default classes derived from
Priority. These default classes can be used when a
standard node selection rule (depth first, best evalua-
tion first, etc.) is enough. The user can also choose to
create a specific Priority-derived class.

A. The log system

Using the Stat class, or any of its derived classes,
makes possible to the user to get a lot of information
from the execution of the algorithm.

The Stat is instanciated only once in sequential and
shared memory environments, hence the generated log
data is global in this case. In distributed memory envi-
ronments, one Stat instance is associated to each run-
ning Algo instance, which generally corresponds to a
processor of the parallel machine. Thus, the different
Stat objects only store locally-generated data.

While the algorithm is running, a Stat object gener-
ates statistics about general data such as the number
of generated nodes, evaluated nodes, or the number
of calls to the generation method of the GenChild, as
well as problem-specific information. It is possible to
redirect the output of a Stat object to a file, hence the
execution evolution can be analyzed after the execution
is finished, or during the execution.

It is also possible to view the data from the file when
the execution is not finished. Of course, in this case,
all the processors must output their logging informa-
tion to the same file, thus this behaviour is limited to
the sequential and multi-threaded programming envi-
ronments.

In shared memory programming environments, the
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well as problem-specific information. It is possible to
redirect the output of a Stat object to a file, hence the
execution evolution can be analyzed after the execution
is finished, or during the execution.

It is also possible to view the data from the file when
the execution is not finished. Of course, in this case,
all the processors must output their logging informa-
tion to the same file, thus this behaviour is limited to
the sequential and multi-threaded programming envi-
ronments.

In shared memory programming environments, the
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analysis of the contents of a log file allows to obtain
both global and processor-specific information about
the execution of the algorithm. In distributed mem-
ory programming environments, only processor-specific
data is available in the different log files. This why the
log system offers the possiblilty to configure a Stat in-
stance to output its data to a network host machine.
This host simply runs a boblistener program, which lis-
tens for incoming log information from the different
parallel computer nodes, and gathers them to a single
log file. This way, it remains possible to have real-time
access to centralized global and processor-specific in-
formation, even in distributed memory environments.

In order to display the generated log information,
a tool called bobview has been developed. This tool
can display the contents of a log file, either after the
execution of the algorithm, or while it is running. As
the log information contains both global and processor-
specific data, bobview offers different view modes for the
analysis of the execution.

As an example, figure 3 shows the displayed infor-
mation which is generated by the execution of the MIP
solver running on a dual processor shared memory com-
puter, using the multi-threaded programming environ-
ment. The first view displays global information about
the global priority queue activities, basically the evo-
lution of the number of priority queue insertions, dele-
tions, and number of stored nodes. The two other plots
display thread-specific information.

This log system has been developed with the idea
that the user should be able to easily get information
feedback from the behaviour of its algorithms. This in-
formation allows easy tuning of an application without
having to wait for the end of its execution.

B. The B&B abstract solver

A solver using the B&B method is written by extend-
ing the 3 following “user” classes : BBNode, BBInstance
and BBGenchild.

To be able to compare two BBNode objects according
to their evaluation, the BBNode class is parametrized
with the sense of optimization (maximisation or min-
imsation) and the type of the evaluation (int, float, dou-
ble, etc..). Shortcuts have been predefined, such that
the user can choose one the different available default
node classes i.e. BBMinIntNode, BBFloatMaxNode ... as
a base class for its own Node class. In Bob++, only one
type, one class is used to represent the subproblem or
a solution of the problem.

The BBInstance class must be extended to enable
the storage of all the information needed for the resolu-
tion of the specific problem. For example when solving
a MIP problem, one may plan to include the original
MIP problem in the BBInstance-derived object, in or-
der to have constant access to the knowledge about
integer and continuous variables.

The BBGenChild class is not really different from
the basic GenChild class. The user must extend the
BBGenChild class to redefine the operator() which
performs the branching operation from a Node object.

Fig. 3. Execution Analysis of a multi-threaded B&B application

The user code must ensure that each newly-generated
child Node object which is suitable to be explored is
inserted into the priority queue if it is a subproblem.

A Priority class is associated to the specialized
Node class. The Priority class must be defined in
the Trait class.

The figure 4 shows the UML sequence diagram of the
search procedure i.e. the BBAlgo::operator().

III. Parallel Interface

Unlike the other frameworks, the Bob++ design inte-
grates a programming interface to implement all kinds
of tree search parallelizations. Many of the existing
frameworks propose only one parallelization. For ex-
ample, PICO [3] and ALPS [20], [12], [18] propose a
Master-Hub-Worker parallelization, SYMPHONY [17]
uses a Master/Worker paradigm using PVM.

There exists a large variety of machines and a large
variety of problems. One could be able to use a
dual-core processor, as well as cluster of worksta-
tions. Bob++ could be extended using this interface
by adding a new Programming environment. At this
time, the proposed environments are sequential, multi-
threaded (making use of POSIX threads) and Kaapi-
based environments. An MPI version is currently under
development.
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A. The Programming Environment principles

The main idea leading the Bob++ design to obtain
parallel solvers is a generalization of the Global priority
Queue (GPQ) used to implement the old Bob [9], [11]
library. The principle is to have different instances of
Algo that are executed on different processors. These
different Algo communicate, and are synchronized us-
ing high level communication tools. These tools are
mainly the data structures that store the subproblems,
the solutions or other information needed by a specific
method. These Global Data Structures are equivalent
to the Knowledge Pool introduced by ALPS [20], [12],
[18].

For example in the context of a B&B, these “par-
allel” instances of BBAlgo will mainly execute a loop
where at each iteration the operator() of an instance
of the user BBGenChild is executed on a pending node
obtained from a Global priority Queue GPQ. The new
generated nodes are re-inserted in GPQ. In the same way
if a solution is found, the data structure called Global
Solution GSol will be updated with this new solution.

The different GPQ and GSol must communicate to
ensure that each Algo has enough work to do and has
the latest updated Solution.

The GPQ and GSol can be considered from the Algo

point of view as high level communication tools since
the different Algo instances only communicate through
these tools.

This design does not constraint the algorithm used to
manage the nodes or broadcast a new solution value. It
does not imply a specific parallel strategy. The goal is
to be able to implement, a Master/Hub/Worker strat-
egy used by PICO [3], PEBBL [4] and ALPS [20], [12],
[18], but also simple Master/Slave strategy using MPI,
or different parallelization strategies using the POSIX
threads on a shared memory machine. One could also
implement a parallelization where the load balancing
strategy takes into account the heterogeneity of a Grid.
The figure 4 shows the UML sequence diagram of the
BBAlgo::operator(), which performs the main loop of
the algorithm. The GPQ and the GSol are respectively
called ThrPQ and ThrSol which are concrete classes of
the mutlithreaded environment.

An interesting property of this design is also that
the parallel and sequential Algo implementations are
exactly the same. The only difference is the different
implementation of the Global Data Structures.

Abstract classes are proposed in the Bob++ Frame-
work, to define the interfaces needed by the Algo. The
PQInterface defines the interface used by the B&B al-
gorithm to store the pending nodes. Concrete classes
are also defined. For example the PQSkew class extends
the PQInterface interface. In this case, the algorithm
used to store the nodes according to their priorities is
the Skew-Heap [16].

The Threaded programming environment defines an-
other concrete class which extends the PQInterface

called the ThrPQ (see figure 4). The goal of this class is
to enable the access to the PQSkew in mutual exclusion
mode. The figure 5 shows the UML sequence diagram

Fig. 4. The UML sequence diagram of a search

Fig. 5. The UML sequence diagram of multithreaded search

of the threaded environment, which calls in parallel the
Search sequence diagram (see figure 4 on 2 differents
instances of the BBAlgo class. In this diagram, the two
instances of the BBAlgo use the same instance of ThrPQ
and the same instance of ThrSol.

Therefore, the initialisation of an Algo e.g. the ini-
tialisation of an instance of the Algo itself and the ini-
tialization of the data structure it uses, are performed
by the Programming Environment. The Bob++ Pro-
gramming Environment class which realizes all this ini-
tialization is the AlgoEnvProg class.

More general initialization than which is made on the
AlgoEnvProg is often necessary for a specific environ-
ment. For example, in a context of a multithreaded
environment (called Thr), the different threads must
be created, but after the parsing of the command line.
These initializations are usually made in static meth-
ods. The choice between the environments is made in
the main function. Fig. 6 shows an example of a main
function that can be used to generate different solvers
for the same problem, making use of different program-
ming environments.

The multithreaded environment has been proposed
in order to propose an easy and powerful use of modern
dual- or quad-core processors. It also constitutes the
first step for the implementation of a hybrid algorithm
for clusters of shared-memory machines.
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Search sequence diagram (see figure 4 on 2 differents
instances of the BBAlgo class. In this diagram, the two
instances of the BBAlgo use the same instance of ThrPQ
and the same instance of ThrSol.

Therefore, the initialisation of an Algo e.g. the ini-
tialisation of an instance of the Algo itself and the ini-
tialization of the data structure it uses, are performed
by the Programming Environment. The Bob++ Pro-
gramming Environment class which realizes all this ini-
tialization is the AlgoEnvProg class.

More general initialization than which is made on the
AlgoEnvProg is often necessary for a specific environ-
ment. For example, in a context of a multithreaded
environment (called Thr), the different threads must
be created, but after the parsing of the command line.
These initializations are usually made in static meth-
ods. The choice between the environments is made in
the main function. Fig. 6 shows an example of a main
function that can be used to generate different solvers
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ming environments.
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in order to propose an easy and powerful use of modern
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int main(int argc, char **argv) {
#ifdef Atha

Bob::AthaBBAlgoEnvProg<MyTrait> env;

Bob::AthaEnvProg::init(n,v);
Bob::core::Config(n,v);

#elif defined(Threaded)
Bob::ThrBBAlgoEnvProg<MyTrait> env;
Bob::ThrEnvProg::init();

Bob::core::Config(n,v);
Bob::ThrEnvProg::start();

#else

Bob::SeqBBAlgoEnvProg<MyTrait> env;
Bob::core::Config(n,v);

#endif
MyInstance *Instance=new MyInstance( );
env(Instance);

#ifdef Atha
Bob::AthaEnvProg::end();

#elif defined(Threaded)

Bob::ThrEnvProg::stop();
#endif

Bob::core::End();
delete Instance;

}

Fig. 6. Example of a main function

B. The Athapascan Environment

We use the Athapascan/Kaapi library [23] as a par-
allel environment for Bob++. Athapascan/Kaapi is
a high level parallel programming tool. Its aim is to
schedule a set of tasks which are created dynamically
using Athapascan’s Fork primitive. Athapascan/Kaapi
has been developed in such a way that one does not
have to worry about the specific machine architecture
or the optimization of load balancing between proces-
sors. The created tasks are scheduled on the different
processors in order to complete the work.

In the context of B&B, the Athapascan/Kaapi li-
brary is a very interesting tool to parallelize the search
procedure. A strategy consists in creating a task to
explore a subtree rooted on a node. The leaves of the
subtree which are subproblems become new tasks. The
idea is to have enough tasks to ensure that all pro-
cessors have enough work. In Bob++, the task that
explores a subtree is a full instance of a Bob++ Algo.
The Athapascan primitive used to fork a task is called
in the GPQ’s insert method. Different strategies are de-
fined in order to have different sizes of subtrees accord-
ing to the position of the root node in the tree. When
the node is very close to the root node of the B&B
tree, the size of the subtree explored by a task must be
very small, to produce work very quickly. When the
root node of a subtree is on the middle of the B&B
tree, the size of the subtree could increase. The Atha-
pascan/Kaapi runtime stores the list of waiting tasks
in a list which is local to each process. If the process
runs on a machine that has several processors, the list
is shared among the threads that are running on each
processor and that execute the tasks. The next section
shows some results with this environment.

IV. Bob++ Applications

This section describes the more advanced applica-
tions we designed on top of Bob++.

Instance # Procs Time (mn)
Nugent17 168 0.33
Nugent20 50 5.69
Nugent20 168 3.58
Nugent20 184 3.32
Nugent21 50 11.5
Nugent21 168 7.19
Nugent22 50 9.8
Nugent24 140 153.7

TABLE I: Tests of the QAP code

A. The QAP solver

The first Branch-and-Bound application is a solver
for the Quadratic Assignment Problem. The QAP was
formulated by Koopmans and Beckmann (1957) [8] as
the task to find a permutation π of {1, ..., n} that min-
imizes:

min

n
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where Cijkl denotes the cost incurred by locating fa-
cility i on location j and facility k on location l. It rep-
resents the product of fik (flow between the facilities i
and k) and djl (distance between the locations j and
l). The QAP Solver on top of Bob++ is based upon
the dual procedure of Hahn and Grant [6] to compute
the lower bound and the polytomic branching strat-
egy of Mautor and Roucairol [10]. This code has been
tested on various machines [2], [1] using the Athapas-
can/Kaapi parallelization. In [7] this code with Bob++
has been tested with a fault tolerant version of Atha-
pascan/Kaapi. Table I shows the results of the QAP
code on the some Nugent instances from the QAPLIB.
The runs have been realized on a Itanium-2 cluster of
the university of Grenoble. The CPU times show that
the algorithm is scalable.

B. The MIP solver

The second Branch-and-Bound application which has
been developed is a simple Mixed-Integer Programming
(MIP) solver. The solver can take the description of a
problem from a CPLEX LP file, then solve it using the
chosen parallel environment. The LP solver used dur-
ing the node evaluation can be chosen from different
existing solvers : CPLEX from Ilog or Xpress-MP by
Dash Optimization are the possible available commer-
cial solvers, but solvers from the open source commu-
nity can also be used : GLPK, LP solve and Clp.

For the moment, the integrated MIP solver is at
a very early stage of development. It uses simple
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code on the some Nugent instances from the QAPLIB.
The runs have been realized on a Itanium-2 cluster of
the university of Grenoble. The CPU times show that
the algorithm is scalable.

B. The MIP solver

The second Branch-and-Bound application which has
been developed is a simple Mixed-Integer Programming
(MIP) solver. The solver can take the description of a
problem from a CPLEX LP file, then solve it using the
chosen parallel environment. The LP solver used dur-
ing the node evaluation can be chosen from different
existing solvers : CPLEX from Ilog or Xpress-MP by
Dash Optimization are the possible available commer-
cial solvers, but solvers from the open source commu-
nity can also be used : GLPK, LP solve and Clp.

For the moment, the integrated MIP solver is at
a very early stage of development. It uses simple
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branching methods, and does not make use of generic
cuts. Therefore, it cannot be compared to the available
efficiency-proven MIP solvers. However, we obtain very
good speed-up improvements using the POSIX threads
environment, on multi-processor shared-memory archi-
tectures. Our objective for the near future is to perform
heavy testings on distributed memory environments, as
soon as the necessary code is added to the MIP solver.

The flexibility for the LP solver choice has been made
possible by using the Glop library which we developed
([5], [22]). Glop is a free-software application program-
ming interface (API), which wraps solver-specific LP or
MIP solver function calls. Its base idea is to provide
the user with a generalized API which allows to sup-
press the dependence of the code to a specific solver.
This way, it is for example possible to compare the
performance of the different solvers by using the same
optimization code.

Another solver interface from the open-source com-
munity already exists : Osi from the COIN OR
project [13]. Glop differs from Osi to the fact that
it is only a lightweight wrapper to the solver API calls,
whereas Osi is a C++ interface which allows the prob-
lem modelization and resolution in an object-oriented
way, which is not the usual way solver APIs usually
work.

V. Summary and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the main features
of the Bob++ Framework. We described the User
Programming Interface and the Parallel Programming
Interface, called the Programming Environment inter-
face. We explain how is it possible to use a high level
parallel library in Bob++. We show the good perfor-
mance we obtained on the QAP problem using the
Athapascan/Kaapi library. We also quickly present
the MIP solver that uses the Glop library using the
Multithreaded environment. Its development is still in
progress, this is why no good results are currently avail-
able. The current solver can not be compared to other
existing solvers as it still lacks cut generation.

We present the log system of Bob++, which provides
the ability to analyze the execution of the parallel al-
gorithm. The statistics are available during program
execution, even in distributed memory environments.
They can also be analyzed after the execution.

Current work includes the addition of generic cut
generation to the MIP solver, which as we expect
should provide significant performance increase.

Several other features could be proposed for the Ap-
plication Interface and to increase the Parallel Inter-
face. As said in the introduction, we would like Bob++
to propose interfaces for other methods as Dynamic
Programming and A*. Higher level interfaces could be
proposed to facilitate the programming of more special-
ized algorithms built on top of B&B, like Branch-and-
Price and Branch-and-Cut. An old version of Bob++
used to include these features: we have to port them
on this current version. The parallel interface could
be extended to propose other parallel library ports like

MPI.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a framework for writing exact
optimization algorithms distributed on a grid environment.
It presents a new way of reusing design and code for multi-
objective optimization methods in conjunction with assis-
tant methods. These kinds of methods are used mainly for
reducing the search space, or for using a mono-objective
method for solving a multi-objective problem, or both. We
use a master-slave paradigm for the parallelization of the
work units and a branch and bound algorithm as a default
assistant method. The branch and bound algorithm is also
distributed on grids which allows a two level parallelism for
the optimization. We show how the different objects are cod-
ified in order to allow less communication while at the same
time maintaining the reusability requirement. A sample in-
stantiation of the framework is presented using the Parallel
Partitioning Method (PPM). Preliminary results are shown
using different Flowshop instances.

Keywords: Frameworks, Branch and Bound, Parallel
Computing, Grid Computing, Multi-Objective Optimiza-
tion, Flow-Shop Problem

1 Introduction

There exist a grand variety of frameworks for exact
optimization. Most of these frameworks use a branch
and bound algorithm to perform the search, or facilitate
the programmer in writing branch and bound-based algo-
rithms. Examples of such frameworks are: PUBB [19],
BOB++ [2], PPBB [16], PICO [7], MALLBA [4],
ZRAM [1], ALPS [20], MW Framework [8], Sym-
phony [14]. There is a good taxonomy of parallel software
frameworks and an overview of the implementation of
parallel branch and bound algorithms and frameworks in
[15].

In multi-objective optimization there exist different

methods or strategies to optimize without searching in
all the search space. Examples of methods which use
those strategies are the Two Phases Method (TPM)[17],
the Parallel Partitioning Method (PPM)[9] and the
epsilon-constrained method[18]. These methods have the
particularity of optimizing using a strategy. This strategy
is used, in order to reduce the search space, for using a
mono-objective method for solving the multi-objective
problem, or both. In order to do this, it uses another method
(an assistant method) to optimize different subspaces.
Hence, each time one of these methods is written, a new
implementation of the assistant method has to be written
or at least, the connection between the strategy and the
method has to be built. At the moment, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no distributed frameworks which
address directly the use of methods for multi-objective
optimization by the assistance of another method. Our
framework addresses these kinds of problems using a
default assistant method and at the same time being
distributed on a grid environment. In our work, we will
be having a default implementation using as an assistant
method the branch and bound algorithm developed in [12].
This algorithm can be used with different problems, and
accepts multi-objective and mono-objective optimization.
It has proven to be very efficient and highly scalable on a
grid environment [12].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the design requirements and objectives and the
overall architecture of the proposed framework from design
and implementation points of view. Section 3 describes the
application of the framework for solving the bi-objective
Flow-Shop scheduling problem and its experimentation on
the Grid5000 French experimental grid. In Section 4, the
conclusion and perspectives of the work are drawn.
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Abstract

In this paper we present a framework for writing exact
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2 The Framework

Usually, a family of related applications has many of
their functionality similar, if not the same. A framework
addresses this aspect by providing abstract representations
of classes and implements invariant parts for the different
applications in a family. More specifically, "A framework is
a set of abstract classes and components that together com-
prises an abstract design solution for a family of related ap-
plications" [10].

2.1 Design requirements and objectives

A framework lets us make different applications within
a domain of functionality. In order to be able to do that,
it is needed that we specifically define the domain. The
functionality the framework is expected to satisfy is called
functional requirements. There are also quality criteria
which the framework should try to satisfy and they are
called non-functional requirements.

Functional requirements

• The framework should facilitate the implementation of
different exact optimization methods for exploring the
search space.

• There should provide parallel support for the different
parallel exact optimization methods that need it such
as TPM or PPM.

• It should be able to distribute the provided parallelism
on grids.

Non-functional requirements

• Reusability: the code and design solutions should be
reusable.

• Modifiability: the development of new methods should
be done in a clear way concerning the underlying opti-
mization method assistant and parallel behavior. That
is, the programmer should have to write only the part
of the new method.

• Flexibility: the framework should be easily extended
to provide the programmer with the ability to easily
instantiate different optimization domains. That is, us-
ing different objectives, restrictions or models for the
optimization.

• Extensibility: It should be easily extended in order to
support new parallel or distributed technologies with-
out the need of changing the code for the optimization
algorithms or search strategies.

• Performance: it should provide by default with high-
performance optimization algorithms so that the users
can focus only on the details concerning their new
search strategy for optimization. The distributed and
parallel requirements should be met without degrading
the performance of the system.

• Scalability: As the framework should be distributed on
a grid environment where a large number of processors
may be available, it is important that the performance
is improved as the number of processors used grows.

2.2 System Architecture

In order to satisfy the requirements above, we implement
different design decisions going from an architecture point
of view to a design point of view. The architecture lets us
address most of the functional and non functional require-
ments by providing a general view of the interactions of the
different modules inside the framework without the need
of a detailed specification. The design lets us see more in
detail how the framework will be used and instantiated.

Concerning the goals for modifiability and extensibility,
we think that working with a layers style makes a strong
separation of functionality so that the change in one of the
main features would conclude in changing as less code as
possible or nothing at all for the other layers. Concerning
the functional requirement for parallel search algorithms,
we provide with a layer that implements the functions for
optimization using asynchronous communication so that
each call to those functions doesn’t stop the flow of the
main structure of the optimization method. The goal of
distributing the work on a grid environment is addressed
using components with distributed capabilities, that is, they
should be serialized (codified) and deserialized (decodified)
in order to be sent through the grid. At the same time,
with the purpose of making the framework as less attached
as possible to any technology, this is implemented in a
different layer. The framework provides with a default
implementation of this layer and we think making it work
with the Message Passign Interface (MPI) is a good option
since the programs can be deployed on a cluster or on a
grid environment.

The first design decision we take is the separation of the
main method for exploring in the search space (i.e.: TPM,
epsilon-constrained, PPM) from the solver that performs
the optimization within a particular space (i.e. B&B). The
StrategySolver layer has the responsibility of optimizing
the space in which to explore for the solutions. In order to
find these solutions, it uses the OptimizationSolver layer
which responsibility is the optimization of an objective
function inside a given space. In this way, each time a new
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algorithm is written, there is no need to make any changes
to the optimization code.

As it was previously said, the StrategySolver should be
able to work in parallel for some of its functions. This is
achieved by making the OptimizationSolver able to receive
and work with asynchronous calls. So, each time the
StrategySolver has to perform different optimization tasks
in parallel, it calls the OptimizationSolver as many times as
needed.

Concerning the distribution of the paralellism there
is another layer that performs the distributed calls so
that the optimization layer may take place in different
machines. By default, this is done using the MPI layer. The
architectural view is represented in Figure 1. In this view
all the layers of the MPI API are not shown and depend
on the implementation. However, as it was previously said
in the extensibility requirement, this layer can be changed
without the need of changing the implementation of either
the strategy or the optimization algorithm used, as long as
it conforms to the same interfaces.

A Sequence Diagram used to show the actions used dur-
ing the distribution of optimization requests to the different
slaves is shown in Figure 2. In this example, we can see
the strategy (StrategySolver) calls asynchronously (the flow
of the method is not interrupted) the master (MasterMPI-
Solver) two times to optimize . At each time, the Mas-
terMPISolver calls one different Slave and after that it re-
mains waiting for the answer in the method getSolutions().
Then, each of the slaves call its own solver which would ac-
tually perform the optimization. After the internal solvers
finish optimizing, each slave sends the results to the Master.
When all the results arrive the master returns the answers
to the strategy method. In this Figure, in order to make it
readable, we hide the part of the codification of the objects
that where distributed. The codification will be shown later.

2.3 Grid-based implementation

A summary of the main classes used for the optimization
process is represented in Figure 3. The class Optimiza-
tionSolver is the abstract class used to represent the main
method and the assistant method (i.e. the branch and
bound). This solver has a method to perform optimization
with Objectives, Restrictions and InitialSolutions. Each of
these components is represented with a different class. The
Objective class has a method which returns the evaluation
of that solution for a specified objective. The Restriction
class has also an evaluation method and it also works
with solutions, but returns a boolean value indicating
whether the solution is inside the feasible space or not.

The initialSolutions can be used to feed the solver or the
strategy with initial solutions for optimizing the search.
This is also used in some of the strategies as we shall see
later in the example of PPM.

For the distribution part, we implement a wrapper for
the OptimizationSolver which acts as a proxy, redirecting
the different asynchronous calls to different machines. This
wrapper is represented in both classes: MasterMPISolver
and SlaveMPISolver. They use a master-worker paradigm
to distribute the work. The Master is connected to the
main method or strategy and the Solver is connected
to the assistant method. In our default implementation
using the branch and bound proposed in [12], the assistant
method is also distributed on the grid so this generates a
two level paralellism and distribution which we believe
can be helpful in some of the optimization methods. The
fact that the optimization method, the assistant method
and the distributed capabilities use the same interface will
let us compose different types of interactions between
them to achieve different results, through a composition of
strategies and methods.

In order for the different classes to be distributed, they
have to be codified and decodified. Each class that is
distributed codifies and decodifies itself.Depending on the
codification used, this may greatly optimize the transfer
of information since only the necessary details of each of
the objects would be transmitted. The way to codify and
decodify each object is implemented using the basic types
used in c++. Each codification is made using a Packet
object which will later be distributed. The Packet class
lets us hide the distributed technology used to codify the
objects. This is done in order to separate the distributed
technology from the rest of the framework (Figure 4).
In this way, reusing the codification of the objects when
changing the distributed technology would conclude in
no modification to the serializable classes. In our default
implementation of the framework there exist the MPIPacket
class that implements its methods.

As an example for the codification, each bound re-
striction is represented by an objective (in this case as an
integer) and a lower and an upper bound. Therefore, each
time a BoundRestriction is sent, we would only have to
send one integer and two double values. This should greatly
optimize data transfers since only the necessary data is sent.

Finally, in order to use the framework on a grid environ-
ment, we use MPICH-G2 [13], a grid-enabled implemen-
tation of MPI which uses the grid services provided by the
Globus Toolkit. In this way, we can execute our framework
in different clusters with a wide range of heterogeneus pro-
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Figure 1. Architectural view using the distributed implementation of MPI

Figure 2. Sequence Diagram showing the distribution of requests

Figure 3. Classes used during the optimization process
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Figure 4. Packet class used for the codifica-
tion

cessors.

3 Application to the Bi-objective Flow-Shop
Problem

3.1 Flow-Shop problem formulation

The Flow-Shop problem is one of the numerous
scheduling problems [3]. It has been widely studied in the
literature. The problem consists in scheduling n jobs (i = 1
.. n) on m machines (j = 1 .. m). In this paper, we focus on
the permutation Flow-Shop where the jobs are scheduled
in the same order in all the machines. The two considered
objectives are the makespan (Cmax) and the total tardiness
(T). The makespan is the completion time of the last job
and the total tardiness is the sum of the tardiness of every
job. In the Graham et al. notation [5] this problem is
denoted F/Permut, di/(Cmax,T).
The makespan minimization problem has been proved to
be strongly NP-hard by Garey, Johnson and Sehti [11] for
permutation Flow-Shops with more than two machines
whereas the total tardiness minimization problem has been
proved to be NP-hard by Du and Leung [6] even on a single
machine.

3.2 The framework instantiation on the
problem using the PPM strategy

The PPM strategy consists of three phases which are
represented in Figure 5. In this example, the first phase
finds the extremes of the two objectives. During the second
phase, the search space is uniformly divided with respect
to one extreme. Each subspace is optimized with respect
to the other extreme. Then, we have a set of uniformly
located solutions. The third phase finds the remaining
Pareto solutions in all the search space. Using the solutions
previously found, as shown in phase three of Figure 5,
the space of the multiobjective problem is reduced. The

Figure 5. PPM Phases for a bi-objective prob-
lem

complete explanation and rationale behind the different
steps of PPM can be found in [9].

In order to use the framework for this problem and this
method of optimization, one has to implement the classes
and methods associated to the strategy, the restrictions used,
the assistant method and the objectives of the problem. The
classes needed for the instantiation are:

• PPMSolver: It represents the PPM method. In the
method solve(OptimizationRequest) we implement
the three phases described above. Inside each of
these phases, the optimization method is called, for
example, to solve one extreme.

• FlowshopObjective: It represents both objectives
Tardiness and Makespan. We define the method
solve(Solution) which, depending on the kind of
objective will evaluate such objective with the solution
given. Besides implementing the Objective interface
it has to implement bound_abstract. This interface is
used by the branch and bound each time it calculates
the bounds.

• BoundRestriction: It defines constraints for the 2nd
stage of PPM, which several searches are sent in a
different search space. Here we define a lower bound
and an upper bound and the method that evaluates the
solutions between those bounds. The objects of this
class will be used by the branch and bound before
inserting them into the Pareto front.

• main function: In this function we initialize the frame-
work, create the different classes and we configure
them (composition) to work together. That is, we
configure the new PPMMSolver with the MasterMPI-
Solver as the internal solver and the branch and bound
solver as the internal solver of the SlaveMPISolver.
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Figure 6. Instantiation of the framework with PPM and the Flow-Shop problem

3.3 Experimentation on Grid5000

Experiments were conducted on the Grid5000 grid.
Grid5000 is a nation-wide experimental grid composed
by 9 clusters distributed over several French universities
(Bordeaux, Lille, Rennes, Sophia-Antipolis, Toulouse,
Orsay, Lyon, Grenoble and Nancy). We used the cluster
hosted at the Rennes site for the experiments. All of the
machines are bi-processors.

Table 1 shows results from different flowshop instances.
Inside we show the number of processors used during the
different runs, the comparison of the phases of PPM, the
total amount of time taken for the resolution, the speed-up
of each experiment and the parallel efficiency. We have
performed experiments using the instances of Taillard
and Reeves. The results show a speed-up that is almost
linear with respect to the number of processors. Hence, we
think the scalability requirement is met. However, more
experiments have to be conducted on different instances
and different problems in order to support our initial results.

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have presented an overview of an
object-oriented framework for mono-objective and multi-
objective exact optimization. As far as we know, there
are no frameworks that address the issues of optimizing
using a strategy above other methods. We have seen
the architecture of the system and the process used for
combining the main method or strategy with the assistant
method. The codification of the units provided shows a way
of codifiyng the objects prior to distributing them taking
only the necessary data needed for their identification.
Its object oriented nature lets us change the distributed
technology without changing the objects codified.
An application using the PPM strategy and a flowshop
problem was presented. Through this example we showed
the reusability of the framework by implementing only the
parts that are needed for the optimization and leaving the
rest (like the distribution of requests) for the framework
to do. Through numerous experiments with this instance
we have proven the scalability requirement is met on a

different number of processors.

However, we think that we still have to face different
concerns. Specifically, the framework has to be tested with
other kinds of problems (TSP, QAP, Knackspack) and other
kinds of strategies (K-PPM, TPM, e-contrained). Another
issue which needs to be addressed due to the volatile na-
ture of the grid, is fault tolerance. We think this problem
could be overcome with different versions of MPI imple-
mentations like OpenMPI, FTMPI, MPICH-V2, but we still
have to test them with the framework working on the grid.
It would be also interesting to integrate this framework with
software for heuristic or meta-heuristic optimization.As the
interface of the optimization method accepts initial solu-
tions, at least a high level of cooperation is feasible. That
is, an heuristic can be used to feed the exact method with
initial results. This cooperation will allow the framework to
be used for solving larger and more difficult problems.
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Figure 6. Instantiation of the framework with PPM and the Flow-Shop problem
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NProcs Instance Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Total Speed-up Par. eff.
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90 Ta 20-10-1 2min 27s 37s 5min 51s 10min 37s 58.35 0.65

180 Ta 20-10-1 1min 49s 31s 3min 57s 6m 20s 102.71 0.57
1 Ta 20-10-2 159m 41s 23m49s 487m36s 671m8s 1 1
60 Ta 20-10-2 6m 34s 1m30s 14m25s 22m37s 29.67 0.49
90 Ta 20-10-2 4m37s 1m33s 10m13s 16m31s 40.63 0.45

180 Ta 20-10-2 2m57s 1m9s 5m9s 9m20s 74.29 0.41
1 Ta 20-10-3 336m32s 17m51s 442m 795m40s 1 1
60 Ta 20-10-3 6m9s 1m15s 11m17s 19m11s 41.45 0.69
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ABSTRACT 

Biological databases are growing significantly, as are 
the number of queries directed at them. In 2005, the 
genomic databases at the National Center for 
Biotechnology Information (NCBI) received about 50 
million web hits per day, at peak rates of about 1,900 
hits per second. As these databases become more 
popular, there is increased demand to make them faster 
and more efficient. In this paper, we propose a method 
for compressing and searching selected genome 
databases using techniques appropriate for computers of 
virtually any size. This search technique is expected to 
produce its best results with large search sequences 
against large DNA databases, and lends itself to parallel 
computation techniques with little communication 
overhead required. Because the compression algorithm 
uses a lossless binary encoding format, search results 
are exact – not approximate. Furthermore, searches take 
place on the compressed data, obviating the need for 
decompression prior to executing a search. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

Biological databases are growing significantly as 
organisms are being sequenced. These genomic 
databases help biologists understand the underlying 
structure of organisms and aid research in the area of 
genomic sciences. Publicly available databases can be 
used by biologists to compare organisms, find related 
species, etc.  
 

To retrieve information, users run queries against one 
of these databases, such as a search for a nucleotide 
sequence from a nucleotide database. A typical search 
involves matching a query nucleotide sequence with all 
the sequences available in the database. If a database is 
large in size, several comparisons are required until a 
match is found. Efficiency is critical in such a database 
system. The user desires to find the exact or most 
similar result in the shortest amount of time. A database 
search can be viewed as finding the longest common 
subsequence(s) between the query sequence and a 
database sequence. A longest common subsequence 
indicates the similarity between the query and the 
database sequence.  
 

Genomic sequences are fairly large in size ranging 
from several thousand to million character long 
sequences. Searching against a large database can be 
time consuming therefore there is a need to make 
database access faster and better. 
 

 A typical search may involve comparing a string of 
200K characters against a database that may contain 
millions of sequences of similar or larger sizes. A user 
who may be trying to search against a large database 
may require several minutes to get the reply. Added to 
that a PC has limited resources and searching against a 
large database can be quite time consuming. Querying a 
database involves several factors such as the speed of 
the tool, accuracy of the match, etc. An ideal tool for 
such querying should satisfy these requisites. 
 

Since large databases have huge memory 
requirements, a method to compress data can be 
beneficial. Compression of data can greatly reduce the 
processing time. For example, if the data is compressed 
five-fold, then a 200,000 character sequence now 
becomes a 40,000 character sequence. The same query 
search now involves comparison with smaller sequences 
making the search faster.  
  

DNA data is sensitive to changes, such as 
replacements, insertions, deletions. A compression 
technique that permits full recovery of the genome 
sequences is required. For example, consider two 
sequences: 

 
Sequence 1:  
 

ACTTACGTATCGCCCCC 
 
Sequence 2: 

 
ACTTACGTATCGCCACC 

 
Sequence 1 and 2 are similar in that there is only one 

character difference between them. An ideal 
compression technique should maintain the similarity 
relationship between the two sequences after 
compression. In the above case the compressed data 
should also have a distance of 1. 
 

The research in this paper focuses on providing fast 
search, fast retrieval speed from disk, efficient memory 
utilization, and easily parallelizable implementation for 
even faster searches and/or distributed deployment. A 
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lossless compression technique is proposed that allows 
full recovery of data.  The next section presents the 
background, followed by the proposed algorithm in the 
following section.  In the following section we analyze 
the technique and conclude with future work in the last 
section. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

In this section we discuss some of the existing tools 
for sequence alignment. We also discuss some of the 
earlier methods propose to improve sequence alignment. 
 

Sequence alignment is an important field in 
bioinformatics. Sequence alignment provides method to 
compare new sequences with previously completed or 
assemble sequences. The completed sequences are 
stored in databases.  
 

Genomic database servers process tens of thousands 
of queries a day. GenBank is one such database 
maintained by National Center for Biotechnology 
Information (NCBI). GenBank has over 55 million 
sequence entries from at least 200,000 different 
organisms (GenBank 2005). GenBank’s search tool is 
known as BLAST. In 2005, NCBI received about 50 
million web hits per day, at peak rates of about 1,900 
hits per second, and about 400,000 BLAST searches per 
day from about 2.5 million users (Astell 2005).  
 

BLAST is a de facto standard tool used for measuring 
similarity between sequences (Altschul 1990, 1997). 
BLAST is popular for its efficiency, and has undergone 
several updates for efficiency and speed. Mega BLAST 
is a greedy search method that works on BLAST data 
for DNA sequence alignment search and is known to be 
faster than BLAST. Mega BLAST uses a greedy 
algorithm for nucleotide sequence alignment search 
(Zhang 2000). This program is optimized for aligning 
sequences that differ slightly and can align much longer 
sequences than BLAST. Mega BLAST can only work 
with DNA sequences. 
 

The Institute for Genomic Research (TIGR) is another 
center for deciphering and analyzing genomes. TIGR's 
Genome Project contains a collection of curated 
databases containing DNA and protein sequence, gene 
expression, cellular role, protein family, and taxonomic 
data for microbes, plants and humans (IGR 2007).  
 

BLAST is a tool that does an exhaustive search. 
FASTA is another tool that does an exhaustive search. 
An exhaustive search is costly in terms of speed. A 
query string does not have to be compared to the entire 
database. Heuristics can be added to a search process to 
make it faster and accurate. Keyword based searches are 
one such example of non-exhaustive search. Keyword-
based search has been popularized by Internet search 
engines and is not generally provided by traditional 

databases (Agrawal 2002). An example of keyword-
based search over structured databases is EKSO (Su 
2005). EKSO indexes interconnected textual content in 
relational databases, providing intuitive and highly 
efficient keyword search capabilities over this content. 
It trades storage space and offline indexing time to 
significantly reduce query time computation. 
 

There are several other search tools such as Flash, 
SST and CAFÉ (Cao 2005, Baxevanis 2005). CAFÉ is 
based on an indexed scheme with appropriate data 
structures and has shown a faster query search than 
exhaustive searching. A comparison of BLAST, 
FASTA, and CAFÉ has been studied (Williams 2002). 
An indexing technique for answering approximate 
keyword search queries was developed by Fei and 
Mefford (Shi 2005). This technique has two principal 
components – a data structure called V-tree and its 
partition methods for clustering words in the vocabulary 
into subgroups. It stores the words in the vocabulary 
into a V-tree based on its partition methods. The V-tree 
data structure can reduce the number of distance 
computations needed to answer the query.  
 

Even though there has been much research for making 
for making query searches faster, there has been less 
research in terms of reducing storage requirements for 
both the database and the user. The algorithm proposed 
in the following section can perform searches on 
compressed data in a fast and efficient manner.    
 
 
THE PROPOSED METHOD 
This section describes the proposed compression and 
searching algorithms, including sequence encoding, data 
structures, and query processing. Examples are provided 
in each of these areas. 
 
Sequence Encoding and Compression 

Genomic sequences are commonly stored as strings 
comprised of the four DNA bases: C, G, A, and T. 
Generally, these are stored as ASCII characters, where 
each symbol requires a single byte of storage. 
 

However, only two bits are required to adequately 
express these four symbols. Thus, ‘C’ can be replaced 
with the bits 00, ‘G’ with 01, ‘A’ with 10, and ‘T’ with 
11. This simple binary encoding of base strings allows 
four DNA bases to be represented within one byte. 
Thus, the sequence AGGT can be represented in binary 
form as 10 01 01 11, which is readily converted to its 
decimal equivalent of 151. 
 

For the purposes of the proposed search algorithm, 
however, it is desirable to represent octets of DNA 
bases as a single unit. Since each base requires two bits, 
all possible octets can be represented as 16-bit integers 
ranging from 0 (all Cs) to 65535 (all Ts) as shown in 
Figure 1. Since each integer in this range uniquely 
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encodes a string of eight nucleotides (an octet), these 
integers will serve as hash values in the data structure at 
runtime. In the meantime, these compressed values are 
either stored sequentially on disk or transmitted 
sequentially over a network during a file read operation. 
 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Octet Encoding 
 

Data Structure 
Since DNA search and target strings are typically 

very large, simple M x N string comparisons take too 
much time to be considered a viable solution – a more 
sophisticated data structure is required in order to 
achieve reasonable performance in large searches. The 
applicability of a data structure is largely determined by 
the context of the problem – there is no such thing as the 
“perfect” data structure. In the context of genomic 
search, tree structures suffer because the data has little 
order other than sequence, so complete searches require 
either complete tree traversal or extra links within the 
tree structure. Arrays suffer from the same problem. 
Various array indexing schemes offer speed 
improvements, but at the expense of memory. The 
technique used for video compression suffers because 
the distances to reference words are typically longer 
than the two bits necessary to store the base being 
encoded (1).  
 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Data Structure 

The proposed data structure consists of a doubly-
chained hash table, where one chain of pointers (solid 
lines in Figure 2) implements a linked-list of all octets 
that hash to the same integer value. A second linked list 
(shown with dashed lines) is used to traverse the octets 
in sequential order. In addition to preserving the 
integrity of the data, this structure ensures that only the 
portions of the targets sequence that match the search 
string will be searched.  
 

This data structure is easily serialized. Each octet is 
encoded to binary (interpreted as decimal) form as 
described above and stored sequentially on disk – which 
offers the best I/O performance at runtime. 
 

As each octet (16-bit integer) is read, a new node is 
created and inserted at the end of the linked list for the 
octet’s hash value (solid lines), which ensures that each 
hash value’s linked list is stored in sorted order. The 
node also contains sequence position information in 
order to report where a match begins, as well as a 
second linked list (dashed lines) that allows the data 
structure to be efficiently traversed sequentially. Both of 
these linked lists are traversed during a search operation. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Algorithm 
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Algorithm 
Sequence searching takes place on compressed 

sequence octets stored in the data structure described 
above. In order to make comparisons to this data 
structure, the search string also needs to be encoded as 
binary octets using the same compression technique. 
Because of the iterative windowing required by this 
algorithm, search strings need to contain at least fifteen 
bases. 

Descriptions and examples of each of the algorithm 
functions are covered below. The algorithm shown in 
Figure 3 assumes that the target sequence has been 
encoded and stored in the data structure described 
above. It also assumes that each base search sequence 
has been encoded as a two-bit binary value, and that the 
search sequence contains at least 15 bases. In the 
following algorithm, the variable currNode follows the 
sequence-ordered linked list (the dashed list in Figure 
2). The variable startNode follows the hash-ordered 
linked list (the solid-line list). 
 

Fully Aligned Octets – A Simple Example 
 
Figure 4 builds on the previous figures, and shows a 

simple, near-best case scenario. In this case, the search 
sequence matches the 6th and 7th octet of the target 
sequence.  
 

The search begins by accessing the linked-list 
addressed by the hash value of the search sequence’s 
first octet. In this case, the first element of the hash 
value’s linked list is octet #2 in the sample sequence. 
Indeed, the first octet of the search sequence matches 
octet #2 of the sample sequence, so the (dashed-line) 
linked list is followed to find the octet #3 in the sample 
sequence. In this case, the hash value of octet #3 of the 
sample sequence (51599) does not match the hash value 
of the second octet of the search sequence (25545), so 
this once-promising search is abandoned, and the (solid-
line) linked list is followed to the next octet that 
matches the first octet of the search sequence – in this 
case, octet #6. 
 

The next possible match begins at octet #6 in the 
sample sequence. Following the (dashed) linked list to 
octet #7 reveals that it matches the second octet in the 
search sequence. Since there are no more terms in the 
search sequence, there is a match beginning at octet #6 
in the sample sequence. If there were more octets in the 
(solid-line) linked list, further matches could be 
discovered by repeating the process until the end of the 
(solid-line) list is reached. 
 
Partial Search Strings 

In the previous example, the lengths of the search 
strings were multiples of eight, so they aligned nicely 
with octet boundaries. More often than not, this perfect 
alignment is not the case in actual searches, so the 

algorithm requires a further refinement in order deal 
with non-aligned search strings. Instead of the last octet 
of the search sequence being compared to an entire octet 
in the target sequence, partial octets are compared using 
an AND operation as shown in Figure 5. As will be seen 
in the next section, this partial alignment technique may 
also be used on the first octet of the search string. 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Searching the Data Structure 
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Figure 5: Partial Octet Matching 
 

Search Sequence Windowing 

In both of the examples described above, the 
matching sequences occurred on octet boundaries. 
Again, this is not usually the case in actual searches. In 
most cases (or when searching for all matches in a target 
string), the search algorithm uses a windowing 
technique where the search sequence is shifted one base 
(2 bits) to the right for each of the eight possible 
positions in the octet. Note that only the search 
sequence is shifted – the data structure for the target 
sequence remains unchanged. Although this requires 
eight separate searches of the target sequence, these 
basic comparison operations are sufficiently fast in 
modern processors.  

An example of the windowing algorithm is shown in 
Figure 6. At each iteration, the octet contained in the 
box would serve as the first octet to be matched. As 
before, the hash value is simply a decimal interpretation 
of the binary base encoding. 
 

For each window iteration, the algorithm begins by 
matching all complete octets as illustrated previously in 
Figure 4. As usual, if any mismatches occur along the 
way, the search moves to the next target sequence 
matching the hash value of the first octet of the 
windowed search string. If all complete octets match, 
the partial octet at the end of the search sequence (if it 
exists) is matched against the target sequence as 

illustrated previously in Figure 5. If the sequences 
continue to match, the partial octet at the beginning of 
the search sequence (if it exists) is finally matched 
against the target sequence. Note that this data structure 
does not include backward chaining – which would 
require unacceptable memory overhead because it 
would require extra pointers for every octet, even 
though only one backward pointer would be used for a 
given search string. Instead, the partial sequence 
preceding the first complete octet is retrieved from disk, 
which is a relatively fast direct access file I/O operation 
since the sequence position is known.  
 

 
 

Figure 6: Search Windowing 
 
 
ANALYSIS 

A software prototype that implements this method has 
been developed. Preliminary testing on a dataset 
containing 5.6 million base pairs appears promising: 
 

a) The simple compression algorithm achieves a 
constant 4:1 compression ratio on standard ascii-
coded FASTA databases.  

b) Base octets appear to be reasonably well 
distributed, resulting in similar-sized linked lists for 
each possible hash value. Thus, in a target sequence 
with 3 billion base pairs, the average linked list for 
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a given hash value (the solid-line list) would be 
expected to contain approximately 5700 nodes (3B 
÷ 216 ÷ 8). 

c) Searches for strings containing up to 5000 base 
pairs are executing in under 100 ms on an (old) 
2GHz AMD 64 with 1 MB of RAM. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The expected benefits of this approach are four fold: 

a) Fast search. Only the portion(s) of the target 
sequence that match the search string will be 
searched. Non-matching areas are ignored. 

b) Fast I/O. Compressed data are saved sequentially, 
resulting in fast retrieval speed from disk. 

c) Efficient memory utilization. Compressed data does 
not need to be decompressed. The algorithm works 
directly on compressed data. 

d) Easily parallelizable for even faster searches and/or 
distributed deployment. The algorithm is 
embarrassingly parallel and involves little 
communication overhead.  

As described above, this data structure relies heavily 
on memory address pointers. Since these pointers 
cannot be meaningfully stored on disk (when the data is 
reloaded, it will most likely load into different memory 
addresses), search operations will be most efficient on 
machines with enough memory to store the entire 
compressed target sequence.  

The memory required to store a target sequence is 
expected to be directly proportional to the number of 
bases in the sequence and the word size of the computer 
used. With a 64-bit processor, each octet is expected to 
require 20 bytes (32 bits for a sequence number and two 
64-bit addresses). With a 32-bit processor, each octet is 
expected to require 12 bytes. Thus, the data structure 
required to hold a target sequence with 3 billion base 
pairs on a 64-bit processor is expected to require 
approximately 7.5 GB of memory. Although this is a 
significant amount of memory, it is within the realm of a 
workstation-sized computer. 

Preliminary testing of this approach appears 
promising. Over the next couple of months, the 
following extensions to this project are anticipated: 

a) Finish programming the prototype search tool. 

b) Measure search speed of various-sized search 
strings on a broad range of actual genomic datasets, 
and compare these results against those using tools 
such as BLAST, FASTA, and CAFÉ. 

c) Compare memory and storage efficiency against 
existing tools such as BLAST, FASTA, and CAFÉ. 

d) Parallelize the algorithm so it can take advantage of 
multiple processors and large shared memory 

clusters. This is likely to lead to significant 
performance gains.  

e) Explore methods for implementing wildcard 
(similarity) matching in order to be able to search 
strings “similar” to a search string. 
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ABSTRACT

We present the design and implementation of an immersive
interactive volumetric visualization system. This system
was designed to allow atmospheric modelers to visualize
their simulations in an immersive environment such as our
Fakespace FLEX system. By allowing them to play back
the entire simulation as well as choose what airborne par-
ticulates to turn on and off atmospheric scientists are given
an incredible degree of control regarding what to study and
look at from any angle with amazing detail at the interac-
tions between particulates in a simulation and interactions
of the particulates with surrounding terrain.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric simulation is an important means of under-
standing the environment around us. Through atmospheric
simulation we can predict how various airborne particulates
such as dirt, smog, and fire can affect our cities and overall
public health. However, problems can arise when trying to
interpret the results of the simulation. For example, it can
be difficult to determine the density or shape of an individ-
ual particulate if the area under study is large. A similar
problem arises when attempting to find how various terrain
formations interact with and affect the atmosphere. How-
ever, little in the way of research exists on how to accurately
model atmospheric data at interactive frame rates.

Since raw data can be hard to conceptualize, particularly
when the size of the data sets can be hundreds of megabytes
if not gigabytes, an alternative method of interpreting at-
mospheric data is needed. Virtual reality technology allows
us to accurately and realistically model atmospheric data
in a meaningful way for the user. Virtual reality has long
been used as a way of creating realistic visual simulations
to help aid in interpreting large and complex data sets. Re-
cent advances in visualization and supporting technologies
now offers the possibilities of creating realistic, real-time
atmospheric visualizations for research.

By combining virtual reality technology with atmo-

spheric simulation users are able to visually conceptualize
large amounts of atmospheric data in an interactive way.
This paper describes a package we call Vesuvius which is
a virtual reality library for visualizing large sets of atmo-
spheric data. Vesuvius is intended to allow users to visualize
various atmospheric data sets from a variety of viewpoints
and to allow for playback of atmospheric data sets that con-
tain temporal information.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First
we present some related work on atmospheric visualization,
virtual reality, and previous research on volume rendering.
Next we present an overview of the execution environments
followed by our immersive volume visualization library for
visualizing atmospheric data. Lastly presents our conclu-
sion and possibilities for future work.

BACKGROUND

Atmospheric visualization would benefit from the merger
of both volume visualization and virtual reality. Marrying
the two, users can see realistic 3-dimensional representa-
tions of their atmospheric simulations. In addition, it al-
lows users to immerse themselves in the simulation, en-
abling them to watch it from different points of view in a
highly realistic environment.

Atmospheric Simulation

Atmospheric modeling and simulation is done with
numerical models like the National Center for Atmo-
spheric Research (NCAR)/Pennsylvania State University
Mesoscale Model (MM5). Models such as MM5 simulate
the behavior of a wide range of atmospheric parameters, in-
cluding mass parameters (e.g. temperature and humidity)
as well as momentum parameters (e.g. wind U, V, and W
fields). When these models are initialized with archived me-
teorological data for prior conditions, their simulations can
be used to analyze the state of the atmosphere during a past
event. When they are initialized with current meteorologi-
cal observation data, their simulations serve as atmospheric
forecasts. These models are quite adaptable and can be uti-
lized for atmospheric simulations over domains with reso-
lutions ranging from tens of kilometers down to just a few
kilometers. Ongoing research is further refining the physics
in MM5 so that simulations over domains with horizontal
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resolutions of less than one kilometer can be achieved.

In addition to models like MM5 which simulate the state
of the atmosphere, there are specialized models that sim-
ulate a specific component of the atmosphere. One such
model is the Comprehensive Air Quality Model with Ex-
tensions (CAMx) which simulates the behavior of atmo-
spheric chemicals and its use is common in air pollution
studies. Like MM5, CAMx can simulate past, current, or
future events and can be scaled to adapt to a wide variety of
domain sizes and resolutions.

Atmospheric Visualization

In 1988, the Space Science and Engineering Center
(SSEC) at the University of Wisconsin, Madison released
the Vis5D atmospheric visualization tool and in 1994, a vir-
tual reality port of this open-source application was created
for the CAVE immersive display system. Vis5D, with it’s
grid limitations, displaying smog data over Los Angeles
can be seen in Figure 1. Since these early efforts, a great
deal of the work done in the area of atmospheric visualiza-
tion has been in the field of cloud simulation and rendering
(Dobashi et al., 2000; Ebert and Parent, 1990; Harris and
Lastra, 2001). Because of the level of complexity in ren-
dering clouds (realistic shading, light scattering, etc) much
previous work has been done in non-interactive rendering
techniques for cloud rendering. Work into interactive cloud
rendering has produced methods whereby most scattering
and shading are done in a preprocessing step and textured
polygons known as imposters are used to bypass fill rate
limitations (Harris and Lastra, 2001).

Figure 1. Volume Rendering in Vis5D

Volume Rendering

Volume visualization deals with displaying volumetric
data sets, represented as sample points. There are two means
of achieving this. First is indirect volume rendering (IVR)
which involves converting the volumetric data into a set of
polygonal iso-surfaces which are then rendered using tradi-
tional graphics hardware. The second means is called direct
volume rendering (DVR) which involves rendering directly
to the screen without an intermediate step such as converting

to iso-surfaces.

Indirect volume rendering assumes that extractable iso-
surfaces exist, which is not always the case (such as flow
fields, clouds, etc.). In addition, the complexity of the iso-
surfaces might be so complex that they may overwhelm the
capabilities of the graphics hardware. Because of this, di-
rect volume rendering may be more efficient. What follows
is an explanation of the primary methods of direct volume
rendering.

Raycasting
Raycasting is perhaps the most researched of direct vol-

ume rendering algorithms (Levoy, 1988, 1990) with several
acceleration techniques for more interactive volume ray-
casting being proposed over the last decade (Grimm et al.,
2004; Knittel, 2000; Mora et al., 2002; Wan et al., 1999).

For each pixel in the image, a ray is cast into the vol-
ume. At fixed intervals along the ray the volume data is re-
sampled, most commonly using tri-linear interpolation. Tri-
linear interpolation involves taking the scalar values of the
eight neighbors to a particular pixel and weighing them ac-
cording to their distance to the actual location. The solu-
tions to each interval are combined either in a front-to-back
or back-to-front order to determine the final color and opac-
ity of the pixel. Because each pixel has to be computed,
raycasting is the slowest of volume rendering algorithms.
However, because volumes are determined on a pixel-by-
pixel basis, they can generate high-quality images without
any blurring or loss of detail.

Shear-warp
Shear-warp (Lacroute and Levoy, 1994) is a fast means

of software volume rendering. Unlike raycasting, no rays
are cast into the volume. Instead, the volume is projected
slice by slice onto the image plane using bi-linear inter-
polation within the slices. In shear-warp, an intermediate
image plane is created and aligned with the volume. The
volume itself is then sheared to turn the projection direc-
tion into a direction perpendicular to the intermediate image
plane. This intermediate image is finally warped to the final
image plane. Due to the warping to the final image plane
only being required once per image, not once per slice and
run-length encoding of the volume data, shear-warping is
considered the fastest software base volume rendering al-
gorithm. However, the speed of shear-warp does not come
without a price, magnification of volume data results in blur-
ring of details and the addition of artifacts. In addition, it re-
quires three copies of the volume data to remain in memory,
one copy for each major axis.

Texture-Based
3D texture mapping uses 3D textures to render volumes.

The volume is loaded into texture memory and sampled as
a series of slices. The resulting planes are then drawn as
a series of textured polygons that are blended together, thus
creating the final image. Because texture mapping and com-
positing are performed in hardware, the rendering is actually
faster than shear-warping for small datasets. However, if a
dataset if too large to fit completely into texture memory,
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then performance is decreased considerably as data must
continually be paged back and forth between the hard drive
and graphical memory. To minimize the performance im-
pact of this, the volume is encoded into an octree structure
(Boada et al., 2001; Fang et al., 1996).

Virtual Reality

VR provides a medium composed of immersive interac-
tive computer simulations that provide real-time feedback
to the users (Sherman and Craig, 2003). VR is a technology
that can provide sophisticated real time 3D user interface
for users to interact with 3D applications. Therefore, VR
technology is a good candidate as a user interface for inter-
action with 3D atmospheric data. There have been various
research efforts regarding the use of VR technology in dif-
ferent contexts (Chen et al., 2001; Koller et al., 1995; Lin
et al., 2000; Loftin et al., 1998).

Interaction within a virtual environment can generally
be categorized into selection, manipulation, navigation, and
system control. Selection and manipulation techniques will
be very different from one application to another as each
application’s interaction requirements are different. Navi-
gation techniques are mandatory for large scaled VR appli-
cations like terrain visualization since the user will need to
be able to get from one point to another within the virtual
environment. In system control interaction, the user will be
able to control the state of the application at the system level
where the execution mode of the application is changed.

The research of applying VR technology into the field
of atmospheric research is a little explored research direc-
tion. The capability to see various types of volumetric data
in a 3D large screen immersive environment has not been
explored. In the research of large displays, (Huang et al.,
2006) described some of the unique features provided by
their use. These unique features provided by large displays
could be beneficial in the viewing and interaction with large
atmospheric datasets within a virtual environment.

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ENVIRONMENT

Our immersive visualization facility hardware includes
both a four-screen CAVE-like Fakespace FLEX display
(Figure 2), and a single-screen Visbox-P1 (Figure 3). The
FLEX display is driven by an SGI Prism running SuSE 9.0
Enterprise edition, with four active-stereo capable graph-
ics channels. Tracking of the participants is accomplished
with an Intersense IS-900 VETracker with wireless Mini-
Trax Head Tracker and wireless Wand with 5 Buttons and
center click joystick. Both the viewpoint and the dominant
hand are tracked at interactive rates to enable participants to
interact with the application

For the VisBox-P1 virtual environment system, a custom
built dual Opteron graphics workstation running OpenSUSE
10.0 with an NVIDIA GeForce 6800 GT with dual outputs
is used to drive two projectors. Tracking of the participants
is accomplished with an Ascension Technology Flock of
Birds with one sensor for positional tracking of the gamepad
used for button and joystick inputs. The tracked gamepad is
used by the participants to interact with the application. The

Figure 2. FakeSpace FLEX Display

Figure 3. VisBox-P1 Display

viewpoint of the participant’s head is tracked using propri-
etary optical tracking solution.

Vesuvius is designed to work well inside the open-source
FreeVR (Sherman, 2007) and OpenSceneGraph (OSG) li-
braries. The FreeVR virtual reality integration library is a
cross-display VR library with built-in interfaces for many
input and output devices. It allows programmers to develop
on a standard desktop machine, with inputs and display win-
dows that simulate a projection or head- based immersive
system. The application can then run on either the Visbox-
P1 or FLEX displays, or the display of a collaborator on just
about any type of VR system. The OpenSceneGraph library
is used to help with world rendering. OSG allows 3D objects
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is used to help with world rendering. OSG allows 3D objects
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to be hierarchically organized within the environment, and
also provides a system that optimizes the rendering through
the use of various culling and sorting techniques.

Although we chose the VisBox-P1 and the FLEX as the
display devices, the application can easily be modified to
display on different virtual environment displays with vari-
ous configurations supported by the FreeVR library. In addi-
tion, the FreeVR library also supports various virtual reality
devices that enable the use of other tracking devices with the
application.

PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Although much has been done in the realm of volume
visualization little has been done in atmospheric visualiza-
tion, specifically with the MM5 model. Most volume vi-
sualization research has focused on visualizing static med-
ical data such as CAT scans and MRIs. Unlike medical
imagery, there is often a temporal variable associated with
atmospheric data sets. This means that for a given partic-
ulate, the user might wish to see its simulated interaction
over the course of minutes, hours, or even days. In addi-
tion, the size of atmospheric data tends to be considerably
more than that of medical data if for no other reason than the
scope of the datasets. Work in this area of dynamic volumes
is far from complete. In addition, atmospheric data contains
many types of divergent data, each of which may or may not
be wished to be displayed by the user. The purpose of Vesu-
vius is to address these differences by visualizing dynamic
and varied atmospheric data at interactive framerates.

Design

At the core of Vesuvius are two direct volume render-
ing algorithms: raycasting and shear-warping. Vesuvius was
designed with the algorithms derived from a common base
to create a minimum amount of code duplication and in-
crease overall program cohesion. As an added result of this
derived structure, other volume rendering algorithms such
as texture-based volume rendering can be easily added in
the future. In addition, this allows for a common interface
through which the algorithms can receive data (such as cam-
era position) and send data (such as the final volumetric im-
age). An overview of this design is given in Figure 5.

Raycasting was chosen as one of the direct volume ren-
dering algorithms to implement because of its ability to dis-
play highly detailed volumes. Unlike other algorithms such
as shear-warping, increasing the resolution of a volume or
its magnification will not result in any loss of detail when
using the raycasting algorithm. However, due to the compu-
tationally intensive nature of the algorithm, even with opti-
mizations such as early ray termination (Levoy, 1990), spa-
tial encoding of the volumetric data (Grimm et al., 2004; So-
bierajski and Avila, 1995), or an object-ordered approach
(Mora et al., 2002) the framerate could barely be consid-
ered interactive, especially in a virtual environment. This
algorithm is particularly suited to static, highly detailed vol-
umetric data such as that of medical data which comes from

CT and MRI scanners.

The second algorithm chosen was shear-warping be-
cause of how it complements raycasting. While shear-
warping tends to blur detail when the resolution is increased
or the volume is magnified, under normal viewing condi-
tions it is the fastest of the software volume rendering al-
gorithms. The speed of shear-warp allows the amount and
size of information normally contained in volumetric data
to run at interactive framerates. This is made more impor-
tant when temporal data is factored into the volume data,
where the volume will be required to dynamically move and
change in real-time. With the amount of data being dis-
played in such a way, it becomes essential that things run at
interactive framerates.

Once the image is obtained, a texture is created and
placed on a billboarded polygon at the position of the actual
volume data. This minimizes the amount of data that actu-
ally needs to be rendered as well as minimizes the amount
of calculating that needs to be done, as the polygon tex-
ture only needs to be recalculated when the camera position
changes.

Vesuvius works with an external program that will read
and convert MM5 files into a custom file format. Because
of the sheer size and complexity of MM5 files it is diffi-
cult to find and extract just the relevant volumetric informa-
tion for a given frame in real-time. This external program
extracts all relevant volume information (including bounds,
opacities, etc.) for each particulate and stores this into the
custom file format. In cases when there is temporal data
in the MM5, the step is recorded and the temporal data is
stored as deltas at each step interval. A command line op-
tion in the converter program allows the user to specify a
resolution for the time interval. This means that the user
can specify a higher resolution for the temporal data stored
in the MM5 file and the program will interpolate the tem-
poral data and add this new information into the file. While
this greatly increases the file size, it also makes animations
of atmospheric data both smoother and less computationally
intensive, which results in greater framerates. The layout of
this file structure is given in Figure 4.

What makes Vesuvius unique is the amount of control
it gives the user when viewing the atmospheric data. It en-
capsulates controls for moving through the temporal data in
the dataset, allowing the user to rewind, fast-forward, play,
and pause atmospheric simulations in real-time. In addition,
Vesuvius can render overlapping volume data such as that of
multiple particulates. This is done by first keeping track of
each particulate separately and computing how much each
particulate adds to the overall volume data at a given point.
From this, the user can choose to display, hide, or adjust the
transparency for any given particulate type. This allows the
user to focus on the interactions of one or several certain
particulates with the atmosphere and for the user to see how
these particulates are affected by the varying conditions of
the simulation without the added information of every other
particulate in the dataset.
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CONCLUSIONS

Vesuvius provides atmospheric scientists a chance to in-
teractively evaluate the large amounts of data that are gener-
ated from an atmospheric simulation. Instead of gigabytes
of raw numbers they can utilize the three-dimensional inter-
action and visualization capability provided by FLEX and
VisBox-P1 or possibly other virtual reality environments.

By allowing them to play back the entire simulation as
well as choose particulate opacity and which particulates
to enable and disable, atmospheric scientists are given an
incredible degree of control regarding what they choose to
study and look at. In addition, by rendering the entire sim-
ulation in a full 3D virtual reality environment they are al-
lowed an unparalleled view from any angle with amazing

detail at the interactions between particulates in a simulation
and interactions of the particulates with surrounding terrain.

FUTURE WORK

Optimizing the renderer to achieve higher framerates is
the main focus of our future work. By paralellizing the
algorithm to fully utilize the many CPUs available to us,
the computation of the volume rendering should be done in
far less time. Also, by rethinking how data is shared be-
tween the different screens in the virtual environment we
hope to minimize redundant data in memory. We feel that
by re-evaluating how overlapping volumes affect each other
we can come up with a new, less computationally expen-
sive process. A texture-based volume rendering algorithm
is also being considered for hardware acceleration of small
datasets or small particulates in a dataset. In addition to ren-
dering optimizations, optimizations can also be made to the
file structure. By reorganizing the custom volume file we
hope to be able to fit more into memory and have less hard
drive access and seeking, which are notoriously slow.
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ABSTRACT 
 

Spatial data has become more important everyday in 
decision-making and planning processes. As such, it 
needs to be stored and retrieved in information systems 
that often require high performance due to the 
voluminous nature of spatial data. Typically this is not 
much of a problem unless one considers the effect of 
spatial extent as a function of time in information 
retrieval. Taxonomies of spatial objects can be useful 
in suggesting a storage model that addresses spatio-
temporal queries. This research develops such a 
taxonomy and then proposes how the taxonomy might 
lend itself to a high performance binary tree model for 
query and storage of spatial data that considers the 
relationship of time on the shape of objects in storage.  
The approach has the potential to retrieve data for 
certain types of queries much more quickly than a 
linear search of the same types of spatial objects.  
Comparative evaluation will be the subject of future 
work. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Spatial databases have become increasingly more 
important in everyday life. Although they were first 
used in government and military operations, they have 
become a basic commodity for almost every business 
and home. Today, almost everyone knows how to run a 
computer. Spatial earth resource data has become 
increasingly important in everyday decision-making 
and planning processes, such as resource management 
and urban planning.  As such, there is a need to store, 
retrieve and manage spatial information in an efficient 
fashion. Due to the volume of information associated 
with spatial data, geographic information systems 
(GIS) need to focused on high performance methods 
for information management. Some methods to date 
such as Z curves and Hilbert curves attempt to organize 
spatial data so that it can be retrieved and stored in a 
linear fashion that reflects the spatial adjacency of 
geographic objects. These methods however do not 
address the temporal aspects of spatial data and the 
effect of time on geometric shape. Additionally, little 
work has been done on how to retrieve, store and order 
spatial information that has geometries that change as a 
function of time. Taxonomies of spatial data can 

organize information in a fashion that can be utilized 
for high performance storage and retrieval of 
temporally oriented spatial data and may have other 
applications such as spatial data authentication (Vert et 
al. 2003). 
 

 A taxonomy is typically defined in literature as 
theories and techniques of naming, describing, 
organizing, and classifying organisms.  For example, 
the biological taxonomic hierarchy describing life is, 
from top to bottom: kingdom, phylum (for animals) or 
division (for plants and fungi), class, order, family, 
genus, species. Data taxonomies are useful because 
they can simplify and organize access to data. 
However, taxonomies have been typically developed in 
the past for a special purpose or application. The goal 
of this research has been to develop a method and 
taxonomy that classifies the spatial data contained in 
maps based on their type, relationship to other spatial 
objects, and the time effect on such objects. Implied is 
that the classification of spatial data should be based on 
similarities of structure or origin as a function of time. 
This research proposes the concept of classification of 
spatial data into taxonomies that can then be utilized 
for rapid retrieval of spatial information within a 
spatial extent affected by time. 

 
PREVIOUS WORK 
 

A search of the literature for previous work with 
spatial taxonomies came up with limited results. The 
University of California, Santa Barbara has developed 
geographical data taxonomy for the Alexandria Digital 
Library (ADL). They called the taxonomy “Feature 
Type Thesaurus,” in which a thesaurus is defined as a 
“set of terms representing concepts and the 
relationships among the terms, including hierarchy, 
equivalence, and associative relationships” (Jensen and 
Snodgrass, 1994). The library uses the thesaurus to 
organize the geographic information based on the 
nature of the place. This taxonomy was not based on 
spatial data objects that exist in maps; it rather 
classifies almost all geographical terminology that is 
used to describe places in nature. They used 
“MultiTes” software to create their “Feature Type 
Thesaurus.” MultiTes is software that has many tools 
that make it easy to create and manage thesauri, 
taxonomies, and other types of controlled vocabularies. 
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The following is an example of how the ADL 
thesaurus (Jensen and Snodgrass, 1994) can be used:  

“Sample thesaurus entry with explanations: Canals 
is a feature type category for places such as the Erie 
Canal. This category is used instead of any of the 
following: 

• Canal bends 
• Canalized streams 
• Ditch mouths 
• Ditches 
• Drainage canals 
• Drainage ditches 
• … More … 

Broader terms: Canals is a sub-type of "hydrographic 
structures."  

The following is a list of other categories related to 
canals (non-hierarchical relationships): 

• Channels 
• Locks 
• Transportation features 
• Tunnels 

So, canals can be defined as manmade waterway used 
by watercraft or for drainage, irrigation, mining, or 
water power.” 
 

Calkins and Obermeyer developed a taxonomy of 
spatial data use and value that aims at enhancing the 
general understanding of importance and use of 
geographic information in decision making (Calkins 
and Obermeyer, 1991). Onsrud and Rushton have 
suggested a taxonomy of spatial data sharing based on 
the characteristics of organizations, data, constraints, 
and exchange that is intended to differentiate the 
different activities of spatial data-sharing to build 
future relationship models (Onsrud and Rushton, 
1995). 
 

Jensen and Snodgrass have attempted to address time 
in the spatial context by creating a temporal taxonomy 
for events and classified them based on a valid time 
and a transaction time into fifteen different categories. 
These categories review generalized temporal relations 
in order to be able to query a predecessor relation from 
a successor relation for the purposes of information 
retrieval (Jensen and Snodgrass, 1994). 
 

Peuquet classified temporal objects (Heywood, et al. 
2002), based on the type of event that caused the 
change to the entity (point, line, or polygon), into four 
types:  

• Continuous - events that occur over a period of 
time.   

• Majorative – events that go on most of the time. 
• Sporadic – events that occur some of the time. 
• Unique – events that occur only once. 

 

For example, for swimmers who go to the beach, 
swimming would represent a majorative event during a 
single day because this event (swimming) occurs most 
of the time during the day. But, for swimmers to visit 
restaurants and cafes this event could be considered 
sporadic because it will occur for limited times during 
the day for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. The existing 
approaches to spatial taxonomies seem to be created 
for special purposes and do not actually classify spatial 
objects but aspects and events related to spatial objects. 
What has been needed is a new approach that classifies 
spatial objects in a robust fashion, hierarchically, and 
considers the nature of time on such objects. The 
development of such taxonomy can potentially be 
applied to rapid, high performance wild card queries of 
spatial databases by suggesting a tree structure for data 
organization 
 
APPROACH 
  

In developing of this taxonomic approach, several 
challenges had to be identified and addressed. The first 
of these was that of trying to collect and list the spatial 
data objects used in maps. Firstly, there appeared to be 
an endless number of spatial object types. Upon 
examination of the data, these were determined to stem 
from the fact that there appears to be no naming 
standards for spatial objects. The same object may 
exist under a different name in a different map. For 
example, a small lake in one data file may be referred 
to as a pond in another file. Most of the spatial data 
examined in this research was from the USGS and 
Geography departments at the University of Nevada. 
Additionally, each taxonomic class needed the concept 
of a time dimension applied to it. For example there are 
bodies of water that flow occasionally above ground 
and occasionally below ground in the deserts of the 
western United States based on the time of year.  
  

The first step of our research was to build a 
collection of spatial object identifiers and then look for 
structural classifiers. Because little previous work had 
been done in this regard we started by examining 
objects from the previously mentioned taxonomies 
(Heywood et al., 2002, Calkins and Obermeyer, 1991) 
and by examining USGS data for the state of Nevada 
and ESRI spatial objects (ESRI, 2007). The initial 
categories defined from this work are: Urban, Rural, 
Forest, Soil, Costal, and Polar. These categories were 
determined based on the Alexandria Digital Library 
Feature Type Thesaurus (Jensen and Snodgrass, 1994). 
For classification we examined the data found in the 
ESRI Data & Maps Media kit (ESRI, 2002, ESRI, 
2007).  After collecting the data for the taxonomy, it 
was easy to distinctly categorize the data types into the 
categories developed in previous work (Tables 1-7). In 
addition, it was realized that those groups, which had 
been developed for purposes other than taxonomies, 
would not work correctly for data classifications.   
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Table 1: Hydrography spatial datasets 
 

Lake River Ocean 
Sea Bay Strait 
Fiord Inlet Sound 
Pond Stream Swamp 
Estuary Lagoon Harbor 
Shore Port Waterfall 
Creek Cove Dam/weir 
Brook Ditch Anchorage 
Beach Island Ice mass 
Geyser Reef Hot spring 
Reach Desert water Oases 
Gulch Gulf Channel 
Reservoir Marsh Slough 
Cape Canal Bayou 
Bog Playa Desert Lakes 

 

 
Table 2: Urban spatial datasets 

 
Building Home Gauging Stations 
Fort University Telephone Lines 

City Parcel Data Transmission 
Lines 

Estate Power Lines Sewer Sys.& 
Water Sys. 

House Castle Communications 
& Electricity  

College Voting 
District 

National 
Monument 

County Major Cities  
 

Table 3: Transportation spatial datasets 
 

Road Trail Railroad 
Gate  Bridge  Dead end 
Lane Highway  
Crossing Interchange Service facility 
Blvd Avenue Air force base 
Bypass Street Interstate 
Transit Station Launch complex 
Junction Fork Airport 
Freeway Residential  Dirt  
Train yard Route Drive 
Tunnel Exit Way 
Jeep Trail Train tracks Landing strip 

 
Table 4: Vegetation spatial datasets 

 
Park Lawn Garden 
Land Timber Farm 
Reserves Grove Field 
Bushes Brushwood Vineyard 
Pasture Cultivated areas Ranch 
Croplands Zoo Forest  
Wood Trees Meadow 
Orchard Plantation  

 

Table 5: Rural spatial datasets 
 

County Septic sys. & Wells Parcel 
Data 

Village Transmission Lines  
Barn Gauging Station Dairies 

Corral Communications & 
Electricity 

Voting 
Districts 

Estate Telephone Lines House 
Building Power Lines  
Hamlets Town  

 
Table 6: Soil spatial datasets 

Clay Sand sea Bedrock outcrop 

Sand Silt Alluvial fans 

Rocks Desert soil Sand sheet 
 

Table 7: Elevation spatial datasets     

Hill Valley Mountain 

Summit Gap Canyon 

Mound Crest Coulee 

Butte Volcano Crevasse 

Mine Ridge  Quarry 

Mount Dale Pike 

Foothill   
 

Grouping of spatial data into these categories was 
done by structural or semantic basis. For example, 
man-made structures found in urban areas became 
members of the urban spatial dataset. Whereas, the 
hydrography category of spatial objects contains 
objects that can have varying geometries and thus are 
classified by the semantics of being objects that are 
characterized semantically by water. With the spatial 
data categorized, we then classified each type of data 
object based on its geometric stability over a given unit 
of time. Tables 8 (a) and (b) show this the result of this 
classification. The abbreviations and symbols used in 
these tables are as follows: 
Legend 
I    Innate 
RE   Relative Extent 
S   Seasonal 
C    Continual 
Sing.     Singular 
Y    Yes 
L    Large 
V    Vary 
Blank    N/A 
S     Static 
ST    Static-Temporal 
TC    Temporal-Continuous  
TS     Temporal-Sporadic 
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Table 8 (a): Temporal classification of spatial data 
classes from the taxonomy 

 
Class I RE S C Sing. TG 
       
Ocean Y L    S  
Ice Mass  L Y   TC 
Sea Y V    ST 
Lake  V Y   TC 
River  V Y   TC 
Desert 
Water  V Y   TC 

       
Island Y     S 
Shore Y   Y  TC 
Port     Y TS 
Dam/Weir     Y TS 
       
Sand Y   Y  TC 
Silt   Y   TC 
Clay   Y   TC 
Rocks Y     S 
       
Land  V   Y TS 
Forest Y L    S 
Farm  V   Y TS 
Park  V   Y TS 
Bushes  V Y   TC 
       
Summit Y     S 
Mountain Y L    S 
Hill Y V    S 
Valley Y V    S 
Mine  V   Y TS 

 
Grouping spatial objects by temporal attributes 
produces the classification shown in Table 9. This 
classification can then be used to order the objects in a 
category by their spatial extent and the effect of time 
on the spatial extent. For example, an ice mass is large 
and is continuously changing spatial extent over a 
period of time. 
 
In the classification process used for the taxonomy, 
temporality was studied based on relative features 
amongst the classes within the same natural category. 
By mapping classes from each group onto the spatial-
temporal plots, classes could be compared on the basis 
of spatial extend and time. The spatial-temporal plots 
are logarithmic representations of the relative size and 
temporality of spatial objects that can show the relative 
relationship between different objects. 
    

The spatial-temporal plots use the log scales of area 
and time as their axis. For example, classes of the 
static-temporal group had been studied on the spatial-
temporal plot shown in Figure 1. The Ocean class has 
been placed on the top right corner because it is large 
in size and changes in its extent happen over a very 

long period of time. Island, mountain, forest, hill, and 
valley classes have been clustered in the middle of the 
spatial-temporal plot. The classes of rocks and summit 
have been placed at the lower left corner. The 
presented mapping is based on our interpretation of the 
different classes; other interpretations may produce 
different outcomes. For simplicity purposes, Figure 1 
can be represented in aggregate form as shown in 
Figure 2.  
 
 
Table 8 (b): Temporal classification of spatial data 

classes from the taxonomy 
 

Class I RE S C Sing. TG 
       
County  L   Y TS 
City  L   Y TS 
University  V   Y TS 
Building  V   Y TS 
National 
Monument 

    Y TS 

Voting 
District 

 L   Y TS 

Parcel Data  L   Y TS 
Sewer and 
Water 
Systems 

    Y TS 

Communic
ation and 
Electricity 

    Y TS 

County  L   Y TS 
Village  L   Y TS 
Town  L   Y TS 
Building  V   Y TS 
Corral  V   Y TS 
Voting 
District 

 L   Y TS 

Parcel Data  L   Y TS 
Septic 
Systems 
and Wells 

    Y TS 

Communic
ation and 
Electricity 

    Y TS 

Road     Y TS 
Trail     Y TS 
Crossing     Y TS 
Railroad     Y TS 
Airport  V   Y TS 
Bypass     Y TS 
Service 
Facility 

 V   Y TS 

 
All classes from the developed taxonomic 

classification with similar temporal classifications have 
been represented on the spatial-temporal plot as shown 
in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.   
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produces the classification shown in Table 9. This 
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Table 8 (b): Temporal classification of spatial data 

classes from the taxonomy 
 

Class I RE S C Sing. TG 
       
County  L   Y TS 
City  L   Y TS 
University  V   Y TS 
Building  V   Y TS 
National 
Monument 

    Y TS 

Voting 
District 

 L   Y TS 

Parcel Data  L   Y TS 
Sewer and 
Water 
Systems 

    Y TS 

Communic
ation and 
Electricity 

    Y TS 

County  L   Y TS 
Village  L   Y TS 
Town  L   Y TS 
Building  V   Y TS 
Corral  V   Y TS 
Voting 
District 

 L   Y TS 

Parcel Data  L   Y TS 
Septic 
Systems 
and Wells 

    Y TS 

Communic
ation and 
Electricity 

    Y TS 

Road     Y TS 
Trail     Y TS 
Crossing     Y TS 
Railroad     Y TS 
Airport  V   Y TS 
Bypass     Y TS 
Service 
Facility 

 V   Y TS 

 
All classes from the developed taxonomic 

classification with similar temporal classifications have 
been represented on the spatial-temporal plot as shown 
in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.   
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Table 9: Temporality classification of the taxonomy 
   

Static Static-
Temporal 

Tempora
l-
Continu
ous 

Temporal-
Sporadic 

Ocean Sea Ice mass Port 

Island  Desert 
water Land 

Rocks  Shore Farm 
Forest  Sand Park 
Summit  Silt University 
Mountain  Clay Parcel data 
Hill  Bushes Corral 
Valley  Lake Dam/Weir 
  River Mines 
   County 
   Building 

   National 
Monument 

   Voting Districts 
   Road 
   Crossing 
   Railroad 
   Bypass 
   Service Facility 

   Septic sys/ 
Wells 

   City 
   Airport 
   Village 
   Town 
   Trail 

   Sewer sys/ water 
sys. 

   Communication
s & Electricity 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Spatial temporal plot for classes with 
Static (S) classification 

 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Aggregated representation of spatial 
temporal plot for static group in Figure 1. 
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Figure 3: Aggregated spatial temporal plot for 
static temporal (ST) classification 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Aggregated spatial temporal plot for 
temporal continuous (TC) classification. 

 
APPLICATION 
 

The temporal spatial plots developed in Figures 1-5 
can be used for the design and creation of binary 
storage structures that can be used to support high 
performance range and bound queries of spatial data. 
To illustrate the application, imagine a query of the 
form: 
 
Retrieve * Static objects with spatial extent > 1 hectacre 

on time scale > n years 
 
Using Figure 2, this query would traverse a tree 
structure for Static object and return Mountain, Hill 
Valley, Forest, Island and Ocean objects. While the 
subject of future research, the spatial temporal 

taxonomies seems to suggest a binary tree structure 
(Figure 6) whose worst search time would be O(log 
n) versus O(n) for a linear search of the same data. 
Such a tree structure might look like the one shown in 
Figure 6, where objects are organized by spatial extent 
and trees are characteristic of the temporal 
classification of objects in the tree.  
 

 
 

Figure 5: Aggregated spatial temporal plot for 
temporal sporadic (TS) classification 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6: Architectural search tree based on 
taxonomies 

 
When candidate objects are found in a node in the 
above search tree, a similar binary search is run to meet 
the temporal taxonomic criteria of the query as shown 
in Figure 7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Temporal taxonomic search tree 
 

This can then produce a search time for spatial 
temporal queries of O(lg (n + m)) where n is the 
number of nodes in the spatial tree and m is the number 
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of elements in the spatial tree. In contrast a linear 
search would run in O(n+m) time. Consequently, 
taxonomies based on spatial extent as a function of 
time, appear to be useful in developing data structures 
and organization that can support high performance 
queries. Additionally, such an approach incorporates 
the concept of temporality in a way that previous 
approaches do not. Evaluation and empirical 
measurement of exactly how much faster this approach 
is will be the subject of future research. 
 
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

The spatio-temporal taxonomy developed in this 
research classifies spatial data objects by their physical 
extents and by their temporal properties. This 
classification is then turned into a taxonomy which 
leads to the organization of the taxonomy into spatio-
temporal plots. These plots suggest a way to organize 
spatial data that supports queries to a database based on 
time and the physical extent of a spatial object as a 
function of time. The suggested performance 
improvement is dramatic versus a linear search and 
provides support not found in spatial data queries such 
as Z curves and Hilbert curves. Future work will 
include more precise techniques for quantification of 
relationships in the taxonomy. Additional work will be 
done to empirically measure the performance of this 
technique versus other storage structures.  
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ABSTRACT

Wildfires are a concern for communities throughout the
world. They cause millions of dollars in damage and lead
to loss of lives. The development of computational mod-
els to predict wildfire behavior is necessary to minimize
wildfire damages and casualties. Visualizing the data gen-
erated from these computational models has many applica-
tions including training, strategic planning, data analysis,
and model validation. The complexity of visualizing wild-
fire brings many challenges, further complicated by large
datasets and specialized hardware used to drive immersive
systems. This paper present methods for managing the large
datasets and computational complexity involved in visualiz-
ing large wildfires in immersive environments.

INTRODUCTION

Wildfires are very unpredictable. It is difficult to determine
exactly where and when a wildfire will happen next and it is
even more difficult to determine how a wildfire will spread
with absolute precision. It is the unpredictability of wildfires
that make them so dangerous. It is this reason that so much
time and money is spent researching wildfire behavior.

There are many advantages to modeling the spread of
wildfires. Spread models can be used to develop plans to
fight fire, initiate more predictable prescribed burning, and
also predict the risk involved if a wildfire occurred in a cer-
tain area. Determining how much risk to an area’s inhabi-
tants and their property can be used to spend money appro-
priately and develop a proactive plan for evacuation and fire
fighting. Kyle Canyon in Southern Nevada is a good exam-
ple of a high danger wildfire zone. In the event of a wildfire,
it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to evacuate its
citizens and would most likely end in a high fatality rate.
Many decisions rely on the results of wildfire spread model
simulations. It is important that these models, to some de-
gree, accurately predict the spread.

Validating these models is difficult without the wildfire
actually happening and comparing the results. Visualization
of the wildfire model output in an immersive environment

can be used to validate its output against environment fac-
tors such as terrain slope, fuel moisture, wind vectors and
weather conditions. It can also be used to compare model
output against video footage or a visual recreation of the
scene from collected data. This is only a single but im-
portant reason for visualization of wildfire model output.
Visualization of these model outputs can be used to better
train firefighters and fire bosses and aid in burning more pre-
dictable prescribed fires.

Burning a wildfire for the purpose of training is danger-
ous and costly. Virtual reality technology makes it possible
to recreate wildfire scenarios with more realistic results then
previously possible. Recreating wildfire or using model out-
puts can be used to train fire bosses and firefighters and aid
in the development of plans and precautions. With the devel-
opment of a real-time wildfire simulation it would be pos-
sible to run through several virtual scenarios very quickly.
This could be used to better determine what measures to
take while burning a prescribed fire.

Real-time visualization of this data is a necessary require-
ment for these applications. Faster than real-time visual-
ization would also bring many advantages. Wildfires often
burn over large areas of land even covering tens to hundreds
of thousands of acres resulting in the need to visualize of
several large datasets. Visualizing terrain and forests of this
magnitude is a computationally intensive task while main-
taining real-time frame rates. Rendering a fire across this
vast landscape also brings many challenges.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The next
section presents related work on wildfire visualization, vir-
tual reality, possible hardware configurations, and our soft-
ware environment. This is followed by a section describing
our implementation of different parts of the wildfire sce-
nario. The paper finishes with our conclusions and possi-
bilities for future work.

BACKGROUND

Fire and Wildfires

Much work exists for visualizing fire for the purpose of
training and analysis. However, little work has been done
to visualize fires and wildfires in an immersive medium.
A good amount of work as been spent visualizing com-
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putational models for in-building fires (Bukowski and Se-
quin, 1997; Govindarajan et al., 1999). (Julien and Shaw,
2003; Tate et al., 1997) use virtual environments and realis-
tic spread models for application in firefighting training sce-
narios; however, the models and fire visualization are not
applicable to outdoor, large-scale fires.

Los Alamos National Laboratory developed a tool for the
visualization of wildfire data; however, both their model
and visualization ran slower than real-time (Ahrens et al.,
1997; McCormick and Ahrens, 1998). This work states the
applicability of visualization of wildfire to training, but only
describes the graphical elements necessary. Similar work
using GIS based reconstruction of forest landscape scenar-
ios has been done with non-immersively visualized wild-
fires (Yu et al., 2004). The authors chose to implement their
own elliptical wildfire spread model based on the Huygen’s
principle of wave propagation and compute localized fire
behavior using the Rothermel model. They achieved real-
time frame rates on a desktop system using a custom forest
level-of-detail system and wildfire spread model. However,
the paper did not discuss the validity of their wildfire spread
model and did not address the application or complexities
of their application in an virtual environment.

Farsite

FARSITE is a well-established fire behavior and growth
simulator developed by the USDA Forest Service. It is used
by fire analysts from the US Department of the Interior, Na-
tional Park Service, US Department of the Interior Bureau
of Indian Affairs. (Community, 2007) Its importance and
widespread use among fire professionals was a critical fac-
tor for choosing to visualize its simulation output. FARSITE
incorporates models of surface fire, crown fire, point-source
fire acceleration, spotting, and fuel moisture to calculate the
spread of fire of a landscape (Finney, 1998). These various
models are used to propagate vectors of fire parameter poly-
gons. Intervals of these expanding polygons are interpo-
lated to generate raster data that describe fire behavior. The
raster data outputs are stored in ESRI ascii files, of which
six of the outputs are of importance to visually reconstruct-
ing the wildfire scenario. Several of the inputs required to
run a FARSITE simulation are also crucial to visualizing the
wildfire scenario. This includes the digital elevation model
data used to render the terrain and the fuel load data used to
place vegetation.

Virtual Reality

Virtual Reality (VR) as it relates to this project is the use
of hardware and software technologies used to allow user
to view and interact with computer-simulated environments.
The goal of VR is to mentally immerse a user within these
environments through different types of sensory feedback.
Sight (visual), a type of sensory feedback important to this,
but in a broader sense feedback also includes aural (sound),
touch (haptic), and smell (olfactory). The broad definition
of VR includes the visualization of a 3D world on a desk-
top computer because this can and often creates a sense of
immersion. However, the specific definition used in this
project involves the visualization on stereoscopic displays
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and interaction captured by tracking systems because these
technologies offer many advantages over visualization on a
desktop system. The source of these advantages is through
the support of depth cues not achievable on non immersive
systems.

Depth cues are the important information a viewer uses
to discern distances between objects in a scene. The more
depth cues a system can support the more potential for im-
mersion is possible. Monoscopic, stereoscopic, and motion
depth cues are important to VR systems. Monoscopic depth
cues are achievable on both immersive and desktops sys-
tems. Monoscopic depth cues can be seen in a single static
image of a scene. These are the depth cues, which can be
drawn from image features such as size, shading, and oc-
clusions. Stereoscopic image depth cues are the differences
determined between the images obtained by each eye (left
and right images). Motion depth cues can be seen when
a viewer changes the relative position between them and an
object. The viewer can gauge the distance of an object based
on how fast an object passes by when they change perspec-
tive (closer objects appear to move faster than farther ones).
A 3D desktop environment is only able to provide mono-
scopic depth cues, but an immersive system with stereo-
scopic displays and head tracking can simulate all depth
cues discussed. The addition of these depth cues allows for
an experience closer to reality, making such an environment
suitable for training applications.

Immersive Hardware Systems

Multi-screen display systems require specialized hardware
unlike HMDs, which can use hardware similar to desktop
PCs. Multi-screen display systems require multiple graph-
ics pipes to keep real-time frame rates. The goal is to keep
performance independent of the number of screens a system
contains. A 6-wall system should have comparable perfor-
mance with a 4-wall system if driven by similar hardware.
Two configurations exist for achieving this goal: The first is
a shared memory system with multiple graphics pipes and
the second, more recent, is provided by cluster-based sys-
tems. Shared memory systems support a single large mem-
ory image across all processors. On these systems a process
is used to render each screen independently and one to many
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determined between the images obtained by each eye (left
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on how fast an object passes by when they change perspec-
tive (closer objects appear to move faster than farther ones).
A 3D desktop environment is only able to provide mono-
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scopic displays and head tracking can simulate all depth
cues discussed. The addition of these depth cues allows for
an experience closer to reality, making such an environment
suitable for training applications.
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Multi-screen display systems require specialized hardware
unlike HMDs, which can use hardware similar to desktop
PCs. Multi-screen display systems require multiple graph-
ics pipes to keep real-time frame rates. The goal is to keep
performance independent of the number of screens a system
contains. A 6-wall system should have comparable perfor-
mance with a 4-wall system if driven by similar hardware.
Two configurations exist for achieving this goal: The first is
a shared memory system with multiple graphics pipes and
the second, more recent, is provided by cluster-based sys-
tems. Shared memory systems support a single large mem-
ory image across all processors. On these systems a process
is used to render each screen independently and one to many
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processes are used to update the simulation. Rendering each
screen in parallel offers performance, which is independent
of the number of screens in the system. Performance is fur-
ther increased by allowing the simulation and rendering to
run in parallel. The idea is to run the update and rendering
computation in parallel as much as possible, but because
they are accessing the same data, the update writing and the
rendering reading it must be locked. Cluster-based solutions
run the simulation and rendering code on a node for each
screen in parallel and a head node keeps the simulations in
sync. It is also possible on these systems to run the rendering
and simulation code in parallel for increased performance
if multiple processors are available. The shared memory
solution has the disadvantage of requiring expensive spe-
cialized hardware to support multiple graphics cards. High
performance, available commodity hardware can be used in
cluster-based systems with a fast interconnect.

VR Toolkits and Scene Graphs

VR systems contain specialized input and tracking hard-
ware, but also specialized screen and computational hard-
ware configurations making writing software for these sys-
tems a monumental task. The hardware configurations for
these systems can vary drastically between different organi-
zations requiring software to be changed for each of these
systems. VR toolkits attempt to abstract these differences
so that an application can be written once and run on all of
these systems. The largest difference between VR toolkits
consists of the type of input hardware and computational
configurations they support. William R. Sherman’s FreeVR
supports a variety of input and tracking systems such as
common desktop game pads all the way to high end track-
ing system such as InterSense’s IS-900, but only supports
shared memory systems. VRUI and VR Juggler supports
similar tracking hardware, but also support cluster-based
systems.

Scene graphs uses many optimizations to speed up ren-
dering. Many of these offer different types of culling which
quickly determine the visibility of geometry and reduce the
amount of triangles need to be rendered. Frustum culling
removes geometry outside of the viewers point of view. Oc-
clusion culling removes geometry which is not visible be-
cause it is behind other geometry in the scene. Small fea-
ture culling removes geometry which are smaller than a
particular amount of screen space in pixels. Scene graphs
also reduce the amount of expensive state changes such as
changing shaders, textures, and other rendering states. They
also often implement lazy state updating, which only up-
dates states that are not already set. Optimization traversal
usually run during a single time after initialization can opti-
mize a the scene graph data structure and the geometry con-
tained within. These optimizations can include organizing
the scene graph into an octtree for optimized frustum culling
or organizing triangle-based geometry into optimized trian-
gle strips.

Although there are many scene graphs, there are few
which are open source and suited to the development of
virtual reality applications. Support for multi-pipe render-

ing is the fundamental feature necessary for rendering on
our shared memory system. This support includes manage-
ment of OpenGL objects (Texture object, Vertex buffer ob-
ject, etc.) and, less importantly, a data protection mecha-
nism. Data protection is often very specific to a problem to
achieve high performance. Both OpenSG and OpenScene-
Graph are two scene graphs that meet this criteria. OpenSG
implements a system, which allow the scene graph to be
transparently shared across multiple machines in a cluster
or server processes on a single machine (details about the
implementation of this system can be found in these papers
(Reiners et al., 2002)). OpenSceneGraph does not have the
ability to shared the scene graph data structure, but must be
protected using an external locking mechanism or the ren-
dering and simulation update must be done sequentially.

Problem: Visualization of Large Wildfires

Frequently, wildfire can cover large landscapes many times
beyond the current computational and memory capacity of
current visualization hardware. Each graphical element
such as terrain, vegetation, and fire is associate with a large
dataset either describing the landscape or driving the sim-
ulation. Each one of these element has its own challenges
and performance bottlenecks. The digital elevation model
data and satellite image describe the terrain. The fuel load
data is used to construct the vegetation environment. The
wildfire is spread according to FARSITE outputs. Our goal
is to achieve real-time visualization of wildfire that cover
vast landscape each element much be managed to maintain
visual fidelity and run in real-time.

PROPOSED SOLUTION

FreeVR and OpenSceneGraph

We built our application on the open-source FreeVR and
OpenSceneGraph (OSG) libraries. The FreeVR virtual re-
ality integration library is a cross-display VR library with
built-in interfaces for many input and output devices. It
allows programmers to develop on a standard desktop ma-
chine, with inputs and display windows that simulate a pro-
jection or headbased immersive system. The application can
then run just about any type of VR system. The OpenScene-
Graph library is used to help with world rendering. OSG
allows 3D objects to be hierarchically organized within the
environment, and also provides a system that optimizes the
rendering through the use of various culling and sorting
techniques.

A considerable amount of our effort thus far has been in
writing the software interface between FreeVR and OSG.
FreeVR works naturally well with OpenGL and other lower
level graphical rendering libraries. However, when inter-
facing a VR integration library with a higher level render-
ing API there are many issues that need to be addressed,
in particular 1) dealing with the perspective matrices, 2)
shared memory allocation, 3) multiprocessing, and 4) win-
dowing and input device interfacing. A software interface
between FreeVR and the SGI Performer scene-graph library
already existed, so we felt confident that the similar OSG li-
brary would not be too difficult. The Performer library was
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ulation. Each one of these element has its own challenges
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data and satellite image describe the terrain. The fuel load
data is used to construct the vegetation environment. The
wildfire is spread according to FARSITE outputs. Our goal
is to achieve real-time visualization of wildfire that cover
vast landscape each element much be managed to maintain
visual fidelity and run in real-time.
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FreeVR and OpenSceneGraph

We built our application on the open-source FreeVR and
OpenSceneGraph (OSG) libraries. The FreeVR virtual re-
ality integration library is a cross-display VR library with
built-in interfaces for many input and output devices. It
allows programmers to develop on a standard desktop ma-
chine, with inputs and display windows that simulate a pro-
jection or headbased immersive system. The application can
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allows 3D objects to be hierarchically organized within the
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avoided due to its closed-nature, and expected lack of future
support.

While the OSG scene-graph system is somewhat based
on the efforts of the Performer library, there are two ma-
jor differences between the OSG implementation and Per-
former: 1) OSG does not double-buffer the scene-graph, re-
quiring the update traversal to avoid making changes to the
scene-graph while a cull traversal is in progress, and 2) be-
cause many people contribute new node types to the open-
source OSG, there is no strict enforcement of the rule pre-
venting scene-graph modifications taking place outside the
update traversal. Neither of these issues is typically a con-
cern for desktop applications running on a single CPU sys-
tem, but for multi-screen immersive systems, they are prob-
lematic. To address these implementation issues, we must
specifically avoid the modification of the scene-graph when
the multiplerenderings are taking place. FreeVR provides a
semaphore-based locking/barrier system that we used to ex-
clude writes to the scenegraph data during culling. Further-
more, when we discovered that some of the node-types (e.g.,
the particle system node) used the culling traversal to make
additional modifications to the scenegraph we had to specif-
ically insert extra locking code into those modules. The end
result is a system that works satisfactorily, but the addition
of each barrier results in lower frame rendering rates.

Initial Abstractions

To achieve high performance the amount display and simu-
lation computation that should be run in parallel should be
maximized. Abstraction of dynamic graphical elements into
several steps is necessary to achieve this goal. The process-
ing of each element is broken into three stages: 1) rendering,
the code which displays the element 2) updating the simu-
lation code 3) synchronizing and maintaining congruency
between the first steps. The first two steps run in parallel
working on their own copy of the data and the last step syn-
chronizes the two copies. This uses the assumptions that
the simulation code in step 2 is non-trivial and would re-
quire more time than syncing the data in step 3. OpenSG
provides a similar more generic mechanism; however, we
believe that a generic solution is not always possible and a
higher framerate is better with some specialization.

Scalable Rendering

Each element of the scene strives to minimize its impact on
the performance of the visualization. The goal was to sec-
tion off as much work to the graphical processing unit as
possible and leave the CPU time available for visualization
to other elements and simulation code. The following sys-
tems manage and minimize their uses of system resource
using level-of-detail algorithms specific to their data and vi-
sualization domain. The management of resources also al-
lows the system to view landscapes that are larger than the
available amount of system resources.

Terrain

In the first implementation of the terrain we chose to imple-
ment the Geometrical Mipmapping (de Boer, 2000) algo-
rithm. This enabled the system to visualize terrain datasets

much larger than brute-force methods; however, it required
that the entire dataset be loaded into memory. This algo-
rithm would result in a complex memory management sys-
tem. This method although reducing CPU usage over previ-
ous methods still could be improved. Ulrich’s Chunked Lod
algorithm (Ulrich, 2002) offered several advantages includ-
ing higher triangle throughput, low CPU usage, and implicit
memory management. This method, unlike Geometrical
Mipmapping, requires offline tessellation of the elevation
data. Figure 2 illustrates the tessellation of this approach.

Figure 2. Surface Tessellation

Vegetation

Similarly, vegetation is placed using an offline utility. This
saves the cost of having to place trees at runtime and this
saving allow the trees to be paged in from a file. The veg-
etation utility uses the fuel load data input from FARSITE
and an expert’s knowledge of the location to determine what
types of vegetation are native to a location and their posi-
tions. Pixel error is used to determine when trees should not
be displayed anymore. In general this is when the size of the
rendered vegetation is smaller than a few pixels of screen
space. Currently, trees are grouped into localized batches to
be sent to the video card for rendering. This increases the
amount of vegetation able to be rendered, but has the limit of
only being able to process vegetation in groups. Processing
vegetation individually allows the system to changed the ap-
pearance of that vegetation as it burned, but results in slow
rendering speeds. A compromise is to use instancing (Cor-
poration, 2004) to draw and process vegetation nearer to the
viewer and process distance trees using groups.

Wildfire

Visualization of the wildfire is driven directly from the FAR-
SITE simulation data using particle based fire and smoke.
Fire and other natural phenomenon have been successfully
rendered using high numbers of particles. Applications us-
ing high numbers of particles are not able to render in real-
time the use of sprites can significantly reduce the number
of particles with good visual results(Reeves, 1983; Feldman
et al., 2003). Sprite-based particle systems can accurately
and realistically represent fire with very few particles. This
is because localized behavior using an accurate offline simu-
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Figure 3. Fire and Smoke

Figure 4. Fire Visualization in the Cave

lation and other factor such as color, position, emissiveness,
and animation frame can be controlled using a real-time fire
model (Wei et al., 2002; Tamas Umenhoffer, 2006; Nguyen,
2004). The visual complexity of particle systems can be re-
duced progressively as the distance increases from the user;
however, the physical properties of all particles must be cal-
culated. Reduction of rendered particles is often the bot-
tleneck because the amount of sprites necessary to render
a wildfire quickly reaches the maximum fillrate capacity of
the GPU.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented the fire simulation system using the
solution decisions described in the previous section. Initial
responses from fire agencies have been positive. A screen
capture of a sample run showing trees, fire, and smoke is
shown in Figure 3. A larger picture of the simulation run-
ning in our four-sided Fakespace FLEX system is shown in
Figure 4.

Visualization of computational wildfire models has many
applications. Wildfire can spread over large amounts of area
producing equally large datasets. We have introduced meth-
ods that can manage and visualize these datasets interac-
tively. Abstraction of the rendering, simulation computa-
tion results in modular code that allows for the integration
and optimization of different implementations for render-
ing elements of a scene. They also take advantage of dif-

ferent hardware configurations used to drive virtual reality
systems.

FUTURE WORK

Increasing the accuracy and realism of visualizing wildfire
scenarios is a primary focus. This focus will specifically in-
volve the use of additional outputs from FARSITE including
flame length, rate of spread and crown fire data. The aim of
this endeavor is to improve the accuracy of the visualization
for the application of data analysis and model validation.
The realistic visual appearance of the fire and smoke is a
top priority for presenting wildfire scenarios.

Very little work has been spent on scaleable rendering
of realistic real-time fire and smoke with application to the
large scale required for wildfires. Current work only consid-
ers single or small scale fires over small objects. The com-
plexity of realistically visualizing a single fire can quickly
use the entirety of a computer system’s resources. We will
look to create a specialized LOD system that will further op-
timize our fire rendering system to support larger wildfires.

The software has been left extensible enough for use with
other wildfire simulation models. with the long-term goal
of using a real-time model. A real-time wildfire model has
many applications including training and predictable pre-
scribed burning. This will also necessitate the inclusion of
an enhanced user interface and formal analysis of usability.
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Figure 3. Fire and Smoke

Figure 4. Fire Visualization in the Cave

lation and other factor such as color, position, emissiveness,
and animation frame can be controlled using a real-time fire
model (Wei et al., 2002; Tamas Umenhoffer, 2006; Nguyen,
2004). The visual complexity of particle systems can be re-
duced progressively as the distance increases from the user;
however, the physical properties of all particles must be cal-
culated. Reduction of rendered particles is often the bot-
tleneck because the amount of sprites necessary to render
a wildfire quickly reaches the maximum fillrate capacity of
the GPU.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

We have implemented the fire simulation system using the
solution decisions described in the previous section. Initial
responses from fire agencies have been positive. A screen
capture of a sample run showing trees, fire, and smoke is
shown in Figure 3. A larger picture of the simulation run-
ning in our four-sided Fakespace FLEX system is shown in
Figure 4.

Visualization of computational wildfire models has many
applications. Wildfire can spread over large amounts of area
producing equally large datasets. We have introduced meth-
ods that can manage and visualize these datasets interac-
tively. Abstraction of the rendering, simulation computa-
tion results in modular code that allows for the integration
and optimization of different implementations for render-
ing elements of a scene. They also take advantage of dif-

ferent hardware configurations used to drive virtual reality
systems.

FUTURE WORK

Increasing the accuracy and realism of visualizing wildfire
scenarios is a primary focus. This focus will specifically in-
volve the use of additional outputs from FARSITE including
flame length, rate of spread and crown fire data. The aim of
this endeavor is to improve the accuracy of the visualization
for the application of data analysis and model validation.
The realistic visual appearance of the fire and smoke is a
top priority for presenting wildfire scenarios.

Very little work has been spent on scaleable rendering
of realistic real-time fire and smoke with application to the
large scale required for wildfires. Current work only consid-
ers single or small scale fires over small objects. The com-
plexity of realistically visualizing a single fire can quickly
use the entirety of a computer system’s resources. We will
look to create a specialized LOD system that will further op-
timize our fire rendering system to support larger wildfires.

The software has been left extensible enough for use with
other wildfire simulation models. with the long-term goal
of using a real-time model. A real-time wildfire model has
many applications including training and predictable pre-
scribed burning. This will also necessitate the inclusion of
an enhanced user interface and formal analysis of usability.
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